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Abstract

This thesis consists of two components – a novel, Just Getting Light, and an

exegesis, The Railway Librarian.

Set in Thirroul, on the south coast of New South Wales, Just Getting Light

follows Anikka Lachlan, a young woman widowed by the accidental death of

her husband, Mac, a railway man. As part of her compensation for this

accident, she is offered – and accepts – the job of librarian at the local

Railway Institute Library.

At the heart of the novel are three points of resonance: Thirroul, the south-

coast sea-side village where D. H. Lawrence wrote Kangaroo and where

Anikka Lachlan lives; “Angel,” a poem discovered by Ani after her husband’s

death that she takes to have been written by him for her; and 1948, a

watershed year in the clear-view of hindsight, and a year with its own

literary reflection in George Orwell’s 1984.

The Railway Librarian, an exegesis, considers these three elements in a

series of essays that not only documents some of the research and reading

that fed into Just Getting Light but also explores the two-way shuffle

between discovery and imagination, and the nexus that exists between grief

and memory, war and time.

In unravelling ideas about places and their names, the first essay, “Place”,

seeks to unravel the book’s place itself, as both a lived environment and a

literary one. The second essay, “Poetry”, explores the connections between

the book’s defining emotion – grief – and the inspiration behind one of its

most crucial plot points – a discovered poem. In the final essay, “Time”, the

interplay between time, war and memory is examined alongside the

necessary abbreviations and amalgamations memory makes to

accommodate the temporal in both living and writing.
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on my last journey

alone on the road at dawn

first sight of the sea

- Nicholas Virgilio
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1

She sits, her legs folded beneath her. One finger traces the upholstery’s

pattern while the other rests against the pages of the book.

It could be any day, any year: call it 1935; 1938; 1945 or somewhere

decades away in her future. Perhaps it’s the day after her wedding, the day

after her daughter’s birth, the last day of the war, the last day of her life.

Whenever it is, Anikka Lachlan is reading, swallowed by the shapes and

spaces made by rows of black letters on a white page. She wets her finger,

not slowly, but absently, and lets it down to turn the next page.

From outside, across the roofs of this small town, comes one sharp line of

noise – a train’s brakes and the squeal of wheel on rail, metal on metal. Ani

looks up from the page but at nothing, and at nowhere, as if the room she’s

sitting in and the rest of this whole cacophonous world do not, at that

moment, quite exist.

The sound fades. The silence holds. She looks down, and finds the next word.
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2

These are the sort of people they are, Ani Lachlan and her husband Mac.

They are people who make a fuss of birthdays, people for whom no effort is

too much trouble in search of the perfect present, the perfect tribute, the

perfect experience. Even during the war, when their daughter Isabel had

asked – impossibly – for a bicycle, Mac found the bits and pieces to craft a

tiny ornamental one, to see her through until a proper one could be sourced,

and saved for, and procured.

And so in late 1948, on the weekend before Isabel’s tenth birthday, Ani and

Mac take the train up the coast to Sydney to find her next birthday present –

she’s asked for something magical. All morning they rummage in dusty

shops near Central, until they find – in the last quarter hour before their

train – a dull cylinder with an eyehole at one end and a round dome of glass

at the other.

Mac holds it up to one eye, squinting the other closed, and the kaleidoscope

rearranges the scene into a series of mosaics. Now, it’s a stained glass

window; now a fan of Arabic tiles; now it flares into brightness as he angles

the tube towards the shop’s open door. He hands it to his wife, smiling.

“You’ll love it,” he says, watching her turn the tube, watching her transform

the busy mess of the shop. Its dull brass looks heavy against the glow of her

skin.

“Yes, “ she says, twirling the tube again to make another image. “Yes, she’ll

want this. She can make everything she looks at into something beautiful

with this.” No better present for their Bella: Mac pushes the coins across the

counter to the old lady who stands there, wrapping the gift in a thick sheet

of pale, soft paper, the colour of a pale yellow dawn.
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“For a present?” the shopkeeper asks, tucking the papers’ ends neatly into

themselves.

“For our daughter,” says Mac.

“Turning ten,” says Ani.

The old lady smiles a gappy smile. “So many ways of seeing things,” she says,

patting the paper. “I hope they are all beautiful, the things your little girl

sees.” And she wraps the tube again in heavy brown paper, tying its ends

with string, like a bon-bon.

Ani smiles, in return. “You should see where we live,” she says, touching

Mac’s arm while he packs the parcel into his bag. “Most beautiful place in the

world.”

Mac blushes – he loves it when she says this, because he was the person who

took her there, the person responsible for delivering her to this beauty. In a

scratched and spotted mirror behind the counter, he sees them standing

together, Ani a little taller, and fine, like the saplings that grow down by the

beach. The paleness of her hair is so uniform that she looks as if she’s been

lit from above. And there he is, Mackenzie Lachlan, solid next to her, his

head thick with hair that looks blond next to any but hers. Her reflection

smiles, and he turns to catch the end of the real thing. That’s what

illuminates him, that right there.

In the shop’s darkness, a clock chimes, and he grabs her hand again. “Train,

love.”

The shopkeeper comes around the counter, bows her head with her hands

pressed together like a prayer. “Then a safe journey back to your home and

your little girl,” she says, holding the door open. They fly out to the street,
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past shopfronts, across roads, around corners, up stairs, and on to their

platform. As they swing into an empty compartment, the engine gathers

steam and lets out one perfect cloud of white, one perfect trumpet of sound,

and begins to move off.

“We’ve got a good loco in front of us,” says Mac, leaning over to watch the

big green engine take a curve. “Home in no time – it’s a 36; nice run down

the line.”

Most beautiful place in the world. He feels Ani tuck herself between his body

and the angular edge of the train’s wooden window frame. The warmth of

her arm brushes against his own as he turns the pages of his newspaper and

mutters the names of the countries in the news – Burma, Ceylon, Israel,

South Africa, two new Germanys. By the end of the second page, he feels her

heavy against him and knows she’s sleeping through this patchwork of

factories and backyards, their clotheslines, their vege patches, their

haemorrhaging sheds. She’ll sleep through to the slice of the journey she

loves best, when the train surges through one long black tunnel and delivers

her back onto the coast. This is it, the northern tip of Ani Lachlan’s most

beautiful place in the world.

“I’ll wake you up when we get there,” says Mac, as he says at the beginning

of every trip from city to coast. And she nods, squeezing his hand. She sleeps

quickly, deeply, on trains, as if their rhythms and noise were a lullaby. He

watches her breathing, feels the air from her mouth brush his shoulder.

Through the window now, thick bush rushes by, transformed into fragments

and segments of trees, palms, grasses, birds and sky as if they’d been poured

through the kaleidoscope too. His eyes flicker and dart, trying to isolate a

single eucalypt, the fan of a palm, and then close. His newspaper drops to the

floor as the landscape changes from eucalypt forest to something more like a
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meadow – almost at Otford; almost at the head of the tunnel – and he feels

her fingers, light, against his arm.

“Not often I get to wake you,” she smiles.

“Almost there,” he says. The engine is puffing and blowing, pulling hard, and

the train presses on towards the archway that’s been carved to open up a

mountain. “Now,” says Mac, taking his wife’s hand. “Now,” his mouth so

close to her ear. They’re in darkness, the sound monumental, the speed

somehow faster when there’s only blackness beyond the windows, and then

they’re out, in the light, in the space, in the relative quiet.

And there’s the ocean, the sand, the beginnings of that tiny plain that has

insinuated itself, pushing and jostling, tenuous, between the wet and the dry.

It’s a still and sunny day, the water flat and inky, the escarpment coloured

golden and orange, pink and brown. As the train takes the curves and bends

of its line, the mountain’s rock faces become great stone monoliths that

might have come from Easter Island, and then the geometric edges of some

desert temple. Here are the hellish-red gashes of coke ovens; here is the thin

space where there’s only room, it seems, for a narrow road, and a narrow

track, between the demands of sea and stone. And here is the messy mix of

place names – simple description, fancy foreign, and older, Aboriginal

words; Coalcliff, Scarborough, Wombarra, Austinmer. And then, Thirroul.

They pass Ani’s favourite building, the big glass and wooden roundhouse in

Thirroul’s railway yards – this is how he thinks of it, although it’s where his

every working day begins. But this is how he sees the world, in terms of Ani.

It’s as close as he can get to seeing through her eyes.

The engine lets out a long whistle and pulls into Thirroul’s station, its low

waiting rooms set back from the platform’s edge and the Railway Institute
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and its library tucked onto the opposite side of the tracks. Ani reaches for

Mac’s hand, and steps out of the carriage. The air is thick with salt and ozone

from the unseen ocean nearby. Straightening their bags, they begin their

slow walk home, east towards the water, south up the hill, east towards the

water again, and halfway along Surfers Parade. From the top step of the

house’s approach, the view is all mountain and water again, while behind its

back fence, and maybe a mile further south again, a headland rules off the

space she’s told him is the edge of their world.

“A mile south of that pine tree, sitting in our yard like a pin in a map for X

marks the spot.”

“Then I leave the world on any train run to Wollongong,” he protested once.

“I go out of your world in the course of every day.”

“Out of our world, yes, but you’re good about coming home.”

When they first came, newly married, almost twelve years ago now, they’d

climbed the mountain too, straight up the cliff face to the summit of the

scarp where they turned and stood, gazing east over the limitless blue

ocean.

“Nothing there,” said Mac quietly, “nothing at all – until you hit Chile.” The

tops of the trees below looked like crazy paving, and among the grey-green

of the gums were the odd cabbage-tree palm, the odd cedar, the odd tree-

fern, an almost luminous green among the turpentines, the eucalypts. In late

spring came extra punctuation – the fiery scarlet of the native flame tree; the

incandescent purple of the exotic jacaranda.

They’d watched a storm come up the coast that day, laughing as they

clambered down the track in its noisy wetness, arriving wild and muddy at

the bottom.
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Now, as Ani makes a pot of tea and hides the precious present, Mac watches

the sun set. The shapes of the shadows, the colours of the world begin to

shift and change towards nightfall and he longs for the gloaming, for one

more walk in the wide dusk of a Scottish summer. Too far away now – more

than a dozen years since he left.

From the corner of his eye, he sees a flash of colour against the growing

dark, and it’s Isabel coming home from a friend’s house by the shore. He

whistles three times, twice low, and once high and long so that the sound

slides back to the pitch of the first two notes. Even through the gloom, he

sees her stop, steady herself, and he hears her whistle in reply. It’s a power,

to whistle your girl home, he thinks, opening the gate and feeling her hug

hard against his body.

The next weekend, on Isabel’s birthday, after breakfast, and the present, Ani

slides the birthday cake into the oven, and the family walks to the beach

with the kaleidoscope. It’s a clear morning, the sky very high and light, with

a band of clouds, thin and white, tucked in beyond the ridge of the mountain.

Isabel stands with the brass tube of her gift, changing the world with the

smallest movement of her hand. “Like magic,” she says, and Ani and Mac

smile. She loves birthdays; the present, the cake, and always an excursion – a

milkshake in Wollongong, she wants, and they’ve promised to take her after

school, one day in the coming week.

“Maybe chocolate,” she calls now, “or maybe chocolate malted. Or would it

be more grown-up, now I’m ten, after all, to have caramel?” She frolics

circles in the sand around her parents, looking at this, at that, with her

precious new spyglass while they head towards the silvery smooth pylons of

the old jetty, pushing inland above the line of the low tide and out to sea the

other way.
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“We should’ve given you a telescope, love,” Mac calls to his daughter. Then:

“Looks like there’s someone sitting up there on one of the poles.” And the

three of them pause, peering ahead, the sun warm on their backs as they

separate the shape of a man from the shape of the weathered wood.

“You know, I reckon that’s Iris McKinnon’s brother,” says Mac at last. “One of

the drivers said he was home – you remember, love, he’s the one published

the poem during the war. We took it round for Iris, do you remember, but

she never said anything about reading it.” He shades his eyes, more a salute

than anything to do with glare. “Wonder what he’ll do now he’s back here;

not much call for a poet in the pits or on the trains.”

Offshore, a pod of dolphins appears in the face of a wave, curling and diving

as the smooth wall of water curls itself, and breaks, and surges in to the

shore. Isabel laughs, and the dolphins rise up and jump and dive again.

“They look like they’re on a loop,” says Mac, “like something at a carnival,

spinning round and round.”

On the top of his pylon, the poet has seen them too, leaning forward towards

their movement, leaning back as they plunge down into the blue.

“There’s got to be a poem in that,” laughs Ani. “If I was going to write a

poem, I’d write about dolphins. They always look so happy – and it’s always

such a surprise to see them.”

Mac laughs, grabbing her hand with one hand, Isabel’s with the other, and

skipping them all along the sand. “It’s a grand omen for Bella’s tenth

birthday – that’s what it is. And now, I want to pop home and try a slice of

that lovely cake.” And he starts to run, his two girls – as he calls to them

through the wind – hanging on to him and flying across the sand like his

coat-tails.
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But as they reach the rocks and begin to climb up to the street, he pauses,

looking way back along the stretch of sand. What does a poet look like, up

close, he wonders – would he look different to how he looked before the

war? Would you be able to see some trace of his occupation about him

somewhere, like loose words tucked into his coat pocket? Mac shades his

eyes, picking out the shape of the poet’s hat, his head, his body way off down

the beach. And how will he get down? The incoming tide is roiling around the

bottom of his pillar, white flecks of spray dusting the uprights as the water

breaks.

“Do you not want your cake then?” Ani teases from the top of the cliff,

hurrying him up. And Mac takes the stairs two at a time, breathless when he

reaches the grass.
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3

He’d remembered as soon as he reached the beach. Way down at the

southern end, tucked under the line of Sandon Point, there was the old jetty,

its boardwalk fractured here, disappeared there, and its uprights polished to

smooth silver wood by the coming and going of the sea. He remembered,

too, that when he and Iris were kids there were trains running out across

the ocean’s waves, ferrying loads of coal to waiting ships. They would watch

from the northern end of the sand, the distance reducing the engines and

their carriages to tiny shiny toys. That was years ago; by the time he went to

the war, nine years back in 1939, it was already the standing forest he sees

now. By the time he went to war, it was already a relic, a ruin.

This morning, it had come to him all of a sudden, the urge to shinny up the

trunk of one of those pylons that sits on the waterline and watch the tide

ebb and flow from above. Back then, he’d never tried, but he’s lighter now,

for sure, and more spry too. He’s seen the calligraphic dash of his shadow as

it runs running alongside him and its narrow elongation across the sand

seems dangerously accurate.

All right, he’d thought, come on – pelting along so that the hard sand

reverberated with his footsteps. St Simeon of Thirroul, will you be, Roy

McKinnon? Perch yourself on your pole and wait for inspiration? And he’d set

his foot against the vertical surface and pulled himself up, light as a feather.

“But there’s nothing of you,” his sister Iris had said again and again over the

first meal she made for him. And he explained how little eating he found he

did now, how little eating, and how little sleeping. People used to tell him he

looked like Fred Astaire, slender, and kind – although it was his friend Frank

Draper who could dance like a dream. Now they used words like “scrawny”

and “gaunt”. And no one hummed Top Hatwhen they saw him.
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“We’ll soon have you sorted now you’re home,” Iris had said, plying him

with potato and gravy, which he arranged on his plate, and left.

Balancing now on the pole’s narrow top, he wishes he could believe her. Or,

better yet, that the midday sun might somehow transform him into an

extension of this tall, thin trunk, taller and thinner and subsumed into its

top. And if he never came down? Surely that would be no less daft, in his

sister’s opinion, than opting into a war in the first place, or fancying yourself

a poet in the middle of it, or taking three years after discharge to come

home.

Where he sits now, up in the air, hoping to disappear into the glare of noon.

From the top of the pylon, Roy McKinnon watches dolphins surface and dive

like wooden cut-outs in a carnival shooting gallery. Up, and down; above,

then below: he raises his right arm, steadies it, and points his finger. He

could take a clear shot from up here.

The question he’s sure Iris wants to ask; the answer he refuses to calculate.

How many men did you kill, Roy? How many times did you raise that gun and

fire?

Out on the horizon, he sees a ship making for Melbourne, retracing the route

that brought him to Sydney, and here, at last, just the week before. For the

better part of three years, since the war’s end, he’d mooched around the

furthest parts of the country, staying out of the way of people he knew,

staying out of the way of his sister, her questions. There was a strange

consolation in his parents’ dying while he’d been overseas – if his father had

faced him down and asked about numbers, he could never have refused to

answer.
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Coming back in ’45, he’d bounced from Sydney out west to a sheep farm,

then down to Melbourne for a disastrous spell as an English master. In

Adelaide, then, he’d worked peaceably with a bunch of Germans making

wine, thinking about the oddness of history. Then he went further west,

across the whole body of the continent, until he landed in the West

Australian wheatfields as a harvest was coming in.

He’d carried a notebook in his left breast pocket as he travelled, the exact

size and shape of the metal-plated New Testament Iris had made him carry

through the war. But for all the things he saw, all the people he met, all the

places he visited and the things that he did, he could never tease out a single

line of poem to write down.

Messed up then, aren’t you buster, he thinks now, taking another shot at a

dolphin with his cocked fingers, if you can come up with poetry in the middle

of some muddy bridgehead and be buggered if you can find a sentence here.

He’d almost put his name down for one of the farm schemes for soldiers – it

would be something, he’d thought, to have someone else etch out a plot of

land and tell you you had to make do with it. But in the end, he’d traced the

edge of Australia from Fremantle around to Sydney, and caught the train

down here, to Thirroul, to his sister’s place – the closest thing he had to

home, he supposed.

Back along the beach, on a verge thick with lantana, D. H. Lawrence wrote a

book – Roy nods to the low bungalow every time he passes it. If Lawrence

could write here, he figures, maybe he can too. If it’s not having tickets on

yourself to put yourself with Lady Chatterley, mate.

A wave surges up around the pylon, drenching his feet, his shins, his knees –

it’ll be a wet dismount, if he’s going to make it home for lunch. He shades his

eyes and looks north along the beach, past the place where Lawrence

worked, past a sculptural outcrop of rocks, and beyond to where his sister
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lives, across from the Council pool’s pumphouse. He can almost see her,

worrying along the edge of the sand, wondering what silly place he’s walked

to now. There are dozens more pylons stretching away from him and out to

sea: one day, he thinks, one day I’ll run along them all, and dive out into the

horizon.

“And will you go for a job with the trains, then, Roy? Or will you try for a job

in the mines? I suppose there’s the iceworks too – or that ice cream factory

downWollongong-way. If you wanted something …” she pawed at the air,

perhaps looking for a kind word “ – sweeter.” That was with his dinner too,

the first night he arrived. The anxiety stretched across her elfin face, making

it sharper, more judgemental. He’d forgotten how inappropriate his sister

could make him feel – so short, she made him loom large; so fine his own

thinness did slip towards scraggy; so dark, his own brown hair looked

mottled. He’d forgotten how different they were.

“I don’t know Iris, I don’t know what I’m doing. That’s why I came home –

here. That’s what I want to find out.” His fingers fiddled with the salt cellar

until she reached across to settle it, perfect, in the middle of the table again.

“I just always think it’s best to be busy.”

Another wave surges up and he looks at his watch – midday; which he

should have known, of course, from the sun. Perhaps I don’t pay enough

attention anymore. And perhaps that’s his problem with trying to write, if

he’s walking around with his eyes shut.

He snorts: in for a penny. He’s sure his sister thinks him mad – a seawater

suit is only going to confirm it.

And it feels so good, so good to plunge down into the clear surf – it’s only

just lapping his neck when he touches the bottom. The way his suit, his shirt,
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his underclothes press in around him as if he could feel the edges of himself

more clearly.

Back on the shore, he’s laughing with exhilaration, feeling in his coat pockets

for the miracle of a shell or a barnacle to take home as a souvenir. If he were

a cartoon, he thinks, he’d have a seahorse poking through his lapel like a

boutonnière and wreaths of seaweed looping around his waist for a belt.

And he laughs again, this tall, lean man made taller and more lean again by

the tight wet fit of his clothes.
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The next week, on the afternoon set for Isabel’s milkshake, Ani walks up

through the village towards the station – past the grocer’s, the co-op, the

haberdasher’s and the hairdresser’s, the café that sells fancy china, the two

rival shoe shops. Glancing along the side street towards the railways’

roundhouse, her view of its rows of windows, glittering like a rich

chandelier, is cut by a passing engine. 3621: she registers its number, “its

pedigree,” as Mac would say, and takes a deep breath of the thick cokey air.

This place. Down the coast from Sydney, there’s a point where the border of

Australia’s sheer sandstone cliffs pull inland a little, and a tiny sliver of plain

opens up. This is the bluff at Stanwell Tops where the trains’ tunnel

emerges. This is the bluff where Hargrave flew his famous box kites, more

than fifty years ago now. Ani’s always wished she could have seen one,

soaring high and free.

The ridge heads inland, forming a line that sometimes mirrors, sometimes

offsets and counteracts the shape of the coast. And between these two lines,

the water on one hand, the vast spread of the rest of the country on the

other, a web of streets and avenues, groves and drives lace across the

available land, held firm by the one road that feeds in from the north and out

to the south.

And then there’s the air, the nor-easters that play along the shoreline; the

westerlies that dump fractious moods over the edge of the escarpment; the

smoky draughts in late spring and summer that telegraph bushfires and

spur them on. There are soft sea breezes that tease and tickle with the

lightest scent of salty water. There are the southerly busters, powerful

fronts that push up the coast to break open the heat of the day – they smell
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clean and crisp, and Ani pushes her nose hungrily into hot afternoons in

search of their coming.

Reaching the bridge over the railway line, she pulls up short. A hearse is

carrying a coffin up to the Anglican church, and Ani ducks her head quickly,

her eyes down as the funeral procession passes. Don’t turn to look at a

hearse; don’t count the number of cars following in its wake; touch a button

after the hearse has gone by: her father trained her in these superstitions in

the wake of her mother’s early death – Ani was only four. Now, she touches

her finger to the button on her dress, and runs across the road and on

towards the station, where Isabel stands, her nose buried in a book.

My lovely little thing, thinks Ani fiercely, pulling her into a hug. She’s quiet,

Isabel, and careful – when she bounds along the beach with Mac, her blonde

hair flying, or follows his leap from a high board down into the pool, Ani can

see the way she works at this playfulness, this exuberance, because she

knows her father loves it. With Ani, just the two of them, Isabel has a

stillness that Ani knows is not usual in a ten year old. And she knows this

because she remembers it in herself.

Isabel smiles up at her, then down at the page, as Ani scans the width of the

sky, the line of the escarpment against its blue. It’s a happy thing to stand,

and to gaze – she reaches out without looking and pats down Isabel’s end-of-

the-day hair, and her daughter catches her hand and squeezes it, without

looking up.

The train is late.

“What flavour milkshake today, Bella?”

“Chocolate malted” – without a glance.
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“Chocolate malted” – the full stretch of available luxury.

Across the tracks a pane of glass rattles. Ani glances towards the sound and

sees a window open in the Railway Institute’s library, its neat building

wedged in on the side of the platform. Such fascinating things, libraries: she

closes her eyes. She could walk inside and step into a murder, a love story, a

complete account of somebody else’s life, a mutiny on the high seas. Such

potential; such adventure.

But Mac’s always taken care of their borrowing and lending, popping in

before and after his shifts, and coming home with parcels of volumes for

himself, for Ani, for Isabel. She knows he loves to graze, weighing up the

attractions and merits of different books for his two girls, his two readers.

And she loves watching him unpack the books he’s borrowed for himself, as

if they might open up another way into his curiosity, his imagination.

“You know I keep some books at work, well away from your eyes,” he teased

her once. “A little bit of privacy.” Yet she’d even gone to the library with him

a couple of times, to watch the way his hands moved along the shelves,

chose an adventure with aeroplanes and jungles, dismissed another with

cowboys and wagons. She’d seen him pause at Gone with the Wind, and

move on to Sons and Lovers.

“What are you looking at, Ani,” he’d asked, without turning towards her.

“You know I’m loyal to Mr Lawrence.”

Next to the railway was a field, with men and youths plying football for their

lives.When Mac brought her to the coast, she’d carried Kangaroo like an

atlas, trawling its pages for places she could identify, maybe even people she

might recognise – against all Mac’s protestations that it was a novel, “a

novel, love, that’s made-up, you know, made-up.” But even now, she shrugs:
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here is the railway; behind her is the football, just like the book. This place is

Lawrence’s Mullumbimby; she is living in the next chapter of a famous story.

From the football field now comes a surge of chants and cheers, and Ani

turns towards the noise. It makes her shiver sometimes, that open stretch of

grass: effigies were burnt there in the war, Hitler, first, and then rough

approximations of the nameless Japanese men who were coming to invade.

A high whistle rises up from the grass and Ani remembers the air-raid

sirens, the dark stuffiness of the shelter Mac dug in the backyard.

“Like being buried alive while you’re waiting to be bombed,” he always said,

insisting on sitting above ground, in the garden, so he could see if any planes

came close.

Now, a short, sharp siren comes from the north – probably the roundhouse,

thinks Ani – and she turns away from remembering the war, and football,

and Mr Lawrence. Above the ridge, the clouds are inching towards sunset,

morphing from puffy, fluffy white shapes that Isabel might place at the top

of a drawing, to something longer and more elegant. It will be a glorious

show, firing the clouds with colour while the greens and browns in the scarp

and its trees drain towards darkness.

“You’re for town, Mrs Lachlan?” Luddy, the stationmaster, is at her elbow.

But as Ani nods, he shakes his head. “Sounds like there’s a problem with the

trains coming through – an accident along the line and they’re not letting

anything pass. Do you want to wait for a while, or will I try to get a message

down to Mac, let him know you’re not coming?”

Isabel looks up, her finger marking her place on the page: “My birthday

treat, my milkshake –”
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Ani frowns, tucking Isabel’s hair back into its bunches again. She’s been

looking forward to it too – walking down Crown Street, looking at the shops,

sipping her own tall, cold drink. She hates problems she can’t solve, but: “I

suppose you’d better, Luddy. Tell Mac we’ll see him at home?”

And he smiles at her, nodding and tweaking Isabel’s neater hair.

“Can we go to the beach then, Mum? Can we go to the beach on the way

home?”

“We can, Bella,” she smiles. “Still a bit of a treat. We’ll go down to the rock

pool, see if we can find a pretty shell.” She holds her hand out to her

daughter, who makes a great show of smiling and waving to Luddy.

The sun has almost left the sand by the time they reach its edge, Isabel flying

towards the water while Ani bundles up shoes, socks, bags and picks her

way across to the rock shelf. Almost every day, she comes down to the

beach, but nothing has ever taken away the surprise of seeing it . A country

girl, grown up on the Hay Plains in the far west of New South Wales, the first

time she saw the ocean was the first time she’d seen anything so big and so

blue that wasn’t a vast, dry sky. When she was married; when she’d moved

to the coast; twelve years – twelve years ago now.

Leaning against Mac, back then, on her first day in Thirroul, she’d had no

sense that the sea would be so enormous. She could hear it; she could smell

it. And she could taste it – it was salty, which she had expected, but it was

sticky too, which she hadn’t. And all of this had seemed so much bigger, so

much more impressive than the wide stretch of its colour, the vast stretch of

its space.

“I didn’t think,” she had said softly to her new husband, “I didn’t think it

would be so many things all at once.”
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He’d squeezed her hand, kissed her shoulder. “At home,” he said, “it’s mostly

grey, but I like this colour, this briney blue aigan.” A wave roared at the edge

of the rocks, and Ani had jumped back, startled at how high, how near, it

reared. “It just wants to meet you,” said Mac, laughing, “just wants to see

who you are.”

Now, in this late afternoon, Ani watches Isabel run out across the rocks to

the very lip of the land. A surging wave would no longer make her jump, and

the tide is a long way out in any case, pushing a low burst of white water

against the rocks once in a while. A crab scurries beneath a heap of seaweed

that smells of pure salt; another scuttles under a rock at the bottom of a

shallow pool. There are purple barnacles and tiny orange conches, striped

shells and smooth rocks.

Overhead, two seagulls swoop against the blue sky, making their barking

calls. Isabel barks back from the shore and the birds settle on the sand at a

safe distance as Ani laughs, leaning forward at the edge of one deep rock

pool. There’s a clamshell down there, a beautiful thing, pearly silver inside

and gold and rose-pink outside – colours that belong to pretty dresses, rich

taffeta, and swirling dances. She pushes up her sleeve, dips in her arm,

shivering. It will feel warm in just a moment. The strange tricks of distance

and perspective – her fingers feel for the shell as deep as she thinks it is, but

still wave uselessly above it. She inches forward and grasps the pretty shape.

The number of rocks she’s taken from this beach in those twelve years; the

number of days she’s combed along its shore; the number of nights she’s

come down here with Mac. She closes her eyes and sees the two of them

dancing along the sand in the weeks after the war, their eyes closed to the

barbed wire that still looped its indecipherable script along the waterline.

That night, if there’d been enough moon, she was sure they could have

danced out across the ocean’s marbled surface.
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“What about this, Isabel?” she calls across to her daughter. “Treasure

enough?”

She loves her daughter’s careful attention – the paragraphs in her book; the

shell cupped in the palm of her hand; completely considered.

“It looks like something precious,” says Isabel.

“Like an evening dress?”

“Maybe, but a listening to music one, not a dancing one.”

“I thought dancing and swirling,” says Ani gravely, “but you might be right.”

She rubs at the colours, brushing the tiniest specks of sand from the shell’s

dents and pocks. “Home then?” And her daughter surges back again, butting

in at her side.

“Wonder how long it will take Dad, if the trains are stopped?”

Ani shakes her head, the opalescent shell heavy in the fine cotton pouch of

her pocket.

“Let’s see,” she says. “You finish your book, and we’ll see how long it is

before he’s coming along the street.” She holds her hand out to her daughter

and they climb the stair cut into the cliff-face, two steps at a time.

……

The house is quiet, and Ani, cutting vegetables in the kitchen, can hear the

tiny drumming of Isabel’s fingers on the window sill in the next room as she

sits and waits for her father. Ani smiles, starting a soft, old-language lullaby
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in time to the gentle beat, its angular syllables studded with t’s and k’s and

n’s. There are still no trains, and the silence is starting to ring.

Then: “Mum?” There’s a tightness in her daughter’s voice. “There’s a car at

the gate.” Ani hears the shell hit the ground.

“Mum?” Isabel’s voice is less certain again. “There’s a big, black car.”

In the kitchen, Ani tries stops the movement of the knife, disoriented, but

the end of the blade nicks at her thumb. She stares at the skin; just dented,

she thinks at first, but then the blood comes and she hears Isabel say again,

“Mum?” – and feels her pressing in at her side, against the table.

There’s a black car at the gate. She’s almost 37 years old. Here is her

daughter. Where is her husband? Her thumb is starting to bleed. The kitchen

is very quiet and very bright, and Ani hears herself say:

“Now Bella, run next door to Mrs May and I’ll get you when it – when I – .”

“But I want to wait for Da–” Isabel begins, and Ani hears her own voice,

uncharacteristically harsh:

“– Isabel – so help me – I will not tell you again.” The words scrape the walls

like sharpness against glass and she squeezes her eyes tight as her daughter

throws the shell hard against the linoleum floor – it shatters into five sharp

pieces – and slams the door.

So this is what happens, thinks Ani as the front gate unsnibs, the footfalls hit

the stairs, a knuckle taps the wooden frame of the screen door, and the

minister calls, “Mrs Lachlan?”
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She closes her eyes and sees herself lying next to Mac, nine years ago now,

the day Australia’s war was declared. “But what does it mean, ‘Australia is

also at war’? What does that mean for us?”

“Needn’t mean anything,” Mac had said. “They’ll need the railways to keep

running, so I should be right.”

“But would you want to go? Would you rather?” She remembered her

father’s friends, trading stories from the Great War, teasing him for missing

the fun, the adventure.

“Don’t be daft, Ani love, leave you and Isabel and go off to be killed? They’ll

need the trains, so they’ll be after us to stay – and I’m not the heroic type,

now, am I?” He tickled above her hipbone so that she giggled and squirmed.

She’d grabbed his fingers, pushing them away. “But if Australia’s at war, then

we’re at war, aren’t me, you and me? Our melancholy duty, like Mr Menzies

said? We’d have to fight, if the war came here. We’d have to be able to kill an

enemy. And there’ll be dying, so much dying.”

Keep us safe, she thought, over and over, keep us safe, through the next six

years. As she watched women becoming wives without husbands, mothers

without sons, Ani had an image of a searchlight sweeping around,

illuminating this woman – widowed; that one – her son on a drowned ship.

Now that searchlight has found her, catching her in its sweep and pinning

her, arbitrary and irrevocable.

So this is what happens, she thinks again – so distinctly that she wonders if

she says it aloud. She presses a tea towel onto her thumb and walks towards

the front door, the men, the news that the car has brought. The house has
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never seemed so long and at each step she thinks, this is how I will remember

this.

The door at the end of the hall is shut: Ani on one side; and the men, and the

night, and the news on the other. If I keep my eyes closed, she thinks, holding

them shut fast, perhaps I’ll open them and find I’ve been asleep this whole

time. Fast asleep and dreaming.

“Mrs Lachlan?” says the minister again. “Can we come in?”
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First came the knock on the window, and then the boy’s voice: “Mr Lachlan?

Mackenzie Lachlan? Early shift.”

Ani opened her eyes as Mac replied – “I’m here, I’m coming” – and felt the

bed roll like a wave as he stood up. “Go back to sleep, love,” he said then,

without turning toward her. He always knew when her eyes had opened.

She smiled and rolled onto his side of the bed, feeling its warmth and

reaching out to touch him as he pulled on his trousers, his singlet, his shirt

and his coat.

“I’ll stay awake til I hear your train, you know that,” she said, her palm

resting against his back as he sat to tie his boots. “And I’ll see you at the end

of your day.”

And he lent back then, turning so that she could feel his full weight pressed

down on her as he kissed her mouth, her forehead, the top of her bright,

light hair. “The end of my day is when I come back to you,” he said, kissing

her with the last word. “Now go back to sleep – there’s not even a bird

awake out there.”

She listened as he unlatched the front door and closed it again gently,

listened as his boots made the front stairs creak, as he skipped over the last

one, which was loudest of all. She listened as he went through the gate and

onto the road. And she tried to picture how far he walked before his

footsteps faded.

It was early spring, 1945, and the war was over. The war was finally done.

The night before, at the movies, they’d seen a newsreel of the celebrations in
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Sydney – images of a man dancing through Martin Place, spinning round and

around. And when the film had ended, and the lights came up, Mac had

grabbed her waist and danced her out into the street – past everyone, past

their smiles and their laughter. And on they’d spun, twirling and laughing, in

and out of the puddles of streetlight, and all the way home.

Now, in the darkness, she heard the train’s whistle – there he was; off he

went. And as she settled into sleep again, she reached out towards the place

where he’d slept not a half hour before, and felt the sure shape of his body

against her own. Bright against her closed eyes, she saw the dancing man,

spinning and leaping, an evocation of happiness, spinning and leaping into a

line of light.
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Slowly, carefully, Ani opens her eyes, but the men are still there – Reverend

Forrest, the minister, Luddy Oliver, the station master, and a pale man in a

dark suit who she knows, without asking, will be someone from the

railways. She unlatches the door and holds it open, nodding at the three men

as they walk into her house.

“I’m sorry,” she says, gesturing towards the shell, “I haven’t had a chance to

sweep that up, just trying to get a meal ready for Mac.” His name falls hard in

the quiet room, and the men smile then; three small, uneasy smiles. She says,

“of course you should sit down.” The brightness of that searchlight is

unbearable.

“My dear,” says Reverend Forrest, disconcertingly familiar. “I’m so sorry, but

there’s been an accident.”

She says, “of course.” She says, “do you need to tell me what happened?”

Because whatever has happened, Mac isn’t coming home.

The room stretches as if her armchair has pushed itself miles back – a

suburb, a desert, a continent away – so that she can barely hear the men’s

voices. An accident, an engine shunting – she concentrates on the shorthand

of “engine”; Mac would have told her its full number, its every particular,

every rivet and plate.

An engine shunting, and Mac had jumped down and gone round to check the

coupling. They think. They’re not sure yet – no one is sure. But there’ll be an

inquiry later, and the coroner, they say. The coroner.
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What they are sure of is that an engine coupling with something – well, an

engine coupling with anything – it exerts a powerful lot of force. And.

Their voices fall away to nothing. Ani doesn’t move. She thinks, how dare

they bring this into my house? Mac would never have allowed this sort of thing

to be said, out of the blue, all of a sudden, and at dinnertime. She thinks, if

we’d met him earlier, this would never have happened. We’d have had our

milkshakes, and come home together. She thinks, I did not keep him alive

through six years of war for this. She thinks, there’s been a mistake – it’s

someone else’s man, someone else’s husband, anyone’s. She thinks, this

throbbing in my thumb, I can feel it in my throat, in my forehead, in my

stomach. She thinks, I yelled at Isabel, I said “so help me”. I don’t say things

like that.

She says, “I should make you some tea,” and the minister stands up, touching

her shoulder lightly, and saying, “no, no, let me – the kitchen through here?

And what’s this blood?” He peels the towel away from her thumb and stares

at it a moment as if this might stem its flow. And it works. “You have to be

brave, Anikka,” he says.

Her Christian name – she’s surprised he even knows it. But perhaps, she

thinks, you can no longer be called Mrs Something when there is no Mr

Something. Perhaps you stop being Mrs Someone when Mr Someone stops

being.

The railway man is talking again. About the accident, about the injuries

sustained, he doesn’t want her to think of these, but under these

circumstances they will arrange for a cremation as soon as possible – it can

be arranged for tomorrow, and he tells her this as if the arrangement is

already in train. And “you do not need to see the body, Mrs Lachlan. You do

not need to see the body.”
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In the kitchen, the lid of the kettle clatters against the edge of the sink, its

bottom sizzling as the minister puts it onto the hob. Ani hears the scrape of

it sliding in towards the middle of the stove, hears the stove door creak as

the minister opens it to add a little more kindling, a little more coal. She

closes her eyes and sees the leap of the flames, and their lick.

“What a strange thing,” she says at last, “when my husband can walk down

to work one morning and be taken for cremation the next. It seems very – ”

She shrugs. The rush of it; the haste.

“This is what we do, Mrs Lachlan,” the railway man leans forward a little,

reaching out to stop her words. “The inquiry will happen later, but we

organise the cremation as quickly as possible. I’ll be there, and Reverend

Forrest. But you do not need to see the body.” And as he says this again, Ani

finds that she cannot disagree with him, is not sure if she wants to, or should

want to. There is something hypnotic in the phrase.

“I’ll be with him, Mrs Lachlan,” the minister is passing her tea in a cup she

would never offer a guest, very milky and, when she puts it up to her lips,

very sweet. “I’ll say his prayers.” And she swallows, wondering about the

pale black tea, no sugar, that she usually drinks. Perhaps she isn’t supposed

to drink that anymore either. And this tastes surprisingly good.

Through the wall behind her, Ani hears the kitchen fire spit again in its box

and closes her eyes against the image of her husband’s body – muscular,

burly, familiar – set amongst its flames.

“Tomorrow, then,” she says. “Yes, I see. Tomorrow.”

Of course they will organise a notice in the paper, the railway man goes on,

and the minister will be ready to talk with her, whenever she is ready, about
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a memorial service in the place of a funeral. ‘Whenever you’re ready, Mrs

Lachlan, just whenever you’re ready.”

And as they sit and watch her drink her tea, she tries to remember Mac’s

voice and fails. Is that it? Has it all gone? How long they will sit there,

watching the rise and fall of her cup?

“We don’t want you to feel that things will be hard now,” the railway man

says then, patting his hands against the air, as if he was trying to soften his

own words. “You won’t be on your own with this.”

“Of course I won’t be on my own. My daughter will be with me.” Ani

wonders that the words can fit through her tightly clenched teeth. “Thank

you for the tea.” It’s peculiar, to be sitting in her own armchair, staring,

wondering what she’s supposed to do, wondering if there’s anything she can

say that would make it all a mistake that could be swept away – and Mac just

home late for his supper.

Now Luddy is crouching in front of her, balancing himself with one hand on

the arm of her chair – so close; she can smell the sooty steam on him. She

draws in a huge breath and the room shrinks back across the continents, the

deserts, the suburbs, and back to its normal size.

“This afternoon,” Luddy begins, “I’m sorry Mrs Lachlan, I had no idea this

afternoon. I did call through the message that you’d gone home. But of

course he wasn’t, of course he didn’t …” He means to comfort her, to say

something big and warm – she can see that. But his tears drip onto the

carpet while she stares at her thumb, and then her hand’s solidity dissolves

somehow so she sees only the wet drops he’s leaving on the ground.

“Thank you,” she says. There are a thousand alternatives, a thousand other

possibilities for what else might be happening in the world this night. And
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Mac is at the centre of them all, walking along the street, whistling to Bella,

coming through the gate, food on the table, calling her name – there’s his

voice.

Ani sniffs the air. “I’ve left the chops,” she says. The smell of burning flesh is

suddenly sweet and enormous; the station master on his feet, the minister

into the kitchen to pull the meat away from the heat almost before she’s

finished the sentence.

The railway man looks into the middle distance, his hands fiddling with the

hat in his lap. “I’m sorry,” says Anikka, “I’m sure there are all sorts of things

that I should be asking and you should be telling me. But I need you to leave

now.”

“Mrs Lachlan,” he stands up, extends his hand – it’s formal, like a

presentation, or an introduction – “I’m so sorry to have been the bearer of

this news. If there’s anything we can do –”

But she shakes her head, follows them to the door, and even thinks to send

her wishes to the minister’s wife, and the station master’s. From the corner

of her eye, she sees Mrs May framed in her own doorway, imagines Isabel,

pressed in behind her, wanting to look but not sure if she wants to see.

But where is his body now – right now? Anikka thinks suddenly. And who will

drive it up the mountain to be burned tomorrow? Her mouth almost opens to

call this last, terrible question across her front yard but then she sees the

shape its words would make against the quiet night.

Impossible.

Its engine idling, the car’s noise is too round and warm to have brought such

cold, hard news. Next door, Mrs May’s flyscreen opens slowly, and Ani hears
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her call softly, “are you there, love? Are you there, Ani?” But her voice has

gone and she doesn’t know if she could have cried out, or stopped herself

from falling, if Mrs May hadn’t come through the gate then to put her arms

around her and hold her up. Saying, “sshhh,” saying, “there,” saying, “it’s all

right – Bella’s inside.”

“Sssshhhh, love. Ssssshhh.”

Across the rooftops, across the backyards, across the grass and the sand and

the shoreline, the sound of the ocean is rolling and turning; for the first time

in as long as she can remember – as long as she’s been on the coast – Ani has

forgotten whether the tide is coming in or going out. She feels saltiness in

her mouth, like a great gulp of the sea, and realises she’s crying. Quiet and

awful crying in the dark, as regular as breathing.

This is how it will be, she thinks.

In the darkness, then, she sees something move against the flowers on Mrs

May’s side of the fence, and she calls out, “Bella?” The girl is so thin against

the night, slipping around, slipping through the gate, wedging herself in

between her mother and the wall of the house. “I’m sorry I yelled before,

Bella, but …” For the first time in her life, she doesn’t know what to say to

her own little girl, and can only let her head nod slightly, as her daughter

pushes close and asks one small, scared question.

“My Dadda? My Dad?”

The ocean rolls and turns, and there are stars above now, and a mopoke

somewhere close in a tree, calling his own name. I don’t know what to say,

Ani thinks again. And then, I’ve got to get the smell of that meat out of the

house. The awfulness of wasted food.
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She stands up, Mrs May holding her left hand, Isabel holding her right. “All

right, let’s go in then,” says Ani, “let’s go in and see what happens next.”

And as she pulls the wire door out towards her, she hears the rumble, the

growl of a train moving along its tracks.

……

At the end of it all, she stands a while in her daughter’s room, watching her

quiet oblivion. All those years, she thinks, all those benedictions I made for

your safety and your health: I was concentrating on the wrong person. I was

protecting the wrong one.

It’s a nasty thought. She pushes hard at the side of her head to dislodge it.

“Beautiful Bella,” she whispers, leaning down to kiss her shoulder. You and

me. You and me. You and me.

From some deep crevice in her mind, she hears her father’s story about a

rainbow-bridge that spans the world of the mortals and the world of the

gods. If she could find the right rainbow, her father had told her, she might

skip along it to see her mother. But even in the wide space of the Hay Plains,

the beginnings and ends of rainbows had been hard to catch.

“You only need one dream to slip along, Ani,” her father had said, “one

moment, and you’re up one side of the rainbow and sliding down the other

for the briefest visit, the shortest glimpse – but it’s enough. It can be

enough.”

She smoothes Isabel’s blanket, the next thought so strong, so vehement, that

her hand shakes and her daughter stirs against the movement. How could I
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not have known, not have felt it when it happened? I was on the platform. I

was at the beach. I was slicing stupid carrots.

“Mac?” she says at last, climbing into her own bed. “Where are you?”

Outside, a few crickets are calling, and the waves are turning, gently and

lengthily, below the staccato beat of the insects’ sound. A world with no Mac.

“Mackenzie Lachlan,” she says, “I can’t sleep; can you tell me a story?”

It’s the darkest, coldest time of night, and her only answer is three dogs

passing mournful barks between them as the night’s breezes drop away to

nothing. Aching with tiredness, her hands rub at her arms, creep across to

her belly, up to her breasts, and she is thinking about the last time her

husband touched her. Against any other memory she might find, here is this

thing that was only the two of them – and she hadn’t realised it was

happening for the very last time.

She stills her hands, her body uninterested in their cold, tiny touch. Never

again, she thinks.

A car turns into the street and crawls past Ani’s window, its lights stirring

up another dog and then the dog’s owner who yells, harshly, for the little

bugger to shut up.

Rolling fast into the empty space in the bed, she presses herself – face down

and hard – into the space where Mac should be. A mattress spring twists

unexpectedly beneath her sudden movement, poking so sharply into the

softness of her belly that she recoils fast onto the other side of the bed

herself, her tears distracting her from the urgent surge of desire she feels

and doesn’t want to.
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The car’s headlights move back along the street, the dog silent this time, and

as they turn and head down the hill, it’s as if a little of the car’s shine has

stayed on, stuck in the tongue-and-groove of her walls. There are birds then,

here and there, and then one massed and raucous outburst.

The dawn is coming, a new day; the next day. She sighs, turns her pillow

over, and is suddenly asleep.

Ani Lachlan sleeps through the washes of the morning’s colours and the

warm brilliance of sunrise. She sleeps in a world where she remembers,

perfectly, every detail about her husband, this day, that sentence, another

touch. She will remember it all in the deepest sleep, and lose it again the

moment her eyes open and she wonders how late it must be for the sun to

already be so high and then remembers, in the next instant, what happened

the day before.
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On the nights when he can’t sleep, which is most nights, Roy McKinnon

breaks out of his sister’s shut-up house, silent as a thief, and continues the

walks with which he fills his days. He’s used to the tiredness by now – years

without proper sleep will do that for you, and he can’t remember a decent

night’s rest since he shipped out in 1940. He’s used to the strange pliability

of the time when most people sleep – the way nocturnal minutes can drag

out like hours; the way nocturnal hours can collapse into seconds. And if

war was good for anything, it was good training for boredom; God, the

waiting – the noise and the waiting. These things were never what you

expected them to be.

He slides the bolt in the lower half of the back door – the half that creaks less

– and pushes open its panel, ducking underneath and shushing the chooks as

they stir and mutter in their coop. It’s too quiet tonight; he hasn’t heard a

train for hours, and as he thinks this, he hears an engine puffing up the line.

What is it – nine o’clock? Maybe ten? Iris has been in bed an hour or more

already, and most of the lights in the village’s houses are already switched

off. Roy shakes his head: do people really need so much time to dream?

Stretching up towards the stars, he leaps the fence and pads over to the

council baths. He’ll stay close tonight, he thinks; his legs don’t have the

power to stride for miles.

The surface of the pool rocks a little as if it’s trying to level itself. It was

beautiful here, before the war; its glorious underwater lighting turned the

water into a pond of gold. No way they’d put that back – such extravagance,

such luxury.
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A cormorant raises its head from its perch on the lamp post, but nothing else

stirs, and Roy settles himself cross-legged by the water’s edge, trailing his

fingers through the cool, salty water, and letting them hang, dripping, above

the concrete beside him. Once, a couple of days ago, he was certain he saw

the letter A in one of these wet splodges on the pavement, and he’d walked

the next eight hours til sunrise calling out every word he could think of that

began with A, in case one of them sparked some inspiration.

“Adumbrate. Aurora.” Those two were particularly beautiful, he’d thought,

shouting as he passed the Presbyterian manse and imagined the minister

and his wife sleeping peaceably inside. “Abatis. Ablation. Aboulia.”

On the top of the hill in Austinmer, someone’s window had rattled open and

a man called “for pity’s sake, mate”. Further down, in the hollow below the

station, a cat called back in reply to three of his words: “Ascendant.

Anastrophe. Atlantes.”

Now, he brushes his fingers across the pool’s surface and lets the water fall.

Nothing.

Standing up, he puffs out a mouthful of air and looks across at Thirroul’s

scattered houses. Maybe he will walk a little after all, and he sets off past the

pumphouse and up the hill; he’ll just nip round to Lawrence’s place, he

thinks, and then head home. But every light in the usually dark bungalow is

blazing and Roy scoots away from the illumination. What could the matter

be? Something wrong? Someone ill?

Why do you always suspect the worst, Roy McKinnon? There must be other

people as don’t sleep too – or maybe they’re just having a party. People must

still have parties, he expects, although he can’t recall that he’s been to one

since 1939.
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He’d like to set up a fraternity for his fellow insomniacs. There were doctors

in the war who said that the worst cases of shock and hysteria could be

cured by nothing more than a good night’s sleep. He remembers reading

about it – it sounded so improbable. Exhausted air raid and fire wardens

were hypnotised into a restful sleep, he’d read, from which they awoke the

next day “refreshed and able to carry on.”

He’d spent the next dozen nights or so swinging his own watch in front of

his eyes.

Turning along Surfers Parade, a gust of wind buffets him from behind and he

imagines himself for a moment surfing along this surfing parade, carried

forward over its topography, floating and free. He always meant to try

surfing when he was a kid, when he came with his family for holidays –

there must be such freedom, such poetry to gliding across the water’s

surface on a long, narrow board. But the boys who surfed down here all

knew what they were doing – there were competitions and carnivals, and

Roy could never get up the courage to walk into the water and fail in front of

their experience.

He surges forward, running now, with his arms out like he remembers a

surfer’s stance to be. Maybe his missing words are etched out there on the

water’s rim – he’ll hunt around for a board tomorrow, old enough now not

to care how he looks.

The wind pushes him again, and he leaps, stumbling as he hears a woman’s

voice, low and dreadful, coming out of one of the darkened houses. He stops,

counts along. This was the Lachlans’ place; he remembers Mackenzie

Lachlan from the railways, from the football. Must ask Iris if they still live

there.
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Standing in the shadow of an oleander, he leans forward towards the noise,

its despair, its totality. And if it is the Lachlans, that’s Mrs Lachlan – he has a

faint memory of someone tall and slender, standing very still beyond the

rush of a ball game, with blonde hair, he thinks, that lit up under the sun.

The sobbing breaks off; there’s a cough – then the rattle of a window sash

and Roy darts on past the front of the house and along the street. Not

wanting to be caught eavesdropping on whatever enormity is playing out

inside.

Glancing up at the stars as he turns down the hill, he sees one shoot straight

from the west towards the ocean. And he watches it fade, wishing that

whoever is crying in the dark house behind him sleeps long, and sleeps well,

and sleeps soon.
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“Mum?” Isabel’s voice sounds far away, but urgent. “Mum? The car’s back –

those men have come again. Reverend Forrest and the man from the

railways. Mum?”

It’s three days, maybe four, beyond the accident – Ani has trouble

distinguishing them – and as she pushes herself up out of sleep, the memory

of Mac hauling himself over the edge of the swimming pool comes to her

through her own movement. All the strength, all the pull of his arms as he

levered himself out of the water, back into his body’s weight, and up onto

the concrete ledge of the wall: her own wrists feel thin enough to snap.

“Bella? Are you all right? I’m sorry darling, I must have fallen asleep.” She

takes Isabel’s hand, and pulls herself up to standing on the backyard’s grass.

“Reverend Forrest’s here again, Mum, and I think it must be that railways

man. They’re on the porch – I didn’t know if I should ask them in. But I can

make some tea, if you like, if you wanted.”

Ani nods, rubbing her eyes, her hair. “You do the tea, Bella, that would be

lovely. And I’ll see what they want to talk about this time.” She leans down to

kiss the top of her daughter’s head.

But it’s strange, sitting in the dim space of the living room – Ani wonders if

she’s awake at all, or still dreaming outside, as she catches at fragments of

her visitors’ words. The minister is talking about a memorial service, how

many people would like to pay their respects, how wise he thinks it would

be to have one – and she hears her own voice wondering if it might be better

not to have one, that she’d rather not remember what her husband’s

memorial was like.
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“Just a hymn or two, Mrs Lachlan, and perhaps a reading,” says Reverend

Forrest. “It needn’t be long. But I think even you will regret this if you don’t

do it. So many of the ladies in the village have asked if they might provide

flowers.”

And she hears herself demur and say she’ll think about it, and, she’ll see.

The other man speaks then, as Isabel comes in with the teapot. “Whatever

you decide, Mrs Lachlan,” he says gently, “the railways are very concerned

that you know you needn’t worry about your future. There’s a compensation

payment for the accident – and also in this instance it’s been suggested that

you might take a particular job with us: perhaps you know the library of the

Railway Institute, down at the station? Our librarian is about to retire, and

it’s been suggested that you would be ideal for the position.” And he recites

the hours, morning and evening, the pay, the facilities – a heater; a piano –

the duties and tasks she’d need to fulfil.

She watches Isabel stir the leaves in the pot. An evening shift would change

their meal, their bedtime. An evening shift would change the way their

family worked. So everything changes when one thing goes, she thinks,

reaching for a tea cup to pass to the minister and hissing as a drop of the hot

liquid sizzles against her skin.

“It would be nice to have books coming in boxes again,” Ani says at last,

reaching again for the cup, and steadying its saucer against her hand’s

unexpected shake. “When I was growing up, out west, books came in boxes

from the city – by post; my father ordered them and they came in

consignments. So that would be nice. The piano … I don’t …”
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“No, no – it’s part of the Institute’s facilities,” the railway man reassures her.

“Nothing for you to worry about other than taking occasional bookings for

people who’d like to use it.”

Ani nods. “All right,” she says, with what she hopes is a reassuring smile for

Isabel. “But I might not be very good at it – I’ve never done anything like this

before.” She passes the biscuits to the two men, to her daughter, letting the

rush of the job’s details wash over her – who she needs to meet at the

Institute’s library in Sydney; how opportune it is that the local librarian will

be retiring in just a week or two’s time.

“What about after school?” says Isabel quietly. “What about my dinner?”

“We’ll work something out Bella, we’ll have to. This is how things have to be

now.” Ani’s fingers are clenched so tight around the handle of her cup that

she expects its china to break in two. She feels Isabel press in against her

side as the men stand to leave, hugging hard.

“And we’ll see you back in Sunday School soon, little one?” says Reverend

Forrest, patting Isabel’s hair.

“I’m ten now,” she says, “ten last week. I’ll be able to get my own job soon.”

“It’s all right, Bella,” says Ani, holding her close as the men drive away. “We’ll

work this out – maybe you can come with me. Or have tea with Mrs May.

There’s always a way – it’s going to be all right.”

There isn’t anything else it can be.

Isabel rubs her eyes, stepping back. “And I think I spilled tea on your

birthday card,” she says at last. “I was making it on the kitchen table this

morning, and I couldn’t get the tea pot lid to go in properly.”
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“Shh,” says Ani, pulling her in again. “You’re lovely for even remembering

my birthday.” They stand a moment, swaying back and forth. Then, “I’d

forgotten it myself.”

From inside the hug, she hears Isabel say, “the trouble is, Dad was in charge

of the present – and I don’t know where he’s hidden it, or even what it is. I

wanted … I wanted … I thought I could use my Christmas money and ask Mrs

May to get you something – but I couldn’t get the stopper out of my money

box, and …”

And Ani starts to laugh – the first time she’s laughed in days. “You’re lovely

Isabel Lachlan,” she says, squeezing her so it almost hurts. “And a card is all I

need, even if it is a bit splotchy. But come on, let’s see if we can think where

your dad might hide a mystery present.”

Because it must be here, somewhere in the house; already wrapped, and

tucked into or under something that Ani would never think of disturbing.

Isabel darts into corners and cupboards – the back of the chiffonier where

the special glasses are kept; under the sofa; behind the horsehair couch.

“I know – ” she calls, running towards her parents’ bedroom, but Ani is

already there. The lowboy’s doors make a squeaky protest, the drawers,

always stiff, a little stiffer for not having been opened for a few days. She

pulls out piles of underwear, socks but there’s nothing in the first drawer, or

the second; nothing tucked into the shelves; nothing pushed to the back

under the rack of hanging shirts.

She tries the closet, the nightstand, the low table beside the bed that still

holds the book Mac was reading – The Time Machine – its pages prized apart

by the larger yellow-bordered size of a National Geographic. A layer of dust

has settled in around them already: Ani watches as Isabel makes a line with
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her finger, then another perpendicular to the first, so that the two stripes

form an X. But there’s nothing in the little table either.

“No X marks the spot then,” Ani says. “Never mind. Maybe we’ll have an

epiphany about it tomorrow. Come on, maybe we should have something to

eat.”

But she finds herself standing still and purposeless in the middle of the

kitchen, her fingers patting the cover of the last book her husband read.

“Will everybody know, Mum?” says Isabel, breaking her reverie. “When I go

back to school, will everyone know what’s happened? Will I have to talk

about it?”

Ani props the book against the tea pot and sits down with her daughter,

taking her hands. “Of course people know – you know that, Bell. That’s why

they’re bringing us all those stews, all that soup.” The endless provisioning

of their doorstep. “But mostly they’ll just want to say they’re sorry. Or they

might ask you what happened, and you can say you don’t know yet.”

Opposite her, Bella pulls her hands free and picks up her pencil, working

hard at the blue sky of her picture, her mother’s name carefully spelled out

in clouds. “I was thinking,” she says at last, “how all the dads who died in the

war will get their names carved into the war memorial. And I was

wondering where my dad’s name will be carved.”

“I think it’s up to us to remember your dad’s name, love,” says Ani reaching

over for her daughter’s blunt blue pencil and whittling its end back to

sharpness with a knife. “We’re his memorial, I suppose.”

And she’s gone again, into that silent, timeless space of inertia, of loss, of

dislocation.
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“Mum,” says Isabel quietly – Ani has no idea howmuch time has passed.

“Mum!” You’ll hurt yourself – you’re chewing at your lip.”

And she feels herself blush, like a naughty child caught out.

“Ah Bella,” she says then, “I shouldn’t be watching you make this card – it

should be a surprise for the morning.” And she kisses her daughter once

more on the top of her head, and goes back into the yard, to lie on the grass,

and to wait.
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“What will it be for your birthday then, lass?”

“Oh, nothing, Mac. Nothing now.” October 1945, two months of peace. What

could you ask for on top of that?

“There must be something we can get you, something we can try to find now

that the world’s supposedly back to normal –” Mac laughed at the

improbability of it.

“There is one thing I’d like,” said Ani at last, twisting at the tight root of a

dandelion, “but I think it will stump even you Mackenzie Lachlan.”

“Try me.”

“I’d like to see snow, like my father talks about. I’d like to see white

mountains and I’d like to feel their cold.” And she brushed the sweat from

her forehead, laughing.

Mac leaned on the shovel, smiling. “No challenge at all,” he said promptly. “I

know just the thing – and Bella’s going to love it.”

……

Look at her, Anikka Lachlan, swirling around on the silky-smooth ice of the

Glacie, her daughter surging ahead of her holding one hand, her husband

inching forward behind her, holding the other. The air was cold from the ice

on the floor and the great cold iceworks in the basement below. And at the

front of the giant hall, the walls were bright with a huge mural – an alpine

scene, high craggy mountains, vast cerulean sky.
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Around and around, gliding and gliding; wanting to put her arms out to fly.

Her daughter in front of her, her husband behind. Around and around

through a whole afternoon.

And at the end, as they stood on the street with cups of hot chocolate, the air

exploded with the sound of bells – “the carillon, at the University I think, up

along George Street,” said Mac.

And Ani laughed. “There should always be bells.” Bells for celebration; bells

for jubilation. “Happy birthday to me.”

Happy birthday.
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The morning of Mackenzie Lachlan’s memorial is clear and bright, capped by

an impossibly vast sky. The ocean is calm, its blue so consistent that it might

have been quickened and solidified by the sun. A tiny breeze plays with the

edges of grass, of petals and leaves, and it must be up on the mountain too,

because when Ani tries to focus on the trees that mark out the escarpment’s

edge, they’re blurred, furry, as if they’d been drawn by a thick lead pencil

and then half rubbed out. Yet the air feels still, “stable,” she thinks, like

something against which she might test her weight. Her hand moves for

milk, for sugar, as it has these past days to add to her tea, but she draws it

back and so takes her tea black, weak and black, they way she always used

to drink it. The way Mac would know to make it. This morning, for the first

time, she woke facing the window and turned toward the light, as she

always used to, rather than facing the empty space in the bed beside her.

This morning, she thought about staying away from the service, as if

avoiding its memorial might make Mac more alive somehow.

“I thought you might want to borrow this, Mum.” Isabel is at her side,

offering her the shiny tube of her birthday kaleidoscope. “You said it was

good for seeing things differently.”

And Ani smiles, taking it from her and training it on the view over Thirroul.

She’s lovely, my little thing, but I want to see her run and laugh again.

“Perhaps we can share it,” she says, watching the view she’d been studying

rearrange itself into repeated lozenges of colour before passing the

kaleidoscope back to her daughter. She wonders what Isabel would think of

staying away from the church.

“What was the last thing Dadda saw before he left Scotland? What was the

first thing he saw when he came here?” Isabel asks, and Ani smiles again, but
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faintly. These are not questions she ever thought to ask, which seems

impossible now.

“Your dad said goodbye to his Grannie up in the highlands, and walked away

without turning back to wave – he’d promised her that. He took a ship from

Glasgow, and went through the canal at Suez: do you remember the stories

he used to tell when you were tiny and sitting on the beach together? He’d

bank the sand up along one side of you, fold up a little paper boat, and sail it

through the sand. That was Suez, he said. Do you remember that?”

Isabel shakes her head, picking at a scab on her knee. “I remember he said

he was seasick for a week and that the first night he went up onto the deck

he nearly keeled over from the number of stars. And that he sat there and

tried to count them all.”

This is not a story Ani has heard before: “Did he say howmany he counted?”

She has sat herself with Mackenzie Lachlan, counting the stars, and she is

suddenly jealous at the thought that he might have counted more on his

own, somewhere else, somewhere earlier.

“Two thousand and fourteen,” says Isabel. “More than Dad and I counted

when it was the war and all the lights had to be off. Remember that, Mum?

Remember how late I was allowed to stay up?” Ani shakes her head, as

Isabel frowns. “But you were there – you must have just forgotten. You did

have that horrible cold.” She points the kaleidoscope at her scabby knee,

grimacing at the repeat of its image.

“It’s an anxious space,” says Ani, stilling her daughter’s fingers as they worry

again at the scab, “between not knowing if you’ve forgotten something, or if

you never knew.” They will eat their breakfast, put on their best clothes.

They will go to this service for a husband, a father. I do not want to be fifty or

eighty or a hundred, wondering if I’ve forgotten my husband’s memorial or if I
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never knew about it. “Come on, Bell. Let’s have some porridge – stick to the

ribs, as your Dad would say. Let’s get ready to face the day.”

……

The white wooden church is mostly full and the organ is wheezing when Ani

and Isabel arrive. The two Lachlan women, their blonde heads caught by sun

as they walk along the aisle towards the space where a coffin should be. It

hasn’t occurred to Anikka, until now, how awful the emptiness would be. He

has been cremated a week. She makes herself think it as flatly as she can. His

body is burned, his self gone. They’re harsh statements, like Isabel picking at

her scab to keep it weeping.

Walking down through the row of pews, Ani feels the tight freeze of her

face’s expression, somewhere above a smile, she hopes, but she’s tricked

herself into thinking she was smiling before and seen her mouth set hard

and unwelcoming in a mirror or a window. She looks through the women

she passes: Mrs Padman, Mrs Bower, Mrs Floyd – Ani remembers how

Marjorie Floyd had howled when the news of her husband’s death came,

howled in the darkness, and then rocked, back and forth, singing him a

lullaby. And Iris McKinnon, there on the end; Iris McKinnon, whose brother,

the poet, was the man on the pylon.

“It’s never what you think,” she says, reaching up to touch Ani’s arm as if to

brush a speck of dust away. “But the living goes on, it always does.” And she

smiles again as Ani ducks her head and blinks. Once, long ago, she described

her mother’s death to Iris McKinnon – described herself as four years old,

uncertain of why her mother had gone away, or where, or for how long. And

Iris had leaned forward, and patted her arm: time heals all wounds, she’d

whispered, and Ani had found herself pulling away so fast her body

shuddered. No, she’d thought, so loud she wondered she hadn’t shouted it.
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No no no. Not all of them, not always. There were some things you carried

and carried.

The organ’s notes rearrange themselves from the twenty-third psalm to

Rock of Ages as Ani follows Isabel into the front pew, remembering the

supposed salve of Iris McKinnon’s time. She feels a hand on her shoulder

and glances around: the station master, Luddy. She sees shopkeepers, train

drivers and engineers and firemen – even Bella’s teacher, tucked away at the

back. She tries to smile.

Along the church’s north-facing wall its windows are set with panels of

colour – rose, blue, yellow, alternating along the length of the building, and

as the minister speaks, as the readings are read, as the hymns are sung, as

heads are bowed and raised again with Amen, Ani keeps her eyes on a patch

of sunlight coming in through one yellow pane. It inches closer and closer to

the place where the coffin should stand, solid and definite. She registers her

own name, and Isabel’s, in the minister’s eulogy. She registers the reading

from Corinthians – now through a glass darkly but then face to face – that she

loves. She registers the thin-sounding congregation voices that sing, never

quite coming into a hymn at the right moment, and with one female voice

always rising above the others, trying for a descant. In all her years of sitting

with Mac and Bella in this church, she’s never worked out who the aspirant

soprano is.

The sun inches forward, marking out a perfect rectangle on the carpet. There

he is; there’s his resting place. She swallows hard. And I should have gone to

see the flames and the smoke. I should have insisted they take me. She winces

at this and feels Isabel’s hand on her knee.

“… and may the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the

fellowship …” And then she is a little girl, four years old, watching her father

watch her mother’s coffin being lowered into the ground. She will never
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forget the hollow sound of dirt hitting wood when her mother was buried,

the look of shock, of distaste and revulsion that shot across her father’s face.

Somewhere close by, she hears Mrs May talking quietly to Isabel, hears her

daughter standing and moving up the aisle with their neighbour. She hears

voices in the porch, and outside, which fade a little as people take their leave

or move over to the hall. She hears the rustle of the minister in the vestry.

She hears a bus rattle past on the road. Standing carefully, she kneels down

and touches the floor’s wood where the sun has warmed it.

“Mrs Lachlan?” the minister is crouching beside her. “Anikka?”

She nods, her fingers moving slowly across the wood as if she was picking

out a scale on a piano, or counting out a clock’s chime.

“There are refreshments in the hall, when you …”

“Thank you,” she says. “I think Mrs May has already taken Isabel.” She looks

up carefully. “I will come – I just wanted …”

“Take your time, Mrs Lachlan. No rush, there’s no rush at all,” he says,

patting her lightly on the shoulder as the station-master had.

This is how you touch grief, she thinks, watching as a single tear hits the floor

and sits domed on its shiny surface. How long before it soaks in? How long

before it disappears? She’s no idea how long she stands there, wondering.

“Ani, love? I’ve brought you this,” Mrs May is beside her, a cup of tea held out

and a huge scone wedged onto its saucer. “You don’t have to do this all on

your own.”
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Ani takes the tea, staring at the size of the floury scone. “Thanks for taking

Bella,” she says. “I’ll come out in a minute – I just wanted to wait until …” she

shrugs.

“You take your time, love; I’ll keep her busy with the sausage rolls. Always

good to have something hot after a funeral – I’ll try to keep a couple by for

you.”

Breaking the edge off the scone, Ani winces at the flurry of crumbs that fall

like snowflakes on the pew, the floor around her. She eats a little – it’s still

fresh from someone’s oven – and then a little more. Mrs May is right about

hot food. Gulping the tea, she tries to sweep up her mess, kneeling down on

the floor in front of the pew and brushing at the crumbs with her hanky. Her

foot touches the sunlit space again, and she feels its warmth against her skin.

Without thinking, Ani pushes off her shoe, wiggling her toes in its brilliance.

The magic of light through glass: when Mac got his job on the railways they

sat with his guard’s lamp lit between them on the table in her father’s

kitchen, flicking the lens from red to green and back again.

“A shame you can’t get other colours,” said Ani. “Blue would be nice – it’s

how I imagine looking up through the ocean to the sky.”

He’d kissed her hand then, quickly. “That’s how it is, lass, that’s how it is,”

flicking the light back to green so the room glowed with strange, arboreal

shadows. “And now I’ve a beacon for you to find me.”

Now, remembering this, Ani leans forward a little, watching as the sunlight

traces the earth’s turn to fold over the altar’s steps, across the communion

rail, and towards the pulpit.

“Where are you, Mackenzie Lachlan,” she whispers. “Where can I find you?”
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“What’s the last thing you see before you sleep at night?”

Ani’s voice waivered as a sheet of lightning breached the room’s curtains

and lit its furniture into solidity – the pub’s bed, the pub’s wardrobe, the

pub’s washstand, the pub’s chair. In the morning, they’d leave the wide Hay

Plains and take a train away to the coast together – the first time Ani would

see coast or ocean. In the morning, they’d take a train, the new Mr and Mrs

Lachlan, away from this place where Ani lived all her life, its grasses as

blonde as her hair. In the dark now, their faces so close, noses almost

touching, her right hand held his left. Here they were, lying with their heads

on the same pillow, in the same bed, for the first time.

“The last thing I see?” Mac spoke so quietly that his voice thickened and

slurred around its consonants. “It’s the ceiling, I guess, or the wall – it’s the

room where I’m sleeping: is that what you mean?”

She shook her head, and the gesture made her hair shimmer against the

pillow.

“No. I mean, sometimes just before I go to sleep, or when I begin to dream, I

see somebody – a figure, a person – caught in a beam of light. Sometimes

they’re dancing. Sometimes they’re just standing there, still, in the

brightness. And I watch them for a while, and then the light drops down, and

then I’m asleep.” At the other end of the bed, she moved her toes, flinching

when she touched his legs.

“It’s all right,” he said. “It’s going to be all right.”
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The clock on the mantelpiece chimed once, and Mac wondered which half-

hour this marked; he’d lost track of the time, even the day – was it a

Saturday? A Sunday? At least he knew it was almost summer, late

November, 1935. And there she was, just inches away, his bride, staring into

his eyes as he studied hers. There were so many colours in them: grey and

gold and a green that’s almost metallic and in the centre, near the pupil, a

flash of ochre so bright it’s almost red.

“Your eyelashes are different colours,” she said at last.

“Different how?”

“Different to each other – you’ve got blonde ones and ginger ones and brown

ones. Like in your whiskers. I’ve never noticed that before.”

“Would it have changed your mind about marrying me, my motley eye

lashes?” He smiled, squeezing her hand tight, and his legs hugged her feet,

her toes.

“Nothing would have done that.” Beyond the room, the sky cracked open

with thunder and lightening that had been menacing all day, and inside, safe

and together, Ani and Mac Lachlan both jumped a little, and laughed. “Some

omen, some portent, my Dadda would say,” said Ani. “Some message from

his old northern gods.”

“Maybe that’s what your people are, dancing and running before you sleep.”

His accent made the maybeme’bee; his accent made before afore. His accent

thickened are and running into rich, fudgy sounds. “Maybe they’re

messengers from your old country.” Tucked this close to her mouth, he

could smell her breath as she spoke, wanted her to talk forever for the

perfume of her words.
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“That’s what my father says – Thialfi or the Valkyrie.”

“My Gran would say it’s the second sight.” His eyebrows rose slightly, his lips

making the smallest smile. “She’d swear she’d seen any number of

happenings before they happened – I’m counting on it that she’s seen us

married now without waiting for my letter.”

She looked so young in this flickering half-light – they had just fifty years of

life between them. Because he thought of them as added together now, he

realised, rather than two separate tallies of time. It made him feel sure, more

secure than he had in years.

Here they were.

“Nice to be inside with you, Mackenzie Lachlan,” said Ani as the thunder

rumbled.

“Nice to be anywhere with you, Anikka Kalm – no,” he corrected himself,

“Anikka Lachlan.” This new combination of words: he blushed. “I’ve been

practising.”

Outside, the thunder collided with the sound of a train; one noise all air and

movement, the other all weight and metal. “They’re late in with that loco,”

Mac’s eyes focused on the window, as if he might see the reason for the

engine’s delay from inside and the warmth of his bed. “A good night to be

indoors. A good night to be with you, Mrs Anikka Lachlan.”

She leaned forward, kissing his smile. “Thank you.”

And later, when she was asleep, he watched the occasional flicker of her

eyelids, the rise and fall of her breath. Touching his fingers lightly against

her wrist, he felt its pulse. Touching his fingers to her hair, he felt its silk.
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The pale fabric of Ani’s wedding dress picked up the line of light that slid

under the door from the hallway and a chink or two from beyond the drawn

drapes, so that one sleeve and a strip along the hem seemed to float above

the rest of the dress’s material, as if animated by another bride’s body. Then

the curtains flicked a little in the breeze, changing the dress’s highlighted

illumination, nowmore, now less, now a whole panel, now a tiny speck.

And nestled against the unusual warmth and weight of another person in

the bed, it was Mac Ani saw, Mac in his suit, dancing and twirling as he had

earlier in the pale lamplight of the pub’s dining room downstairs. It was Mac

that night, dancing her towards her sleep.

Maybe, she thought as the light around him dimmed, or me’bee – maybe it

always was.
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In the vast quiet of the Railway Institute’s central library, tucked at the end

of Sydney’s Central Station, Anikka walks through rows and rows of

shelving, watching as books are selected and sorted, packed and returned.

They pride themselves, these real librarians – that’s how Ani thinks of them

– on being able to source almost anything for anyone, dispatching volumes

all over the state to their various readers.

“I’m looking forward to all the reading I’ll be able to do,” Ani confesses at

last, and they smile at her benignly. A common misperception – everyone

thinks they’ll have that time.

When the meeting is over, Ani stands on the kerb outside taking great

breaths of the steamy, cokey air pushed out by the trains coming and going

behind her. Her mind is a fug of hours and requirements, this new busyness

jumbled against the disappearing rhythms of her days. Before, she marked

her hours around Isabel’s going to school and coming home, around the

changeable pattern of Mac’s shifts. Before, she could watch the light move

around the house as she cleaned it, around the garden as she watered here

and weeded there. Before, she was the person who had time to think about

what was happening to other people – to arrive on their doorstep with a

cake or a stew, when domestic disaster struck.

When disaster struck elsewhere.

She hears her father’s voice, anxious about her money: “I took a boarder in

when your mother first died – you might not remember; another carpenter

lived with us a while. The money was good. And the company. You could

think about that – move Isabel in with you and rent out two of your rooms.”

Telephoning from the post office with ideas, suggestions.
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Just once, Ani has convinced her father to visit them on the coast, to come

away from the plains, to come and see Isabel. And when Isabel was over a

year old, he came, at last, and slept in the baby’s room, while the baby slept

in her little crib at the end of Ani and Mac’s bed.

“I don’t like to be away, Anikka,” her father had confessed at last, “I don’t like

to be far away from where your mother was – I still think of her sleeping

there, under the feather-quilt my mother sent us when we were married. I

miss my bed, Ani; I’ve never told that to a living soul. But I miss my bed – I

feel too far away frommy wife.” He blew his nose loudly, startling Isabel as

she kicked on a rug in front of his feet. “Such closeness to a person, keeping

watch as they sleep.”

And Ani bit her tongue against saying,more than thirty years, Isa; she’s been

dead more than thirty years. And instead made him his favourite breakfast of

porridge with butter and jam – ignoring her Scottish husband’s disapproval.

That night, when Mac was asleep, when Isabel was asleep, when her father’s

snores were shaking the hallway, Ani had crept into his room, turning on the

tiny lamp she’d set there when the baby was born. He was tall, still, but

stooped a little now, and all the gold and red had finally bleached out of his

hair, his beard, leaving him with silvers and the palest white-greys. But his

skin was still tanned, and smooth, and his hands were still busy, even as he

slept, flicking and fidgeting on the bed clothes as if he was trying to solve a

problem of joinery somewhere.

She’d never thought of it before, about keeping watch over someone,

although she’d spent hours gazing at Mac while he slept, and she could not

go to bed herself without sitting a moment with Isabel, just looking, just

checking, just making sure her sleep was calm and sound. She laid her hand
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gently across her father’s busy fingers, and they curled around her palm in

response, holding her there.

More than thirty years, she thought, and his friends’ daft ideas of finding him

some spinster on the Hay Plains that he could marry. They mustn’t know,

they mustn’t know the way he carries her still.

Easing her fingers from his grip, she had pulled down the blind and pulled

up the blanket. This inversion of roles, the parent and the child: she lent and

kissed his forehead. “Hyviä unia, oman kullan kuvia,” – good night and sweet

dreams, as he had wished her every night of her childhood that she could

remember. She loved the lilt of those words, the way they swayed.

She opens her eyes, disoriented to find herself in some deep darkness. She

doesn’t remember boarding the train, let alone the trip away from Sydney,

through its suburbs, through the thick bush of the National Park, and into

her talismanic tunnel. It’s the tunnel’s dark that presses against her now, as

if she was unexpectedly blind, or somehow asleep. She leans back against

the noise of the train’s progress: she loves the rattles, the thuds, the almost

visceral percussion the carriages make, pulled unrelentingly along with the

steam engine’s exertion.

Opening her mouth, she takes in the thick sooty air – she can still taste the

cleaner steam on its edge – and pushes her nose as far through the open

window as she dares to make the noise louder, the taste stronger, the risk –

how far away is the tunnel’s wall? – riskier.

The carriage rocks and tilts and barrels and Ani pushes her hands down

hard on the hard leather seat, steadying herself against its unpredictability.

Once, a long time ago, Mac told her a story he’d had from his grannie, when

she’d sent her own daughter – Mac’s aunt – down to Glasgow for work.

There were strange hazards to beware of, Grannie Lachlan had said. Don’t
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talk to young men. Lift your skirt on only one side when you prepare to

cross a road; to lift it on both would reveal too much of your ankles. And

when entering a tunnel in a train, put a pin in your mouth, to stop any bold

young man from kissing you. And we laughed and we laughed and we

laughed.

“Might I be so bold?” Mac had said then, quiet against the train’s roar,

although Ani was sure the whole train could have heard him.

Her mouth opens against the memory of it, and as she swallows a sob, the

train bursts out of the darkness and onto the coast. The brilliance of the

ocean is as bright and sharp as a stained glass window flooded with light,

and the sky above echoes the water’s deep navy in its own thick colour.

There is light in the leaves of the trees, blasting them into different greens,

shiny and almost metallic, that might belong properly to jewels. There’s so

much light that it’s as if the sun has hurled itself through time and space to

achieve six hours’ movement – from the last darkness of night to the

brightness of mid-morning – in the blink of an eye. As if every light in the

world has been thrown on; every flare, every candle, every beacon.

Above the sound of the train, Ani catches the clatter of kookaburras and

cockatoos with their improperly loud voices. There are cars on the road

below too, people walking on the beach, and wreaths of smoke winding up

from chimneys, tracing lines across the sky like undecipherable messages.

Colour and movement and noise and bustle everywhere and it’s life, it’s life.

All these stories going on, thinks Ani, while I sit in the dark and open my

mouth for a kiss I can’t feel anymore. Her eyes dart up to the sky, down to the

shore, through the air – looking for kitemen; looking for seabirds – and

across the face of the escarpment. The beauty of it all, the combination of its

shapes and its shades and its shadows: it’s as if she’s been delivered into the

barrel of Isabel’s kaleidoscope.
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“Come away,” her father has written again and again, and she lets the sobs

come now, thinking of this. Never never never never. To lose this moment,

this moment in every journey from north back to south. To walk away from

this place she had found with her husband. Well, now it will be her shifts

that fold around the working of the house, where it used to be Mac’s. Now it

will be her job that marks out the comings and goings in the days.

Up ahead, the engine sounds its call and the train draws into Stanwell Park.

Ani leans back, the brilliance of her realisation draining away to an ordinary

day as the carriage shudders and slows. She wipes her eyes. She blows her

nose. There are other tunnels, she knows, between her and home, but none

of them give you this moment, this emergence, this bursting out like magic.

The train pushes south, its line counterpoised between the ocean and the

cliffs. Along the horizon, a flare of sunlight turns the water to metal,

glistening like treasure, or a fine, thin blade.

……

Alighting at Thirroul, Ani stands a moment with her eyes closed against the

departing carriages – it’s bad luck to count howmany there are. As the

guard’s van passes the platform, she opens her eyes, and catches sight of the

guard’s arm and the distinct shape – not much more than a dangling trinket

at this distance – of his lamp.

Directly opposite, across the tracks, sits the library, the pale, boarded box of

its shape rising straight up from the platform with one window open and –

as Ani watches – the other pushed up to frame the shape of Miss Fadden, the

librarian she is about to replace.
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“Hello,” she calls across the tracks. “I thought I’d let in some more air for

you, dear.” And Ani smiles, crossing the tracks to enter her new world, this

library.

It’s a nice building, not too large, and with big windows that look beyond the

railway lines towards the sea. Inside, its floors are oiled up sometimes, for a

dance, and there’s a faint smell of cedar from the shelves, the librarian’s

desk.

Coming around to its front door, Ani pauses at the porch, raised just half a

step up off the ground. Such a strange height: on the building’s eastern side,

where it abuts the platform, it sits directly on the bitumen, as if the library

had been set directly on top of it, like a child’s block. But this porch wants to

make a distinction between itself and the ground; the porch wants to hold

itself up a little. Ani takes the awkward step, rocking her weight back and

forth between its up and down.

As she rocks, she notices that the four columns supporting the porch’s

awning are decorated by pieces of dark black stone, sharply angular. They

jut out from the smooth surface with jagged points, and when she presses

the soft flesh of her palm into them, she’s sure she feels tiny pricks of blood

on her skin. Is it basalt? Some sort of schist? Or coal? Can coal look this

shiny, this sharp? She’s never paid attention to its shape as she shovels it

into her stove. Coal would make sense: all the mines running back through

the wall of the mountain; all the men deep underground, hauling it out. Call

it coal, then, she thinks, and she steps inside, calling the librarian’s name.

Miss Fadden is crouched on the floor, trying to fit a pile of books into a large

box like the pieces of complex jigsaw.

“I’ve never got any better at this,” she says, smiling and standing to shake

Ani’s hand. “Perhaps you’ll have a gift for it.” And she holds out two Zane
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Grey adventures and a copy of Kangaroo.

“Must that one go back?” asks Ani, taking the Lawrence. “I’d like to find it

here when I start.”

The older lady shrugs. “There’s always someone wanting to read it,” she

says. “Looking for their own families, I expect – and finding them. You can

find anything in a story if you look hard enough.” She sets it square in the

middle of the wide table, straightens her glasses and a pretty little fan just

off to one side. “I’ll leave it here then, on your desk,” she says, and it takes

Ani a moment to understand the ownership.

It comes from the south; a huge surge of noise and movement and the

Sydney train is suddenly in the station, its sound amplified by the room.

Carriage doors open and close; feet scuffle across the gravel. And then a

sharp toot, an acceleration, and it’s gone.

Ani looks up, finding the older woman’s gaze fixed on her, and pensive. “I did

wonder,” she says quietly, “if they thought it was indelicate, somehow, to ask

you to work alongside such a noise as that all day. When, you know, it was a

train that ...” And she waves her hand, so it brushes along Ani’s sleeve once,

twice.

“I hadn’t thought of it,” says Ani. “I’d rather not ...”

“Very sensible, dear. Now, perhaps you’d like to have a look at the shelving,

while I sort out this box.” She’s through the door and into the smaller room,

rustling through paper, before she’s finished speaking.

Ani turns carefully, staring across a row of light romances – Bella’s happy

endings, she smiles – and other harmless fictions, while the room sparkles

with silence.
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From the kitchen window of his sister’s house, on the corner of the aptly-

named Ocean Street, Roy McKinnon stands with his hands in the warm,

soapy washing-up water, looking at the ocean itself. The trick of perspective

from this place, as if the house, the road, the grassy verge beyond were

somehow set below the level of the water, as if the sea curved up, the

horizon above the line of sight and the water, at any moment, about to

cascade down.

A seagull cuts across the window, and Roy jumps, shocked at his own shock

– a bird, buster, it was just a bird. He checks the clock on Iris’s mantelpiece

against the time on his wrist watch, on the table – as if to say, how long is it

going to take, to get used to being back in the world?

He pushes the air out through his lips, like an overdrawn kettle. Behind him,

on the kitchen table, the slender rectangle of an anthology of poems,

including his own from the war, with the publisher’s polite note about when

they might see something new. “What’s next, Roy McKinnon? You know

we’re all waiting to hear.”

As am I, mate, he thinks. As am I.

Pulling the book from its envelope this morning, he’d been unsure where to

place it in Iris’s neat house – not so much for fear of disturbing any of her

possessions but because it was a house almost entirely free from books.

There was a family Bible in the hall cupboard, he knew, and three paperback

romances tucked under the leg of the settee – he’d found them when he bent

down to retrieve a shilling on the night he’d arrived, laughing as his sister

whisked them away again like some illicit material.
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He smacks at his forehead with his hand, surprised by the wet suds from the

sink: the library at the station – Iris had said something about the librarian

changing, and even that hadn’t reminded him of its existence, its nearby

cornucopia. Sink down into the words of others, he thinks plunging his hands

back into the warm and feeling around for loose flatware. That poor young

widow was starting the next week, Iris said – Roy tilted his head, trying to

remember something more of the Lachlans than long-ago football, a quiet

spectator. But there isn’t much to his repository of pre-war memories; there

never is. Sometimes he distrusted that there ever had been times, or places,

before the war. Pretty, his sister had said of the widow, and Scottish of the

husband. “You’d have seen them at the dances sometimes,” she’d said,

“before they had their little girl. It was Ani Lachlan who bought me your

poem when it came out in the magazine.”

And still, even then, he’d stood wondering what she’d made of it, whether

she’d even read it. And still, even then, he’d found no way to ask.

“Roy? Are you here?” His sister coming in the door, her basket heavy – he

should have gone with her for this shopping, he knows this.

A useful thing, you could’ve done a useful thing, mate. And he lunges so

quickly to take the basket from her that he knocks it, sending a paper bag of

apples, a bottle of milk, a precious packet of tea spilling out across the floor.

“Oh Roy,” a sharp intake of breath, as if she’s trying not to reprimand a child.

“Don’t worry, don’t worry,” taking the dishcloth from him, watching the milk

soak into the rationed leaves. “Set the kettle on if you want something to do

– I think there’s enough tea in the caddy for us to have a pot. I’ll go back and

see what I can sort out.”

It’s her house makes him nervous, he thinks suddenly, not just its want of

books, but it’s too neat and too ordered – there’s no living done here, he
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thinks, just Iris and her opinions. She should have married; she should have

had her own children to reprimand, not just take that tone with him.

“I saw Mrs Lacey today when I was coming along Macauleys,” he says,

following his own train of thought. “She said they’ve got the replacement

doctor lined up at last – and you’ll never guess, Iris, you’ll never guess who

she said is coming.”

His sister’s hand, wiping the cloth across the floor, stops suddenly, leaving a

wide, white slick on the lino.

“Well of course it’s Frank Draper; I was sure you’d know,” says Roy, trying to

position the tea caddy exactly as he had found it. “Did you hear from Frank,

these past years? I always thought, you and he –”

“Could you get me that towel, Roy? There’s too much here for the cloth to get

up. That’s a whole pint of milk, you know, a whole pint of milk gone to

waste. And no, I didn’t hear from Frank Draper. He always assumed he

wouldn’t come back from the war, and he told me that I should too.”

He passes her the towel, flinching from her words as he tries to collect the

scattered apples and wipe them clean and dry.

“Be good to see Frank,” he says slowly, rubbing a piece of the fruit against

the front of his shirt, relishing the shine it takes on, its freshness, its

existence.

“It will be easier to give it a good mop,” and Iris is through the back door and

away from the conversation. He can see her standing in the tiny square of

garden that opens out behind the house, hardly big enough for the dunny

and the chook run. He can see her standing there, holding the mop as if it
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were the mast of a ship in a storm. He can see her shoulders, rising and

falling, rising and falling, and her dark hair a shadow against the day’s light.

Who knows what happened, he thinks, pouring the boiling water into the tea

pot, setting it precisely on the precise mat she keeps precisely in the middle

of her kitchen table. But maybe there’s a chance for living yet.

“I’ll leave your tea here, then, dear,” he calls, setting it next to the pristine

anthology. “And I might take a walk along the beach.” Heading through the

front door, clamping on his hat, he sees her come in at the back with the

mop, the bucket, and her sticky, wet face.

“When will you be back?” she calls, although he knows her real question is

what could he possibly be doing out there, gazing at the water, all these days

and nights. He knows she distrusts his freedom, his idleness. And if anyone

had told her they’d seen him perched up on one of the pylons around by the

old jetty – he shakes his head.

One poem in the middle of a war, mate, and you call yourself a poet.

At least his friend Frank Draper had made something of himself – has a job,

an occupation, a profession. Doctor Draper, coming back to the coast to tend

to the sick. Roy laughs: neither of us with anywhere else to be but here, in the

end.

The plans they’d made when they were younger men. “And you’ll be a poet,

Roy my friend,” Frank would say, ordering up another drink and slapping

his friend on the back. The doctor and the poet; the grandeur of young men’s

dreams.
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Then there was the war, and they’d both gone – Frank to England, Roy all

over the place, Europe, and then the Pacific.Where’s Frank been to only just

get home, Roy wonders, recasting his own, aimless itinerary.

He pulls up in the shadow of the pool’s boxy pump house; further down the

coast, further south, he can see heavy grey clouds and rolling banks of

squall. There’s a storm coming. He turns and waves back towards Iris’s

house – she’ll be watching, through the window, worrying about rain and

wind. But it’s a while away yet, he’s sure of it. And he jams his hat down

further over his eyes, and sets off into the teeth of the gale, ignoring the lines

of lightning that shatter along the horizon’s line.
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“This is how it was. I was a wee boy, away with my gran in the north, waiting

for the lights.”

Mac as a boy, at the top of Scotland with his grandmother; the stories he told

were thick with words like gloaming and baffies and puddocks. Around the

turn of autumn, the turn of spring, the sky might light up with the aurora,

sheets of grand brilliance, he called it, all purples and greens and bright

shiny whites – sometimes reds and oranges too.

“Better than any of that phosphorescent beach stuff you hanker after,” he’d

say. “Imagine it, Ani, out across the whole sky.”

Once, he told her, he thought he’d seen it in Australia too, taking an engine

through a heavy summer night and seeing the sky bristle and shimmer.

But “a bushfire coming over the plains,” the driver had said. “we’re right;

we’ll push on through,” leaving Mac at the locomotive’s open doorway,

staring at the colour, wishing it belonged to something less destructive.

“We’ll go back to the old countries one day, lass,” he’d say to Ani, “mine, and

your dad’s. We’ll see the skies all brilliant.”

Out to sea now, towards the horizon, the sky lights up with bands of white

and yellow: there’s a storm out there, and coming in. Ani settles herself

against the wall of the porch, watching. Another flare – she strains to hear its

thunder. Her father used to tell her stories about the gods and their thunder

and lightning. It was their hammer, thrown hard, that caused the brightness;

it was their horses, riding fast, that caused the noise.
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Ani starts: there is a horse coming along the street, drawing a little trap. She

squints, her hand up to block the light from her hallway, behind her. The

trap’s driver raises her own hand in return.

“Mrs Lacey,” Ani calls. “I thought you were my father’s thunder god, riding

out towards that lightning.”

“There’s more storm coming up the coast, Mrs Lachlan. You can see it from

our verandah” – the Laceys’ dairy farm, where Isabel collects their milk,

looks south from the back of the hill from which Ani and her house look

north. “I look to be just beating it home again.” She pauses. “I was sorry – ”

Ani raises her hand again. “Thank you,” she says quickly. She gets her

acknowledgements in so quickly now that no one gets past three or four

words of condolence. “I can smell the edge of that rain,” she says quickly,

changing the subject.

Mrs Lacey nods, pulling her coat around her. “I was down to meet the new

doctor who’s supposed to be coming,” she says, steadying and readying her

horse, “but he wasn’t on the train. Frank Draper – do you remember him?

They say he’s just back from overseas, been on war business all this time. He

used to come to the dances down here, before the war, of course. I expect

we’ll find him much changed after all of this. He used to be a beautiful

dancer – made me feel like Ginger Rogers. Of course that was years ago

now.”

Ani smiles; she can’t imagine anyone making Mrs Lacey feel like Ginger

Rogers. The doctor must have been a magician. “I might have met him once

or twice – I think I remember him dancing with Iris McKinnon.” She shrugs:

“maybe he’ll come tomorrow,” she calls. “You could have left a message with

Luddy, telling him you’d headed home.”
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Mrs Lacey waves again, giving her horse a giddy-up, and Ani listens as the

percussion of its steps disappears along the street. A new doctor, whose war

has gone on three years longer than everyone else’s. That will give the

village something new to talk about. He was a polite man, she remembers

that, quite charming, and always dancing with Iris McKinnon or laughing

with his brother. Perhaps Iris has been waiting all this time; one for Bella’s

happy endings. But it feels too soon to wish such things.

Out at sea, the slabs of sheet lightning are overlaid with sharp forks of other

brightness. The wind is picking up, the rain almost here. She’s read

somewhere that lightning smells like salty air – would the aurora have that

smell too?

A swerve, a little skid, and Luddy’s car comes up the hill and into the street,

his arm through the open window to wave at Ani as he passes, and a man,

tall, dark-haired and pale in the night’s light, in the passenger seat. The

doctor, Ani thinks, somehowmissed in the train’s arrival, and being driven

round to the Laceys’ for the night. The rain begins to fall as the car passes

her fence, its heavy wetness immediately washing away any hint of the

journey.

Out on the horizon, miles of light break out and hover, luminous, for just a

little longer than Ani expects. Her breath catches with their flare – there’s

something triumphant, magnificent in it, like a loud chorus or a blast of

angels. For he shall give his angels charge over thee; they shall bear thee up in

their hands: she remembers the psalm from nowhere, and in the instant of

thinking of it, the light flares again and she’s sure she sees the whole surface

of the land and the water rising up a little in its brilliance.

“My angel,” Mac had called her – twice, maybe three times, in all their years

together. She’d liked the nickname, had wished he’d use it more, but there
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was a presumption in asking if he would. It was too much; and in the end she

hadn’t been able to bear him up high enough to be safe.
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15

“Outside, Luddy, outside.” The two teams surged along the grass, Luddy with

the ball tight against his chest, and Mac just behind him, calling for it, and

calling again.

“Here, Luddy, here, over here,” watching the station-master swing the other

way and pass – directly to his opponent from the other team. “Help ma

boab!” called Mac, pulling to a halt and bending to catch his breath. He

wasn’t sure how long he stood like that, stopped and panting, but when he

looked up, he felt he was looking at a painting, or a photograph, as if

everything from the trees and the people down to the individual blades of

grass had been snapped into stillness. The world was quiet, and he

stumbled, his breath thick, almost scared he’d been transplanted into the

backdrop, the staged busyness, of someone else’s story.

The whistle blew for half-time, piercing whatever moment Mac was trapped

in, and he shook himself back into the world and jogged to the side of the

pitch, reaching for an orange. “What you doin’ out there, Luddy? M’a on yer

deaf side, mon?” His accent thickened through exasperation and the fruit,

and as he shook his head in disbelief, great drops of juice flew out from his

face.

“There’s half a game to go yet, Mac,” muttered one of the younger blokes.

“We’re only a point or so behind.”

Mac shook his head again, and threw himself down on the grass. “C’mon

lads, I need a win today – last match before the bairn comes.” And made a

great show of stretching and pulling.
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“Wondered where Mrs Lachlan was,” said Luddy through his own mouthful

of orange. “Maybe we just play better when we’ve got her cheering us on.”

“Well, Mac plays fiercer when she’s not here to see – that’s for sure,” said the

grocer. “You’re like a great engine yourself, running us all down on the grass

– and that’s us on your own team, mate. The way you take off, you’ll plough

someone into the turf.”

“Away w’ye,” laughed Mac, standing up and ruffling Luddy’s hair. “Daft

buggers the lot of you. There’s no danger of me hurting anyone – you know

me, lads, couldn’t hurt a fly.” And they laughed at his solidity, his bulk, his

wide shoulders and his fast legs.

“Do your worst, Mac,” called someone from the opposition. “We’ve got our

team doctor on the sidelines –” gesturing towards Frank Draper. “Do your

worst; he’ll fix us up.”

Shading his eyes, Mac looked over to the western edge of the field, saw two

men standing, talking, their hats tipped onto the backs of their heads.

Draper, the doctor, and Iris McKinnon’s brother, he thought. He tried to

think of the last time he’d seen them – they’d both been up in Sydney,

working away a while – but couldn’t place it. He frowned: no, it was an odd

meeting, somewhere odd, or something odd about it.Whisht, I dinnae ken, I

dinnae ken. He frowned again, took a step towards them as if the extra yard

or so of proximity might shake something out of his memory.

Behind them, on the railway line, an engine charged southwards, hauling a

line of freight trucks. That’s a saddle tank, thought Mac.What’s that doing out

of the shunting yard and up here on the lines? He watched its belch of smoke

trace a line above the platforms, watched the clean round lines of its tank

and light head off around the corner, dragging its load behind it. The doctor,

his companion, slipped into another crevice in his mind, and he reached for
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another orange, wondering how Ani was, sitting at home, instead of here,

waiting through the last days before the birth of their child. And a girl for

sure, though Mac. And I’ll call her Isabel, for my mum. Ani, he knew, favoured

Elise as a name, but it was the only immortality Mac could think of to pass

his mother’s name onto his daughter, the mother who’d been dead precisely

as long as he’d been alive.

And I’ll know you this time, Isabel. I’ll spend the rest of my life knowing you.

“All right, my men. Who’s for it? Who’s for it?” Mac was halfway across the

field, keeping pace with the referee, as the rest of his team pulled up their

socks and gulped at their water jars. “C’mon, coorie up, hurry up – it’s a

braw day for a win.”

The whistle went, the man with the ball paused for the smallest sliver of a

second, suspending the world and its time again.

And then the game went on.
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Opening the library door on her first morning, Ani watches the room reveal

itself. There’s no sign of Miss Fadden, her glasses and her fan replaced by

only the slightest imprint of their shapes in the desk’s dust. Ani opens the

windows, first one, then the other, craning her head to see the first train so

as not to be surprised by its noise. If she learns when to expect their great

loud rush, she thinks, they won’t take her off-guard, won’t surprise her into

thinking about Mac, about shunting, about the solidity of a train against the

soft give of a body.

She takes a deep breath. This is how it is, she thinks. Two shifts, morning and

evening, and Mrs May heating up Bella’s supper. Another breath. All right, all

right, this will be all right. The clock on the wall ticks loudly, and for as long

as Ani stares at it, neither of its hands appears to move. Which would be

worse, she wonders, a day in which no one came – or a day in which people

came and talked with her, at her, about finding her there, about how she is,

about the circumstances of her employment.

She never realised howmuch she enjoyed the anonymity of an

unremarkable life.

The minute hand scrapes slowly around from five past to ten past. She

would take any conversation.

Pushing herself out of her reverie, she begins a circuit of the shelves: of

course if no one comes, I can spend my time reading – what could be better?

And she pulls down Kangaroo, left, as Miss Fadden had promised, in its

rightful place. But the words blur and merge, and her eyes seem unable to

decipher any of the text. Replacing the book, she tries another and another:
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it’s so quiet, so sepulchral, that she wonders for a moment if the world has

stopped – or perhaps just the world in this one room.

Frozen, here, with nothing to move, and time standing still. And if I can’t read,

if I can’t read – the wave of panic that has been building in her since Mac

died surges finally to break, and she sits gasping and crying until a

northbound train clamours into the platform outside, its noise jolting her

back into herself.

Another ten minutes has passed.

Ani thumbs at the ledgers, the card files, the neat stacks of paper ranged in

the neat wooden trays – it’s like piecing together a body; where things are

recorded, how things are traced. She glances at the names of the library’s

borrowers, names from church, from Isabel’s school, from brief

conversations in the street. The lady who owns the dress shop has been

borrowing Penguin classics. Mrs Padman, Mrs Bower, Mrs Floyd – her

husband’s name crossed out of the register; probably Mac has been crossed

out like that now too. The two owners of the rival shoe shops had both

requested a manual of railway signs – how peculiar is that? Her fingers flick

towards L for Lachlan: Ani, Isabel – and Mac. And there it is, the list of every

book he’s ever borrowed, the line now through his name, the terrible sense

of a thing reckoned complete and unalterable.

The northbound train pushes out of the station as Ani turns and opens the

window, catching the last of its sound, its steam. She loves that smell,

slightly heavy, slightly mechanical. She loves the way it tastes. And as she

tastes it now, she runs her hand along the piano, tucked to the side of the

window, and slowly opens its lid. She’s slightly scared of pianos, as if

someone might expect her to know how to play one if she’s standing near it.

And she did take a couple of lessons from one of the shoe shop owners when

she first came to the coast – he played piano for the Saturday night dances –
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but gave up in embarrassment. The only thing she knows how to play is the

treble part of Für Elise – Mac taught her by rote, numbering the keys so she

could remember their sequence, when they went out to visit her father

before Isabel was born. Ani can still feel the way Isabel kicked and squirmed

as she destroyed Beethoven’s lovely tune over and over again.

“Maybe we should call it Elise, if it’s a girl,” Mac had said. “Maybe the baby’s

trying to tell us that it already recognizes its name.”

“Elise or Ludwig,” Ani laughed. Mac was always so sure the baby was going

to be a girl – and she was, thinks Ani. There she was.

She pauses halfway through a bar, goes back to the beginning: why didn’t

they call Isabel Elise? It’s a lovely name – although Isabel is too, of course,

and for Mac’s mother, which seems to matter more now. She hums the

melody, a note or two out from the version she’s picking out with the index

finger of her right hand. Für Elise – imagine being able to hum a tune you

knew someone had written for you, and such a beautiful one, so beautiful. She

tries the opening again, and again: perhaps she could spend her days

learning the piano – or at least learning how to play this one melody so that

it sounds as graceful, as easy, as it should.

Elise Lachlan: it would have been a lovely name. But then perhaps it would

have made Isabel a different person, and what would I change of her? What

tiny piece would I want to be different? Her thumb and little finger pick out

an octave, pulsing from higher to lower and back again, louder and louder,

until she hears a sound at the door and turns to see Mrs Lacey, her arms full

of paperbacks.

“Mrs Lacey.”
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“Mrs Lachlan, I thought you must have started – I saw Miss Fadden in her

garden as I came down the hill.”

“You’re my first borrower,” Ani smiles, making a great show of taking the

books from her and finding her card.

“You’ll get used to it,” the other woman smiles as Ani pushes the little pile of

books to one side of the desk, and casts around for what to do next. “Miss

Fadden always had a deck of cards in the drawer – she used to play Patience

when there was no one around.”

Ani slides out the drawer, and there’s a deck of cards, the colours garish,

with caricatures of Uncle Sam as the kings, and the Statue of Liberty as the

queens – she flicks through: Hitler and Mussolini faced off as the jokers. She

laughs. “I would never have expected it – I should return them to her; they

look like some sort of souvenir.”

“We did mark that victory however we could,” Mrs Lacey moves around the

shelves, pausing here and there. “I read this when I was child – always

wanted to read it again. Always wanted a daughter I could call Anne.” She

pats the Anne of Green Gables cover, placing it carefully on Ani’s desk. “You

won’t tell anyone if I borrow a child’s book?”

Ani smiles, shakes her head. “I loved them when I was little – Bella’s reading

them now – she reads me sentences and I can almost remember what dress I

was wearing when I first read it myself, thirty years ago, or whereabouts I

was sitting in our garden. Such strange particulars, and yet other memories

are gone in a minute.” She smiles again. “Which is a blessing, I suppose,

when you think about it.”

But Mrs Lacey has moved away, distracted by titles. This is better, thinks

Ani. Quite nice – quite a nice way to pass the time. She brushes non-existent
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dust from the cover of Mrs Lacey’s book, smoothes her ledger for its entry,

readies herself with Mrs Lacey’s card.

“And these two,” says her borrower. “Iris McKinnon told me this Timeless

Landwas very good, so I’ll give it a go.”

“Well, I enjoyed it,” Ani nods, “and there was supposed to be a sequel coming

– I’ll let you know if I hear anything about it, or if it’s any good. I think I saw

Iris’s brother on the beach a while ago?”

“Yes, he’s home – with poor Iris wondering how long for and what he

intends to do. I imagine you’ll see him in here before long; Iris probably only

reads a book or two a year and if you were a poet, well, you must need to

read more than that, mustn’t you?”

Ani transcribes the titles carefully, not looking up at Mrs Lacey. “I don’t

know anything of poets, Mrs Lacey. I’ll see if I can get any hints if he comes

in here for books.” And they smile at each other – easy; pleasant. “I was

thinking about Iris when you mentioned Dr Draper coming. I’m afraid I don’t

remember your dancing like Ginger Rogers, but I remember Frank and Iris –

she wore such beautiful dresses then.”

Mrs Lacey settles the books in her arm, arranging them just as she had when

she arrived, and shakes her head. “That’s a story still in progress, Mrs

Lachlan. But I know she’s lonely, even with her brother home.” She turned

towards the door, pausing on its step. “It was lovely to be your first

borrower, dear. I hope you like it here – it seemed such a lovely idea when

Luddy told me. I could imagine you being happy somehow.” The words are

unexpectedly expansive – Ani bows her head underneath them, and when

she looks up again, Mrs Lacey is making her way across the gravel.
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Libraries were always Mac’s places. One birthday, ’42, she thinks, during the

war, he’d taken her up to Sydney to see the new public reading rooms there,

pushing the heavy doors open with his shoulder. “Can you see it, love?” he’d

whispered. “Is it there?”

And it was, a great map made in mosaic, the whole ocean laid out across the

floor, with grand ships and blue waves and angels blowing the wind from

the south-west, the north-east.

“It’s beautiful,” she’d said softly as he eased the door shut and came to stand

beside her. “Beautiful.” In the middle was an old outline of Australia from

centuries before when the west coast was mostly rumour and the east coast

a single, impossibly straight line – the cartographers’ graceful guess at filling

a blank. There was no hint of her beach, her coast, her part of the world.

“Read about it in the paper,” said Mac, leaning down and tracing the

accurate line of country that ran up from Tasmania and stopped, abruptly.

“Wanted to see what it looked like; funny to think that where we live is

missing.” He reached out and patted a whale, ran his finger along the arc of

the compass bearing that would continue right up to Scotland, if the floor

had been big enough. Standing again, he gestured towards a hallway.

“Mitchell Reading Room, I think, all sorts of historians at work, and poets –

but come on, come on, let’s go in here.” And he pulled her forward through

the next set of doors and into a huge room with the soft light of a pale blue

glass roof, and bright stained glass panels illuminating its walls.

The hush was magnificent, damaged only by the occasional scrape of a chair,

the shuffle of paper, and once or twice the sound of a catalogue drawer

tugged open against its will. They stood very still and quiet, Ani and Mac

Lachlan, and Ani wondered if they looked like two children in an adult room

they were barred from. It was certainly how she felt.
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Glancing at Mac, she followed his gaze along banks of shelves, the pretty

stairs that ran up to higher shelves again, the wide desks nested on the floor.

What was this to him, what paradise? He was smiling as if he’d found some

sanctuary, and she wondered what he dreamed of doing in a place like this.

“The light’s gorgeous, eh,” he whispered, so close to her ear that the

movement of his lips brushed her skin. “And the sound of it – it’s like a

church.” He squeezed her hand again. “Can you give me a minute, love, just

to be here?”

Ani smiled, nodded, and stepped away, wondering what to do in the big,

quiet room. Above, the stained glass windows glowed with images of

newspaper presses, of old, old books, of scenes from Chaucer – the pilgrims

leaving Southwark, the pilgrims arriving in Canterbury. Ani tilted her head:

was that a koala on the bottom?Were there koalas in Chaucer? Then again,

what did she know about Chaucer? Epigrams, really, that was all. Love is

blind. The life so short, the crafts so long to learn. And people can die of mere

imagination, which had terrified her when she was at school.

“Shall we go then?” Mac’s voice through the curls of her hair, and she

followed him out and across the beautiful map, into the blinking sunshine of

the late spring day. “What you think? What you think?” He had both her

hands in his, as if he might spin her into a dance.

“It’s very grand, and like a church. I felt I might do something wrong, or

sneeze, and be sent out. But why did you want to come here? What’s in that

room that you wanted to see?”

Mac fiddled with his coat buttons, wouldn’t meet her gaze. “What a place to

read, Ani, don’t you think? What a place to sit and read away the days. That

blue glass in the ceiling like a lovely low sky, and the tables where you could

spread your papers. Imagine that, lass, coming in for a day’s work here,
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instead of the noise and the dirt and the great heft of trains.” He shook his

head. “I don’t know, just a dream. I’d like one day to sit in a place like that,

and do some grand reading, proper learning reading. I’d like to one day …”

he trailed off, watching the coming and going of the street. “Just be quiet, you

know. It would be so quiet. And that light, that light was like magic.”

Ani shook her head as she walked down the stairs to the pavement. “You

surprise me, Mackenzie Lachlan. Six years married now, and I find out

you’ve secret aspirations to be a librarian. And here I thought you loved

where you are, what you do.”

He caught up to her, laughing. “And I do, love, I do: I just sometimes think

about other lives I might have, other men I might be.”

Other lives as other men; here in this little library that’s suddenly,

surprisingly, her domain, Ani lets herself wonder in which other world Mac

might still be alive – any world, she supposes, that hadn’t required him to

work on the trains.

There’s another footfall on the gravel and she looks up, pleased to be out of

the loop of that thought, to see a man come in, dark-suited, dark-haired, and

rubbing his hands together as if he’s come in from the coldest winter.

“You’re the widow, then,” he says, taking off his hat and drumming his

fingers across its crown. “I heard they’d given you the job out of pity.”

Ani watches his fingers play over the fabric, beating a tattoo that matches

the rise and fall of her stomach.

“I’m Draper,” he says then. “The doctor. Come to minister to your sick and

your dying, and bring all your new people into the world.” He coughs, and

Ani tries to fit his shape to some memory of dancing – but all she can see is
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Mrs Lacey in a fine frock she saw Ginger Rogers wear in a film, and that

image is too ridiculous to belong to anything real. She watches him carefully,

rubbing her hands together as if to ward off his chill.

“And they’ve given you all this,” he gestures so flamboyantly that there’s no

doubting how little he thinks of the place. “Which is generous, when not so

many women have been able to stay in work since the war.” He sets his hat

down on the desk – her desk, she thinks, proprietary for the first time. “Still,

there’s an argument, I suppose, that it will be better to keep your mind busy

than to let it stretch and twist at leisure.”

“Dr Draper,” she says at last, “you’re not at all how I remember. But I heard

you were coming. And of course I have a daughter to support, and a house to

keep.” She’s blushing, wishing to sound cool and sure. This isn’t anyone she

can remember; this isn’t anyone who would dance or laugh.

“As so many do, losing their men to the war – so many women, all over the

world, and now the world is supposed to be back to normal, and the men are

back to take their jobs, and what happens to those widows who haven’t

rushed back to the altar with some newman? What happens to their

daughters, to their houses?”

Ani feels her jaw clench: “There’s Legacy,” she says slowly. “There are

provisions for helping war widows. And as for me, everyone has been very

kind. I’m neither ungrateful for this compensation nor – ” her voice narrows

to a tight spit like his “ – unaware of its privilege.” She pauses at the squeal

of a train’s wheels on the tracks outside. “But it’s hardly a gift, is it, to work

each day with the sound of the thing that killed your husband. Not even your

war widows had to endure that.” They’re unsayable words; she is almost

sneering as she watches the doctor’s face crease with distaste.What now?

she thinks. For goodness’ sake, what will he say now?
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But the distaste, it seems, is for himself. “My apologies, Mrs Lachlan.” The

brash gaze is gone, his eyes focused on his own fingers as they worry at a

knot tied in the corner of his handkerchief. “I lost many things in those

years abroad, and among them were my social graces. Psycho-neurosis, our

American friends call it, if you want to be learned about it. People always

like to have a label – for a newcomer, for an outsider, for a widow. Still,” he

straightens up, patting the brim of his hat slowly with one finger, “the

nuances of widowhood must be different, of course, when they aren’t

marked out by the weight of a war – I wonder whether people will regard

you as more, or less, available.”

Ani stares, wondering how it would feel to slap his face. She’s never wished

to do anything like that to anyone before.

The train pulls out, and as the room falls silent again, the doctor turns,

scanning quickly along the rows shelves. “I expect there’s nothing here that I

require, but I will come and look another day.”

“Our hours are pasted by the door,” says Ani, wishing she could think of

something more cutting or retaliatory. “I’m sorry I don’t remember you

much from before the war, Doctor Draper. Mrs Lacey tells me you were a

fine dancer – and I think I remember you dancing with Iris McKinnon and

laughing with her brother. It would have been lovely to have met you then.”

And it is satisfying, she thinks, to watch the colour drain from his face, to

watch his fingers reach again for his wrinkled handkerchief. “That was a

long time ago, Mrs Lachlan, a long time ago now.” In the room’s quietness,

they regard each other, level. “I don’t think I’m much good for dancing or

laughter these days.”

“Do come, if you think we might have anything you’d like to read. Our hours,

as I said, are pasted up.” And she watches as he walks away towards the
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platform, disconcerted to hear him whistle, and wishing she could rinse his

conversation out of her mouth.

Glancing up at the clock, she sees that its hands have finally reached the end

of her shift. Pulling the windows down and the door closed – the lock

checked twice, three times – she realises she’s never felt more tired in her

life. And she hasn’t read a single page.
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17

She recognises him at once, the tall man who balanced on the high,

weathered pole, the man who sits sifting sand as he looks beyond the white

line of breakers, beyond the wavy line of the horizon. Roy McKinnon, Iris’s

brother, the man who wrote the poem during the war. He is tall, she sees,

taller than his sister, and his hair is more grey than the colour she took it for

outside, from a distance, on the beach. Inside, closer up, he looks a little

more stooped and weathered; she is scanning the lines on his forehead,

around his eyes, when she realises he is studying her in turn, and she

blushes.

“I’m so sorry – was there something …”

“Do you keep a poetry section, Mrs Lachlan?” As soon as he begins to speak,

he looks away from her, studying his shirt-cuffs, his shoes.

She shakes her head, startled by his directness and fearing another

conversation like the doctor’s.

“No, no, I’m afraid we don’t get a lot of poetry through the shelves. Is there

something I can request for you?”

He draws in such a deep breath she expects the papers on her desk to shift a

little towards it.

“No, perhaps, I don’t know. I’m sorry. I just thought there might be

something I could take with me now.” He’s taken a pen out of his pocket and

is fiddling with its cap, snapping it on and off, on and off, as he gazes at the

shelves. “I’d take Kangaroo if you had it.”
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“For poetry?” she asks, stepping around the barrier of the table, pulling D. H.

Lawrence from his place.

“No, just for something that comes from here. Can I use my sister’s card?”

She nods. “I liked your poem very much, Mr McKinnon,” she says, opening

the ledger to Iris McKinnon’s record. “And your sister was thrilled when she

saw it in the magazine.” She knows this is a stretch, perhaps even a lie. Iris

McKinnon had never even acknowledged the verse as far as Ani knew – it’s

one clear memory she has, handing the cut-out sheet to her through her

front doorway, watching her take it without so much as a glance, put it on

the table beside her and say, if there was nothing else, that she had things to

get back to, and close the door. Ani wonders, watching his still, impassive

face, if her brother knows any of this.

He says, “you’re very kind,” and he smiles at her, a warm and proper smile.

She wants to say she’s never met a poet before, wants to say she saw him

perched on the old jetty’s pylon, and to ask how he jumped down without

drenching himself, or whether he sat through a full turn of the tide.

But instead she says: “it’s no trouble to check the book out to your sister’s

card,” and she fills the details into her ledger. She says: “will you stay with

Miss McKinnon long?”

He’s balancing the book on one hand as if to guess its weight: “long enough

to read this and work out how it sprang from here.”

“You don’t like it here, Mr McKinnon?” And she braces herself for a shrug.

“My husband gave me this to read, after we were married, when we were

travelling to the coast. I loved the idea that such a story could come from
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such a pretty little seaside town. It felt incongruous, or – I don’t know –

dangerous somehow.”

“You didn’t grow up here?”

“No, no, miles inland, on the plains, dry as a biscuit. I didn’t see the ocean

until I was married, until I’d read Kangaroo. Were you and Iris children

here? I mean,” she blushes, despite herself, “I remember you a little, when

we came, in ’36, but I don’t remember if your family…”

He puts the book down on the corner of her desk, the very corner,

repositioning it until its edges match the edges of the wood precisely. The

silence beyond her words grows and grows, and she’s on the edge of

repeating the question, when he says:

“We came for holidays, and Iris came to stay.” And then immediately, “and

I’ll take another novel, to keep me going,” so that she knows the

conversation is over. She watches as he scans the shelves, tilting a spine

towards him here and there, pulling out one or two volumes to flick through

their pages, his nose pressed close, before he reshelves them – carefully,

gently. Then, “I haven’t read this for years,” and he slides Jane Eyre across

the desk.

“One of my favourites,” she says. “But I expect a lot of people say that. That

scene where Rochester talks of sending Jane to Ireland – the cord he thinks

connects them, from his heart, to hers – ” She stops, blushing. This was Mac’s

favourite book, a large part of how she remembers falling in love. And here

she is, too close to the edge of talking about this with a man she hardly

knows.

“I only like reading it now I know how it ends,” he says as if she hasn’t cut

herself off, and she watches, appreciative, as he flicks to the last page,
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checking that its sentences still tell the right story. “The first time – all that

suffering, all that separation; it’s a terrible thing to confess but I think I

skipped ahead just to make sure it turned out all right.”

“My daughter does that sometimes,” says Ani, recovering herself. “I like that

it matters so much to her that a book’s characters end up happy and well.”

And he smiles again as he tucks a book in each of his coat’s pockets and

makes for the door. Where he stops, scuffs one foot a little on the mat, and

turns. “It was nice to meet you, Mrs Lachlan,” he says carefully, his fingertips

up towards the brim of his hat.

“It was nice to meet you, too,” she says, and he blushes in turn. He’s shy,

thinks Ani. I wouldn’t have expected that.Wouldn’t it take courage to write a

poem? Didn’t people talk about his bravery during the war? I don’t suppose I

can ask him. “And I’ll see what I can do about the poetry. There are new

books coming down next week.”

He waves his thanks, and goes, and she listens as his feet crunch across the

gravel, disappearing under such a sudden rush of train passing that she

jumps, looking up at the clock. Something early? Something late?

She pulls a blank sheet of paper towards her, uncaps her pen. How would

you start to write a poem? How would you put together a series of words for

its first line – how would you know which words to choose? When you read

a poem, every word seemed so perfect that it had to have been predestined

– well, a good poem. Mac could do doggerel for Isabel, or funny limericks

that he dashed off for birthday cards. But a real poem, a proper poem: Ani

stares at the blank sheet. I wouldn’t know what to do.

She smoothes the page, writes the day’s date at the top, writes the library’s

designation, and drafts the request for some poetry, if possible, in the next
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dispatch of books. “For Mr Roy McKinnon,” she writes, “a published poet,

who lives locally in these parts.”
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18

In the bar of the Ryans Hotel, Roy McKinnon and Frank Draper sit down for

their first beer together after the war, the glasses cold against their fingers,

the room dim and quiet around them. It’s a Tuesday afternoon, a nothing

time, when men should be working. But here they are, drinking.

“To making it home,” says Roy, raising his glass. But Frank, rather than

replying, simply drains his, and signals for another.

“Impossible, isn’t it?” he says, etching a pattern into the glass’s frost.

“I never let myself imagine it might happen,” says Roy, quietly. “Never let

myself think about being back, being home.”

“What was the worst of it?” They are sitting close, each with his nose close to

his glass; each with his head slightly bowed forward. There is something

supplicatory about it, as if they were receiving some sort of communion.

“The worst of it?” Roy laughs. “The constant expectation of death – killing, or

being killed.”

“Did you kill anyone?”

Roy’s fingers tighten around his glass, then he picks it up, and drinks it dry.

“I can’t tell you that; you can’t ask me.”

“All right,” Frank signals across the bar for another drink for them both.

“Then the best of it. Was there a best of it?”
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And Roy laughs. “I met a bloke who gave his address, on his papers, his

enlistment papers, as Thirroul Beach – not just Thirroul, not the village, not

anywhere in the streets. But the beach itself, the very sand. ‘That’s where I

belong,’ he said, ‘and that’s where I’ll go back to.’ Dunno if he made it. Don’t

even know if I’d recognise him if I saw him.”

“Not bad,” says Frank. “I like that. My best was a garden of roses blooming a

mile or so beyond one of the camps – so normal, so beautiful. They looked

right, you know, and they smelled right. They smelled like they belonged in

the real world, not those pits of death and misery. Everything else, even

after the war ended, everything else was panic and rush – sending people

home who could be sent home, the way they clamoured and panicked for the

trucks, as if someone was going to snatch away their one chance of getting

out of there. And just over the hill, this patch of roses was going through the

normal course of a normal year. They were blooming as usual, and they

smelled so good, I could have eaten them.”

They sit a while, sipping now and then. Roy McKinnon’s fingers tap out a

rhythm on the bar. Frank Draper rubs his hand through his hair every so

often, and lets out a sigh that sounds like anyway, anyway.

“So what do we do now we’re home?” Roy asks at last. “What happens here?

What happens now?”

“All falling into place, isn’t it,” the doctor’s voice is hollow. “You must be

working on your first book of verse, my poet, and here I am ready to usher

in life and death for this village’s patients. Just as we always planned.”

Roy shakes his head. “I don’t know what to write about, now that I’m here. I

stand in this beautiful place, on glorious days, and the only images I think

about are from over there, back then. Not that some of those weren’t

beautiful, or glorious. One night, there was a tiny island and no moon; you
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know those nights you thank God that you’re covered in pitch? We were

buzzing ashore in some little boat, looking for the enemy in some newmessy

swamp, and the whole ocean was lit up with phosphorescence – the way it

churned and turned behind the boat, it was like a carpet had been thrown

over the sea. I sit and look at the ocean here, and I think of that, on a good

day. Other days, I think of other oceans, of what it sounds like when the

voices of drowning men finally stop.” He takes a long drink. “I should write

to someone about the bloke from Thirroul Beach – find out if he made it, find

out who to tell about seeing him, if he didn’t. That matters, doesn’t it, Frank?

Those messages must matter?”

He shifts his head, trying to find his friend’s gaze, but Frank’s eyes stay

down, so far they might as well be closed. “I don’t know, mate,” he says at

last. “I don’t know. They’re not going to bring anyone back to life, are they?

Nothing can do that. And that’s all anyone wants in the end, isn’t it? To

change that; to bring someone back. A message – I don’t know. I never did

set much store by words, you know.”

He means it as a joke, and tries to laugh. But no sound comes out of his

mouth, and they sit a while longer, silent, their shoulders almost touching.

“David Herbert Lawrence and William Butler Yeats’s doctor,” says Roy

quietly. “Do you reckon we still have a chance of filling their shoes?” The

antecedents they buoyed themselves with in their youth – a writer from

Nottingham and a medico from Ireland. If they could find this place, could

make something of themselves here – well, the young Roy, the young Frank,

had encouraged each other, their own opportunities must be limitless.

“Don’t care whose shoes we fill, Royston my friend,” Frank says now. “It

would just be blessed relief not to be walking around in my own shoes all

the time.” The doctor pushes back from the bar, shifts his hat on his head.

“At least I can sleep,” he says at last. “At least I don’t tremble, or stutter. I
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mean, my memory’s gone, but I’d rather forget than remember – the war at

least, and I can’t remember when there was anything before that. Saw a

bloke interviewed by doctors just last year – that’s two years after this is all

supposed to be over, and they still can’t discharge him from hospital. You

know what he kept saying, over and over? ‘I was a solid man before this; I

was a solid man.’” He shakes his head, wiping at his eyes. “And Iris? How’s

Iris?”

“You should see for yourself –” It’s harder than Roy means it to sound, so he

swallows the end of the sentence with his drink, fixes his own hat and

stands. “I mean, I think she’s waiting – I think she’s …” He shrugs. “You work

it out, you two. It’s been too many years.”

“And you? What do you need to work out, now you’re here?”

The two men stand on the kerbside, looking along the main street towards

the railway line, towards the ocean.

“I need to work out what kind of man finds a poem in the middle of mud and

blood, and can’t string a sentence together about this mountain, this

sunshine, this sky and this place. Nothing to do beyond that.”

The doctor works at friend’s shoulder, holding him in an embrace for just a

moment. “Find yourself someone new to think about. The poetry will work

itself out after that.”

“Fine advice from you,” Roy McKinnon laughs. But it’s good to laugh. And he

grabs Frank’s hand and shakes it, holds it, as a bus rattles southwards and

an old horse and cart clatter north. “You were right to come back here – it’ll

be all right, I reckon.”
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“Nothing will ever be all right, mate,” says Draper darkly, stepping away.

“But if I’m going to come to terms with that, I may as well do it somewhere

I’ve someone to drink with.”

They walk along the main street together. Frank’s face is hard and dark –

catching sight of it in a window, Roy doesn’t want to know what’s happening

inside his friend’s imagination, or who is there with him. For himself, as he

nears the railway station, he finds himself thinking about a tall woman with

long hair, standing silent among a field of books, with the ocean wild and

vast beyond.

He waits for a sentence to form.
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19

“This is how it was, when I saw you for the first time.”

When Mackenzie Lachlan butted up against the side of Australia, he was 25

years old with nowhere in particular to go and no one in particular to be.

Walking up from his ship’s anchorage on the too-bright, too-blue harbour,

he turned at the sound of a Glaswegian accent – more angular than his

northerly Scots, but still friendly for being familiar – and found himself

talking to a rosy man called Ewan who’d been ashore a month and found a

job on the railway. “It’s way away, laddie,” he’d said to Mac Lachlan, “out in

the space where your family must be from,” and he punched at his shoulder

and laughed as Mac frowned. “A river called Lachlan, man; I’m taking

engines out there, out to the plains.” And Mac Lachlan, who liked a good

story, thought he’d like to see the river that ran along in his name.

At the yards, the next day, with Ewan still punching and pummelling his

shoulders, he was told there were no jobs for the run, but – a nod, a wink –

he might as well travel out with his mate. “Off we go, lad,” Ewan boomed as

he took a train – and Mac – out through the city’s suburbs on their first run.

“But y’picked a lousy place to come looking for work, or a lousy time.” They

left the coast the next day, the engine hauling them south and west through

green space, blonde space, dust-dry space and white space that seemed to

hold pure emptiness. “But you’ll see your family’s river,” Ewan boomed

again and again, and Mac laughed too, all the space and its potential

blossoming inside him. He’d dreamed of places this open, this flat, this

inviting. This warm.

The ranges and the hills, the slightest inclines and hummocks behind them,

he could feel his imagination stretching out – wider, wider and wider –

trying to span not just this intoxicating stretch of open land, but the very
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curve of the earth he could make out at its edge. He saw birds high in the air;

he saw animals bounding along beside the line. He saw mirages and

shadows that loomed where there was nothing to throw them, and strange

figures that seemed to rise out of the tiny gap where the dirt met the sky,

that ran with the train a while, and then folded themselves back into that

liminal rut. He saw different shapes picked out in stars, and different colours

marking the different phases of dawn, day and dusk. And when he arrived,

he rode out to see this river that was somehow his, its water khaki, its edges

soft with the khaki leaves of gum trees. He even passed a tiny place that bore

his grandmother’s Christian name, Maude, to match the river that marked

her surname, Lachlan. And he took all this to mean that this was the place, in

all of Australia, that would welcome him in.

Back in town, he put out the word for any work and was told to meet up

with one of the town’s carpenters early the next morning for a job of roofing

that was needed in a hurry.

He slept at the pub, his dreams spiked by tall thin figures who darted,

silhouettes, along the horizon. And when he woke in the morning it was still

dark, a frost on the ground, and the sound of snoring all along the hall. He

washed his face, shaved, wetted down the worst of his hair, ate porridge in

the pub’s kitchen, drank a huge mug of tea, and was out in the clear, cold air

as the first birds began to call.

He liked the town, the way it pressed together instead of spreading wide in

all the room it had, and he liked the sound his boots made on its gravel

roads. He followed the instructions the publican had given him, humming

here and there, singing now and then – a snatch of Speed bonny boat, a

premature snatch ofMorning has broken – and still filled with the possibility

of all the space around him. He was an ocean boy himself – the cuan, he

loved it – mucking along beaches for whelks and crabs, swimming as far as

the cold would let him, and out on the trawlers if he was able. The span of
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the sky out here was the closest thing he’d seen to the sea – as wide and as

blue.

“My bonnie lies over the ocean,” he sang softly as he rounded the last corner.

He’d reached the edge of the town without realising it and before him lay the

shape of a house, low and spreading, and its roof, triangular and partial,

open to the morning. The road dipped down a little towards it, the first

brightness of sunrise beyond in reds, pinks, golds: he was walking directly

east. “My bonnie lies over the sea.”

“Good morning Mr Lachlan,” a voice called from up in the air, and as he

arched his neck to see where it had come from, he made out two figures

perched on the roof’s narrow frame. “The kind gentleman in the public

house said you’d be along early in the morning.” It was an odd accent, soft,

with the first syllable of each word lent on a little, like a strangely rhythmic

march. It was unlike any he’d heard before, and as his eyes adjusted to the

changing light, he made out the man, tall, fair, with a tanned face and thick

blonde beard and moustache.

“Mr Kalm,” he called, “I hope I’ve not kept you,” and as he raised his hand to

wave, it shaded his eyes for a moment so that he saw her just as the ball of

the sun came over the crest. Anikka Kalm, standing next to her father,

watching the earth roll forwards into a new day. Tall, like her father, and

fair, like her father, her feet were set apart to balance on the beam – he

thought, she’d stand well on any ship; he thought, that’s what lissome is, then

– and the bright rose-gold of the moment seemed to make her hair, her face,

her skin, her shape shimmer with light.

“The first time I saw you,” he would whisper to her afterwards when he told

her the story, “it was just getting light. I took you for part of the sunrise.”
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But at that moment, in that morning, he simply stood and gazed up at her

while she stood above him and gazed out towards the sun.

Oskar Kalm swung down onto the ground, talked about frames and nails and

slate and hours, and Mac agreed to anything, paying no attention to the

conversation. He heard himself say, “I’m more an ocean man, than a

carpenter,” heard Oskar say that one would have to be an ocean man to find

oneself so far from home in this part of the world. But then the memory of

those words, too, disappeared under the sound of Anikka’s voice.

“I’ve never seen the ocean,” she said, her voice halfway between the

roundness of her father’s Nordic accent and the stretch of every Australian

voice Mac had encountered. “It must be so wide, so blue, so …” she fumbled

for a word, her fingers worrying at the air as if she might find it there – “… so

wet.” And she blushed.

“My daughter,” said Oscar Kalm, “was rudely landlocked by my ending up

here.” He swung a belt, a hammer, towards his new assistant, calling up to

the girl that they needed to be getting on with the job they were there for.

And Mac watched as she swung herself down – bending easily to grip the

framework near her ankle, dropping down until her toes found the shape of

a window below that, and then springing back to arrive standing, next to

him, as tall as him, on the grass.

“Mackenzie Lachlan,” he said, holding out his hand.

“Anikka Kalm,” she said, shaking it firmly.

“I could take you to see the ocean one day,” he said, and blushed.

“I could come with you to see that,” she said, laughing – although he wasn’t

sure if the laugh was for the suggestion of the ocean or the red flush on his
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cheeks. “It’s nice to meet you Mr Lachlan. I’ll bring some lunches out later in

the day.” And as she strode away, it seemed the sun kept pace with her

movement across the ground.

Her blonde hair so bright it looked lit from within.
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20

Roy McKinnon returns Jane Eyre on the day it’s due – Ani looks up from a

box of books and he’s standing in the doorway, scraping his shoes on the

mat, taking a little too long to do as simple a thing as come into a room.

“I’ve brought this,” he says simply. “I’ve been staring at it so long but I

couldn’t …”

“Mr McKinnon,” she says, “I’m so sorry if it wasn’t what you wanted.” As if

she should have been able to guide him, to advise him, to a happier book; as

if she’s failed in her job somehow.

But he shakes his head, seems to shake his hat right from it, and,

bareheaded, finally steps inside.

“No, no, it was good; it was good, Mrs Lachlan, and I’ve finished with it now. I

wanted to hang onto it, that was all. I wanted to keep it close, but – ” He

smiles, holding it out towards her. “I wondered if I could ask you to get me

some particular poets, if that’s possible – the British, from the Great War, I

thought I might try.”

“Wilfred Owen? Rupert Brooke?” She’s pulling names from the contents’

pages of one of Mac’s anthologies, wanting to sound knowledgeable.

“No, no,” he cuts across her quickly, “not the ones who died; the ones who

survived. Sassoon. Graves. The ones who kept living, kept writing.”

There’s an edge in his voice that she knows from somewhere, but it takes

her a moment to place it. It’s panic, the voices of mothers when their

children can’t be found for a moment; the voices of women against the news
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that their sons, their husbands, are not coming home; the voice of Anikka

herself one day when Isabel inched too close to the edge of the station’s

platform – of Anikka herself, she suspects, in the hours, the days after the

accident.

“I made some tea, Mr McKinnon, just a moment ago – could I get you a cup?”

She’s on his side of the desk now, pulling out a chair for him, clearing a

space. “Was there something you were looking for in particular? Some line?

Some description?” The way he lowers himself onto the chair is as if he

distrusts it, and she wonders whether poets think differently about simple

things like chairs and hats. Filling a cup, she wonders if it would be rude to

ask.

As she turns towards him again, the tea carefully balanced, the afternoon’s

light hits that point before sunset where it softens and swells into a few

minutes of rounder, warmer illumination. Through the window, the greens

of the trees thicken slightly, the shadows lengthen, and the sky takes on a

fuller shade of blue. The mountain, diminished at midday, surges again to its

full height; the clouds flare a brighter white.

Inside, the last of the sun picks up the wood of the library’s shelves, its floor,

its great desk, grazing the side of the poet’s head and turning his dull grey-

brown hair into something touched by ginger and gold. For the shortest

moment, Ani wants to reach out and touch it – to see if it’s warm, to see if it’s

soft – and it’s only the cup and saucer that stops her frommaking this

movement.

“There,” she says, blushing a little, and unsettled, “it’s a magic time of the

day, when the sun goes over the mountain, don’t you think? The way it

makes everything glow.”
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He drinks his tea too fast – she knows how hot it is – gulping with each

mouthful, until he reaches the layer of sugar in the bottom of the cup. “Is it

always like this?” he asks then, china rattling against china as he replaces the

cup too forcefully in the scoop of its saucer.

“The light?” she says. “No – I think it needs particular clouds, or a wind.

There’s something more to it than just the end of the day, but I’ve never

managed to work out what it is.”

But he’s shaking his head again; she’s misunderstood the question. “No, no; I

mean, how you say things – the light, the time – is it always like this? It

makes you sound like a poet yourself.”

The blush goes all the way up to her hair this time, settles there, and stays. “I

don’t know the first bit of poetry really,” she says, a little disingenuous. “My

husband used to read poems to me sometimes – he liked the Scottish ones;

they rollicked along. I like to read, Mr McKinnon. That’s all.” And she wishes

for an instant that she hadn’t given him the tea – even though it’s already

drunk and finished – or the chance of a conversation.

“It’s a lovely light,” he says at last, and so quietly that she almost misses the

words. “As if it’s coming through stained glass – even when you’re outside.

You know, I’ve never thought of it like that before.” Unfolding an envelope

from his pocket, he feels across the surface of her table, his eyes still on the

shelves above her head. “May I – do you have a pen?” And she slides one

towards him, spinning it around so it’s ready for him to pick up and write.

“Is this … are you …” She wants to know if she’s watching some act of

creation, if something is coming into being in her library that didn’t exist the

moment before.
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“Those terrible stories of the books burnt in Germany before the war,” he

says then. “Do you remember? A city square flaring with great pyres of

words – they burnt Helen Keller, you know. They burnt Jack London.Where

they burn books so too will they in the end burn human beings. It will be years

before we know howmany people were truly lost through this war – before

it started, when it was happening, and now, even now, when it’s supposed to

be over.” His words come in a rush, tripping over themselves. “Howmany

bodies burned, in this city, or that country, or the whole rest of the world.

And now your books, Mrs Lachlan, are caught by the edge of fire, their

spines red and orange, just there, just above you. And it’s beautiful.” He

pushes the pen away, puts the blank envelope back into his pocket, its folds

carefully refolded.

“Are you writing now, Mr McKinnon?” Her forthrightness flares the redness

of her face again. “I mean, since you’re home – these past years … I don’t

know if it’s a question I should ask you or not, but it’s always intrigued me

how –”

“What intrigues me, Mrs Lachlan,” there’s a coldness in his voice and he’s

suddenly on his feet, adjusting his hat, and turning for the door, “is what sort

of a man can find a poem in the middle of all that, and then come home – to a

place as pretty as this, and find nothing, nothing … ” He breathes in too long

a breath, then tips the edge of his hat. “But I’ve become monotonous. If you

could let me know when those books come in,” he says, and is gone.

“I hope you’re feeling …” she begins to say, into the emptiness. She wonders

if he hears the tightness in his own voice.

Taking a deep breath herself, Ani pulls the ledger towards her again, begins

to run through the books that will go back to Sydney the following day. The

Grapes of Wrath has been popular, and Eleanor Dark’s Timeless Land, while

people wait for its sequel, and Zane Grey, as ever. He’s dead, but still
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publishing: what literary mediummakes that happen, that writing from

beyond the grave? She props her head against her hand, changes the angle

from which she is reading her list. If she concentrated on which books were

most popular in each batch, would she find the secrets of what this village

thought and felt among the stories it borrowed to tell itself?

She pushes at her temples, unsettled, and sees Roy leaning forward, pulling

the envelope from his pocket so that it shakes out to its full size, reaching

forward – doesn’t matter that it’s her pen, her desk – for anything that might

make a mark. With her eyes closed, he might be Mac; the table their kitchen

table. She might be imagining a moment when her husband thought, “this

sentence, these words, here is the start of a thing I could make.” She sees her

own hand push a pen towards him, sees him pick it up, begin to write.

She can almost see the words as her husband tries to make a poem.

And why not? Why not?

She blows a long breath out into the empty room: there he is, there he is,

Mackenzie Lachlan, her man. He leans forward, finishes his first line with a

flourish, looks up into nothingness – she’s invisible – and then down again,

the pen darting through another line and another. She watches for a minute,

then another, knowing she should leave him to do this on his own. No, if

she’d had this moment, she’d have sat there, watching it happen, soaking it

all in.

His hand slows, stops, and he’s blowing onto the words, softly, as if to hurry

them dry. What would he say next? Would he read it? Would he fold it up,

slip it back into his pocket, promise to read it to her when it had sat for a

minute? Would he pretend that nothing had happened, that he’d been

making a list of the things he needed to remember to do the coming

weekend?
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He’s fading; the kitchen is fading. She’s back in the library, staring

somewhere between the titles of books she’s spent the morning packaging

up. Without looking, she pulls a sheet of paper from the stack on her desk, a

pencil from the jar. So close, he was so clear. She can do this: she can pull the

poem he might have written out of the air.

The light is heaviest before sunset

The world packed into a stained-glass church

– but that’s stealing. That was the poet’s line, and she’s back in the room

with a thud, Mac gone, the poem gone, the light gone and the evening

coming on fast.

The thunder of a train coming down from the north collides with the

thunder of one coming up from the south and for an instant, out of nowhere,

Anikka is certain they will collide, here, in her station, outside her window,

in a great crash of metal and fire and weight.

She hates these thoughts, tries to shrug catastrophe away from her

shoulders.

The light is heavy before sunset, she corrects herself. “The light is heavy

before sunset.” She pulls another sheet towards her, writes out the poet’s

request for anything by Siegfried Sassoon, Robert Graves. She’s read poems

of theirs with Mac – she’s sure of it, staring at their names until a line comes

into her mind: Everyone’s voice was suddenly lifted, and beauty came like the

setting sun.

If Mac had been hit in time to stop the train she’d expected to take to meet

him, how long had it taken him to die? Did it happen immediately? Did it

happen later in the afternoon? Did he go during daylight, in the darkness, or
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just as the sun set? Was there anyone she could ask? The inquest was

coming, she knew, and she said again and again that she would not be

attending, did not want to sit through the details of injuries and fault. But

the time, and the light; she’d like to know about those. She could ask the

railway man, or the minister. She could ask Luddy; he might know.

She folds the request letter, licking so fiercely at the envelope that it slices

her tongue.

“Damn it.” She’s never cursed anything before. “Damn it all,” closing the

book before her tears fall onto its pages, making spots on all the lists she’s

taken such care to transcribe. “Damn and damn and damn.”

“Mrs Lachlan?” Iris McKinnon, the poet’s sister, is standing in the doorway.

“I’m sorry – my brother forgot to give you this one,” sliding Kangaroo across

the desk. “I hoped it might help him be here, but …” She fiddles with the

clasp on her bag. “I don’t think he got past the first chapters. And he asked

me to apologise to you.”

“For not reading the book?” Anikka hears a harshness in her own voice and

doesn’t care if Iris McKinnon hears it too.

“I don’t know – he just said, to apologise. It’s hard, I think, for him …”

Anikka slides the book towards her so it rests against her belly: “if he’s

staying with you for some time, Miss McKinnon, he should probably get his

own card – so that you can keep borrowing as well.”

The other lady smiles: “oh, I don’t mind – I never need to read as much as he

does, and it’s nice to think I can do something for him, give him something

that might help him …” She pauses, awkward. “Of course it’s a great blessing
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to us that he came home and came home uninjured, and really that’s all you

can ask for.”

Ani taps the spine of the book on the desk, as if its pages needed to be

squared, and moves to re-shelve it. “There are different kinds of loss, you

know,” she says quietly.

“Well, yes,” says Miss McKinnon, her fingers fidgeting with a handkerchief as

if she’s thinking about dabbing her eyes, blowing her nose, “as you know

yourself Mrs Lachlan, after all these years.”

Anikka blinks at the thin woman’s ferocity – it crosses her mind that she

might damn her, and to her face, and this doesn’t seem a bad idea, although

Iris McKinnon is talking again.

“But as I always say, time heals all wounds – I remember telling you that a

long time ago, Mrs Lachlan, and I try to tell my poor brother every day now

as well.” Her back is rigidly straight, her face is set, and the weakness

implicit in the handkerchief’s brief flutter has been stuffed back into her

handbag along with its white fabric.

The room darkens as the night begins. In the last moments of shadow before

she reaches for the lights, Ani hears herself say: “no, Miss McKinnon, no. I do

remember you saying that to me, and I’ve been meaning to say ever since

that you were wrong. Time passes, and wounds close over, but the healing is

a different thing altogether – and often, I think, you cannot expect that it will

ever fully happen.”

“Don’t say that.” The other woman’s voice drops to a hiss. “Don’t say that

they won’t all come back, the ones who lived. Don’t condemn us all to

widowhood, now that you have to make sense of it.”
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Ani blinks. Is that what she does? Is this who she is? She flicks the switch

and the sudden brightness of the bulb above startles them both.

“I’ll send a note when Mr McKinnon’s books arrive,” she says at last. And the

poet’s sister turns and leaves without another word.

Ani watches her go, and remembers, in an instant, a day in her own garden,

Isabel fiddling with her first flowers, and Iris McKinnon naming each one as

her daughter prised the petals apart. These losses, these slips: perhaps it

took a larger one to notice all the other people you’d let get away. Perhaps it

was only then that you wondered if it matters. But perhaps I used to be a

better friend.

Ani works the book box closer to the door and kneels down in front of it,

checking its contents against its list for the last time, and making sure the

books are packed neatly, and secure. She wonders if Miss McKinnon has

read Kangaroo and realises in an instant that any number of people she

knows in this place might even have been here when it was written. They

might have seen the writer. Ani would envy them that.

But we were closer, Iris and me, she thinks then. I was the person who cut her

brother’s poem from the magazine for her – I was the person who gave it to

her so she could read it. Years after Bella was born, I was still the person who

would think to do that.

Perhaps that didn’t matter to Iris McKinnon; perhaps, thinks Ani suddenly,

she never liked the poem, or wishes he hadn’t written it. Perhaps she was

embarrassed by it.

Closing the box and securing it at last, she resolves to be nicer to the poet.

And when she walks home, later in the evening, she recites the first two
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lines of what she’s already calling “Mac’s poem” over and over in time to her

footsteps, like a chant, or a spell, or a mantra.
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21

“Look at this, love,” Mac pushed the magazine across the kitchen table

towards her, steering it around the mess she was making with some fruit.

“Article about the northern lights, see – did I ever tell you about the time I

saw them, a little bairn out in the night with my granny, and all their colours

snaking and swirling across the sky?”

“You did, Mac, you did – said you’d take me there too. Take me to see their

show one day.”

The house creaked a little, settling its shape in the evening’s cool, and Ani

leaned forward to check if it had disturbed their sleeping daughter.

“If we could get round the world, lass, see my gran, and the lights – and then

a quick skate across the ocean to your Da’s country and his people,” he

smiled. “And all that on a railway-man’s wage,” the smile widening into a

laugh.

She slid the segments of fruit into the saucepan, wiping their bright mess

from the brighter red laminate of the table’s top.

“Maybe I could get a job,” she said after a moment. “Add a few more shillings

to our savings.”

But he shook his head, his attention back on the pages in the magazine.

“What would you want to do, Ani? And what jobs would there be now

everyone’s back from the war?” He drew in a deep breath. “That smells

grand, what you’re making – what is it?”
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“Just fruit – the last of the peaches for the year: I thought I’d stew them up so

you could have your favourite pie later on.”

“Preserving for the winter,” he laughed. “You take care of me, don’t you?”

She stood alongside him as he sat at the table, pulled him in towards her,

ruffled at his hair. “Doing my best,” she said softly. “Doing my best.” The

house shifted again, and Ani paused, listening for Isabel.

“She’s a big girl now, love,” said Mac, noticing her stillness. “Reckon she’d

sleep through an earthquake most nights – remember when she was born,

and that plane came down on the beach, all engines and kerfuffle, and she

didn’t even rouse.” He worked his arm around her, his other hand,

smoothing at the page he was reading.

“The aeroplane on the beach? The mail plane in the storm?” Ani frowned,

squinting a little. “That was 1936, Mac; that was the year we came, well

before Bella was born. Don’t you remember Luddy setting out that line of

flares to make a runway?”

“It was cars, wasn’t it, a row of cars parked along the beach with their

headlights on to show him how to come in – and I’m sure Bella was born;

sure we brought Mrs May in to sit with her while we ran down to help.” Mac

was rubbing at his own hair now, his face frowning and perplexed.

Ani pushed the pan of fruit to the back of the stove, watching as its bubbles

settled into a low simmer. “I’ll get my daybook,” she said. “That’ll fix your

lousy memory, Mackenzie Lachlan.”

“Your daybook, your daybook,” he called after her. “I’m sure there’s a bit of

fallibility creeps in, Mrs Mackenzie – a bit of poetic licence now and then.”
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Coming back into the kitchen, leafing through the old diary, she raised her

eyes in mock affront: “I don’t know what you mean, sir. I am a mere scribe of

events around me …” And she ducked as he threw a tea towel across at her.

“All right, once or twice, I might have exaggerated an anecdote, or an

incident – ”

“You had us sliding down the scarp in a tropical monsoon, Anikka Kalm,

when it was the lightest shower of rain imaginable – ”

“Well it felt heavier, and wetter, and it made for a better story with a bit of

thunder and lightning – which I’m sure we did have – but I’d never change

the year a plane landed on the beach, or whether our daughter was born or

not when it did, or whether it was brought home by a line of flares lit by

your friend Luddy or a line of parked cars.”

Her fingers flicked through the book’s pages, and she paused, reading

random lines from its months.

“Here,”” she said. “One aeroplane coming down through thick fog and rain,

March 1936, with a line of makeshift flares pushed into the sand – we’d only

been here a few months, and it felt like the whole village came out to help …”

she paused. “Or were we all just sticky-beaking?” She held the book out to

Mac, tapping its date with her finger.

He hardly read the page, his eye flicking across it so quickly while he said,

“all right then, all right,” and then looked across at the page opposite, the day

before. “See this, though, Ani love: ‘and we talked about sailing north, sailing

up to see Grannie Lachlan, and doing it now while there’s only two of us to

think of and we’re free, free to move in the world.’”
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She tilts her head, reading over his shoulder: “I always thought we talked

about going later, when we had Isabel, so Grannie Lachlan could meet her

too. I never thought of us being free then, or not free now.”

Mac smiled, tapping at the page. “Yes you did, love: here it is. Written fast in

ink.” He squeezed her into a hug. “Doesn’t matter – doesn’t matter that you

thought it, that we didn’t go. Stories are always changing aren’t they,

although I could have sworn I remembered that line of cars – would’ve told

you who’d driven them onto the sand, if you’d asked me.”

Ani shook her head, stirring the softening peaches as the sound of a train

braking hard cut through the night.

Mac winced at the noise. “She’s late tonight,” he said then. “And in a hurry to

make it up too. Shall we get to bed then, Anikka Lachlan? Shall we read a

little in the warm?”

And she lay beside him in the dim light of the lamp, listening as he read her

the famous book about this place:

Then the train came out on the sea, lovely bays with sand and

grass and trees, sloping up towards the sudden hills that were

like a wall. There were bungalows dotted in most of the bays.

Then suddenly more collieries, and quite a large settlement of

bungalows. From the train they looked down on many many

pale-grey zinc roofs, sprinkled about like a great camp, close

together, yet none touching, and getting thinner towards the sea.

The chimneys were faintly smoking, there was a haze of smoke

and a sense of home, home in the wilds.

“The wilds,” she murmured, “I never thought of it as the wilds. But home,

yes, and the only home Bella has had, compared to our beginnings.”
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He watched as her eyes closed, as she burrowed her head into his side for

the rest of the reading, as she slipped further away from the book in whose

subsequent chapters, the ones unwritten beyond the narrative’s end, she’d

always suspected she might be living.
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They meet in the door of the co-op – Anikka coming out with sugar, tea,

flour, and Roy McKinnon going in, his hands in his pockets. Her eyes squint

against the sunlight after the darkness of the shop; his strain to see anything

in the shadows after the brightness of the day; and for an instant neither can

see the other.

They step awkwardly – she to her left, he to his right – so that the doorway

remains impassable, and at the moment Ani laughs and shakes her head a

little, Roy’s eyes adjust to the gloom so that he can see her, and where he’s

going, and everything on the busy shelves of the shop, in more minute detail

than usual. He’s struck by the way she emerges from the shadows, coming

into focus, and by the patterns made by the different bits of produce tucked

into their little bays and buckets on the wall behind the shop’s counter.

There’s something to be said, he thinks, about what’s available, what’s

plentiful in this place, in this world, about the great extent of what might be

found here. But as he thinks this, he looks at her again, and sees she’s

distracted, uneasy, in this no-man’s land of space.

She used to love it, the gathering, the provisioning. Now, she rushes through

the shops she needs to enter, hating the murmurs, the stares. Here comes

Anikka Lachlan, her basket swinging and her eyes still down – the women

pause in their talk as she moves past them, her shopping list tight in her

hand. From the counter, they hear her ask for her butter ration, and her tea.

“She looks tired,” says one. “Tired and pale – Mrs May says her light’s on late

these days.”

“And that job in the library,” says another, “good of the Railways to offer it

but it must be hard to keep the house going as well.”
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“They used to play cards with us, her and Mac, sometimes – and I miss that.

She was always so bright.”

They pause again as she counts the coins from her purse, pushes them over

the counter. And they smile and murmur a greeting as she goes by again.

Anikka Lachlan, still in the shadows, not yet found the light. She’s cooked

meals for most of the widows in this town – now each time she comes home

there’s another dish, mostly anonymous, set waiting on her porch.

She’s no appetite for any of it.

“Mrs Lachlan,” Roy takes another half-step towards her and shakes her

hand, “I wanted to thank you again – the Sassoon, Everybody Sang: just what

I needed. That light, that hopefulness, that continuity.”

A lady with a broad basket tries to squeeze past them clicking her tongue,

perhaps over their obstacle, perhaps over the buoyancy of the poet’s words.

“The singing will never be done,” says Roy McKinnon, still clutching Anikka’s

hand. “The singing will never be done.”

And she smiles at last. “I’m glad you enjoyed it,” she says. “We should – ”

gesturing backwards towards the shop, forwards towards the road, as

another lady falters on the blockade they’re causing. They step as one into

the full sunlight, Ani rearranging her parcels, Roy rearranging his hat.

“I was struggling,” he says at last, dropping into such a long pause that she

thinks perhaps that’s all he wants to say, until, “with trying to write, even all

this time after the war, and even somewhere as beautiful as this.” His hand,

sweeping up towards the escarpment, the sky, loops back to include her in

its gesture. “The Sassoon – I don’t know, but it helped, and I’m sure I’m
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closer now to the beginning of something. A new poem.” He bows a little

with a stately gratitude that belongs in another time, another place.

“I’m glad the library could help,” says Anikka, and her smile stretches wider

than she can remember. “Poetry is – it’s a sort of extremity, isn’t it,” she says

at last. “So whether the extremity comes from an extremely horrific place, or

an extremely beautiful one” – she retraces his arc across mountain, sky –

“maybe both are possible.”

A shiny black car purrs along the road, pushing Ani back into the memory of

the night she heard about Mac, pushing Roy McKinnon into his own memory

of official visits, important men.

“Are you following the trials, Mrs Lachlan?” he asks, leaning in a little, his

voice quiet. “The Japanese ones, the German ones, the trailing detritus of this

unending war?”

She had expected war to operate like a tap, on – as it happened; off –

immediately it stopped. Now she see-saws between feeling that she can

never know enough about its aftermaths and entrails, and wishing not only

to know no more about it, but to somehow forget so much of what it has

already left lodged and jammed in the crevices of her memory and

imagination.

And so the world still arrives folded into a newspaper in her front yard, and

is carried up her front stars, and she sits every night after dinner, after

Isabel is asleep, after the housework is done, obediently reading some part

of it. There’s a new president in the United States, and Mr Eliot has won the

Nobel Prize for literature. An American pilot is dropping chocolates and

other sweets into West Berlin for its children, and seven Japanese men have

been sentenced to death for their roles in the war. Yes, she’s following the

reports. She reads as much as she can in the evening; she cuts a strip from
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here, a story from there, to stick into her daybook. And then she sets the rest

in the combustion stove, out of Isabel’s way.

All this she says to Roy McKinnon – the words are too much and come too

fast, as if she hadn’t spoken for a long time was afraid she might have

forgotten how to. “It’s to do with wanting to know what happens next,” she

says at last, “with feeling like something could be rounded off, or made

better, although I don’t know how it can be. There was a man who danced

through Martin Place when the war stopped – I saw him on a newsreel; he

danced and danced for joy. But what were we celebrating? The awfulness of

its end? All these articles that still weave from that war out into the

newspapers now, three years later: there wasn’t a full stop, was there? The

story just keeps unfolding.”

“Perhaps it’s something to do with seeing it as a kind of continuity,” says the

poet. “There is no beautiful now, no terrible then, just these trails of things

going on and on. Which perhaps means there are some things you can write

about, and some you have to leave alone.” He shades his eyes against the

sun, watches the slow progress of the local bus as it draws in, collects its

passengers, and pulls out, heading south. “There’s something comforting in

seeing things go on; birds keep singing, buses keep running, but if you want

those things to continue, you have to accept that the other kinds of things,

unhappier, even horrific ones, will continue too. And that’s harder.”

His hand moves from sun-shield to wave as the bus passes and Anikka,

turning, sees the face of Frank Draper, sees his hand wave in return. She

looks away, shifting the weight of a small bag of sugar against her arm,

wanting to make no acknowledgement of his gesture.

“He was there, you know,” says Roy, over the chug of the bus’s motor. “He

went into one of those German camps with the British: did you know that?”
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“Dr Draper?” She shakes her head. “No. Mrs Lacey said he’d stayed in service

well beyond the war’s end. She didn’t mention anything else.”

“He was one of the first men in – went into one of the worst of them, I think,

if you could designate any better or worse. I knew him from holidays down

here, years ago. We hung round together: Frank, me, my sister. He always

wanted to practice here, he said, because there’d been a doctor here who’d

known Yeats, years back, and Frank liked the idea of following in those sorts

of footsteps. The fellow had managed to get everyone through that flu at the

end of the Great War without a single death, and Frank liked the idea of that

too. We’d have a beer, and he’d say Yeats’ doctor being here was a sign that

I’d be a poet. I’d do that – publish in The Bulletin. He’d do his medicine. And

we’d end up here, a new incarnation of Yeats and his man.” The bus hauls

itself up the hill to cross the railway bridge, and disappears around the bend,

taking its labouring engine with it. “Hardly recognised him when I first saw

him. But then I wonder if he had the same trouble recognising me.”

“I remember you, from before the war, but I didn’t recognize the doctor. And

he’s become quite … abrupt,” says Ani, taking care with the word. “But no, I

didn’t know where he’d been.” Dr Draper would know what a body starved,

a body shot, a body hung looked like. And probably a body mashed and

squashed by something huge and powerful. She winces, and the poet sees

the edge of it in her shoulders, her widened eyes.

“I’ve been puzzling at memory myself, Mrs Lachlan,” he says, trying for

something that will bring her out of whatever dark place she has slipped

into, “and how it is that I can remember seeing your husband here before

the war, but not you, never you. You’ll forgive me,” he says gently, “but

you’re someone who would have been memorable.”

She brushes at the compliment as if it were a fly. “I didn’t know you knew

my husband,” she says quietly.
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And it’s Roy’s turn to brush at the air, to clarify the words that hang there. “I

couldn’t say I knew him, but I met him once or twice, I think, and of course

there was that wonderful story about the trainmen and their blackberries –

the shunting engine left behind when its driver jumped down for a billy-full

of fruit, and then hurtling off with bells on when it realised it had been

abandoned, and running slam into the back of the rest of itself just around

the next corner, the other drivers laughing and playing cards on the side of

the track, just wanting to give your man a fright.”

“My man?” She has no idea what the poet is talking about.

“The most famous story about your husband,” he says. “You know, when he

jumped down for some fruit, and the rest of the train made off without him.

He had us in fits telling us about it.”

It’s shocking to think that this poet knows some story about Mac that Ani

herself has never known about. “Of course we’ve picked blackberries,” she

says at last, “the three of us, up in the bush; we went every summer. But I

don’t know what you mean about …”

“It was well before the war,” says Roy, “maybe even before your little girl

was born.” He turns away from her a little, as if he’s trying to see far enough

along Thirroul’s main street to look into those days, those times. “Mac was

working a bank engine to shunt trains up the hill and from one main line to

another. He’d got a good long train up there, and then rather than going on

with it, he hopped down to fill his billy with berries instead. The blokes at

the front of the train saw what he was doing, and took themselves on – just

having a joke, you know, but when Mac looked up and saw his engine all on

its own, he panicked, jumped in, and went after them hell for leather. Came

round the corner expecting to be on the run after them, and didn’t have time

to stop himself before he rammed into the back of their van – derailed it,
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derailed his own engine’s bogie. Got six weeks off the engines and back on

the platform for that, he said, before someone interceded and said he could

go back to his job. But I wonder if the berries were worth it, if you don’t

remember how he came by them.”

Ani frowns, her basket heavy on her arm. “I just don’t see how it could have

been Mac, if it’s a story that I don’t know.”

The poet smiles. “But there must always be stories we don’t know, mustn’t

there? Impossible to know every moment of a person’s life, every instant of

their day. And would you want to, in the end, if it was stories about that

bloody war – I beg your pardon, Mrs Lachlan – rather than stories about

berries that you had to take on? They’re the hard ones to put behind you,” he

says. “Perhaps you never do. I still haven’t managed to talk with Frank about

it. My sister tells me he’s not even sure about being a doctor now, although

that’s what’s brought him here. First, do no harm,” he quotes from the

famous medical oath, and his own wince mirrors hers. “Who knew how far a

group of doctors could move from that idea, in the name of some dreadful

politics?” He shakes his shoulders, the tops of his arms, as if to dislodge the

abhorrent ideology and all that it spawned. “But what a thing to be saying to

you, Mrs Lachlan, on a day like this, when I really just wanted to thank you

for the poetry.”

“Come down to the library whenever it suits you,” says Ani, shaking the

blackberries out of her mind as she shakes his hand again. “I can send a

request for anything you’d like.” A train’s brakes grate on the lines nearby,

and she raises her voice a little, ignoring the interruption. “You know when

we’re open, don’t you?”

She’s never referred to herself as the library before – you know when we’re

open – and she likes the sound of it. Walking away, she finds herself reciting

the Sassoon poem as she turns into Macauley Street: everyone suddenly burst
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out singing, and I was filled with such delight as prisoned birds must find in

freedom, winging wildly across the white orchards and dark-green fields; on –

on – and out of sight.

“And I was filled with such delight,” she repeats, her step slowing a little as

she begins to climb the hill. But her smile twists. No delight for Anikka

Lachlan, she thinks. Not now, not ever, not ever again.

In the brief instant of her eyes closing to blink, she sees an image like a black

and white photograph of a body, dead, distended, horrible. And the worst of

it is not knowing if she’s imagining Mac, or remembering the poet’s terrific

wartime poem, or looking at some shard of the horror that the rude doctor

found, one of the first Allied liberators to walk into one of the worst places

on earth.

But he did bring berries home from work sometimes, she thinks suddenly,

turning the corner into her own street and squinting at her own house

halfway along. Billycans of berries from alongside this track or that one. She

can even remember the first one, and how anxious she’d been when he told

her about jumping down, darting into the brambles, and rushing back to

catch the engine he was working on before it went too far. If anything should

happen, she’d said, and he’d said, but what could happen except berries for

our tea?

How long ago would that have been? And was it something as stupid as fruit

behind the last accident? Stopping again, she hates him, for a moment, for

whatever secrets he’d had, whatever he’d kept from her, and whatever

stupidity ever sent him off after blackberries when he should have been

working.

As she climbs the stairs to her front door, she sees a paper bag on the step,

and opens it gingerly, afraid of tiny purple fruit that might appear out of
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nowhere, delivered somehow from the past. But it’s round blue plums, three

of them, and a note from Mrs May. Because they were always his favourite,

she reads, and these ones looked so fine.

Plums? His favourite? This is some kind of assault. Struggling with the key in

the lock, she’s through the door and dropping everything – including the

plums – hard on the floor.

Where Isabel finds her when she comes home, the pulpy plum flesh sharp

and sticky in the hall and Ani sitting with her fingers pressed into her eyes,

and her throat dry from crying.
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“Does it bother you, Mrs Lachlan, to ride in these murderous things?”

Spinning around at his words, Anikka doesn’t know – never knows – what to

expect from what Dr Draper will say. She shakes her head: “I wouldn’t have

much of a life left, nor much of a world, if I let that happen, would I, Doctor?”

He is not the person to tell how impossibly huge trains can seem,

sometimes, or how she freezes, sometimes, in the middle of a journey,

wondering if this engine, or this one, carrying her along so reliably, is the

one that took Mac away from her. The one that killed him.

“You’re of Miss McKinnon’s school, then,” the doctor continues, moving

closer to Ani on the platform, “the old ‘time heals all wounds.’”

Against the glimmer of a smile on his face, she winces. “No, no – I hate that

phrase, hate it. All the forgetting in it, all the ignoring, the papering over, the

covering up, the pretending.” Which is more than she means to say.

He glances at his watch and then down the track.

“Perhaps we’re travelling up to Sydney together,” he says, indicating the

oncoming engine as it swings around the corner. “If you didn’t mind the

company.” The train slows, stops, and he steps forward, holding open the

compartment door.

“Of course, of course,” says Ani, wondering if it might have been possible to

say anything else. She’ll have to concentrate on him now, on whatever it is

he wants to say. Out of nowhere, she wishes Roy McKinnon was travelling

instead – what would it be like, to travel with a poet? It feels like the most

dangerous thought she’s ever had, and she bats it away with the list of tasks
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she has for the city. No, of courses, she wishes neither of them were here.

She wishes herself alone.

Settling into the forward-facing seat, registering the photographs opposite –

the Blue Mountains, the Harbour Bridge, the famous roundhouse at Junee –

Ani smiles at Frank Draper as if their meeting is the happiest coincidence of

her day, and hopes he might nod off soon, as some men do in trains.

“Roy McKinnon speaks very highly of you,” he says then, smiling back. “And

your library,” he says, and she hears in his tone some implication that this

second point, at least, is quaint. But he looks polite enough, with his dark

suit, his hat, and she gives him just a little more latitude when he says: “I am

sorry I upset you the last time I came in. McKinnon says I must have left

most of my manners on the other side of the world when I came home – and

I think sometimes he might be right.”

“He told me, Mr McKinnon, about the work you did – about where you were,

at the end of the war I mean.” Navigating things she senses are probably best

left unsaid, she squints out at the glint of the roundhouse’s glass as it passes

her window. There are rainbows in its corners, small sparkles of treasure.

“He told you about hell, did he?” The doctor’s voice drops back to ice and

nastiness, and Ani pulls herself back a little on her seat, thankful to be able

to look out of the window and see the next station, and who might be on the

platform, who else might be making the trip. “I’m sorry,” says the doctor as

the train begins to move. “I find myself unable to say anything useful about

it, so I wonder sometimes how it is that other people can tell the story for

me.”

The landscape through the window begins to blur, the texture of the cutting

changing from the roughness of individual rocks and layers to the blur of

one uniform colour. “You get used to people telling the story they want to
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hear,” she says at last. “Well, you get more used to it than you might have

thought you could in the first place.”

“How long has it been now, Mrs Lachlan? How long has it been for you?”

But it’s still only months, the maths of her story, and his – she knows – is

years. “It’s like Miss McKinnon’s recuperative sense of time,” she says then.

“It’s not right, it doesn’t heal, you don’t forget, but you find some kind of

accommodation. Don’t you? Don’t you?” She’s making it worse, she can see,

as he frowns, and is silent. The train bends itself around a curve in the track,

and she sees its engine away up ahead, dragging them all on. She’s never

noticed this before – must never have looked out of her window at precisely

this moment, to see what was happening.

“I like that,” he says suddenly, pointing towards the back of the train where

the last carriages can now be seen curling around the track’s wide curve.

“That sense that we’re all being safely carried along. It’s all we want, most of

us, isn’t it?” The coldness has gone from his voice again, and Ani thinks of

the swing of the sail’s boom on a little yacht she sailed on once, the way it

slammed from one side of the boat to the other. But swinging from friendly

to contestant; from placating to hostile: it’s going to be a long journey.

“Only in trains,” she says. “It’s nice to feel we can get out of everything else,

don’t you think?”

He snorts a little and stares out at the ocean, until Ani wonders if she might

get her book out of her bag without being rude. “Do you want to know, Mrs

Lachlan,” he says abruptly, “do you want to know what it was like when we

went into that place? Do you want to know how far it was from here, from

where you were, from your safe little village with its tiny lives and deaths,

its tiny understanding of the scale of war?” And there’s no ice, no coldness in

his voice this time, just a great sense of tiredness.
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“I think we know how far it was, how unlike here, anything here, anything

that has ever been here, it was, Doctor,” says Ani carefully. “And now, we

hear more and more about it, and we understand less and less of how it

could possibly have happened.” She wonders howmuch he might tell her,

and howmuch she might not want to hear. “I sat with women whose

husbands had died, whose sons had died, whose brothers and fiancées had

disappeared – none of them there; none of them where you were. But they

seemed such individual deaths; there were still particular people attached to

them. The way my husband is my particular story, the death people

particularly associate with me.” She smiles, quite a small, tight smile. “But

where you were, what you saw, that was on a scale beyond – beyond

anything. Anything, perhaps, except those bombs at the very end.”

There’s something about the accountancy of death, about how to look at

more than one scale at the same time: hers now, for Mac; Mrs May’s, say,

during the war, when her husband died making a railway in a jungle; the

thousands in the bright blasts that ended the war; the thousands of

thousands in the long stretch of horror that predated it, and outlasted it. She

doesn’t know how to say this without making the war sound like a problem

of mathematics.

“They sent me to the sick bay when we got there,” says the doctor quietly. “I

couldn’t tell you howmany people were there – it would almost be better to

say there were none. There were remnants, shadows; there were bodies

whose state, alive or dead, could hardly be distinguished. You have no idea,

Mrs Lachlan. I don’t mean that to be anything other than a simple statement

of fact: your world, your grief, what you understand of death. You have no

idea. And there we were, the liberating army, to tell them it was over. To tell

them they had survived, they had endured.” He coughs. “Five hundred and

fifty-five of those survivors died after we arrived. Five hundred and fifty-five

people endured everything up until that point, and we could not heal them,
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could not make them whole, could not lead them back into the world that

they must have been promising themselves the whole time. I heard it was

three thousand a day, in one place. Three thousand deaths, every day. I don’t

– ” he puts his hand up quickly as she leans forward to say something. “I

don’t speak of this; I don’t usually speak of this. And I’m very sorry for your

loss, Mrs Lachlan. I understand that everyone is, that it’s a certain tragedy,

and that it has a certain weight for them – and of course, of course, for you.

But I carry those five hundred and fifty-five people; I carry their weight. The

doctor who found them and failed them.”

He fits the tips of his fingers together like a roof, his lips pursed and twisted.

“And I sit in this pretty place, these people with their colds and their burns

and their boils, and I find it impossible to think of doing anything for them,

when I failed the people who needed me so much more desperately.”

He coughs again, a thick heavy cough from somewhere deep in his chest, and

she rummages for a small paper bag of cough drops – the smallest gesture,

but she’s glad to be doing something – and holds them towards him.

“Would you like – ”

He shakes his head, clears his throat, straightens himself so that his

shoulders are pulled back and square and his hands rest flat on his knees.

“We had this plan, me and Roy McKinnon,” he says then, “when we were

kids down here for holidays. Me, off to be a doctor, and he had this mad idea

to be a poet. I knew there’d been a medico on the coast who’d come from

Ireland – knew Yeats, someone told me, and was a fine doctor, a good

doctor, the kind of doctor who kept all those good people from this good

little place alive through that terrible influenza in 1918. That’s for me, I said.

I’ll be that man – and our boy Roy was to be the poet: he wouldn’t have

thought it possible, he said, if it wasn’t for the mad English bugger who’d
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turned up and written Kangaroo. Just showed that words could come from

round here – he took that as a real endorsement.

“So we’d go off and make our way in the world, and we’d come back, older,

respectable, wives and children and yards of stories behind each of us. We’d

come back here and be the next incarnation of Yeats and his doctor, meet up

at the pub, and talk about the world, where we’d been, what we’d done, and

how it was to end up in here, a pretty little place like this. We had it figured

for a pretty good life too.”

“Did you like his poem, Dr Draper?” asks Ani, and frowns as the doctor

shakes his head.

“I’m sorry – I don’t mean I didn’t like it,” he says at once. “I mean, I didn’t

read it. I heard that it had been published, of course, and I did drag myself

out of whichever mess I was in and write to him, saying that I was waiting to

see it, to see what he’d done. He sent me a poem by Yeats instead: On Being

Asked for a War Poem – do you know it? I don’t remember all the lines, but it

starts, I think it better that in times like these, a poet’s mouth be silent. It took

months for my letter to find him, his to find me. I never replied – never

expected, I think, to see him again after that. I mean, I never expected to see

anywhere like this again.”

The yellow-grey stone of the escarpment flashes by on one side of the train,

the different blues of ocean and sky flash by on the other. Perhaps there are

different kinds of death, thinks Ani. But outside, there’s not a cloud in the

sky, and the sun’s light illuminates the different stripes and blocks of colour

at their most perfect pitch. Perhaps there are different kinds of resurrection

too.

Tilting her head towards the window, she catches another glimpse of the

engine surging forward, pulling them on.
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“I was up in the city – years ago, before the war, before Bella was born. And

when I came onto the platform at St James, the driver, a mate of Mac’s – of

my husband’s – asked if I wanted to ride in the engine. I don’t know how

many times I’d gone through those tunnels, peering out at the black walls,

sometimes seeing the face of a workman staring out of an alcove, waiting for

us to pass. But to ride up the front, to be looking into the tunnels head-on,

rather than from the side, to see the way the train’s lights pushed out against

the darkness, illuminating the places I’d always seen as shadow – and then

to see the day growing bigger and bigger once we’d passed through Museum

and were on our way back out into the open. It was like I was on a train in

another world. It looked so different, so exciting, from up there. I’d love to

ride up the front around here one day – cutting through the trees, the

tunnels, over the bridges.”

From his side of the compartment, the doctor almost laughs, caught instead

in another bout of such hacking and coughing that he has to lean forward

and brace himself against it. “Perhaps Roy McKinnon is right about you,” he

says at last, taking one of her cough drops this time. “Has he started writing

poems, do you know?”

Anikka shakes her head: “really, Dr Draper, I’ve only spoken to him a few

times – only met him after I met you. It’s a little like asking you about the

camps, asking him about his poems. There’s an etiquette … ” Her hands flail

and she blushes. “I don’t know. But I know he’s reading a lot of poetry,

because it’s all coming down in trunks from Sydney for him – I’ve got

another request list from him to drop in to them today.” She doesn’t tell him

what she wonders about writing poetry, what she wonders about the shape

of his hands.

But she does say, at last, that she hopes he will write something; she does

say that she hopes she will be able to read it. And she thinks, then, that after
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that she might be able to ask him how it is that you take the first step

towards a poem. That’s a conversation she knows Mac would have wanted

to have.

“Good old Roy,” says Dr Draper, leaning back and settling himself in the

corner made by the seat and the window. “I guess it’s something that we

both made it back here. Whatever we might manage to do with ourselves

after that.”

As the train crosses the high viaduct near Stanwell Park, sunshine cuts

stripes through the trees outside and Ani rubs hard at her eyes so that

sparks flare behind her lids. The train slows, stops, and she listens for doors

opening and closing before the whistle sounds, and the engine begins to pull

away. They’ll be in the tunnel soon, cutting away from the coast, away from

the ocean, and on the long run up to the city.

She watches Frank sleep in the light before the train plunges into the

mountain – he looks tired, she notices, but probably doctors are often up all

night, with one thing or another. Keeping watch over someone – who said

that, of watching people sleep? She leans forward, moves his hand a little

before it drops from the arm-rest of his chair, and she’s astonished by the

weight of it, the solid, dead weight.What would Roy McKinnon look like as he

slept, she thinks, and then, more safely: or what would he look like when he

laughed, when he leaned back from a good meal? They’re still neither of them

well fed or well rested, and in a flash of neighbourliness, she thinks the

village should be doing something about that. Taking care, keeping watch.
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Ani has been walking a good quarter of an hour before she realises she has

looked at nothing but her own feet, one stepping in front of the other in the

stoutest shoes she could find – the muddy boots she uses for gardening,

their familiar dark-soil mud now brightened by the orange clay of the track

that winds up from Austinmer to the top of the escarpment, hundreds of feet

above.

There’s a group of them, a dozen or so from the church: the newminister –

Reverend Robinson, young, enthusiastic, and known to own his own

compass – has organized the outing, or “the hike,” as he refers to it, and Ani,

tired of not being tired at the end of her days, has pretended to be merely

acceding to Isabel’s pleas and agreed that they will go. It’s a Saturday. It’s

gloriously warm. And it feels good to stride out, her legs stretching and

climbing, and to know that she will lie down tonight, properly exhausted at

last.

“I wasn’t sure you’d come, Mrs Lachlan,” the minister says, catching up to

her as she looks around at tree ferns, sandstone boulders, a little marsh of

reeds and bulrushes such as Isabel might hope holds fairies. “I mean, I

wasn’t sure,” he corrects himself, “if the library kept you busy on the

weekends.”

Ani steps carefully over a fallen bough. “No, not weekends – they leave me

those,” she smiles, and makes a show of pointing to the view so she can

catch her breath. “There’s just more and more of it, the higher you go.” She

points out towards the sea, makes her breathing deep and slow.

“Have you ever travelled over the sea, Mrs Lachlan?” Reverend Robinson

asks, following her gaze.
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“No, no,” she shakes her head. “My father came from Europe, and my

husband of course. But I’ve always had the ground beneath me – apart from

a little boat, here and there, a day’s sail.” She hears Isabel behind her,

laughing with someone from school. It’s lovely to hear that laugh. “Should

we – ” And she clambers over a scatter of rocks, pressing on.

The path tacks and weaves, straight up with ladders here, running along the

cliff’s face there, out in the sun on some stretches and tucked into dankly

fecund pockets of rainforest in others where the air is thick with the rich

smell of the leaves, the vines, the growth all around. Below is Austinmer, the

neat rectangle of its rock pools pushing out, constrained, into the ocean. Just

south, Thirroul, with its busy space of railyards, and the straight streets of

houses running down to the coast, up to this scarp. Further south, beyond

Wollongong, sit the steelworks, belching and sprawling – she had been so

scared of their heat, their power, the ferocity of their furnaces and ovens

when she first came to the coast. And then, during the war, her dreams had

rearranged them to mirror its heat and ferocity. She was always so grateful

it was the trains, not the steelworks, that paid her husband – even now, she

thinks, I guess, even now.

A plume of white steam pushes up from one of the stacks. One of the last

stories Mac told her was about a group of Baltic ironworkers at the works

with a grievance against their German foreman – she didn’t know if the

grievance belonged to this part of the world, or had travelled with them

from somewhere else – who’d taken the opportunity of some construction

work to push him down into a smooth tablet of wet cement. “They’ll find

him one day,” Mac had said, and she’d hated this casual, unconcerned

phrase. “The war is always going on somewhere, I suppose.”

She takes in the smell of the turpentines, the one or two remaining cedar

trees, and turns her back on the steel. The war is always going on.
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“And good morning to you, Mrs Lachlan.” It’s Dr Draper, with Roy McKinnon

at his side. “Beneficial to be out on the hike,” his voice mocks the label, but he

sounds like he’s issuing a prescription. “Plenty of fresh air; plenty of

exercise; you know what they say.” His own skin looks sallow and

malnourished, and the darkness under his eyes is darker than even the

worst crescents Ani has seen smudging her own face.

“Dr Draper,” she smiles, set on friendliness after their train ride together a

week or so before. “And Mr McKinnon. You couldn’t ask for a better day for a

climb, could you, although I suppose Reverend Robinson has more power

than the rest of us to guarantee the weather.”

The poet smiles, adjusting his hat. “It’s the sort of day you dream of, yes,” he

says. “But my sister’s not one for heights – or hikes,” he laughs. “I used to do

this each year we came when I was a boy, racing up here, trying to make my

time faster and faster. When you burst out at the top, and you turn, and you

see the whole coastline unfolded below you – that’s something, don’t you

think Mrs Lachlan? That’s a thing worth racing for.”

Ani nods. “It’s years since I was at the top – I remember wishing I could see

all the way to South America. It seemed possible; there was so much world

out there.” She starts to walk, and the two men fall in step with her. “Are

there mountains along the coastline in Chile? I always meant to look that up,

to find out.”

“Well, you’ve the perfect opportunity now, all those books at your disposal,”

Roy McKinnon leans forward to pull a low branch out of Ani’s way, and

Frank Draper steps through after her, changing the order of their line.
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“And all that time,” the doctor says quickly. “I often wonder who uses that

library – it’s almost always empty whenever I look in. I wonder how long the

railways will keep it up, if there aren’t enough readers for its books.”

This talent he has, thinks Ani, this talent for finding some brusque thing to say,

some criticism. “We’ve a good number of readers for a branch our size,” she

says, a little surprised by her defensiveness. “They’re talking of changing the

hours, and circulating the books more quickly between branches – and

we’re taking more requests now, which our readers like. Mr McKinnon,” she

smiles back to him, “has already availed himself of this, of course.”

“She can get you anything, Frank,” the poet calls. “Anything you like.”

But the doctor doesn’t smile. “I wonder if your daughter isn’t too young to

try a climb like this – you must be more fearful, more protective of her now,

of course.” They round a corner, and there is Isabel herself, half-hidden

behind a rock with two giggling friends, waiting to jump out at whichever

parent passes first.

Ani laughs. “You can ask her, Dr Draper, but she looks all right with the

climb to me.” She tickles her daughter as she goes by, and, glancing back,

sees the poet tickle the top of her head as well. Isabel giggles again and

ducks.

“See you at the top, Mum,” she calls.

Up ahead, the first knot of walkers disturbs a tree full of white cockatoos,

and they rise up, protesting, their vast wings reaching across the sky.

“Did you see, when we were climbing, there was a whole tree of cockatoos –

we were up above it, looking down. It was like looking down into a

Christmas tree, with row after row of candles.” Roy McKinnon has swapped
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places with the doctor again, and walks close, calling to Ani. “I was looking

for the angel to put on the top – an angel was all it was missing.”

“And the fact that it’s not yet December,” Frank Draper calls, louder again.

“That does work a little against your Christmas metaphor, Royston, my

friend – you always were premature with your celebrating.”

“My father always cooks a Christmas meal for the pitchest night in winter,”

says Ani, “as dark and as cold as he could have, to remember the old country.

Apple bread and herring and Christmas mustard – joulusinappi – although I

could never work out what made it different to the mustard he ate at any

other time of the year. And where he found herring in the middle of New

South Wales, I’m not sure.”

“Say it again, the mustard word,” Roy McKinnon says, catching up to her and

staying her steps with a hand on her shoulder.

“Joulusinappi?”

“It changes, your whole voice changes when you say that – a different sound,

a different pitch,” and he steps back, letting go. “As if a whole other person

was speaking. I wonder who you would have been, Mrs Lachlan, if you’d

grown up speaking that language instead of this one.”

“I’d have been someone even more enamoured of this sunshine than I

already am.” It’s not just about feeling tired, about feeling the stretch and

reach in her muscles. She feels some sort of warmth from the climbing too –

or the talking, And although she thinks she can see the lip of the escarpment,

the end of their climb, not too far in front of them, she wishes she could go

on striding and climbing, ascending forever. “I don’t know as much of the

language as I should,” she says, slowing down. “I meant to learn it before I

came away from the plains, from living with my father – now he writes the
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odd word, here and there, in a letter. Like käy pian…” She smiles at the

poet’s blank face. “It’s ‘visit soon’. But I don’t like to leave now …”

The path straightens and steadies and reaches the top – Ani pauses, staring

at the high tall pine tree that she usually sees from so far down below.

“Here we are then,” the doctor arrives, Isabel and her friends darting behind,

“and the minister has made good on the promised lunch.” He strides over to

the picnic rugs, already spread and waiting. “Satisfaction, at last. The

repayment of repast. There you are, Roy, that’s almost a rhyme for you.”

“Your rhythm’s all wrong,” Roy laughs, sitting himself down beside his

friend.

And it is good, Ani knows, to sit and eat and laugh – to look out across the

view of the coast and not have every thought bound up with the last time

she was here. It is good to see Isabel, dashing and playing. It is good to talk

with the minister, with the poet – even with the doctor, although she

wonders what entertainment he allows himself out of scaling an

escarpment, as out of anything.

But she smiles, and she chatters. When the poet mentions his plan to see a

movie with the doctor the following week, and asks if she’d like to join them,

she smiles again, and finds herself nodding – “yes, I’d like to see that film;

yes” – although she hasn’t, until that moment, ever heard of it. And when

another tree lights up with cockatoos and the matter of Christmas is raised

again – a month away now, but Roy McKinnon wonders aloud about

celebrating it, Ani wonders about inviting him and his sister to join in their

meal. And thinks it a fine idea.

Reverend Robinson pronounces a small grace, and they eat, quiet for a while

with their sandwiches, their pasties, their fruit. To the south, the steelworks
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sends up another flare of thick white smoke, and then another. Further

south again, Ani sees a band of grey clouds – a storm coming up; it seems

impossible in the middle of such a rich, warm reservoir of sunshine.

But up it comes, so fast that they’re only just packing the last of the plates

when the first drops of rain fall, heavy and huge.

“If some of the ladies would like to drive back in the car that brought the

picnic?” the minister calls, and there’s a rush towards the carpark. Mrs Floyd

giggles and touches her newly set hair; Mrs Padman holds a tiny

handkerchief over her head. The minister pauses, gesturing towards Ani, but

she shakes her head.

“I’ll walk back down – me and Isabel. We’ll get a bit wet, but we’ll be under

the trees most of the way.” She grabs her daughter’s hand and they make for

the track’s mouth, both of them laughing like loons.

“Come on then, come on!” The doctor, of course, and the poet. And they set

off, the track’s sticky clay already a little more slippery, a little more

malleable than it had been when they made their ascent.

Isabel darts ahead again, Ani steadying herself here and there on rocks and

branches as she tries to keep up – she sees her daughter sit down and slide a

little way, and as she catches up to her, she sits down as well, feels the wet

ground pressing up through her scruffy trousers.

“This is great, Mum,” Isabel calls. “Isn’t this great?” Thunder breaks out

overhead and another nest of cockatoos rises up, protesting. “Your

Christmas candles are back, Mr McKinnon,” Isabel says, stopping to let her

mother pass. “I’ve always wondered what they do when it rains – isn’t it bad

for birds to get their feathers wet? Doesn’t it make it hard for them to fly?”
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“But what about sea birds, Bella?” Ani calls back. “What about cormorants

and albatross and oyster catchers?” She takes the first rope ladder as fast as

she dares, the uprights chafing at her skin as her palms rush over them. She

can’t hear the poet’s answer, if he makes one, and for a moment, she relishes

the feeling of being completely alone and here, in the bush, in a storm,

tucked in against the side of her mountain.

She pushes the water away from her eyes and jumps down another stand of

steps, and another – she hasn’t felt this light, this nimble for the longest time.

There’s a crash in the undergrowth to the side of the track, and she sees the

back of a little swamp wallaby, with its delicate ears and tail, bounding

away.

“Bell?” she calls. “A wallaby. Did you see it? Did you see it?” Her jumper, tied

at her waist, is heavy with water, and her shirt clings and sticks to her like

another skin. A sight we’ll look, when we get to the bottom, she thinks,

hearing her daughter whoop and laugh. She springs down another drop, and

another, takes the next ladder almost at a run, and slides away on the seat of

her pants again, wanting to whoop as well. What would her father make of

the poet, she thinks out of nowhere.What would Isa make of a man like that?

A man like that, running wet, in the rain, running home, needing to be

warmed, needing to be dried. Needing.

She stops, hot and breathless, despite the drenching.

“Bella? Isabel? Are you all right up there? Are you coming?”

What is she thinking, out in the rain, her daughter soaked to the skin and

running down a mountainside with two men she hardly knows. What is she

thinking, being here at all.

The bath’s water, clean and hot, is going to feel magnificent.
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A call – a coo-ee – echoes around her; the doctor’s voice, then the poet’s and

then Isabel’s. And they come around the corner, one close by the other, and

overtake her, pressing on to the track’s end, to the point where they began.

“Now that,” says the doctor, shaking his hair like a drying dog, “that is what I

call a hike.”

And for the first time, Ani sees him smile.
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Stretched out in the bath, on the night of Isabel’s tenth birthday, Mac ducked

his ears under the water again and again – “just listening to the house,” he

said as Ani watched his head dip and rise, dip and rise. “There’s such noise

under the water; you can hear the pipes and the pressure and all manner of

other sounds like some great machine pulsing away. When I get my deep-sea

dive – no, now, Ani love,” as she shook her head against this mad desire:

“when I get my deep-sea dive, I reckon I’ll be able to hear the machinery

behind the whole world. You’re an embarrassment to us coast-dwellers, you

are, keeping your head above the water all the time.” And he ducked away

again, his eyes wide in mock ignorance of the words she was saying into the

room’s air.

“Come up, Mackenzie Lachlan: come up and listen to me. I don’t mind your

underwater thing – you can read about it and dream about it all you like.

You can dive down from the highest board at the pool and you can duck

your head under the biggest breakers that the surf pushes up. But under the

sea, properly under the sea, so far down and so dark, so dark – I just don’t

know why you’d want to do something like that.”

“You’re still a landlubber after all these years, aren’t you, pet?” he said,

ducking fast under the bath’s surface again as she threw a washcloth, a nail

brush at him. And he stayed under this time, blowing a few bubbles, and

then holding his breath until she leaned forward, her frown anxious, and

scolded him again.

“I was going to offer to read to you while you’re in there,” she said then,

“even from your silly new underwater book. But now – ” she shook her head.

“Your shenanigans,” but she was smiling.
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Mac pulled a towel from the side of the bath, rubbed the water from his hair,

his ears. “You’d like the book, Ani. The creatures they see, and how beautiful

it is down there. Even when I was little, I’d swim out into that cold grey

Scottish water, peering down to try to see what was underneath – my gran

had all these stories of the ashrays and the selkies and the blue men of the

Minch, and I was after a glimpse of them as much as any sorts of fish or

shells or proper sealife.” He shivered, although the bath water, straight from

the copper whose little fire Ani tended, was steaming hot. “I cannae tell you

how cold it was, how cold, out there in that water. And I’d swim and swim

with my fingers numb, then my hands, then my arms all the way up to the

elbows – I probably wasn’t in the water more than a few minutes each time.”

He closed his eyes and saw himself as a small boy, shivering across the shale

on the other side of the world. “My gran always had the fire high and the

soup on the stove, when I gave up and came in. And she’d warmme up and

fill me up – and tell me the next round of stories about the water lovers to

get me ready to go again.” He laughed, reaching for the soap. “But read me a

bit, lass; there’s a lovely bit about the colour and the light – I think you’d like

that part.”

“This part?” she said, flicking through the pages. “‘At 600 feet, the colour

appeared to be a dark luminous blue?’”

“That’s it, Ani. That’s it.” He slid his shoulders beneath the warm water and

closed his eyes.

At 600 feet the colour appeared to be a dark, luminous blue, and

this contradiction of terms shows the difficulty of description. As

in former dives, it seemed bright, but was so lacking in actual

power that it was useless for reading and writing.

There are certain nodes of emotion in a descent such as this, the

first of which is the initial flash. This came at 670 feet, and it
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seemed to close a door upon the upper world. Green, the world-

wide colour of plants, had long since disappeared from our new

cosmos, just as the last plants of the sea themselves had been left

behind far overheard.

At 700 feet the light beam from our bulb was still rather dim; the

sun had not given up and was doing his best to assert his power

…

She paused. “Do you want the next bit, about worms and things?”

“Just the colour, Ani, just the colour.” His voice was low, his eyes closed, and

his mouth smiling.

“At a thousand feet then, here:” she continued

At a thousand feet, I tried to name the water; blackish-blue, dark

grey-blue. It is strange that as the blue goes, it is not replaced by

violet – the end of the visible spectrum. That has apparently

already been absorbed. The last hint of blue tapers into a

nameless grey, and this finally into black, but from the present

level down, the eye falters, and the mind refuses any articulate

colour distinction. The sun is defeated and colour has gone

forever, until a human at last penetrates and flashes a yellow

electric ray into what has been jet black for two billion years.

In the quiet room, the space behind his eyelids flared with the shape of the

bathroom light, the pale rectangle made by the bath itself.

“I think,” said Ani, as Mac opened his eyes to look at her, “I think that I was

afraid of the dark, when I was little. I remember, after my mother died, my

father used to sit with me until I went to sleep, and sometimes I had a
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lantern in the room at night – I must have called out.” She smiled, closing the

book. “But I suppose your blue sounds lovely – your luminous blue: and I

suppose I could trust you to a bathysphere for one ride down to see it, if you

really, really had to go.”

“My birthday treat one year,” laughed Mac. “I wonder if they’ll ever have

them available for rides. I could go down off the coast here, see all the coal

ships lost off that old jetty, and the deep dark drop where the continent falls

away. That’d be something, to see what’s down over that edge.” But she was

frowning again. “Too much? Too far?”

“No, no, if you like – ” But he could tell she was humouring him. “I was just

thinking of all the other ships trapped under the water now,” she went on,

“all the lives stopped down there. And would there be mines? Would there

still be mines? How long would those mines go on floating in the ocean – and

how would you know where they might end up?”

Mac eased himself out of the bath, dried off, found his pyjamas, and kissed

her, very slowly, and gently. “Things needn’t always come back to that war,

Ani love. It’s over now; it’s over. You mustn’t always be remembering it.”

And he kissed the top of her head, taking the book from her lap. “I’ll make

you some tea,” he said quietly, and she nodded, brushing at her eyes.

Stoking the stove, he shook his head. She could just say something about

wanting a dress made of luminous blue – which would be something; a dress

for dancing, if ever there was one. Why must the war still feel so heavy for

her, and so close? Three years now, it’s been, he wanted to say – he almost

wanted to shout it. And we came through, we came through, love. Here we are.

Together. He hated the way she carried it with her, the way it surfaced so

easily in her mind. It made him anxious; it made him fearful.
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Tossing a handful of kindling into the firebox, he registered the spit of flame

and the hiss of steam as a drop of water from the kettle’s spout hit the plate.

“But could you not have a nice landlocked daydream as well?” she said,

nestling in behind him with her arms hugging his flannelette waist. “A nice

landlocked daydream that wouldn’t make me anxious about the dark and

the depth?”

He was quiet a while, measuring tea out of its caddy, setting the cups

carefully on their saucers. The tea was drawing, the milk poured, before he

finally spoke.

“If I have one other dream,” he said softly, “it’s that I might make a poem –

just one, just one, one perfect description of something caught on a page. I

was thinking about it when we saw Roy McKinnon. Imagine that; making a

set of words so perfect, so perfect, and that had never been put together that

way before. I’ve never told anyone that, not even my gran. But if there’s

something else I’d like to do, I’d like to make a poem.”

The kitchen was still, ruffled only by the occasional crackle from the

combustion stove, the occasional drip of water from the tap. Facing each

other across the smooth red table, Ani and Mac raised their cups in unison

and paused – the smallest toast – to drink.

“Thank you, Mackenzie Lachlan,” Ani said at last. “Thank you for telling me

that.”

He watched the darkness of her eyes sparkle and change as she slipped into

a daydream: he’d write her a poem, if he could – she is my poem, he thought,

her and Bella. Still beautiful. Still his. He didn’t always believe that could be

so in the bloody mess of the rest of the world.
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“You’re lovely Ani Lachlan,” he said, reaching out to stroke her hair. “You’re

lovely, my angel, my golden-sun lass.”

She reached across the table, took his hand, and kissed it.

“There you are,” she said. “Right there. I’d say that was the makings of a

poem right there.”
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“Mum?

“Mmmm?”

“Do you wonder sometimes, do you wonder where Dad is?”

The two of them, stretched like starfish in the backyard, their first Christmas

morning without Mac, under the early blaze of a summer sun.

Anikka props herself on one elbow, looks at her daughter, looks at the length

of her as she lies there – longer every day, if that’s possible – at her stillness,

at her calmness.

“I mean, I hear you some nights,” Isabel goes on, “I hear you crying when you

go to bed. And I wish … I wish you didn’t … I wish you felt like he was

somewhere good and quiet and peaceful.”

Sitting up now, her back straight, Ani says: “is that what you think? Is that

where you think your father is?” Picking at bits of grass with her fingers,

folding their stalks, and flicking them towards the run where the hens peck

and mutter.

Isabel sits up, stretching higher and longer again. “I don’t mean a Sunday

School kind of place,” she says, “just somewhere quiet. You know,

somewhere that he’d want to be.” She pauses, shading her eyes and looking

past her mother into some infinity. “You know that book he had, about

diving and getting right down to the bottom of the sea? I think he’s there.

That would be so quiet, and all the fish and shells and things he could see,

like he always said he wanted to.”
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Like he always said he wanted to.

Anikka remembers the book, remembers the day it came, wrapped carefully

in brown paper, all the way from America. “My undersea explorer,” Mac had

said, smoothing its cover, flicking through its pages. “Remember the

magazine story? The man in the bubble going half a mile down? This is him;

this is his book.” And Ani had smiled and nodded, scared, for the first time,

that she might find her husband with weights tied to his feet, practising

holding his breath at the bottom of the big, tiled municipal pool. Scared, for a

moment, for Mac and the sea.

And this is where Isabel imagines him. She leans over, brushing dried grass

from the back of her daughter’s frock. “What does he do, down there?” she

asks at last, wondering at the steadiness of her voice. “How does he spend

his time?”

“He draws the fish and the squid and the other strange creatures that go

past. He writes down the things he sees to send in to National Geographic.

And he works out ways of keeping his light going – because you know, the

men who dived, they were talking about how dark it was, and how long their

light might last. I think Dad would have worked out a way by now to have

the light on so that he could make days, and then turn it off when he wanted

to sleep at night.”

“I don’t like to think of him being in quite so much darkness,” says Ani. “And

maybe not somewhere so far away, so on his own.”

But Isabel shakes her head. “Oh no, I think there’d be lots of people down

there – they’d have ways of talking to each other, one bubble to the other,

maybe like those strings that connected the bubble to the surface. Maybe
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they talk through those, or maybe they talk to the stingrays and the squid

and the stargazers.”

“Stargazers?”

“There’s a fish called a stargazer – its eyes are on the top of its head. Better

for counting at night, I guess.”

Ani laughs. “Maybe I should read that book after all – I never … I never got

round to it.” If that’s where her daughter thinks Mac has gone, maybe it’s not

for Ani to tell her she thinks it a dark and lonely place. “When I think about

where your father is, I think about a room at the very top of a house, with a

wide view through a big window, and the most comfortable bed in the

world. And he’s curled up in the bed, all comfy, and he’s sleeping. Just

sleeping.

“He might wake up sometimes; you know, when you wake up somewhere

that’s not your home, and it takes you a minute to realise where you are –

but he’s never awake long enough to work out where he is, although he can

look out of the window and see the stars, the moon, think about the tides.

Then he snuggles down and goes back to sleep. Waiting for the morning.”

Isabel leans back on the grass, recovers her starfish pose. “It’s lonelier, yours

than mine; mine’s got electric light and conversation.”

“Mine’s got dreams,” says Ani defensively. “And there will be a morning –

one day.”When I get to wherever he is, she thinks. An old woman breaking the

door to that room. She stretches up herself, her fingers mimicking the

starfish shape she and Isabel have cast on the grass. “We should start

thinking about this Christmas lunch for Mrs May and everyone – setting the

table, checking the pork.” And she stands, holding a hand out to Isabel, who

springs up like a jack-in-the-box.
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“What about all the men in the war, Mum?”

“All which men in the war?” Knowing perfectly well.

“All the men – all the people – who died? Do you think there’s enough space

for them all to have somewhere to go, or maybe even more than one place,

like Dad, who’s got a bubble under the sea, now, and a bedroom with a

view?”

The woman whose son died when his plane tumbled into the sea, who

imagined him floating on its wing, floating on the surface of the water,

surfing a wave here or there, as if he was a young chap on school holidays

again. The woman whose husband died when the building he was in was

bombed out of existence, who was sure he’d been blown all the way home

by the blast, and was somewhere out in the garden, checking on the last

plants he’d put in before he left, and leaving her messages about watering

here, pruning there.

“More than enough space, lovely,” she says, keeping a hold of Isabel’s hand

as they walk from the bright yard to the cool, shaded house. “It’s probably

like your kaleidoscope: you look at one piece of space, and every tiny twist

or turn multiplies that into somewhere new – somewhere different. More

than enough room for everyone’s version of everyone to fit in somewhere, to

be doing all the things we think they’re doing.”

She pulls her daughter into another hug, noticing her tallness again: the

evening shifts she works in the library, the nights Mrs May gives Isabel her

tea, the nights when Isabel’s asleep when Ani gets home. Sometimes Ani

feels she’s lost her daughter as well as her husband. But then she pays her

bills, or buys a new school dress, or sends a little money to her father.
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She has to trust that this is the right thing.

Now, she hugs harder. “I miss you, Bell; I miss how things were.” And then,

quickly, against anything else that might be said, “but will you make the

custard later, the way Mrs May’s been teaching you?”

And as she irons out the tablecloth, rubs up the silver, chops the potatoes,

rinses the tomatoes, she sees Isabel back in the yard, her kaleidoscope to her

eye, turning it by the smallest of increments with its lens up at the sky,

remaking the big blue space.

Ani flicks the white linen across the table, blinking as the world disappears

for a moment behind its movement. When she focuses again, she sees Mac’s

book, the diving book, perched on the edge of the sideboard, as if it might

have been there since the night she read it to him in the bath, more than two

months ago now, on the night of Isabel’s birthday. Perhaps Isabel’s been

reading it; perhaps that’s what made her think about where Mac was. Ani

pats its cover, but cautiously, as if one of its fanged fish might dart out from

between its pages, nipping and biting. Then she picks it up, and it falls open,

and she begins to read:

I sat crouched with my mouth and nose wrapped in a

handkerchief, and my forehead pressed close to the cold glass –

that transparent bit of old earth which so sturdily held back nine

tons of water frommy face. There came to me at that instant a

tremendous wave of emotion, a real appreciation of what was

momentarily almost superhuman, cosmic, of the whole situation;

our barge slowly rolling high overhead in the blazing sunlight,

like the merest chip in the midst of the ocean, the long cobweb of

cable leading down through the spectrum to our lonely sphere

where, sealed tight, two conscious human beings sat and peered
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into the abyssal darkness as we dangled in mid-water, isolated as

a lost planet in outermost space.

Ani slams the book shut. She’s sure there’s not a single sound anywhere in

the world. Cold and deep and dark and lonely, with that string, that fragile

cobweb of string, the only connection.

It is as if I had a string somewhere under my left ribs – it’s Jane Eyre, and it’s

Mac’s voice, Mac’s voice saying the words for her memory – tightly and

inextricably knotted to a similar string situated in the corresponding quarter

of your little frame. And if that boisterous Channel, and two hundred miles or

so of land, come broad between us I am afraid that cord of communion will be

snapped.

That cord of communion, that fragile cobweb, whatever it is that still

connects her to Mackenzie Lachlan. I am afraid that cord of communion will

be snapped. She bows her head, patting at the side of her body, feeling the

exaggerated landscape of her ribcage. She has to remember to eat.

So long since she made a meal for anyone – she’s forgotten how anxious it

makes her, forgotten the dead space before the first guest arrives when she’s

sure the food will taste dreadful and no one will have anything to say, when

she wishes, more than anything, that no one was coming – and is terrified,

the next moment, that no one will. And then what would I do with all the

food?

A saucepan of apples sizzles and spits as some of its juice flicks onto the hot

surface of the stove. It’s Christmas Day. There’s a lunch to be set. People will

come and eat and laugh and be together around her table, speckling its

white cloth with food and festivity. Mrs May, of course, and Isabel, and Roy

McKinnon and his sister. And Dr Draper – scooped into the invitation at the

end of the bushwalk. Sit him next to Mrs May, she thinks as she sets out the
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cutlery. She knows enough stories of undiagnosed illness to keep him busy for

a week. She places the glasses – wishes Mac could carve the pork, and then

swallows hard against this automatic thought.

She’ll put Isabel on the other side of the doctor; give him a dose of childhood

and its optimism.

In the middle of the table, a small pile of gifts sits clustered around a bunch

of Christmas bush with its starbursts of dusty pink flowers. A special gift for

Mrs May, for her all her help, and a little something for everyone else to

open. A box of shortbread each for the men – the first time Ani’s attempted

Mac’s proper Scots recipe – and a jar of homemade jelly for Iris.

Isabel has wrapped the gifts, prettying them with ribbon and little sprays of

the flowers. So the table looks busy with treasure, thinks Ani, and everyone

has something to open. In the dim room, she stands a moment, scanning the

sideboard, the linen press – she pulls a chair and is standing on it, leaping so

quickly she might have flown.

“What are you doing up there, Mum?” The back door slams as Isabel steps

forward, steadying the chair on which her mother is balanced. “What are

you looking for?”

Ani blushes up to the roots of her hair, her face hot and prickled. “I just

thought – I didn’t know if we’d looked – ”

“Your birthday present,” says Isabel glumly.

Ani sighs. “I’m sorry Bell; I shouldn’t. And not on a day when I’ve had such

nice surprises already.” Her fingers brush the star-shaped brooch her

daughter had given her that morning. “It’s greedy of me – I don’t know what

I was thinking.” And as she steps down, one of the chair’s legs bows, its
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wood splintering. “And now, look what I’ve done …” She pushes the chair out

onto the back verandah, worrying about who might be able to mend it. Of

course the table will look scrappy with a kitchen chair pulled in to make up

the numbers. Leave it alone, Ani Lachlan, she tells herself. Leave what’s lost

alone.

But the guests come and sit and eat and the pork is perfect and the pudding

sweet and the conversation easy. Iris McKinnon tries to propose an

awkward toast to absent friends, and Mrs May distracts her with an

anecdote about someone’s son who arrived home unannounced after the

war to be just in time for Christmas lunch.

Thank you, thinks Ani, smiling at her neighbour. She doesn’t want to cry.

They pass the afternoon with games – charades, and codes, and Chinese

whispers. A film; four words; and the doctor is miming Gone With the Wind,

blowing up a storm until his cheeks are red and his veins popping. A book;

one word; and Ani’s jumping around the room like a kangaroo. And towards

evening, they cluster into the kitchen to sort out the washing up, Frank

Draper with his hands deep in hot water, and everyone else busy with tea

towels and stacking and putting away.

Turning from the ice chest, Ani feels a surge of gratitude for this busyness,

this festivity, for the very noise of its process. She stands a moment,

watching her Christmas guests, red dress, blue dress, two suits, and Bella’s

bright golden hair; she sees flickers of their colours and shapes in the

kitchen’s windows, in the facets of the dresser’s pretty glass doors. She

stands a moment, still and pale, a light calico apron tied over her pretty

white dress. She feels herself smile, and catches the edge of Roy McKinnon’s

smile in return as Mrs May steadies her boxy brown camera and clicks.

“A memento of our Christmas, then,” she says.
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One last game of charades, one last cup of tea, and slices of pudding

wrapped up to take home – Ani and Isabel stand on the front steps, waving

their guests along Surfers Parade.

“Still no sign of my surfers,” Ani laughs, one arm around her little girl’s

shoulders, her other hand tucked in at her neighbour’s elbow.

“It was nice to have everyone,” says Isabel, “and Dr Draper was funny,

wasn’t he? He told me and Miss McKinnon the funniest jokes – I thought you

said he wasn’t very nice?”

“Well, he can be a bit odd,” says Ani, squeezing her close. “But perhaps it was

his Christmas cheer.”

Later, as the night vibrates with the sound of the summer’s cicadas, Ani lies

back on her bed – a good day, mostly, she thinks, and a happy one. Which

seems surprising; she’s glad that it’s over. Someone nearby is playing a

recording of Christmas carols, fruity voices singing about stars and angels

and joy. The needle stutters and jumps into the next song. Ani closes her

eyes, and it’s Isabel she sees, perched on top of a Christmas tree, her arms

out, like an angel.

A comfortable bed, a quiet room, a skyful of night stars and, one day, a

morning. That’s better, she thinks as the light falls away. That’s better.
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27

By the time she passes Austinmer, heading north under the hot sun of a New

Year’s Sunday, the tide is running out, the dints and crevices re-emerging in

the rock pools below Headlands Hotel. It’s silver this morning, and although

the tide is ebbing, a thin sheet of the ocean lies across the rock shelf so that a

fisherman walking out from the land with his line, look as if they’re walking

on the surface of the water itself. The sky is silver too, overcast but glowing

bright with the hidden sun. Behind her, beyond the edge of the escarpment,

and also to both north and south, wild bushfires are burning – the smoke is

part of the silver thickness of the air, and Ani can taste it every time she

takes a breath. But down here, on the level of the sand, the silver-grey ocean

curls down around the lip of the horizon. The world falling away.

The fisherman reaches the edge of the platform, bends and busies himself

with something and then casts his line out so that it leaves the smallest trace

of a signature across the air. Mac was never a fisherman, never liked the

flapping and thrashing that was the end of the fish’s life; never liked the way

the knife sliced so easily through the flesh for gutting – although he did it,

when he had to, when they needed fish during the war. Ani had always

meant to offer to take on the task, imagining herself as someone more able

to do it. But as she stands and watches the fisherman now, as she watches

his line tighten and arc as he flicks it clear of the water with the slithering

exclamation of a catch writhing on its end, she knows she’d have been just as

bad as her husband. Or worse: she’d have thrown the fish back and settled

for toast.

Beyond the rocks, a great wave builds and builds and finally breaks as Ani

holds her breath. It’s the sense she has as she sits with her daybook each

night, trying to retrieve another recollection of Mac. The store of memories

had swollen and grown for a while, just like a breaker. And then, instead of
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breaking, it froze, suspended, not a drop more water to push into it, not a

single extra moment or memory to be reclaimed. She cannot remember the

last words he said to her. She cannot remember howmuch breakfast he ate

that last day. She is trying to make peace with these gaps, these crevasses.

And it’s never Mac she sees now as the light goes down in her imagination,

and she slides into sleep.

Beyond the fisherman, further north, smaller waves crash against the edge

of the continent, flaring into anemones and chrysanthemums. And further

north again, there are surfers, three of them, tiny lines against the

movement of the ocean, and then suddenly upright and balanced, riding

improbably in towards the shore. If Mac wanted his bathysphere, wanted

deep and down, he could have it. She’d take that any day, walking on water –

or flying; maybe it was like flying.

She watches the pulse of the waves, trying to feel their rhythm, and then

predict it. Her breath catches a little when she senses that this one, this one,

is going to rise up high and smooth, and sees two of the riders rise up with it,

as if in confirmation. They’re suspended then against the silver sky, cresting

and gliding on the silver water, and as she follows the line they carve out, it

intersects with the straight black dart of an oystercatcher, diving down,

hunting and hopeful.

They’d taste of salt, the surfers, when they stepped out of the ocean. In the

crevices and folds of a surfer’s body, she thinks, there’d always be the

stickiness of salt, the way I could taste soot and smoke on Mac when he came

home from work – here, she raises her hand to her lips, touching the crease

where her fingers join her palm with the wetness of her tongue. Soot and

smoke here.

It’s the sun, hard and bright as it pierces the smoky clouds, that breaks her

concentration, blinding her for a moment so that she calls out, shocked,
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when she blinks and sees the fisherman standing not two feet away from

her, walked straight out of the blazing radiance.

“I said if you wanted a fish – ” he repeats, gesturing toward the bucket

brimming with fins and scales and the cloudy dead-end of so many dead

eyes. “You’re Mac Lachlan’s wife, aren’t you? Seen you walking along the

sand sometimes. Think my wife brought you round a casserole when we

heard the news – but then I guess every woman around here was doing that.

It’s what you do, isn’t it, stews and so forth. Did you want one of these?”

Ani shakes her head, frightened of the fish, of the idea of carrying one home,

and wondering if the man has seen her standing there, gazing out across the

water, and licking at her own skin like an idiot.

“You’re very kind,” she says at last, and pretends to laugh, “but I’m not sure

how I’d get it home.”

The man shrugs. “I could fetch you some paper from up home, if you

wanted.” He gestures towards one of the low weatherboard houses set

across the road and Ani, turning, is sure she can make out the shape of the

casserole-cooking wife standing by a window, watching this conversation,

and wondering at its words. Once, when she and Mac were just married,

she’d sat in a railway carriage, its windows jammed shut by too much paint,

and watched the dumbshow of Mac talking to a woman with gorgeous red

hair; Ani had never seen her before, in town, or anywhere nearby. When

Mac came into the carriage, he pointed back towards the platform: “woman

who came out on the same ship as me – cannae believe she’d turn up out

here, of all places.” And Ani had smiled, and laughed too, and said something

small about coincidence, and wondered at how frightening, how unsettling,

it had been to watch her new husband have a conversation she couldn’t hear

with a woman she didn’t know.
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Now, she makes a small wave up towards the house. “If you could thank

your wife for the casserole – I was very bad with writing all the notes I

should have written. But you take the fish; you take the fish. I’m not sure

how long I’m going to stay here, before I walk back.” The water has

retreated well beyond her feet now but she can feel the bottom of her dress

pressed wet against her calves.

“Must be troublesome, not having a man about to do for you,” the fisherman

says, and as Ani shades her eyes to look at him, she sees he’s tracing the line

from her ankles, up around her wet hemline and the length of her legs,

across her belly, her breasts, and up to her neck, where he stops, coughs,

and turns to look out across the water.

“You’ve not much choice but to get on with it,” she says, closing the V of her

dress a little over her chest. “Ask any war widow.” It’s a harder thing than

she means to say, but she gets a twitch of satisfaction from the man’s blush.

“I’ll get these home then,” he says, pointing again to his house, the idea of his

wife. But as he turns to go, he pauses, the bucket swinging from his hand.

“There were a group of us used to take a drink in the wine saloon sometimes

– your Mac was there once or twice; some of the boys home from the war

had a hankering for the sherries they’d had overseas. And Mac said those

thick drinks almost touched the edge of the whisky he remembered. He’d be

on his way home, calling in – I’m not sure you knew.” His eyes are fixed on

his own feet, his downturned head dampening his voice as much as the

sound of the nearby water. “He sang us a Scotch song once, his booming

great voice and all the words about light and heather and the wide ocean.

Brought a lot of us to tears. But I could never remember the tune when I set

out to hum it, and I never had the moment to ask him if he’d sing it again.”

And he touches his forehead, the barest implication of a salute.
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“There are days I can hardly remember the sound of his voice, the way his

breath broke up sentences, the way his accent changed some words.” Ani is

staring into the nothingness now, conscious of saying too much to a man she

doesn’t know. “If he was famous, someone would have made a recording of

his voice – singing, or saying something. A little bit of a movie, or a

gramophone you could play over and over. I can remember the way that

man danced along Martin Place when the war was finally done with, but I

can’t remember the way my husband recited his own address, where he

paused, where he spelled things out.” She shakes her head, leans forward,

and peers into the bucket of fish. “I will take one of those, then,” she says, “if

you don’t mind about the paper, and if you wouldn’t mind gutting it too.

You’re right; there are things you miss having a man to do.” And she

clenches her teeth as his eyes sweep her body again before he goes.

Alone on the sand, she watches the oystercatcher coasting in the shallows,

its head ducking under the water every so often at the hint of a fish below.

The surfers have gone, ridden in, she guesses, and standing warm in the sun

now with their big planks of wood drying next to them. But she feels such a

hum in the air that she wonders if she hasn’t committed herself somehow to

surfing herself, to walking out across the water and gliding along with the

rim of a wave, elegant and aloft and free. All this, when she’s only had a

conversation about a dead fish.

She takes the parcel from the fisherman, nodding. “Thank you for this,” she

says, placing it near her feet, “and for the story. Makes me feel a bit of a

beachcomber, hunting more bits of someone I thought I knew everything

about.” She waves across the road to the house, to the implied wife, as well –

an extra thank you. Behind its tin roof, the mountain rises up in a high, solid

wall, the facets and faces of its rocks lit up by morning’s sun and the smoke

thick along the top. “Will it come down, you think?” she asks, pointing up to

the traces of the inferno.
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The fisherman shrugs. “Must be due a burn through there,” he says, “and it’s

been a blessed hot summer for it. But there are a lot of houses between us

and it, a lot of people would try to fight it down before it reached the beach.

If it does come over the top.” He squints. “You never really know how

worried you should be, do you? You never really know what’s coming next.”

And as she watches the fisherman go, an anyone in his rolled up trousers, his

smeary shirt, his felt hat, she squats down in the sand, next to the fish, her

back to the sea, and one foot tucked beneath her so that it pushes hard

between her legs. His skin would taste of salt, she thinks as he crosses the

road and scrambles up the bank to his house. And he has a wife who might

taste that.
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28

Halfway through a lap of Thirroul’s pool, Roy stops, letting himself float like

a starfish. The sun is a bright disc – a nasty red – through the haze of the

bushfire’s smoke, and the air tastes sharp and bitter. The waiting for a fire to

come, or not: he’d forgotten the powerlessness of that time, and how

unbearably it stretched. Ducking under the water, he opens his eyes and

kicks out towards the pool’s edge, hooking his forearms up over the

concrete and dangling, his back to the water, his eyes looking up to the

mountain. Through the previous night, he watched the red glow of the fire

beyond its rim, wondering what he should do – or might do – if a runnel of

flame suddenly leapt down over its edge. Wondering how glorious it might

look if the whole face of the scarp was bright and ablaze.

Behind him, a kid comes hurtling down the slide and into the water, dowsing

him with spray. “Oy!” Roy hears his own voice, too loud and too angry.

“Oughta watch where you’re splashing.”

“Oughta watch where you park,” the boy calls, spluttering water and kicking

away.

Kids on holiday – what kind of a bloke’d scold a boy for leaping? He leans

forward on the concrete, its sharp edge pressing hard somewhere so that his

forearms shake uncontrollably. He watches, mesmerized. And what if that

kid’d hit me. What if he’d knocked me under and held me there. Or pushed me

down so my head slammed the concrete. What if I was down there now, down

under the water, the life shaking out of me, some kid pushing me under, and all

this, all this life and light almost over.
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“You right, mister?” The slippery-dip kid pulls himself onto the wall,

alongside Roy, pointing to his quivering arms. “You having a fit or

something? My grandpa has fits. You want me to get someone?”

Roy shifts his weight, pulling himself out of the water and holding up his

recovered arms like trophies. “I’m right, mate,” he says. “See how far out you

make it on your next go.” Sending him back to the ladder, the leaping, the

joy.

There was something beautiful in his smile, he thinks as he jogs across the

grass to his sister’s. There was something beautiful in the idea of being held

under the water, stilling his limbs. He kicks at a stone and wants to shout

and cheer as it lands directly between two of Iris’s potted plants.

“Is that you, Roy?” she calls as he scuffles at the door.

Who else? he thinks, calling “yes – I’ll just hang my towel out.” She’s in the

bathroom, the air thick with the competitive smells of eucalyptus oil, vinegar

and methylated spirit.

“You don’t want a wash, do you? I’m halfway through doing the bath – didn’t

expect you until the end of the day.” Kneeling on the lino, she’s hunched

forward over the tub and scrubbing so hard he can see the muscles through

the fabric of her dress.

“It’s a hot day for cleaning, Iris,” he says. “Can I get you something cool to

drink?”

“Well there’s nothing else that wants doing today, so I thought I’d get on and

do this. Didn’t expect you home until nightfall,” she says again, and he nods

in acknowledgement this time, giving her half a smile.
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“All the smoke out, it’s no weather for walking. And the pool’s full of kids on

their holidays. Almost sconed by one of them, little bugger.” He watches her

arm drag the scrubbing brush back and forward, over and over. What would

she say if he told her what he’d thought about drowning? What would she

say if he told her the boy’s smile was beautiful? Then, “any of that Christmas

shortbread left? I could get you a piece, with a drink, if you like.”

“There’s lemonade there,” Iris leans back on her haunches. “A jug of it. But

I’ll finish this first, you go on.” They watch each other a moment, a strange

staring contest while Roy tries to pick what his sister will say next.

Something about lunch, or a job; safe bets both.

But, “Frank Draper dropped a book in for you,” her hand wiping across her

eyes, fussing with the edges of her hair. “Just Kangaroo – I told him you’d

had it already from the library and hadn’t made much headway. But he said

you needed this until he could get you some Yeats.”

Roy grimaces. “Bloody Frank.” Every second time they saw each other, Frank

was loaded up with mementoes of their dreams, their plans, as if an

accretion of these might cajole Roy back into his vocation. Every other time,

Frank’s mood hovered somewhere dark and bleak, his conversation

snapped and icy, his observations weighed down with despair.

“Look, how hard can it be to start?” Frank had blustered at the pub one

afternoon. “One sentence, right now, top of your head, worst thing you saw:

get it out – don’t think about it.”

And I said, the way a man looked nothing like a man when he’d met a machine

gun; the way no woman would meet your eyes when you were carrying one.
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“OK, good – that’s a start; that’s a start.” Frank had drained his beer in a gulp,

flicking his fingers for another. “Now the best thing – best or beautiful.

Quick; top of your head. There must be something.”

The way the ocean glowed green some nights; the way the little boats used the

light of the Milky Way, used its pathway, to navigate.

“There you are – write that down. I reckon you’re on to something here, Roy.

I reckon you’re cooking.”

Even now, Roy knows, the scrap of paper on which he obediently wrote

these ideas is folded neatly in the top drawer of his bedside table. He unfolds

it at least once a day, and re-reads it, waiting to see what will happen next.

Now, in Iris’s kitchen, he opens the shortbread and levers the last piece into

two, reaching for a glass with his other hand. “I’m taking this around the

side,” he calls. “Want to keep an eye on the fire, see what’s going to happen.”

He drops the shortbread into one pocket, Frank’s copy of Kangaroo into the

other, settling himself against the wall beneath his bedroom window, where

he can see the mountain to the west, and the wide reach of the beach to the

east.

There are flames now, licking at the scarp’s edge; you could never say aloud

that it was exhilarating, thinks Roy, but it is, it is. He reaches in his pocket for

a pen – there might be something in this; the anticipation, the terror, the

threat of conflagration – and finds the paperback instead, watching as it falls

open at a dog-eared page:

Cripes, there’s nothing bucks you up sometimes like killing a man

– nothing. You feel a perfect angel after it. When it comes over

you, you know, there’s nothing else like it, I never knew, till the

war. And I wouldn’t believe it then, not for many a while. But it’s
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there. Cripes, it’s there right enough. Having a woman’s

something, isn’t it? But it’s a flea-bite, nothing, compared to

killing your man when your blood comes up.

What the fuck is this? Roy rakes at his hair, at the air, his eyes darting round,

and his fingers flailing at the mushy mess of the shortbread he spat onto the

grass when he began to read these words – to feel them, to taste them. You

feel a perfect angel:what the devil thing is that to say? Where’s Frank’s

fancy-sounding psycho-neurosis taking them now?

Roy stares at the page until the words blur into grey lines against the

yellowing paper. You do bloody not feel like an angel, mate, and the last thing

you think you can ever do again is trust yourself with anything as gentle as a

woman. Something moves across the road, and Roy sees the boy from the

pool padding along, a bucket swinging from his hand like the arc of a

pendulum. All the nights he tried to swing himself to sleep with his watch;

all the nights he watched the back and forth of its face. “And they awoke the

next day ‘refreshed and able to carry on.’” That’s what the paper said.

Bunkum.

Swinging his head from side to side, Roy’s gaze pans from the fire, to the

water, and back across the landscape in between. How many turns before I

find my deep and refreshing sleep? he wonders, his head jerking still as he

sees her coming along the beachfront: Ani Lachlan, her pale dress wet

around the bottom, and a lumpy newspaper parcel held awkwardly across

her body.

That’s why he hadn’t re-read Kangaroowhen he borrowed it from her – all

those lurking traps of violence and brutality when all he wanted was the

scenery of it, this place. As for killing a man, Roy snorted. Frank Draper

could hold those five hundred souls on the knife edge of his conscience for
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as long as he liked, but it was nothing compared to seeing a man run, and

lining him up, and pulling a trigger, and watching him fall.

From the top of the mountain, a single line of flame picked its way down

towards the coast, slower than Roy expected it to be, as if it was considering

its every move. Yet even down here, the smoke was thicker for its incursion,

stiffening the air and sharpening it somehow.

You do not use a word like angel in a sentence like that – he was tearing at the

offending page of the novel, ripping it out of its binding and screwing it into

a ball to throw away. The word angel – he looked out through the infernal

day, beyond the limitless sea – the word angel belonged to someone like her.

And Roy raised his arm to hail Ani – “Hullo” – the word swallowed by the

width of the road, the sound of the sea, the purposefulness of her stride. The

look of her on Christmas afternoon, soft and gentle in her light, white dress,

and smiling as if she’d just realised there was life in some place she’d

thought otherwise desolate.

And there it is, the beginning of his poem. She looks like an angel in a lost

world. He uncaps his pen and scrawls it across the endpapers of Draper’s

wretched offering.

“Mrs Lachlan – ” he calls again, but her head is down and she doesn’t turn.

She looks like an angel in a lost world. All right, he will write this poem for

her. He will make her a book full of beautiful words.

He smoothes the paperback’s rough page – she looks like an angel in a lost

world – his gaze alternating between the surreal red trickle of the bushfire

and the shimmer of a woman making her way home.
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He wakes early, before dawn, but with no intention of going to the service.

Anzac Day; the dreadful glory of that war that was going to end all wars. Not

even for his sister will he pin on his badges and walk about in the smell of

rosemary. No, Roy McKinnon is not for that sort of remembrance: he turns

in his covers, feeling them twist tight around his legs, his body, until he

almost panics.

What’s wrong with you, man; what’s wrong with you? Shaking himself free, he

stands to stretch by the window.

In the next room, Iris is awake and dressing – she will go to the service. She

will say, someone should; it’s our duty.

And let her go then, thinks Roy. She can do her own remembering. He watches

through the window until the front door clicks, and she is hurrying away

along the street. Then he pulls on a jumper, and trousers, and goes into the

kitchen to make himself toast. So rarely hungry, he must have dreamed good

dreams to wake up and want to eat.

And perhaps she was in them, he let himself think. Perhaps she was there. He

glances up the hill, towards the street that runs along its crest. From Iris’s

backdoor, he can glimpse the front of Ani Lachlan’s house. She will go to the

service, he thinks. Ani Lachlan would care about those things. Not letting

himself wonder if she might go for the chance of seeing him.

On the table in his room, the thing he’s been making is finally finished –

transcriptions of great and stirring poems by great and stirring writers, and

his own new poem, tucked in at the end.Maybe this morning, he thinks,

steeling himself. I could slip in the back door while she’s away.
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“And then what?” he asks himself aloud. “What happens then?” The

unknowable thing. He makes himself leave the house before he can change

his mind, is up the hill, through Ani’s gate, and around to the unsnibbed back

door before the sun has cleared the horizon.

Ani’s house is empty; he knows that immediately. She and Isabel are

certainly not there. Very slowly, Roy eases the door open and steps inside.

His heart is pounding, his hands damp as they clutch the little book.

Into the lounge room, over to the mantelpiece; he is ready to shove it in

anywhere and leave, when he stops, pauses, and takes in the books the shelf

already holds. She spoke of this, the books she and Mac shared – she told

him the story of unpacking them like a dowry, and putting them here. You’re

a rude bugger to want to muscle in on that sort of memory, he thinks, nodding

at the authors, the titles. All the places she’s been, he thinks, all the people

she’s met.Where else would she have ended up, but in a library?

Stepping back, he looks around the rest of the room. There’s an engraving of

Edinburgh Castle over the fireplace, and another of a three-master on a high

sea over the chiffonier. A pair of slippers, some pencils and a drawing sit

abandoned on the floor – he reaches for the paper, admiring the likeness of

the house he’s standing in that Isabel has managed. She’s a bright one, that

one, he thinks, setting it back on the ground.

He moves towards the hallway, noticing the way the light comes in through

the stained glass panels in the door – he’s never seen it closed from the

inside before. On the sideboard, a small white bowl holds four blown-glass

Christmas ornaments – two red, and two blue – so delicate, the lightest

touch might shatter them. Beyond these, two photographs. The first is Mac,

in a smart suit and tie – Roy is almost tempted to turn it face down. At what

point is it appropriate to court a widow? he thinks coldly. And who’s the
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appropriate person to do that courting – not some sneak who breaks into her

house, not some twit terrified of his own shadow, not some fellow who wants

to swim out to the horizon, mate. He stares at the picture of the man – you

never thought it would come to this – and then at the second photograph, Ani

and Isabel, taken by a street photographer in Sydney.

That’s Martin Place, he thinks, smiling at the silly sunglasses, the silly smiles

both are wearing. Must have been during the war: Isabel looks five or six

years old.

“Nice way to spend an afternoon while we were out saving the world,” he

says aloud, shocked by the iciness that freezes around his voice as much as

by the sound of it in the still house.Makes me sound like Frank Draper.

Turning again, he sees the doorway to Ani’s bedroom, and stops.What the

fuck are you doing here? What if she comes home? Take the fucking book and

get out of here – give it to her yourself when you see her, you great twit – all

this, as he thinks he hears the stairs to the porch begin to creak and hurls

himself back through the house, towards the backdoor.

And stops, hearing only silence.

All right, Roy, all right. Back at the mantelpiece, he slides the thin red book in

between two paperbacks, and then turns and runs, tripping on the mat,

leaving it disheveled, and making out through the back door and over the

fence before he has time to draw a proper breath.

The inverse of burglary, he thinks. And now, now what?

He can’t hear for the sound of his heartbeat in his skull. He can’t stand still

for shivering against the autumn’s chill. From nowhere he remembers the

autumn night, twelve years before, when he and Frank Draper huddled over
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a radio for news of a bombing in Spain.More than a thousand dead, they said

– and how few that number sounds now. It was shocking, the way his head

had pounded then with his own useless vitality.Women and children, going

to market. He stops, breathes deeply, tries not to retch.

From across the village, he hears the sound of a train, and then, high above,

the purr of a plane’s engine – it’s all he can do not to dive under a hedge for

cover.

It doesn’t get any better, he thinks, making himself keep walking. It doesn’t

get any easier, the being here, or being.

Twelve years since that bombing and the mood Frank had been in when

they’d heard the news and walked home through the night. So dark, so

bleak, so pessimistic.

So right.

How many women and children since? How many market days? Back at the

bottom of the hill, he takes a deep breath at his sister’s front door, his pulse

quiet, his sweat dry. Across the road, someone is surfing on the wide sheen

of the ocean, riding the smooth waves up and in, closer and closer, only to

drop down out of sight at the last moment, before the break, and paddle out

to do it again.

There’s something futile in it, and something quite beautiful.

One day, thinks Roy, one day I will try that. I’ll ride a board out past the

breakers and see what the sea makes of me.

A car honks as it passes, and he spins round as if he’d been caught in some

terrible act – bloody Frank, with his new wheels, and probably off to deliver
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some baby. On it goes. But there is consolation, even optimism, Roy tells

himself, in the fact that he presumes it’s birth, and not death, that has his

friend on the road so early.

He closes his eyes, the image of the surfer overlaid now with an image of Ani

Lachlan, rising and falling on a sunlit sea. You’re gone, mate, completely gone.

He’s done all he can do – written the poem, and delivered it to her bookshelf.

He breathes out, as if his breath has been held tight for years and years on

end. The surfer stands, rides the glassy wave, drops down, and paddles out

again. There’s a rhythm to it, and a grace.

Going in, Roy keeps him in his sights as long as he can, almost shocked when

he finally closes the door and can no longer see the water, the light, and the

surfer’s body, miraculously aloft.
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30

She doesn’t know howmany times she’s looked at the mantelpiece, how

many times her eyes have scanned its books, taken one out, or another, and

read it, and replaced it. But she’s never noticed this before, a thin red

paperback, its spine unblemished.

Her heart lurches as if she’d stepped forward and found no floor to stand on.

And as she looks around, quickly, she catches an unexpected movement –

but it’s only the curtain blowing in and out against the window.

All right, she thinks. All right. But she cannot reach her hand out to take up

the book.

She’s tired, that’s all – it’s Anzac Day. She woke at dawn to watch the sun

rise, the men march, the women weep or cheer. Standing so still as the

parade passed by, Isabel’s hand held so tight, that she wondered if she was

turning into something like the rock from which the cenotaph had been

carved. Important to remember; it’s important to remember.

“Good morning to you, Mrs Lachlan.” As the last of the marchers rounded the

corner, Ani had turned to see Iris McKinnon standing quietly alone. “I wasn’t

sure you’d be here – it must be tempting to sleep in when you don’t need to

get down for the library. And you were always so keen to avoid being part of

the war.”

“Miss McKinnon,” Ani had held out her hand, ignoring the largeness of this

small woman’s words. “Iris – I’ve been meaning to come and see you since

Christmas. The library, yes, it’s busy, and then there’s Bella –” ruffling her

daughter’s hair. “I don’t know where the weeks go.”
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Iris McKinnon riffled through her bag, pulling out a handkerchief and

patting at her nose. “My brother will have been sorry not to come, then,” she

said at last. “I think it means a lot to him, having someone like you here – I

never was much for reading, you know. I never know how to talk to Roy

about these things he tries to write.” She blew her nose, sniffing – Ani

wondered if she was crying, but she turned her head away. “Still, he seems

better for being here now, and being a little busier with your books and

things. It’s all you can ask for, isn’t it, that these men find their way back

home.”

Ani blushed. “I’m pleased to be able to find him the books he’s after – it’s

what we’re here for, after all,” gesturing beyond the stone statue of the

soldier to the railway and its library beyond.

“I’m not sure I mean the library,” Iris McKinnon said slowly then. “I think

that it’s you. He thinks the world of you, you know – I’m not sure I should

tell you that, but there’s something wrong with a world where such things

aren’t said.”

And it was Ani’s turn to fumble for her handkerchief, to bring it up to her

face, to look away. “Well, I’ve had a bit of luck in getting books down from

Sydney,” she said. “I’m sure that’s all it is,” patting at the flush on her face.

They stood a little longer, neither saying a thing, before Iris McKinnon took

half a step forward, reaching out her hand. “Whatever it is, it helps,” she said

softly, taking Ani’s hand and holding it a moment before she walked away.

Isabel circled, grabbing onto her mother’s hand that the poet’s sister has just

held. “What’s ‘means the world,’ Mum?” she asked her mother, watching Iris

McKinnon walk towards the war memorial. “What does that mean?”
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“Let’s go home now, Bella,” said Ani quietly. “It’s just a thing people say.”

And she’d spent the rest of the morning planting out rosemary bushes, Mrs

May passing seedlings from the punnet, until the garden pulsed with that

pungent, particular smell.

Now, as the sun clips the top of the scarp and slides through the west-facing

windows of Isabel’s room, the street is quiet. In the shadow of the living

room, Ani steadies herself against the mantelpiece. She had planned on

going to the pictures that night, on seeing the latest news from Europe. More

often than not, she meets Roy McKinnon there; more often than not, she

meets Frank Draper with him. And more often than not, they walk home

together, talking – the two men sometimes stammering, sometimes

inappropriate, sometimes caught, one or the other, in a long, silent hiatuses

– about the movie, the news, the night.

He thinks the world of you: she isn’t even sure she knows what that means, or

what she’d like it to.

And now, the day feels impossible. I’ll stay in, take a long bath, forget the

news of the world. So tired, she thinks, that she can’t even reach out and work

this unfamiliar red book free from its place on a shelf.

This thing she’s been looking for, and she’s found it on this day of

remembrance. But it’s nothing to do with tiredness, she knows. You’re

afraid, Anikka Lachlan. You’re afraid of these pages, afraid of what you’ve just

found.

The house is too still, too silent. For a moment, she thinks there’s someone

standing behind her, but when she turns to look, it’s only the curtain again in

the late afternoon breeze, and Isabel’s slippers, forgotten, by the sofa with

the picture she was drawing the night before.
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A deep breath, and another. Ani lays her hand along the other books, walks

her fingers across the creases and ridges of their shapes until she reaches

this new, red thing. She feels its hard cloth cover, slightly longer, slightly

wider, than the papers it holds. She opens it, tracing her finger across paper

that’s thick like velvet, and rough-cut. Luxurious.

Here it is, here it is at last. The present Mac meant for her, this untitled

volume. She pulls it out quickly and sinks onto the floor, cross-legged,

patting the bright red cover.

There’s no title, no author, no words of any kind – she opens to the

endpapers, the fly-leaf, the frontispiece: all blank. A journal? she wonders.

His way of saying, you want a hand-made thing? Here’s one you can make.

Perhaps it was the beginning of something he never had time to finish.

But as she balances its spine in the lectern of her two hands, the covers fall

open and there is text inside, handwritten, and very carefully. She tilts it

towards the light.

It’s a very practised handwriting, a very proper script, like the lettering

you’d use to address a parcel or an envelope. She frowns: it’s a long way

from the script she knows from Mac’s letters, Mac’s notes, Mac’s cards.

But still, here he is. Here he is.

Holding her breath, she opens the front of the book, reads Shakespeare’s

lover like a summer’s day; Byron’s walking in beauty like the night. She

skates across first lines she doesn’t know: Eliot’sMorning at the Window;

Yeats’ poem against war poems; and back to Elizabeth Barrett Browning

counting the ways of her love. “And if God chooses, I shall but love thee

better after death.” Line after line of love, and of longing, and of other places

and times, all carefully set out and transcribed. Title at the beginning, neatly
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printed and underlined. Author at the end, in capital letters. All carefully

transcribed for her.

She turns the page, almost at the end of the book, and she reads – She looks

like an angel in a lost world – and pauses. Such a lull in the room, in the

world. The curtains hang still, and outside, there’s not a breath of air, not a

single bird. She leans back to look through the front door: not a single leaf is

moving, nothing. She’s holding her breath.

She looks like an angel in a lost world.

Her hair is pale and her cheeks are brown,

sunburnt nose, stone-grey eyes.

The brooch on her breast was a present,

treasure, a coral star

whose pinks glow like a granted wish.

Where she stands, there is an eddy of life.

The smooth panes of windows; the reeded glass of cupboards; a

mirror over a fire –

a multitude of her reflected in these lustred surfaces.

But only the real one speaks; only the real one laughs.

Only the real woman is bright and golden and shining and alive.

This mirror, these walls, this house, this place.

Their colours are fresh and bright:

nothing dark, nothing gashed, nothing dangerous.

She stands in their rainbow, her white dress so light around her

that she almost floats free from the ground.

To look at her is to feel the warmth on your face

like a campfire on the beach.
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To look at her is to see a glow in the dark

like a lone candle in an empty cathedral.

She looks like an angel in a lost world.

Glancing up – no title at the top. Glancing ahead to the next page, the next,

left blank – and no author here at the bottom.

Squaring her shoulders, she reads it again from start to finish, only letting

out her breath when she’s done.

Mac’s poem, she thinks.Mac had written me a poem.

She looks like an angel in a lost world.

Small noises fill the room, fluttering noises that sound as if they’ve travelled

a long way – it’s only when she leans forward that she realises they’re

coming from her own mouth, like oh, oh and oh.

The miracle of it – not just the present found after so much looking, but that

it’s this, this, as if she had somehow been allowed one more conversation

with her husband, one whole new exchange. She presses her fingers lightly

against the words and is certain, absolutely certain, that she can feel the

pressure of his fingers pressing back as they wrote the words onto this page

– only now, right now.

And what more could you ever want, she thinks, than the chance of just one

more conversation?

“Sweetheart.” The word rattles around the empty room. There you are. There

you are.
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She touches her fingers to the poem, word by word, and then reads it in a

kind of rush that takes whole lines in a gulp. Before a quarter-hour has

passed, she has it by heart. She wants to run into the street and shout to

everyone about her discovery. She wants to hold it close to herself and share

it with no one, not even Isabel. That’s right, she thinks. That’s better.

Her fingers pick out the letters that form her name from random words in

the poem, the way Isabel used to find the letters of her own name in any

words on any printed page when she was first learning to read.Would he

have read it to me? Was that part of the gift? And she can hear it in his voice,

so clearly, the thickening of “lost”, the softness of the “g” in “angel”. No

trouble remembering those sounds today; it’s as if the very imprint of them

are rising up from this tiny book.

After this, she thinks, everything changes. After this, she thinks, nothing can

change. This strange feeling, as she reads the lines again, that she’s somehow

been confirmed with him, connected to him – that all the aching, all the

grieving can be put aside to make room for him, him himself, returned

somehow, and revitalized.

It matters that he had the chance to do this. It matters that he had the

chance to make this thing. He’s alive in it – she can almost feel his breathing

– and when she presses the page against her chest, she can almost feel the

shape of him again.

She stays there, cross-legged, sitting on the floor, and when Isabel comes in

from the early dark an hour or so later, she pushes herself up, all stiff and

awkward, as she hears her coming up the stairs. Slips the book back into its

place on the shelf as the flyscreen door opens, and has her arms ready for a

hug.
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“What a day, Bella, what a glorious day: I was just thinking about a quick

swim before dinner – I know, it’s dark, but what do you think? Will you

come?” And she swings her daughter into a kind of dance in the middle of

the room, like she used to when Isabel was small enough to be swung

entirely off the ground, laughing when Isabel starts to laugh. “And a baked

custard for supper, I thought. A baked custard – the way you like it.”

“Like a special treat?”

“Like a very special occasion.” Ani squeezes Isabel close, rests her chin on

the top of her daughter’s head, wonders howmuch longer she’ll tuck in that

way. You have these things for as long as you have them, she thinks, and then

you get something entirely new – grabbing towels, swimmers, with her free

hand and hustling her daughter through the door.

But as they make their way down the narrow steps cut into the cliff, the sea

roils and swells, enormous, from the shore below.

“I don’t care,” Ani calls above the pounding surge. “I’m going in,” watching

her feet, picking her way across the rocks.

But, “Mum,” Isabel calls, high and excited, “your green – look, your shiny

green.” The messy water is picked out with a swirls and spreads of

shimmering light.

Luminous, thinks Ani. Glorious. She stows her shoes, her dress at the bottom

of the stairs and skips towards the water like a girl of Isabel’s age.

The water is colder than she expects, but she ducks her head under and

laughs as she surfaces at the way the shining colour runs down her body,

her wet hair.
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“Come on, come on, it’s beautiful,” she calls, dipping down again as Isabel

walks tentatively towards her. “We won’t stay long; we won’t go far.” And

she watches her daughter’s head duck down, and come up.What a crazy

thing to do. The two of them diving, again and again.

They stand then, as still as they can against the movement of the choppy

ocean, watching the lustrous carpet ebb and flow along the shore, Isabel

tucked in against her mother, held warm and close.

“So there’s your phosphorescence, Mum,” she says at last. “Maybe it was

here lots of nights and we just never looked at the right time.”

Ani smiles, wrapping herself up in her towel, her clothes, and feeding her

sticky feet back into her shoes for the climb up the cliff. She wonders about

asking Roy McKinnon his professional opinion of her husband’s first poem.
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31

On the first anniversary of the war’s end, Mac worked an early shift and

walked the long way home, looping down to the library via a quick drink in

the billiards hall and a haircut next door. To celebrate, he told himself. Lest

we forget. Etcetera. He slid his books across to Miss Fadden, taking care not

to knock her half-worked game of Patience. Not a bad life, he though, to sit in

a room full of books and have time for a card game now and then. If there was

heaven, he thought, perhaps this might be it.

“If you’d like something new for Bella,” said Miss Fadden, shuffling her cards

away in an approximation of busyness, “there’s a lovely book came down

today about a little French girl called Madeline – made me think of Isabel; I

think she might like it.” She set it in the middle of the desk with Mac’s card

on the top, proprietary.

“You’re good to keep an eye out for her, Miss Fadden,” said Mac, running his

finger along the shelves. “But what about for me? Any nice books about

French girls for me?”

He liked to make Miss Fadden laugh. “Here, for you,” she said, when she’d

had her giggle. “A new Hornblower – and I do believe he sails up the Seine,

so you can keep an eye out for your own Madeline while you’re reading it.

And tell Mrs Lachlan I still can’t get her Brideshead Revisited – I think

everyone must be wanting to read it at the same time.”

Mac smiled, pulled two more books from the shelf, and pushed his pile

across the table, complete. “And what are you reading, then, Miss Fadden? If

you’ve any time to read at all amongst the busyness of the library?” He

wasn’t sure he could remember a time when there was another borrower in

the room besides himself.
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“There’s a lovely new Georgette Heyer romance I’m waiting for, Mr Lachlan,

and I always like to read the children’s books, to make sure I know what I’m

recommending. Lovely things, when they’re well written – but you’d know

that, from reading with Isabel. How is she, little pet? She thinks the world of

you, you know.”

“It’s just an excuse for me to read them, of course,” laughed Mac, tucking the

books into his satchel. “And she’s grand, she’s grand. I’ll let Ani know about

her book and tell her to keep her fingers crossed for next time.” He waved as

he went, whistling across the yard and calling out to Luddy as he passed the

station-master’s office. “Will there be fireworks down here tonight, mate?

The anniversary? The victory day?” He gestured over towards the empty

football field where effigies had been burnt, where bonfires had been lit.

Luddy shrugged, coming out onto the platform. “Doesn’t feel like anyone’s

making that much of it,” he said. “To be honest, I think most people want to

forget it ever happened at all.”

Mac shook his head. “I didn’t even fight in the thing and I reckon we should

do a better job of honouring and remembering than that.” He squinted up at

the mountain, at the afternoon sun. “What do you reckon, Luddy? Howmany

years of eternal peace will this one get us?”

But Luddy waved him away. “You go home and make your own memorial.

It’ll be years before they sort out the statues and the sandstone.”

Coming across the football field, Mac broke into a slow jog – years since he

played a game, but he could still remember his position on the field, could

still hear the calls of his team, the sliver of a crowd that turned up and

watch. You’re an old man now, mate, with your rickety knees and your wife at

home waiting. He slowed, crouched down, and sprang out across the final
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yards of the pitch. There it was, the rush, the surge of acceleration he used to

love, flying down the wing, heading for the line.

Mebbe I’m not so old after all.

He climbed the hill and turned into his own street – Surfers Parade, and Ani

wondering when there’d be a parade of surfers coming along with their

boards. It sounded like one of her dreams, some apparition, some conjuring,

but he’d like to have seen it himself. They could run along the road and dive

out from its end – you could clear the cliff if you could sprint fast enough,

and fly with your board out onto the open water, away behind the waves.

Like Isabel, when the war ended and the barbed wire along the beach came

down; she stood for hours watching surfers hover on the lip of unbroken

swell. “They’re standing on the water, Dadda; they’re riding it. They’re riding

it. How do they do that? Is it magic?”

And he’d wanted to tell her it was, wanted her to think there was magic in

the world.
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32

On a winter’s morning in June 1949, Ani wakes suddenly in the darkness,

wanting to be anywhere but in her bed, in her room, in her house. She used

to joke about it with Mac, that latent Scandinavian sense of long, cold days;

the uneasiness she felt in even this most temperate place. Now, she pulls on

any clothes, any shoes, and one of his jumpers – the only one she’s kept –

before she turns to see Isabel standing in the doorway.

“The beach?” Ani asks, and her daughter, already dressed, nods.

Two apples in a bag, the end of a loaf of bread, a piece of cheese and a jar of

water: “I hate waking up this way,” Ani whispers as she pulls the door

behind her. “Let’s get down to the sand.” And they run along the street, hand

in hand, around the corner and down the stairs next to the writer’s house,

almost tumbling with haste.

A smooth ocean to the east; a sliver of moon hanging over the dark

escarpment to the west. Isabel flies along the sand, her hair shaking free

from its plaits as she runs, and Ani stretches her legs out so that her steps

match the footprints left by her running daughter. Isabel turns a cartwheel,

another, and another, and Ani laughs. That’s better, she thinks.Much better.

She wishes she were brave enough to try one herself, but she’s never quite

understood how to push on her arms so her legs spin up and around her

body.

“Just try, Mum, just try.” Isabel is running towards her, spinning again, and

springing into a somersault.

Slowly, deliberately, Ani puts down their bag of breakfast, pushes up the

too-long sleeves of Mac’s jumper. The summer Mac had taught their
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daughter how to cartwheel, Ani had absented herself from the training;

someone had to be ready with bandages and ice wrapped in tea towels. The

two of them, she thinks now, they always made it look so easy.

“All right,” she calls. And then, quietly, “all right.” And before she can think

about it, she reaches her arms high up to the sky, leans over to plant her

right hand on the ground, kicks her legs out hard, and finds herself standing

again, standing and laughing, brushing the sand from her hands.

“You didn’t look much like a wheel, Mum,” Isabel laughs. “But it was a good

try.” Then, “try again,” she shouts, making another cartwheel. But Ani shakes

her head.

“Maybe tomorrow,” she calls. “I’ll need to work up to it.” And she makes a

great show of gathering the bag, settling its contents, looking up and down

the beach for any unexpected spectators.

She sees him then, ahead on the sand, and probably looking straight along at

her, at her mad jumping – she can’t tell, with the glare of the sun. She points:

“And anyway, there’s Mr McKinnon,” she nods towards him, and waves. “He

doesn’t need to see that sort of thing at this time of the morning.”

“I don’t think he’d mind your cartwheeling, Mum.” Isabel is balanced on her

hands now, her feet pointing up towards the blue. “We never laughed at him

about him perching up the pole, did we – remember when we saw him? On

my birthday? With Dad?”

And Ani laughs. “Still, I don’t think he needs to see such an amateur display

before breakfast.” If he wasn’t here, she thinks, if the beach were empty, I’d do

it over and over. There’s something embarrassing about his having seen; but

there’s a tiny part of her that’s exhilarated by the idea too.
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As for the cartwheel, the great loop itself – that had almost felt like flying.

“Anyway, where are we walking? Along to the jetty, or …” She trails off.

Beyond the southern headland, beyond the next beach, sits the cemetery

where the small box of Mac’s ashes was placed. Maybe today, maybe this

morning, maybe after a cartwheel and a bread and cheese breakfast, she can

manage to go there at last.

Isabel nods, following her mother’s gaze. “We should go, shouldn’t we? He’ll

be wondering why we haven’t visited.”

And Ani flinches at the pragmatism of it, at the implied neglect.

“Have some food, love: let’s sit here and have some food, and then we can

walk along and find …” She can’t say and find him. She can’t say, and find

what’s left of him. She can’t say and find his tombstone, because there isn’t

one yet – she’s not sure she wants there to be.

She spreads a rug on the sand, slices the bread, the cheese, the fruit, and

watches as her daughter eats. One of the greatest happinesses, she thinks,

feeding a child – no one ever tells you that. And only as Isabel finishes her

second helping does Ani begin to eat.

At the cemetery, they jump over the low fence, heading for its coastal edge.

“This is Catholics,” calls Isabel, matter-of-fact. “And there’s Anglicans down

here, and Baptists,” walking further east again. “Kids’ names at school,” she

says to answer her mother’s unasked question. “Look: Rafferties and Larkins

and that old lady who lived behind Mrs May. Here are the Presbyterians.”

Ani glances at the stones on either side of her, at the shorthand of their

names, dates, relationships. In memory of my darling wife. My beloved

mother. My son, Tommy, aged nine, killed on his way home from school – “oh

Lord,” she clutches her hands together. The date is more than a decade ago;
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the stone still as polished and shiny as if it was only set yesterday. Our

mother, and our father, she reads: is that her future, then, tucked in here

beside her impossibly dead husband? She feels Isabel pulling at her hand.

“Here, Mum, I think. Here.” After all this time, there’s a pile of wizened

brown petals heaped up in a rotting mound, a small white cross with his

name written on in ink.

Don’t think about it, she almost says it aloud. Don’t think about it.

Crouching on the grass, she presses her fingers down into the rich, dark soil.

Two rows over, Isabel’s bright hair bobs up and down amongst the stone

angels, the granite blocks, the urns and the pillars and the open marble

books. Life, thinks Ani. Her fingers fiddle with a loose pile of earth. And what

comes after. She shakes her head. She cannot imagine that there is anything

to do with Mac in this place. She cannot imagine any remnant of him being

here.

Still, taking a deep breath of the salty air, she leans forward towards the

little cross, and murmurs, under her breath, the lines of his poem.Where she

stands, there is an eddy of life, and To look at her is to feel the warmth on your

face, like a campfire on the beach, while Isabel runs along between the

headstones and monuments, giving her father’s grave a wide berth. A few

rows away, a spark of rosellas light up a tree like tiny fireworks, their

feathers brilliant reds and blues. Mac never tired of their brilliance or their

beauty: “there’s nae a lass as bright as you in all of Scotland,” he’d call to

them, scattering seed across the grass in the backyard at Surfers Parade.

“Nice that you’re here,” Ani whispers to them now. “Nice that you’re near

him.” She pushes her fingers into her closed eyes and the space behind their

lids flares with the colours of the birds’ plumage.
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“Bella?” Her daughter pauses, turning towards her name. “I think I want to

get home, love. What do you think? Can we make tracks?” And she thinks

she’s taken care not to pass again the grave of that small boy killed on his

way home from school, so shockingly accidental, until she glances sideways

as she walks and reads, this time, its full inscription.

He left for school as any day

No thought of death was near

There was no time to say goodbye

To those he held so dear

The morning sun dries the tears on her cheeks as her running feet clear the

cemetery’s boundary and reach the sand. “Maybe there’ll be dolphins on the

way home,” says Isabel catching up to her, and Ani kisses the top of her

head, catching her breath, wiping her eyes.

“Now that would be something, Bell,” she says. The pod of dolphins they

watched on the day Isabel turned ten, the beginning of the last week of

Mac’s life. How impossible not to have known that’s what that week would

be; how impossible not to have seen that coming. How impossible, now, that

Bella would soon turn eleven.

Cresting Sandon Point and heading north, Ani remembers the great marble

map on the Sydney library’s floor, the beauty of its waves, its ships, its

angels and dragons, the straight line that stood in for this coast she’s

walking now.Walking along a coastline that doesn’t exist. The size of the

oceans, the size of those old ships: what were the odds of anywhere being

discovered?

About the same odds as a man called Lachlan crossing a country he’d just

arrived in to see a river that borrowed his name.
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“What chance your dolphins?” Ani calls to Isabel. “What are the odds we’ll

see them?”

Isabel shakes her head. “I don’t really understand how to do odds and

chances yet – although Dad tried to tell me using this long story about

billiard balls.”

“Billiard balls?”

Isabel nods. “He said whenever he went to play billiards he worked on the

theory that he had a one in four chance of winning every game and about the

same chance of sinking the balls. There was something about the eight-ball,

and who else was playing and …”

But Ani has stopped in the middle of the sand. “Billiards?” she says. “Your

father never played billiards in his life.”

Isabel looks at her feet, twisting a little so they disappear below the sand.

“He said he never played at the hall on the western side of the railway, but

sometimes he’d pop in to the one near the shoe shop, on our side, if he

finished early. It was a secret,” her voice drops to a whisper. “I wasn’t meant

to say. But I saw him coming out one day. That’s the only reason I knew.”

Ani closes her eyes, sees a wide green table, a triangle of bright balls in the

middle. Someone leans in – not Mac, never Mac – and breaks the balls’

triangular pattern with a single swipe of a cue. She hates the sound of the

crack of the wood against the hard shiny Bakelite. The balls fly away,

running in all directions, a muddle of colour and motion.

Isabel must have dreamt it. Mac never played billiards: where would he have

found the time? And why wouldn’t he have told her?
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A cloud passes across the face of the sun and she shivers instinctively. Out in

the water, a single dolphin leaps and dives. The beach is empty; the poet

must have gone home.

“I wonder what other secrets your daddy had,” Ani says then, as lightly as

she can manage. That word, “daddy”, they never used it. She must be talking

about someone else, some other billiard-playing father. Not Mac.

Not Mackenzie Lachlan.
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33

It comes from nowhere, the sense of being watched, and when she looks up,

she sees him through the library’s window – Roy McKinnon, looking in, but

looking through her, beyond her, so that she’s not surprised when she raises

her hand and smiles to no response. How long has he been there? Or is Ani

herself no longer there, disappeared somehow? She pats at her cheeks, her

collarbones, to check her own solidity.

A train pulls into the southbound platform opposite, and Roy draws in a

deep breath, draws in his shoulders, and turns away. Behind him, in the gap

between two carriages, Ani sees passengers moving towards the

southbound train. He must have been almost against the wall to have been

looking through the window in the first place, she thinks. And staring at what?

She pats at her hair, brushes down her skirt, self-conscious, but almost

smiling.

The air shakes as the northbound train arrives, and through the window Ani

sees Roy McKinnon straighten his coat-sleeves, his hat, and step into one of

its compartments. Does he look better now than when he first came, she

wonders; is his face a little tanned, a little rounder? Or is it that she knows

what he looks like now, and is no longer surprised by his lightness, how

whittled down he looks, how insubstantial?

The train whistles as it prepares to pull away. Ani raises her hand again in

acknowledgement, and when Roy McKinnon – through her window, through

his – tips his hat, she’s not sure if it’s a response or a coincidence.

……
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Settling himself on the train, Roy tips his hat to the empty platform, to the

edge of the library, to the beauty of the mountain rising up behind it. He has

something at last, something to show, and he’s heading up to the city to meet

a man at a magazine and pass on his poems. His first new poems in more

than four years – written arduously, daily, in the month or so since Anzac

Day. All that, for four or five he’s happy with. Four or five, that is, apart from

Ani’s poem; he’s kept that back. That’s his; that’s hers. But four or five new

poems nonetheless.

The thought of it almost makes him laugh.

The compartment’s framed pictures offer him the Hawkesbury River, the

Blue Mountains, and the view up the coast, from Stanwell Tops, where box

kites were launched. Three options, where would you take her? He usually

avoids thinking so directly about Anikka Lachlan, but it’s as if a new

recklessness, a new confidence is seeping from the lines he’s written into the

centre of himself. This is what Iris would call feeling better, he decides.

Stanwell Tops is too close to Ani’s world. And she came from the plains, he

knows that. Maybe Katoomba, or the Hawkesbury – the mountains or a

river. It would be something to take her there, to show her that other places

exist.

The most direct, the most proprietary thing he’s ever thought about her. He

wants to call out with the daring of it. But instead, he pulls his poems out of

his pocket and skims their lines again. They’re a start, a good start, neither

as sharp nor as fluid as the ones he managed during the war, but feeling

their way back towards those things. All they need is to step clear of the last

of the mud and the bodies that he’s carrying.

Which is what the editor says, looking over them quickly a couple of hours

later while their lunches sit, untouched, in the middle of a rather grand hotel

dining room. “You’ve got to get past the war now, Mr McKinnon. You’ve got
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to find other stories to tell.” And he slides the pages back across the table,

tucking them under Roy’s fish knife as if a strong wind might rush through

and blow them away.

Roy stares at them there, a white rectangle under a silver bar. It seems

disrespectful to take up this paperweight and start eating his fish, but he’s

not sure what else to do. He inches the pages under his bread and butter

plate, flattened by the man’s easy dismissal, enjoying the fact that the

unworthy words almost disappear.

“I thought it might be too soon to show you,” he says, awkward and

blushing, “but I just wanted to feel as if I was …”

“Of course, of course.” The editor has almost finished his fish, is most of the

way through his vegetables – three or four chews per mouthful and a

swallow that feels like it reverberates around the room. “You wanted to feel

like you were back on track, back in your world. And you are, Mr McKinnon,

you are on your way.” He sits, a forkful of potato poised midway to his

mouth. “You’re just not there yet.” He chews. “But there must be something

new you want to write about in this place you’re living down the coast?” And

tells him the story of an envelope he’d received from another returned poet

that had spilled the hard, parched landscape of some remote place across his

desk that very morning, enough trauma and pain in it to sense what the man

had seen and survived, but nothing explicitly, overtly military. “I accepted

the poems immediately.”

Roy nods, slowly. Enough of this now, that’s what they all say. Enough of this.

“It’s a beautiful place, where my sister is.” He closes his eyes to see it as he

describes it. “This lovely escarpment folding into the Tasman Sea. And there

are people there, good people.” He smiles, his eyes open again but still

seeing Ani’s brightness. “I’ve started writing about them already.”
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“Well,” says the editor, wiping his plate with the corner of a slice of bread,

“I’ll wait to see those. And if Lawrence could manage it, I daresay you will.”

It’s a generous comparison, a generous endorsement, but Roy can see it on

the man’s face: it’s the least a chap can do, throw another man a chance.

The editor raises his glass. “There are fine poems to come from you yet, Mr

McKinnon. If the war unearthed their source in you, the peace will make it

flourish.” He’s used this line on more than a dozen young men in this very

dining room.

Roy makes his way through his fish, his vegetables, as quickly as he can,

aware of the other man’s empty plate. The editor is rattling through gossip

from the publishing world – authors Roy knows only from spines and title

pages, although the editor talks about them all as if Roy is surely at all the

parties and gatherings he himself attends, invites him to one or two, and

presses him to say he’ll accept when Roy demurs: the length of the train trip

he’d have to make, the difficulty of getting up from the coast.

In the hotel’s lobby, the editor stands on one big black tile while Roy shakes

his hand from the middle of a big white one: they look like pieces stranded

on a chess board. Remember this, thinks Roy, feeling for his pen as soon as

he’s on his own in the street, and he scrawls the image on the back of the

rejected poems and makes his way towards the station.

Everywhere, the city is busy with lunchtime, and he stands a minute in the

shade of the Post Office’s colonnade, watching as surges of people come and

go. This is where she said it came from, the image of the man dancing down

the road at the end of the war. This is where someone had caught happiness

for Anikka Lachlan to watch on a newsreel.

And his happiness? He closes his eyes: Anikka Lachlan turning cartwheels

on the beach – a gift of a moment, beyond acknowledgement, beyond words.
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He opens his eyes, and the city bustles on, a few shouts and sharp calls, the

occasional horn, and not so much as a smile on the faces of most. That

happiness, that big thing ending, thinks Roy: you’d think joy as big as that

would have hung round in this place always. But had he danced and spun

when the news of the war’s end found him? No. He’d crouched on the beach

and cried a while, for the waste of it, the time and the death and the waste.

Stepping into the crowd, he sees a tall woman with blonde hair striding out

in front of him, takes three fast steps to catch her in case it’s Ani, and

fumbles awkwardly with his hat and his watch when he draws level with her

and sees that it isn’t. Of course.

That’s his poem, of course. Or rather, she is. And it’s the only one that’s any

good, the only one that’s real. He’ll send it to the editor tomorrow; he’ll show

him he has found something beyond the war. He breathes out, a long, stale

breath he doesn’t remember breathing in.

Settling into the train’s first carriage as it pulls away from Central, Roy

unfolds his newspaper and reads its stories– strikes and blackouts, foreign

ministers arguing in Europe, guided missiles being built. June 14, 1949, and

it’s as if the war ever ended. He turns the page: a deNazification Court has

commuted a sentence for a top German banker – deNazification: that’s a

mouthful of a word. Should have hung them all. And a father has confessed to

throwing his two-year-old son onto a concrete path in a temper.

Roy closes his eyes. This world, this bloody world.What chance could you

ever have of happiness or joy? He pulls his papers from his pocket, screws

them one by one into messy balls, and throws them through the open

window, as hard as he can to clear the tracks and the wind the train drags in

its wake.
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But the train shudders, the wheels screeching against the tracks as Roy

scans the racing results with their grainy black and white photographs of

tiny horses. Such names, he thinks: So Happy. Jovial Lass. Full o Fun. Amused.

He closes his eyes and sees Ani’s amateur cartwheel against the morning

sun, startled as the carriage lurches suddenly to a stop. All we want to be – So

Happy. Full o Fun. There’s an eerie silence; the noise of the newspaper’s

pages hitting the floor sounds too big, too amplified to be entirely real.

Have they stopped the train for me to pick up my rubbish? he wonders then,

half-serious and trying to look back along the track for his jettisoned papers.

A shout; a whistle; and then another cry. Roy opens the window as far as it

will go, leans out as far as he can to look ahead.

“Someone’s been hit,” the driver calls from the engine. “At the crossing;

someone’s down.”

“Is there anything we can do?” He’s swinging down onto the tracks before

he’s finished asking the question, his feet uncertain on the uneven ballast.

As he draws up to the engine, the driver leans down – “you a doctor?”

And Roy feels himself nod.Why not? I’ve seen enough bodies.

“He came from nowhere” – the driver gestures towards the fender. A

mangled bicycle, a mess that had been somebody, shoes flung away, and a

pair of glasses glinting on the other side of the tracks.

“I see,” says Roy. “I see.” He leans forward, unsure if he should touch the

man, trying to imagine what Frank would say or do if he were here.

“Is he going to be all right?” the driver calls, pale in his high-up cabin.
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Roy tilts his head, non-committal, taking off his coat and covering as much of

the accident as he can. He’s not sure if he can see the man’s chest rising and

falling, or if this is just terrible, wishful thinking. Either way, he thinks, and

says, “it would have been very quick.” And, “are you all right up there?” He

likes the authority his voice has taken on.

And the driver nods.

Crouching down, Roy picks up the cyclist’s glasses and wraps them in his

handkerchief. There must be a wallet in one of his pockets, something to

give up the man’s name, his identity – but Roy draws back from touching

him, certain now that he can see a tremor, a shudder, rattling the body like

an alarm. Someone with real authority can take it from here; somebody with

real authority can feel for a wallet. Still, he reaches for the man’s shoes,

unsure where to place them.

A couple of crows land beside the tracks and watch him; a car’s horn blares

nearby. He touches his fingers to the smooth, warmmetal of the railroad

tracks, and thinks of Frank Draper’s stories. At the end of the war, at the end

of a railway line, a camp full of left-over pieces of people, mostly dead, the

rest close to dying, among piles of the everyday things they would never

have thought twice about – sturdy shoes, good travelling bags, and useful

pairs of spectacles.

Along the line of carriages now, windows and doors open, and passengers

crane to look, pulling away as they realise what’s happened. Nothing to do

with them, thinks Roy, just a delay on their way to or from somewhere else. He

closes his eyes, sees Frank’s mess from the other side of the world, so far

from here, from the sun, and the air, and the pleasant day passing. He can’t

imagine that that would have felt any more real on this side of the world,

even when that war was underway and being fought.
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Now, there’s this train, this engine, this driver, and how could anyone not

know that it’s happening? Yet even in the next street, people would be living

their day without the slightest idea of this hiccup, this accident. The world is

so many individual bits and pieces, thinks Roy. Millions, he supposes. Millions

and millions.

Bits and pieces: his eyes focus on a splat of blood, then another, and another.

Who cleans up these things? Would the railways dispatch women with

buckets and mops, or a man with a hose and a broom? Years ago, when he

was younger, he saw a team of scrubbers on the pylons of the Sydney

Harbour Bridge – it must have been just before it opened – washing away

the blood of a worker who’d just fallen to his death. Roy was sure he could

still see the mark on the silvery granite when they’d finished and gone away.

And he’d never felt safe crossing the bridge, as if that stain might have

tarnished and weakened it somehow.

If he thought of his own war, he thought of bodies on beaches, facedown

along the shoreline where the ocean leached the marks and stains away. He

has little sense of blood, but he knows this can’t be true. Perhaps he’s hosed

it into some dark part of his memory where, if he’s lucky, it will never

breach its levee.

He wills himself to stare directly at the cyclist; he wills himself to see a

glimmer of life. And can’t. How quickly it can stop, then, just like that. So you

have to chance your arm, Roy, don’t you? Show Ani Lachlan her poem. Send it

to his editor. Wait and see what happens.

Placing the dead man’s shoes next to each other, he aligns their toes: what

was he doing here, this day? Where was he going – and what was he

thinking that he didn’t see the train, or hear it? Did he think he could beat it?

Did he try to stop and fail?
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Or did he see the train and just keep riding? Did he push and pump his

pedals even faster? Roy shakes his head, rubs his eyes.We’ve one way of

coming into the world, he thinks, and so many ways of going out of it. Above

him, the driver slumps down to sit against the wall of his cabin, cradling his

head in his hands.

“What’ll I tell the wife?” the man asks. “What do I say when she asks about

my day?”

Who drove the train that killed Mac Lachlan? Roy thinks suddenly.Who was

the driver – did Ani ever ask?

Maybe she didn’t, and maybe she’d been right not to. Maybe it was better

not to know.

He looks down at the mess at his feet, the blood, the skin, the shredded

clothes. Is this how he looked, the minute he died? Is this how Mac Lachlan

went out of the world? He baulks at the way his pulse quickens, but there’s a

perverse intimacy in seeing this body, in imagining it belongs to Ani’s

husband. This thing she would probably die rather than see, but I can take

this on – I can see this for her.

As if this is anything to do with her at all.

The crows caw, and Roy turns in the instant they rise off the ground – a

motorcycle is coming around the corner, its noise and movement startling

them to flight. He brushes his hands together, straightens himself to

attention as a young policeman gets off the bike.

“Take it from here, sir,” the younger man says, touching his forehead in half

a salute. “What was your name?”
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“Draper, Dr Frank Draper,” says Roy in that borrowed, stentorian voice. “He

was dead straight away, I should think.” And he stands a moment, watching

as the younger man lifts the corner of the coat up from the body. Then he

turns and strides away from the train, towards the main road of whatever

suburb this is, to work out where he is.

He should have said something over the man, he thinks, something quiet, or

soothing, or benedictory – in case he did have any sense of where he was, of

what had just happened. In case he had known it was the end and had not

wanted to be alone.

What else is there, after all?

But the only words Roy can think of, in this belated instant of concern, are

the first words from that Yeats’ poem he’d sent Frank, all those years before:

I think it better in times like these

A poet’s mouth be silent …

Death has its own rituals, funerals and burials and prayers said and

memorials written. Frank has told him of a German woman who killed all

her children just before the war’s end – to spare them their deNazified future,

he thinks now, paraphrasing the newspaper – and then sat playing Patience,

working the cards again and again, trying to get them into their four neat

piles of suits. Ani Lachlan has told him of a widow for whom she’d made

food, arriving with a saucepan of soup and half a cake. As she reached the

doorstep, she said, she was pulled up by a low and guttural howl that

sounded like it belonged to some wild and cornered animal. She’d frozen,

she said, hardly daring to breathe, and the sound had dropped away.
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And then it began, she said, a low, slow song like a lullaby, over and over.

The woman was singing her husband out of being, singing her husband into

the longest sleep he would have.

Ani had left the food, and gone quietly away. And at the end of the day, she

said, watching Isabel sleep, she had stood with her hand on her daughter’s

blankets, signing the same lullaby and hoping that this newly dead man

would hear it somehow, no matter where he was, and no matter who was

singing.

Roy wonders, now, if the woman howling was Ani herself – that terrible

sound he had heard the night Mac died, as he raced along her street. And he

wonders what song he should sing for this cyclist.

He closes his eyes, sees the body on the tracks, the body of the little boy

who’d been dashed down against concrete, the bodies of the first five

hundred and fifty-five patients Frank saw die after the war was over. And as

he takes the next step, he stumbles down the edge of a culvert – the shock of

putting your foot out and finding nothing there.

Shuffling cards, dealing cards, sorting cards, aces at the top. And your

children dead in the next room – he brushes his eyes. This bloody world.

His hands fumble in his pockets for his handkerchief and find instead the

dead man’s glasses. He takes them out, looks at them a moment, wondering

if he should return them to the body – or the policeman. Then he rubs one

lens clean, and the other, and holds them in front of his own eyes.

The world blurs.

If they could show what they had seen – if they could show you the last day of

this man’s life, show what happened, and why. He squeezes the glasses, their
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wire frames cutting into his palm. If he’s honest, there was something

glorious in the shock of the accident; he squeezes the glasses harder, hoping

the pain of their wire against his flesh will transform his reaction to proper

abhorrence.

Then he wraps them again, and puts them back in his pocket, aware of their

shape and their weight, like a talisman, or a warning.
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34

Pulling the heavy book box towards her across the library’s smooth floor,

Ani is back in their first night in Surfers Parade, unpacking Mac’s box of

books. She’d pulled Jane Eyre out of the box – he must have packed it last,

because it sat on the top by itself, secure in a nest of recent news. 1936:

people on the move – the Germans in Rhineland; the Italians in Abyssinia;

the beginning of the war in Spain, and the British king abdicating for his

love. She’d fallen in love with Mac himself, she suspected, when he told her

Jane Eyrewas his favourite book.

Digging deeper into the solid rectangles of volumes – Agatha Christie and

Dashiell Hammett, Aldous Huxley and H. G. Wells, Somerset Maugham and

Evelyn Waugh – she’d laughed. Here were authors she’d unpack when her

own box came. Some were the same books; some were books she’d wanted

to read. And below that, a handful of magazines – Smith’s Weeklies, some

exotic National Geographics and a few Harper’s. She’d flicked to their

contents pages, hungry for the stories inside, and laughed again.

He’d come in at the sound, his face quizzical: “I didn’t know you came with

such a good dowry,” she said.

“I should tell you, it’s where my money goes,” he said, as if he was confessing

to horses or the dogs. He’d smiled then, and she’d never felt so entirely

happy.

“Samanlaiset linnut lentävät yhdessä,” her father had written in her daybook

on the morning of her wedding. “The same kind of birds fly together.”

Now, as Ani takes the last of the last consignment of books from its trunk, a

gust of wind catches the door, making it slam. And in the silence after its
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surprising noise, Ani realises she’s hearing a greater silence, a greater quiet,

and has been hearing it for ten minutes, fifteen, half an hour, maybe more.

There has been no train.

She stands slowly, smoothing her skirt as she crosses to the window: there

are passengers waiting on the two platforms – waiting. Waiting. She sees

Luddy talking to this one, to another.

“Sounds like there’s a problem with the trains coming through.” That’s what

he’d said to her. “An accident along the line and they’re not letting anything

pass.” She could still hear the exact pitch of his voice, the easiness of it. Just

letting her know, and offering to let Mac know that they were held up, that

they’d decided not to wait, that they’d see him at home at the end of the day.

And we went to the beach and found a shell that shimmered like an evening

gown. And we went home. And I started dinner. And Bella sat and waited. And

then they came. Then they came.

There was life before; there is life after, but that is the dividing line. That’s

all.

She crosses the gravel, waving to the station-master.

“An accident, a bicycle they said,” he winces. “Nasty.” Wincing. “They say the

track’ll be right pretty soon.”

Ani shades her eyes, looking along the empty tracks. “It rings, the silence,

doesn’t it? And I still can’t hear the ocean – how is it such a big sound can

disappear when it comes from something so close by?”
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Luddy shakes his head. “You’d notice the waves too if they stopped, I

reckon.”

To the north, the roundhouse windows glisten and sparkle. Ani blinks at

their semaphore – her favourite chandelier. “Did you know, that afternoon

when Bella and I were waiting, and the trains were stopped? Did you know

it was something to do with Mac even then? I know you said you didn’t, but

…”

He stares at her, mouth open, eyes blinking. “Of course not; of course not.

Oh, Mrs Lachlan, of course not.”

She brushes his words away. “I’m sorry, Luddy, I don’t even know why I

asked you. I’ve never thought such a thing before.”

Luddy shakes his head, looking at his watch as a bus rattles past on the main

road. “I’ll just tell these people they’re better off waiting for the bus,” he

says, waving towards the other platform.

Ani nods, waving her own hand towards the library. “Could you come and

tell me when they’re starting again? I think I’d like some warning of the

noise – today.”

And he nods, smiling again. “You don’t want them sneaking up on you – ” He

blushes, but she’s laughing as she walks across the gravel.

“Exactly,” she calls. “Unless you can do me an unexpected steam engine – a

big D57. Those things are magic.”

Early one morning, just after the war, she’d walked to the station through a

dawn thick with sea mist. It had softened hard lines, made edges disappear,

and transformed the streetscapes Ani knew so well into surreal shadows,
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dubious connections, hovering impossibilities. The wall of one house

blurred towards its neighbour; a bath-tub of water for horses hovered above

the ground; a jacaranda tree transmogrified into the northern fairytales of

her childhood.

Something had happened to the sounds as well, magnifying them. The

scrape of a kettle on a stove; the slam of a flyscreen door; someone singing

in a round baritone; someone else calling jam or marmalade as breakfast

possibilities.

Climbing the main road towards the railway bridge, Ani felt she was walking

through one of her father’s memories of winter. That’s what she’d ask for for

her birthday, she thought suddenly. She’d ask to be taken to see snow. She

laughed. Let Mackenzie Lachlan solve that on the east coast of Australia in

1945.

It was only when she stepped onto the platform that she realised it was

there – a D57 class locomotive, puffing and blowing, its front end sawn-off

with a stubby funnel above. She couldn’t imagine how she hadn’t heard it,

but there it sat, its steam indistinguishable from the morning’s fog, and its

big wheels waiting to spring forward, on and up the coast.

It was like walking around a corner and finding a dragon.

She looked for the driver but the cabin was empty, so she kept going – it was

an arrow, a bullet – running her hand along the strong, smooth metal. “Two-

fifty tons she weighs, with 65 square feet of fire grate, and 200 pounds per

square inch of boiler pressure.” Mac could recite these figures like poetry –

he loved these engines, their brawn, their sheer heft. “Get them going

straight enough and I reckon they’d fly,” he said.
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She reached its nose, patted as close to the big round headlight as she could,

and turned back along the platform.

“Morning Mrs Lachlan,” the driver, a mate of Mac’s, swung himself into his

compartment. “Early for you this morning – give us five minutes or so and

we’ll have you underway.”

And she’d smiled, following the engine’s line past its truckload of coal to the

passenger compartments beyond. This great, powerful thoroughbred, just

sitting there, breathing, and waiting for her.

It was magnificent, and there wasn’t another soul in that morning to see it.

Now, inside the library, the sun touches the cedar shelves, the polished floor,

finding oranges, golds, like harbingers for spring. Pressing her hands to the

warm wood, Ani wonders whose wife, whose mother, will open her door

this afternoon to the impossible news of a bicycle, a train, an unwinnable

collision. All she can hear is the sound of her own pulse, her own heartbeat,

pounding in her ears.
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35

They catch her unawares, these profusions of colour – purple first, when the

jacarandas begin to bloom, and then the deep red of the Illawarra flame

trees, Brachychiton acerifolius, the only proper name for a plant Isabel can

ever remember, because she thinks it sounds like a dinosaur.

They follow each other into being, bursting out along the coast and up the

escarpment. The jacaranda comes with the spring; the flame, a little later,

lasts a little longer. They mark Ani’s months; they mark her year. They mark

Mac’s anniversary.

“Did you want to do something, Ani love, to remember him, these twelve

months?” Mrs May delivers the question directly, having arrived at the front

door with an invalid’s food of soft butter cake and soup.

“I’ll ask Isabel,” Ani says at last. “I’ll see if there’s anything she wants to do.”

And she reaches out to hug her neighbour’s arm. “You take such good care of

us.”

This long and slow year. Wars have ended in Israel, in China, in Greece, in

India, although there will be new ones along before long. There are planes

that can fly around the world without stopping, and Russia has made a great

bomb like the ones that were dropped in Japan: Ani winces – she still

wonders about that noise, that heat, that silence.

Now, as she waves to her neighbour, she sees the first flare of purple: a

jacaranda can cover itself with colour in about a week, and then the red will

come.
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Scooping potatoes, carrots onto her daughter’s plate that night, she says:

“Mrs May was wondering if there was anything you’d like to do, you know,

for the anniversary of Dad’s …” The word is still too large, too raw.

Isabel looks up from the schoolbook she’s packing away. “Are we supposed

to?” she asks.

Ani shakes her head: “no, no, love, I don’t think that’s what Mrs May meant –

I think some people … you know, they like to mark the moment. We could

walk round to the cemetery again, or ask them to do a special reading in

church. We could have a special meal, ask Mrs May to come in. I don’t know.”

She smiles, her hand’s resting on her daughter’s shoulders. “I told her I’d ask

you if there was anything you particularly wanted to do.”

Shrugging a little, Isabel pulls her plate towards her. “Should we do

something? Like it was a birthday? I didn’t know if we were meant to – or if

you’d want to –”

Ani watches as Isabel pushes the rounds of carrots into a line, the largest

discs on the left-hand side, and ranging down, perfectly graded, to the

smallest on the right. It’s been happening most mealtimes, she realises, and

she’s not sure for how long. “Isabella,” she asks now, “what are you doing

with your dinner?” She wonders why she’s let it pass before.

“I’m not really hungry,” says her daughter, shrugging again and moulding

the dollop of potato into a perfectly right-angled triangle.

Anikka sits opposite with her own dinner; she’s not that hungry either, if she

thinks about it – can’t remember the last time she was, the last time she

actually tasted something she ate. “Maybe I should have warmed up a bowl

of Mrs May’s soup – that’s never let us down, when we’ve needed

nourishing.”
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Her daughter’s smile flares, and Ani smiles wider: there she is, her bonny

little girl.

“Maybe we could take Mrs May for a picnic – just Mrs May, just down to the

beach.” Isabel spikes one carrot from the middle of the row with her fork,

makes a great show of putting it into her mouth, chewing it twenty times.

“Or we could go just the two of us; I wouldn’t mind that either. But you

decide, Mum; I don’t mind.”

Another single round of carrot disappears – when Ani looks down at her

own plate, she sees she’s started to make the same orange line of vegetables

through its middle. She mixes the mashed potato across it, destroying the

symmetry.

“Let’s think about it tomorrow,” she says at last, “and concentrate on dinner

now.” Pushing the problem out of the way.

It was never a struggle to make conversation when there were three of

them. It was never a struggle to fill the space. Ani chews at the mashed

potato: she’s never thought such a thing before about dinnertime, about any

time with her daughter.

And what did Mac’s voice sound like?

Washing the dishes later while Isabel dries, Ani stares through their

reflection in the kitchen window and into the darkness beyond. “Do you still

hear him?” she asks at last, as her daughter stacks the plates. “Do you still

hear your dad say things sometimes?”

Isabel aligns the stack carefully. “Sometimes I think I do,” she says at last.

“But there are lots of things I know I don’t remember now, so I don’t know if
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the things I think I can still remember are real or not. I think I remember

him wishing me happy birthday that last time. But maybe I just remember

the day and maybe it’s someone else’s voice. I think he sounds like my

teacher at school, and I never thought that before. If people’s fathers have to

die, someone should make a camera for their voices.”

Her hands warm in the soapy water, Ani laughs. “Something like that. I

thought your kaleidoscope might have caught a piece of him for us – I

haven’t checked for a while, but I know he wasn’t there back at the

beginning.”

“I guess that’s because he was down under the water, and maybe the line up

from his bathysphere was never very good.”

“You still think he’s there?”

Isabel shrugs. “It’s better than thinking about the nothing of ashes,” she says

– too pragmatic, Ani thinks, for anyone who’s barely eleven.

She squeezes the dishcloth and hangs it on the front of the stove, as she’s

done every night since she lived in this house. She likes the predictability of

it, that she can trust that the wet things will dry, always, and in a certain

amount of time, that she can trust that process, that progression.

“Anyway,” she says at last, “there’s your birthday for us to celebrate first of

all – I’m looking forward to our bushwalk and our picnic lunch with pasties.”

She stokes the fire, smiling at its flames. “I’m still anxious about keeping the

meat end separate from the jam, but Mrs May assures me it’s all in the

pastry.”

Her homework spread out again on the red laminate table, Isabel props her

hand on her chin, her pencil poised. “Where do you want to go for your
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birthday, Mum? You haven’t said anything yet, about your excursion, or your

dinner, or your heart’s desire?”

The house creaks a little as the wind rattles its gutters and eaves. Ani

reaches for the tea canister, the pot, wondering how to answer.

“For my excursion,” she says at the end of a long breath, “I’d like to take the

train into Wollongong and look at the shop windows and have a milkshake,

like we used to.” The ritual never again attempted after that last aborted

attempt. “For my dinner, I’d like you to cook me blancmange, with the peach

leaf, like they taught you at school. That was beautiful, Bella, the night I came

home and found that little dish waiting for me.” She takes another long, slow

breath. “And for my present,” she says, quietly, “my present …” Her fingers

turn the coral brooch her daughter gave her at Christmas; she wears it

almost every day, like a talisman. “I don’t think there’s anything I need, my

love.”

Isabel contemplates her mother a while, sucking at the end of her pencil. “I

think I found the thing Dad was making you last year,” she says at last. “The

thing he’d always wanted to make – I think I found it, under the house. I

didn’t know what to do about it, whether to tell you.” And she’s out of her

seat now and through the back door before Ani can say a word.

The house creaks and settles again, the wind puffing a little smoke back

down the chimney. Ani swirls the tea in its pot, wondering what her

daughter is about to bring into the room.

A scrape across the doorstep and Isabel appears, walking backwards and

dragging something across the newly washed linoleum. Ani frowns – at the

shape, rather than the mark its movement is making – and tilts her head. It’s

the frame of a box, with brackets, shelves fitted to some of them, and it’s

fixed on a round base, like a plinth, so that it can spin and turn.
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“It was under the house, behind a trunk full of clothes – I found it when I was

putting away those shoes of Dad’s you wanted to keep.” Isabel rocks it from

one side to the other. “I’ve never seen it before, and there are tools down

there as well. I thought it must be … whatever it was he was making.”

“A bookcase, it’s a revolving bookcase – a spinner, they call them, although

my dad used to call them biblioteques,” says Ani, stroking the smooth,

dense-coloured wood. There’s a delicate calligraphy of whorls and patterns

in its markings; she wonders what sort of tree it might have come from. “I

didn’t know your dad was such a handyman. It took him two years to put up

a shelf in the kitchen when we came here.” She traces her finger along the

wood’s lines: it’s like a fingerprint, or a piece of marbled paper. “Maybe the

book was meant to go on the bookshelf,” she says then. “A set, maybe, to

start a new library.” She laughs. “Which is funny, isn’t it, because a new

library is exactly what I got for that birthday, in a roundabout way.”

“What book?” Isabel parks the cabinet by the end of the kitchen table. “Did

you find another present?”

Fetching the book from beside her bed, Ani passes it to her daughter without

a word, watching carefully as Isabel takes it and lets its spine rest on her

hand – the book opens automatically to the angel in the lost world.

“He always wanted to write a poem, your dad,” she says at last. “I didn’t find

the book for months after he’d died. But I’ve been reading it at the end of

every day. And it seemed” – she hesitates – “it seemed a private kind of

thing.” She laughs at Isabel’s anxious blush, at her hurried closing of the

page: “nothing like that, Bella. Read it, it’s lovely. I’m not sure why I didn’t

tell you. I found it on the mantelpiece on Anzac Day – remember, the night

we went for a swim with the phosphorescence? Like you said, like you said

about the green, it must have been there all the time.” She shrugs. “Perhaps
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he slipped it in while he was working on this.” And she lifts the spinning

shelves up onto the kitchen table, closer to the light that makes their wood

glow.

“Lucky we didn’t give you the spinner, though,” says Isabel, concentrating on

the poem again. “The piece of wrapping paper I’d painted would never have

been big enough.” Her fingers follow the lines down the page, tapping the

rhythm of the final words:

To look at her is to feel the warmth on your face

like a campfire on the beach.

To look at her is to see a glow in the dark

like a lone candle in an empty cathedral.

She looks like an angel in a lost world.

From the other side of the table, Ani scans the poem upside down – not that

she needs to look at it; she knows it by heart, reading it twice, three times a

night, every night, before she turns out the light. Some nights, it conjures an

angel for her to watch as she waits to sleep. Some nights, it’s herself she

sees, dressed in white and her hair pale in the spotlit glow. But it’s never

Mac, no matter what she does, or thinks, or hopes. Whether he’s asleep in

that high room she imagines for him, or down fathoms with the stargazers of

Isabel’s imagination, his poem is all there is of him now at the end of her day.

“It is how you look, Mum,” says Bella at last, spinning the book around to

face Ani again. “At Christmas, in that nice pale dress, with your hair up, and

the white ribbon through it. You looked just like the poem – remember? Mrs

May took a photograph.”
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Ani laughs, closing the book and patting its red leather cover. “Maybe that’s

why I only found it in April,” she says. “Maybe your dad only wrote it after

he looked down – or up – and saw us getting through Christmas without

him.”

And as Isabel pulls her homework across the table towards her again, she

laughs too. “That would make sense, wouldn’t it – and it’d make sense of it

not really looking like his handwriting. I do remember that, even if I lose his

voice sometimes. I try to make my letters as close to his as I can.” She holds

up her schoolbook for her mother’s approval. “I think the f’s are pretty close,

and the g’s. But I can never get that kink in the top of the s’s, and you need

the letter S for lots of words, you know.” She blushes. “Like Isabel, and

authoress.”

Ani smiles. What else would her daughter want to do, growing up in a world

of books and stories? “An authoress,” she strokes her daughter’s hair.

“That’s a lovely word, Bell, and a lovely idea.” And she watches a raspberry

blush flush Isabel’s face to her hair.

“I mean,” says Isabel, “it’s just a daydream, just an idea. I wouldn’t really

know what to do.”

Ani pushes a blank sheet of paper towards her, uncaps a biro for her too. “I

think the way you start is that you just start,” she says, straightening the

rectangle of whiteness. “Or you could ask Mr McKinnon. I don’t know the

difference between writing poems and writing stories, but they must all

start somehow. And I’m sure he’d be happy to know that someone else

wanted to make new sets of words around here.” The image of the two of

them, sitting with their pencils, the air around them thick with sentences

never thought of before – she likes the idea, she realises, and that thought

makes her own face bright.
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Turning sharply, she knocks the teapot, gasping as the hot liquid scalds her

hand and floods onto her daughter’s books. “Oh Bella, Bella, the mess I’ve

made –” which is more about the thought of her daughter and the poet than

the sudden puddle of staining tea.

“It’s all right, Mum,” Isabel has the books tilted high in the air, tipping the

liquid down into her saucer. “It doesn’t matter; I can fix it later.”

“I’m sorry, love; I got distracted – ” she tries for a joke “ – thinking of the day

I’d have your books to shelve in my library.” And Isabel blushes again.

“Let’s not talk about it,” she says softly. “Let’s not even pretend it might be

real.”

She was never a very childish child, thinks Ani, and whatever else Mac’s death

has done, it’s pushed the last of that out of her. Or perhaps that was me, the

way I was – the way I am. She digs her fingernails into the soft skin of her

arms: I should have done better with this; that’s all I should have done.

But instead she wipes at the puddle with her dishcloth, patting the table dry

before she lets Isabel rearrange her books. And then she sits, very still, and

very quiet, and watches her daughter’s busyness, watches her hand fly

across the pages, filling their lines, watches her stop and pause, thinking of a

word, working at a sum, before the writing starts again.

If she thinks of Mac writing, he’s signing the register on the day they were

married; she can still see the way his hand moved to shape of his own name

on its page. It was a looping, gentle gesture, like a caress. She’d never seen

anyone write anything that way before. But it’s there in Isabel’s writing; it’s

there in the way she does even this ordinary set of homework.
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As her mind settles into her wedding day, she looks at her daughter without

seeing her, a fond, middle-distance stare as she reaches out and tucks a

strand of Isabel’s hair behind her ear. Her fingers touch something unusual

and she leans forward, back in the room, back with her little girl, worrying at

whatever it is as she focuses, frowning. She frees the thing and holds it

carefully between two fingers – a bit of a dandelion’s puffball; the kind you

might blow on to make a wish.

Ani smiles, holds the thing carefully between the very tips of her fingers,

opens the kitchen window and blows it gently into the night.

“There,” she says softly, tucking Isabel’s hair back again. “There. That’s

better.”
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36

Rounding the street, Mac looked up and saw the tail of a shooting star –

extraordinary – stopping dead still, as Ani would, and making a wish. He

slung his bag over his shoulder and took a deep breath of the crisp night air.

He loved these nocturnal starts, loved walking through the village streets as

everyone else lay inside, warm and sleeping – it was like being able to walk

through their dreams. Occasionally he’d hear a dog bark, or a baby cry;

occasionally a light would come on as he passed by, and he wondered if it

was the light rhythm of his footfall that its inhabitant had heard.

Tread softly, he thinks now as he passes along a street of darkened windows,

because you tread on my dreams. That’s Yeats, that is, whose doctor ended up

here – Mac laughed. D. H. Lawrence and the doctor who treated Yeats – you

couldn’t get better than that. His steps lengthened, crunching the gravel as

he runs through Yeats’ poem:

Had I the heavens’ embroidered cloths,

Enwrought with the golden and silver light,

The blue and the dim and the dark cloths

Of night and light and half-light,

I would spread the cloths under your feet

But I, being poor, have only my dreams;

I have spread my dreams beneath your feet;

Tread softly because you tread on my dreams …

Then came another crunch, and another, out of time, and Mac peered into

the darkness to see who was coming: that young doctor – Draper, his name

was – and Iris McKinnon’s brother, Roy.
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“Good evening to you gentlemen – or is it good morning, I’m never sure at

this time.” He enjoyed their start; Roy McKinnon almost jumped. “And where

might you be bound, at such an hour?” As if he had the perfect right to

interrogate anyone he encountered on his way.

“Good morning to you.” It was the doctor who spoke. “A fine morning for a

walk. A fine morning to feel the air around you, to be getting away.” His

voice was tight, his face flushed – Mac wondered if the two of them had been

up somewhere drinking.

Roy McKinnon patted his friend’s arm, and then held out his hand to shake

Mac’s. “Don’t mind Frank,” he said. “We’ve just been listening to the latest

news from Spain – some terrible bombing raid – they’re saying there might

be thousands dead, and thousands of children orphaned too.” He shook his

head. “It’s no news to greet a man with, on a fine night like this; I’m sorry.”

“A marketplace, man, they bombed a marketplace – are they safe in their

beds,” the doctor grabbed at Mac’s arm, clutching it tight, “the people you

love? Do you have a wife? Or children?”

Mac peeled the man’s fingers away, let his own hand rest on the doctor’s

shoulder. The flush, the tight breathing: he was just like Ani when she’d tried

to take in too much of the world’s news. “I’ve been following the stories,

doctor. It doesn’t bode well for the world, not at all.” And he watched how

the doctor’s hands shook as he took a cigarette from the packet in his

pocket, how the flame of the match quivered in the darkness.

Silence then, and then a long breath out of smoke. The doctor held the

packet out to Mac, to Roy McKinnon, shaking his own head as each of them

refused. “And what can you do, mate, what can you do?”
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Mac tipped his head back, looking up at the stars, the wisps of cloud that

obscured slices of constellation here and there. There was the Southern

Cross; there was the Milky Way running up from the south towards the high

dark line the mountain made to the west. “My wife is at home, asleep, yes,

and we’re not yet lucky enough to have a child of our own.” He shrugged.

“That world is a long way away, and I hope if it comes close, I can keep my

wife safe from it – and any children of ours too.”

“As every father in Europe has thought before you.” The end of the doctor’s

cigarette flared bright as he inhaled; Mac watched as its colour flickered.

“Every father everywhere, I suppose.” He threw the cigarette down on the

ground, stamping at it impatiently. “I want a train that goes far enough and

fast enough to take me away from stories like this – and I know that there’ll

only be more and more of them to come. A pessimist, my friend here calls

me a pessimist. But I’m a doctor, a man of rationality and investigation. And

I say this is what we men do best – we fight, we kill, and we use our best

imagination to find newer ways of doing it.”

“Come away Frank,” said Roy McKinnon. “We’re keeping this man from his

business – come away.”

But they stood there, the three of them, fixed like the points of some

perpetual triangle. An owl called, and another answered, and in the next lull

Mac heard the turn of the waves, sneaking along streets in which they

usually kept their silence. “The oceans and the skies,” he said, “and the

sunlight coming up with each new day. That’s all there is, I think. That’s all

there is beyond the news and the wars and the dying and the loss. And it’s

not a bad sort of insurance.”

The doctor laughed then, and clapped Mac’s shoulder hard. “And I thought

Roy here was the poet – didn’t know this place had managed to inspire two

of you.” He pulled his coat around him, did up another of its buttons. “All
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right then, let’s get on. I could use a drink to settle me down – a dram of

whisky,” he tried to mimic Mac’s accent, and laughed again. “You’ll go

though, won’t you, if there’s some mad call to fight from Britain, from your

king?”

And Mac, without thinking, found he was shaking his head. “No,” he said

slowly. “I’ve never thought of it before, but no. It’s not my war, not my world.

I’d stay here, you’re right. I’d stay here and keep my wife safe, and my

children.” He could feel his shoulders straightening with resolve.

“White feathers this time? I wonder if people will do that again.” Dr Draper

smiled. “I’m with you. It’s not to do with us and ours, you’re right. But I’ve a

sense we’ll all be pulled into it, with some nasty inexorability.” He fumbled

his hands in his coat pocket, drew out his cigarettes, and then put them

away again with a sigh. “So when you do go, sir, as we all will, you make sure

you leave someone here to take care of your family. That’s a better

insurance than your waves and your stars.”

Hitching his bag higher onto his shoulder, Mac tipped his hat in some sort of

salute. “Perhaps I’ll see you gents for that whisky some time – I shoot

billiards now and then, if a run gets in early. We can unravel the ways of the

world some more. You can tell me your plans for this war you say is

coming.”

Roy McKinnon coughed, drawing his coat around him. “I suppose we’ll all

end up in it, no matter what we think. Frank here will stop doctoring. And I’ll

stop trying to write. And maybe someone else will see your trains through

the stops of their timetables.” He pointed at the guard’s lamp that swung

from Mac’s bag. “Hang on to your happiness if you can. We should none of us

let themmake us change what we do in the world.”
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Mac watched Roy’s mouth as it spoke its words. So this man was the one

who spoke of becoming poet: he wanted to ask him how it felt, what he did –

and if there was ever a time to ask, it was probably now, in this surreal

nocturnal conversation. I’ve always wondered … I was wondering if I might

ask you … he practised the phrases in his mind.

From further along the road, he heard the sounds of an engine coming up to

steam – he could hear clanking and grating and puffed exhalations, and he

knew how every particular sound was being made. That was where he

belonged; he was a railway man, not a poet who could stand dissecting the

world under the canopy of a starry night sky. The engine bellowed again,

and Mac stepped back a little more.

“An odd pleasure, to find you on my way to work – an odd pleasure to talk of

this much in so short a time, and just here on the road I happened to be

walking along. All the best to you both,” but he nodded to the doctor. “You

should meet my wife, Doctor. I think you and she could terrify each other

with the ways you both take on the world.” He tilted his hat again, and

headed towards the shunting yards, leaving Roy McKinnon and Frank

Draper to head home to their whisky and their beds.

And as he walked in and out of the puddles of streetlight, he thought about

Ani, perhaps still awake, and waiting to hear his train. If she could see him

now, as she waited to sleep again, she would see him walking fast, and light,

and strangely exhilarated. If she could see him now, as the night crept

towards the sunrise, she would see him fly along to the yards and up into the

guards’ van, his light bright with its beacon of red, its beacon of green.

Maybe a bairn next year, he thought, swinging himself up into his carriage.

Or mebbe a war.Who, apart from old Scotch women who were touched by

second sight, could ever know what would happen next in a story?
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A nice couple of chaps; he was glad to have met them – not that there’d been

any proper introduction; he wished suddenly that he’d told them his name.

But then it was such an odd meeting – he almost wondered if he’d dreamt it,

if they’d both walk right past him if they met again somewhere in the village

streets in the brightness of a day.

Who knew which characters ended up in whose story – another question for

that Scotch second sight, thought Mac. And as he jumped down to wait for

the signal from his driver, another engine came surging along the tracks

from the other direction, leaving Mac to leap clear, and fast, out of its path.

His heart beating, he climbed up into his box again, and sat, his breathing

rapid. You’re all right, you’re all right: he pressed his finger against his pulse,

could feel his blood racing through his wrist. You always check, mon, you

always check.

He closed his eyes, and slowed his breathing. Suppose there were so many

accidents you didn’t have in a day, a week. Suppose there were near misses,

close calls, some of which you didn’t even notice. One of them would find

you sooner or later.

He took Ani’s packet of sandwiches out of his bag, unwrapping the carefully

folded paper. Egg. And two slices of ham with a slice of tomato carefully

between the two to try to stop it soaking the bread soggy. She made them

with love, she said. On a morning like this, he could almost taste it.

Yes, he would spread the universe beneath her feet, if it were his to spread –

the thousands of stars, the stretch of the sky, and the vast deep of every

ocean it held and everything in them. And one day he would write her a

poem. He would write her a poem about this place, its colours, its sounds, its

shapes. The mountain, the water, the sky, and this nest of a village held safe
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by all three. He wondered about his first line – but nothing came except the

signal from the driver that the train was ready to go.

Mac finished his sandwich, flicked his light around to green, and lent out of

the window to taste the steamy air of the train as it pushed north.

Out along the horizon, a smudge of red cut through the darkness, a bright

and glowing start to the next day. He thought of the doctor and the poet, the

horror they had carried with them. He tried to imagine the sounds of war –

of bombs, of burning, of loss, of dying – and shook his head at it. The world

couldn’t come to this.

But the sun on the water reflected the stories of the doctor, of the poet: the

sun on the water that morning looked like blood smeared on steel.
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37

When he opens his eyes, the room quivers with a sharp green light. He

blinks and blinks again. After the first blink, the green light fades down to

darkness; after the second, he realises he’s in Iris’s spareroom, in Iris’s

house.

He blinks again. That green light: it must have leached out of his dream. His

terrible dream. The guard’s light green; the train coming on; and Roy himself

riding fast towards the engine, trying to beat it, trying to best it, trying to fly

across the tracks. He’s dreamed this dream every night, every night for the

three, four, five months since the accident. He reaches for a glass of water,

coughing as he takes too big a mouthful. From the hallway outside, he hears

a clock’s chime – just once – and he lies still a moment, wondering which

half hour in marks, before he lets himself look at the glowing pale green

numbers on his watch.

Half-past three. The cold, quiet time. The left side of his body feels

pummelled and bruised as if it had been buffeted by something like the force

of a train.

Easing himself out of bed, Roy finishes the glass of water and gazes at the

street. Half-past three; he’s slept a scant three hours, but it’s the longest

stretch of sleep he’s managed yet. And he’s exhausted by the dream, the

night, the waking.

He creeps through the dark house, out to the kitchen, refilling the glass and

draining it again and again. I am forty years old, he thinks. I may live another

forty years of this. The idea is somehow untenable.
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Back in his room, he feels around for clothes, boots, his coat and hat, in the

darkness. His thumbs brush against his legs as he pulls on his trousers; his

palms brush against his body as he pulls on his shirt. And in each touch, he

feels papery skin against papery skin, as if the warmth, the blood, had

already evaporated from his body.

Navigating the desk for his notebook, his pen, his hand finds the rectangle of

the magazine arrived with the previous day’s post – his poem, his Angel, so

distinct and incontrovertible in its regular type. He should take it up to Ani

now, he thinks, leave it in her mailbox for her to find in the morning. She’s

never mentioned the little book he left for her – perhaps she never found it.

So that wasn’t meant to be. Flicking through the pages of the magazine, he

shakes his head. Later; he’ll take it to her later. And he sets it down again,

patting the words lightly, wondering what she might think of it, wondering

whether she’ll mind.

He slips through the front door and across the road, tracing the waterline as

he heads south along the sand and over the rocks. Must be close to four now;

a single light from a ship pulses briefly on the line of the horizon, and he

watches it a while, trying to remember the dots and dashes of Morse code.

Perhaps it’s a message for him, he thinks, trying to count a pattern of dots

and dashes until he rubs his eyes and the light transforms into a regular

pulse of flashes.

What are you thinking, mate? Why are you here?

He crouches down on the rocks, tucking himself away from the onshore

wind, and watches as the light disappears. As if there was a message; as if

there was a sign. He rubs his eyes and sits a little longer. Some nights, he’s

fallen asleep down here, waking up with the gulls as the dawn rolls around.

That bloke who gave his address as Thirroul Beach when he joined up for

the war; maybe this was his very spot. Maybe this was the place that he
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thought of as home. Guess he didn’t get back, Roy thinks out of nowhere, or

I’d’ve run into him by now. He only realises he’s crying when the tears

penetrate his trousers’ heavy fabric. He should build a cairn, he thinks then,

and starts immediately, taking up the curved flutes of purple barnacle shells

and the smooth grey of tiny pebbles from the ground around him.

This do in remembrance of me.

Something moves along the sand, and he turns to see a fisherman casting

out beyond the breakers. Roy balances the last two pebbles on the top of the

mound and gives it a salute. There you are, mate, he thinks, home at last. But

before he turns to make his way along the beach, he crouches down again

and scoops up handfuls of the stones, stuffing them into his pockets like

candy or coins.

“Much biting?” he calls to the fisherman as he nears him, his fingers working

at the smooth round pebbles.

“Bit of bream, bit of tailor,” the man replies, indicating a bucket with his foot.

“Where’s your gear, mate?”

“Couldn’t sleep,” Roy calls, “just came out to stop myself staring at the

ceiling.” He loves these nocturnal meetings, their accidental connections and

random conversations. He crouches again as the man’s line tensions with a

bite. “And another?”

“Bit of power in him,” the angler agrees, reeling in the line and flicking the

next fish into his bucket. “Take one if you like; I’ve enough here to keep the

wife busy a while.”

But Roy shakes his head. “Thanks though, I’ve got some walking to do before

I head in,” tipping his hat to the fisherman, falling back into his stride. Ahead
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of him, the old jetty’s pylons stand like a luminous avenue of trees, and as he

nears their trunks, he picks up speed, remembering his climb, his salty jump,

when he first came home.

All right, he thinks, come on – springing along the sand as fast as he can. Do

your St Simeon again. Thirty-nine years St Simeon stayed up his pillar –my

whole life again, more or less. An unconscionable time.

From the top, he counts the rhythm of the breakers, timing his breathing

with their ebb and flow. Beyond their surge, something pale shimmers

against the water, like a a tiny iceberg, he thinks, although he knows that’s

as daft an analogy as looking for Morse messages from a passing ship. He

squints, blinks, and squints again. It’s a bloody albatross, and he wishes he

was still standing with the fisherman, to have someone with whom he might

share the sighting.

“Hey,” he calls back towards the fisherman, pointing to the bird. “Hey look.”

But the fellow is too far away.

He watches as the albatross rises and falls on the ocean’s tiny crests,

wonders where it’s flown from, or flying to, to be resting here, off the south

coast of New South Wales. The distances it might have traveled; the

expanses it might have seen. It would be something, he thinks, to be able to

glide around and around and around the world, so rarely stationary, so

rarely stuck on land. That’d be the life, he thinks, and wonders if he’s inching

towards deciding to move on again. Whatever respite he had from coming

here, from stopping a while – he shivers in the cold air, and his torso keeps

shaking, impossible to still.

She never said a thing about the poem – then again, mate, you never even

asked. Perhaps it’s still tucked, unseen, among the spines of her other books;
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perhaps she’ll smile when she reads it in the magazine and knows, at last,

it’s for her.

Of course, to keep moving would be to move away from the idea of Ani

Lachlan – but she’s only an idea, you yellow-belly, he thinks, rubbing at his

arms to try to stop their trembling. In no part of his imagination can he see

himself approaching her, declaring himself. Damn it, man, you never even

managed to ask her to take a day trip to the mountains. Cross-legged up the

pillar, he takes the tiny stones from his pockets one by one, flicking them

down into the water below. She loves me; she loves me not; she loves me; she

loves me not. It’s a mug’s game of desire.

He pulls the last stone from his pocket, a perfectly fluted purple cone, and

studies it a while in the dim light. Out on the water, the albatross bobs gently

and Roy remembers how once, on one of the worst days of his war, he’d

happened to look up from his gun’s sights at precisely the right instant to

see a huge white ball of floss – feathers, he supposed, or some other sort of

fluff – soft and gentle and floating down into the mud. The impossibility of

its purity, its fragility, its perfection. Now, with the purple shell balanced like

a coronet on the plinth of his fingers, he pushes himself up carefully to

stands on the pylon’s top, holding the barnacle high and flicking it higher

again into the darkness. And as the little thing soars and tumbles through its

arc, he sees its edges catch the light here and there, watching it rise all the

way up all the way and all the way down into the wide, dark ocean. He can

see the albatross out there too, waiting just beyond the upright of the jetty’s

deepest stanchion.

The next pylon, he reckons, is six feet or so away, and so on by six-feet gaps

out into the water. He’d be tall enough, lithe enough surely, to spring out

along this causeway – he balances, carefully, his arms out like a crucifix. And

then he starts to run, out towards the horizon.
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That phrase Frank had remembered – a solid man; I was a solid man. Roy

laughs as he feels himself gain speed. There’s nothing solid about me now. In

the water ahead of him, he sees a dark shadow like a right angle, and he

remembers his hunt for the signs of hidden letters, remembers walking

through the village as it slept, calling out rich words.

“L,” he shouts, for the fun of it. “Levity, luminous, lampyridine, luteous.”

Leap.

On and on, faster and faster, his feet as light as Fred Astaire’s. In the end, he

couldn’t have said if he jumped or fell. In the end, the fisherman said, it

looked like he was flying.
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On the last day of his life, Mackenzie Lachlan kissed his wife at the top of the

steps, waved back to her from the corner of the street, and kept going

without another thought. He walked most of the way to the railway with his

daughter, telling her nothing stories about a tree here, a cloud there, the

routes and runs his day would take. “And then your milkshake at the end,

love, what’ll you have, chocolate malted?” Her favourite; her automatic

choice.

He did not hug her harder than usual when they parted. He did not kiss her

one extra time, or call some message after her. He did not stand and watch

her go, did not think about her future or her past. He simply hitched his bag

onto his shoulder, and walked down to the yards.

“Morning Mac,” his driver called. “A great day.” And it was. It was. The sun

was high and bright, the sky cerulean, and he knew the ocean would be

glittering when the train reached Scarborough, Clifton, Coalcliff.

“Great day,” he agreed, checking his lamp, swinging up into the van.

“Thought of you this morning when I was coming in,” the driver called then.

“In fact I almost came by and fetched you – they were out there again, a

whole line of albatross as far as you could see. Reckon they stretched for a

good three or four miles, just bobbing along on the water. A grand sight,

Mac, magnificent.”

And Mac laughed; let Ani have her phosphorescence. Let Isabel have her

dolphins. What Mac wanted, more than anything else, was an albatross out

on the ocean, or turning and gliding in flight.
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“Reckon they’ll be there when we get up the line?” he called and the driver

shrugged. “Third time lucky, maybe.” It was getting to be a joke between

them – the birds coming, and settling, and Mac never quite in the right place

at the right time to see them.

“Well, let’s get on then, and fetch me next time, will you?” Mac called. “I’d get

away early for that any day.”

A harbinger of good fortune; a bright omen at sea. Let’s face it, he thought, a

man should take all the luck he can come by.

So that later, when it happened, he remembered this, the omen of the bird.

He remembered his wife – her hair shining in the rising sun, the first time he

saw her; her eyes closed and dreaming on the night of their wedding. He

remembered her dancing through pools of light at the end of the war, and

twirling on the ice, around and around, for her birthday. He remembered

laughing. He remembered reading. He remembered that he’d wanted to

write her a poem – something about an angel. He remembered running for a

football, running with his daughter, and then he thought he was running

along the uneven surface of a railway line’s ballast. Running from this,

whatever this was. Running from every accident he’d dodged and missed on

every other day of his life. Running along the silver line of railway track that

etched itself between the ocean here on one hand, the scarp high on the

other.

Running through this place.

He remembered all this in the blink of an eye. That was all there was. That

was all he saw.

After that, there was nothing but light.
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On the first day of her first holiday, Ani is on the beach before the sunrise,

watching its colours come up through gentle purples and silvers, and then a

wide clear sky of perfect pale blue. She walks south along the sand, following

the line of tide so that her feet are brushed with the thinnest edge of that

water’s foam as each wave flows and ebbs. The ocean’s still cold, although

the year is almost into summer, and she loves the slight shock of each ripple

against her skin, the way her footprints erase with each flowing wave.

Looking up from her feet a moment, she sees an albatross rise from the

ocean – the power of it, and the majesty. The one bird Mac had always

wanted to see on the coast. The one sight he’d always somehowmissed.

She stands facing its brightness: she loves the moment when the sun

appears, loves the feel of earth’s ball rolling forward, rolling on, turning

itself in space.

Coming out of the grocer’s the day before, Ani had met Mrs Padman, one of

the ladies from the church, and they’d stopped and talked a while, of this,

and that, a new baby born two streets down, and someone’s mother taken

ill. There was a new roster being drawn up for the church’s flowers, Mrs

Padman said, and she hoped she might be able to include Ani’s name on it

again – no mention of why Ani had stopped doing this, of how long it had

been, of whether Ani was ready to return. And Ani had smiled and nodded

and said there were so many flowers in her garden at the moment – it

seemed a shame that only she and Isabel were enjoying them.

Walking home, with her flour and her sugar, a little bag of sweets for her

daughter, and her half a pound of tea, she realised it was the first meeting

she’d had in the village streets where the weight of Mac, and what had

happened, hadn’t hung over the moment – where his story hadn’t been there
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in the conversation, said or unsaid. Where she hadn’t been spotlit by its

circumstance, raised up somehow, like someone famous – or infamous.

Now, feeling the first warmth of the sun, she feels light, and smiles. She

thinks: how dare you die. But the force has gone out of the phrase, and the

words lie across the top of her imagination, thought, registered, but

powerless beyond that.

Heading south along the beach, she scans the empty sand and then, before

she can change her mind, runs forward and springs into a cartwheel.

Another and another and another, although the last leaves her tumbled on

the soft sand, gritty and laughing. She looks around again, not for any

unwanted witnesses, but for wanted ones – Roy McKinnon is down here

most mornings, and it’s always lovely to talk with him about the world. Even

Frank Draper might have laughed at the silliness of it, if he’d been there.

There’s some kind of busyness a way away, at the foot of the headland

beyond the jetty; Ani squints across the distance and turns back for home,

too far away to pick either the doctor or the poet amongst the fray.

Who’d have thought, she wonders, what those two would be in my year?

Almost twelve months ago, they were newcomers in her world, slightly

awkward at her Christmas lunch. This year, there was no question that

they’d eat anywhere else.

Walking on, Ani’s foot scuffs something hard beneath the sand, and she leans

down to work free a strange white bone, curled and twisted, turning it one

way and then another until she realises what it is – teeth! a little set of jaws!

– and throws it away from herself, far out and into the ocean. Her hands rub

furiously against her trousers, trying to erase the texture of the skeletal

bone. There’s a horrid taste in her mouth too, and she bends forward,

spitting and spitting to try to clear whatever it is.
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Teeth; jaws: she can’t begin to imagine what kind of creature they came

from – an animal? A fish? Some strange, snapping reptilian? She shivers,

wringing her hands in the sharp, salty water. That’s why she hates Isabel’s

idea of Mac stuck under the water. There are too many things that can bite

down there – bite him, tear at his body, and sever that lifeline that runs

between them. Even the pretty-sounding stargazer sports a horrible

mouthful of teeth.

She washes her hands once more, rubbing them dry in the pockets of her

cardigan. Her lightness has evaporated with the morning’s haze: she’s Ani

Lachlan again, a widow, young and alone. She should go home to make her

daughter her breakfast.

Climbing the cliff near the writer’s house, she pauses, staring in at its deep,

shaded veranda. If he hadn’t happened on this village, if he hadn’t happened

on this house, what story would he have invented in those four months of

the 1920s – and would it have had anything to do with her life?

A curtain flicks open at one of the house’s windows and Ani turns hurriedly,

shading her eyes as if she’d been looking out to sea. A man comes onto the

veranda, and she thinks, for an instant, that it’s Lawrence himself, come back

to life and wondering what other story what might have happened for him

in this place in the space after his novel’s last page.

A seagull shrieks, startling Ani as she comes on up the stairs. The man leans

out from the veranda towards the vastness of the sea, and Ani waves as she

passes.

“A beautiful morning – you’ve got some view.”

The man waves back, nodding. “Perfect, isn’t it? Bound to be a perfect day.”
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And Ani takes the last steps at close to a run, her lightness recovered and

flooding back through her limbs.

She runs to the end of the street, around the corner, and back along to her

own gate, bounding over its low fence and up the front stairs two at a time.

She unlocks the front door and steps inside, closing it quietly and standing a

moment in the reflected rose and blue of its two glass panels.

It’s quiet in Isabel’s bedroom, and dark, with the blinds still drawn. Ani rests

her hands on the high frame at the foot of the bed. Isabel is sleeping on her

stomach, as she always has, her head turned slightly, and her hands up on

her pillow.

Eleven years, thinks Ani. I have stood and watched this baby sleep eleven

years. Isabel stirs a little, and Ani creeps away, listening as her daughter

coughs, once, and settles. She opens the French doors onto the front

veranda, letting in the first of the morning’s sun. She’ll make tea; she’ll take

it outside – it’s the first day of her first holiday, and there’s no rush. No rush.

The sun inches across the boards of the veranda’s floor: by the time she boils

the kettle and soaks the leaves, it will be in the perfect spot for her to sit and

gaze out at the ocean.

Which is where she is and what she’s doing when the car turns into the

street and draws up near her gate. When Frank Draper comes into her yard,

and climbs her stairs, his hands held out towards her.

“Anikka,” he says – he’s never used her first name before – “I’m so sorry to

be coming like this on such a gorgeous morning.” And he sits down on the

floor, before she can stand; sits down, cross-legged, facing her.
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She wonders about the dust marking his nice suit. And she wonders, the

question looping like a mantra, what news he can have brought, because

Isabel is safe inside; Isabel is asleep.

As if nothing else mattered in the world.

“I’ve just come from Iris McKinnon’s,” he says at last. “I thought you’d want

to know. There was an accident, and Roy McKinnon …” He ducks his head.

“Roy McKinnon has been drowned.”

Watching him closely, watching the way his mouth twists at the end of the

sentence, the way tears come into his eyes, Ani feels like some part of her is

standing up, tall, and watching herself as well. She’s leaning towards Frank

Draper, patting his hand, saying “there” and “shh” and “it’s all right”, like she

used to say to Isabel when she was tiny. She sees herself doing this; she sees

Frank Draper grab onto her hand and hold it, tight. She sees their heads

close, his dark, and hers bright.

She sees them sit like this as the cicadas begin to sing.

The first man’s hand I’ve held, she thinks from somewhere far away. She has

never imagined it would be his. I don’t know what to think; I don’t know what

to do.

But as she sits and cups the doctor’s hand with hers, she remembers the

minister, the hot sweet sugary drink he made her. And “I’ll get you some

tea,” she says, easing her fingers away. And she makes it hot and strong and

sweet – makes it in the messy cup the minister had found for her, as if that

might be some important part of the ritual.
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He drinks it in four or five scalding mouthfuls, blowing his breath out, and

wiping his hand across his eyes. “I thought you’d want to know,” he says

again, looking at her properly for the first time.

And she nods – of course – and says, “poor Iris: I’ll go down later. I’ll take her

some food.” The commotion on the beach, she thinks suddenly, but doesn’t

want to ask. It feels discourteous somehow, or even cowardly, to have

turned and walked away.

“No,” says the doctor, “I don’t think – no …” He’s holding a large envelope out

towards her; she unwraps its paper and sees a magazine, a slip of paper

marking one page, and Angel – a new poem, by Roy McKinnon.

“I don’t understand,” says Ani slowly, her fingers rubbing at the page. “I

mean, I knew he was writing again – he seemed pleased with what he was

doing – and how awful to be stopped – ” She strokes the paper a while. “Such

a curious title; I wonder how he came by it.”

And then she scans the poems’ lines: She looks like an angel in a lost world.

“I don’t understand,” she says again, her face pale and her fingers unsteady.

“He wrote it after Christmas,” Frank Draper’s voice seems distant, almost

muffled. “I read it then – I told him it was good. He said he would show it to

you. I mean, it was obviously about you.”

“No,” Ani closes the book, shaking her head. “No, my husband wrote this

poem. Mac wrote this poem for my birthday before he died – he left it in a

book for me; I found it on my shelf months later. Mr McKinnon must have

taken it; he must have copied it. Because they can’t both have written the

same poem, can they?”
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There’s a sudden movement in the yard, and Ani and the doctor both turn to

see a kookaburra swoop in, settle, and begin to sing. Through its changing

tones and pitches, Ani holds fast to the magazine and its shockingly familiar

verse while the doctor worries at the skin around his thumbnail.

“He wrote it after Christmas,” he says again at last. “He said he didn’t know

about showing you, but he thought he might leave it somewhere where

you’d find it. I thought he’d probably tuck it into one his library books, see if

you happened on it when you were packing them up. But he must have

brought it up here – maybe one night after the pictures.” He pauses, takes

her hand. “Roy McKinnon wrote it, Ani, you know that. Your husband was a

railway man; he wasn’t a poet.”

Opening the book again, Ani follows the familiar words, a little less familiar,

somehow, set in proper, printed type. “Mac wanted to write a poem,” she

says defensively. “He said he’d always wanted to write a poem, and so I

thought maybe he’d tried. It was beautiful, so beautiful.” She watches single

tear – which must be hers – splash down onto the page, darkening the

colour of its paper. “And it was mine.”

The doctor leans forward, takes her hands again. “It’s still yours, Ani. It’s just

from someone else – that’s all.”

“But I thought it was from Mac – I thought it was from him. What business

does Roy McKinnon have thinking I look like an angel in a white dress and

the sunshine?”

“Well, none, now, does he, but he thought the world of you – you must have

known that.” She can hear the impatience in his voice, as he stands and

raises his empty cup. “My turn to make the tea then?” And he disappears

inside, leaving Ani and this new idea alone in the morning.
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She closes the magazine, flicking through its pages at random. And as she

finds the poem again, and reads it, it’s Roy McKinnon’s voice she hears, not

some far-off trace of Mac’s. Of course it didn’t look like Mac’s writing, she

thinks at last. How could it, when he didn’t write it? Inside, through the open

door, she can see the luminous wood of her little biblioteque – no question

that’s hers; no question he made that. She glances down at the page again

and sees in tiny letters beneath its title, “For A. L.”.

No question, no question at all.

She looks up as Frank comes out with the tea – “no milk or sugar in yours; I

think I remembered it right” – and wraps her hands around the cup’s

warmth as if it were the coldest winter’s day.

“Thank you,” she says – for the tea, for the poem, for whatever. The warmth

burrows deep into her. The kookaburra begins to sing again, and she lets it

finish before she speaks: “And Roy? What happened? Did he see this before

he – before – ”

There are dark smudges on the skin below the doctor’s eyes, and his eyes

are red and rheumy. He leans into Ani’s pause, taking a mouthful of tea and

holding it in his cheeks a while before he swallows and answers. “The

magazine came yesterday, Iris thinks, and Roy went out last night. Hard to

know what happened, except he drowned, fully clothed, with a few pebbles

in his pockets – a fisherman saw him trying to jump across the tops of the

old jetty’s pylons.”

A great blast comes up from one of the railway engines, and Ani jumps,

surprised by its noise. “The first time I saw him,” she says as its sound fades

away. “The first time I saw him, just before Mac died, he was perched on one

of those poles; I always wondered how he’d got down.”
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The doctor sighs, and wipes his eyes. “I was hoping for a happy ending,” he

says at last. “You must have known Ani. Every second gossip in this village

has been talking about it for months. How long you’d wait. And what would

you wear.” He laughs, but the laugh makes a cold and empty sound. “You

know how they are, how they all like to dream.”

Ani picks up her teacup and for a moment is tempted to throw what’s left of

its liquid in his face. Then she moves her hand to throw it past him and away

over the veranda’s rail and onto the garden down below. “The year I’ve had,

Dr Draper, here, with my daughter, making sense of this strange new world.

I’ve lost my husband. I have this job. I wake up in my room, in my house. And

yet everything, everything is different. Meeting Mr McKinnon, even meeting

you; you were new people in my new world. And I appreciated that very

much. I didn’t think about it much more than that. I didn’t know the village

was plotting what might happen next. I’ve just been trying to get us through

the days, just me and Isabel, that’s all.”

And as she says her daughter’s name, Isabel appears, lovely and smiling and

still half-full of dreams.

“Bella,” Ani reaches up to her girl, “you’ve had the loveliest long sleep. Dr

Draper’s been here drinking tea with me. And now, he’s just on his way.”

And she holds on fast to her daughter’s warm hands.

“Ani,” says the doctor, standing now, and fumbling with his hat. “It’s all right

– I only meant – ” And he shrugs, pointing to the magazine. “I’ll leave you

this, then, and I’ll leave you to your morning.”

She feels Isabel crouch down beside her, sees her reach for the journal,

hears her gasp as she starts to read. Overhead, the sun is still climbing; Ani
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stares at its bright disc so long that her eyes smart and begin to stream, and

she reaches for her daughter’s hand, hanging on, holding on.

Somewhere in the world, the sun is always rising. Somewhere in the world,

the day is just getting light.

© Ashley Hay 2012
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PROLOGUE

The train jogged on again – they were there … There were many

tin roofs – but not somany. There were the wide, unmade roads

running so straight as it were to nowhere, with little bungalow

homes half-lost at the side. But they were pleasant little

bungalow homes. Then quite near, inland, rose a great black wall

of mountain, or cliff, or tor, a vast dark tree-covered tor … The

town trailed down from the foot of this mountain towards the

railway, a huddle of grey and red-painted iron roofs. Then over

the railway, towards the sea, it began again in a scattered,

spasmodic fashion, rather forlorn bungalows above the fields,

and more still running down the creek shallows towards the

hollow sea, which lay beyond like a grey mound.

– D. H. Lawrence, Kangaroo1

We bought our son a train set just before he turned two; a tiny thing, just

three carriages and an engine, each made of one cylinder of wood, with the

trucks painted green, yellow, and red, and black for the engine. The round

wooden wheels spin well on each one, fixed with a small metal pin.

At the rear of the engine, and on both ends of the trucks, a magnet has been

glued into place, ready to suck the pieces in towards each other to make a

train that can trundle along the curves and straights of its wooden track.

He loves trains: we stand and watch any that pass beneath us as we cross

the overhead bridge, above us as we move through the underpass, alongside

us as we make our way along pavements and roads. Quick, look up – now,

right now. He makes the noise as they sweep by – chuchuchuchu-

chuchuchuchu-toot-oot – his little voice swallowed by the size, the power of

the real thing rushing on.

1 Lawrence, 1954, p. 89
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But don’t count the carriages, I say to him every so often. Someone told me

once it’s bad luck to count the carriages. And we don’t want bad luck – not

with trains.

His eyes flick at the tiny line of light between each carriage. My son, the

great-grandson of a railway man.

Back at home, he arranges his rolling stock on the floor, fascinated by the

way the pieces pull towards each other when the magnets align: he can hold

one carriage off the floor and make another jump up to meet it. Flying, he

says, swooping the pieces through the air. The noise they make, as the

magnets yield, is a tiny clatter of wood on wood. A smallness so glancing

you’d hardly turn your head.

But the noise was tremendous, the real noise and the force of shunting and

uncoupling, of bringing together and wrenching apart. Which was how you

shunted the carriages on a train, in the 1940s and fifties, on the railways of

New South Wales – no magnets, no lightness, no graceful, adhesive

connection.

As each carriage approached its partner, a railway man stood between the

coupling points to attach them. All the heft of a carriage in motion coming in

towards him as he stood, tucked in between the two buffers, ready to link

the carriages together and make them secure.

This is the story I know. In the middle of the night, in 1951, a train was

shunting on the line that slices the south coast of New South Wales, its guard

standing ready to fasten the chains. Perhaps he lost his footing; perhaps he

looked away, his attention caught by something else, beyond the metal-

striped world of the railway lines. Perhaps the carriage came on faster than

he expected, before he was ready. Perhaps he slipped into one of those
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reveries that slow you to a stop, even as you can see something that’s about

to happen.

The carriage came on and caught him, pressing him between the buffers.

Crushing him. Killing him.

It was the middle of the night, dark and cold. Someone was dispatched to tell

his wife. That knock on the door, in the darkest and coldest time before

morning. The way you jump when you’re roused from your sleep

unexpectedly. The way you jump when you’re roused, urgently, now,

knowing immediately that someone needs to tell you something. The way

your breath has already leapt in your throat; the way your heart has already

bounced as if you went to take a step and found nothing beneath your feet.2

Eyes open, breath catching, feet unsteady as they move towards for the

floor.

But for a moment, just a moment, his wife may have opened her eyes and

thought nothing of the knock, nothing of being roused. Because they had this

system, on the railways in New South Wales, where call boys were sent into

the night to wake the men for their shifts. One boy running between houses

in the darkness, knocking on a door, a window, and waiting for a response

from the man inside – I’m here, I’m ready, I’m coming. For a split second,

before she remembered that her husband was not beside her in bed, had

already gone out in the world, she might have heard the knock and thought

it was just the boy come to call her husband to another shift.

And then she would have opened her eyes, and known that the space beside

her was empty, and thought – who knows what? – as the knock on the door

came again.

2 This definition of grief comes from an unlikely source – Lemony Snicket’s children’s
novel A Series of Unfortunate Events: A Bad Beginning (1999) – but it seems almost
perfect in the sense of physicality and shock it conveys.
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And there was the news. The middle of the night, on May 22, 1951. There’s

been an accident. Your husband is dead.

She was 52 years old, with a son who’d just turned 15. It was the middle of

the night.

His body was cremated the next day – the family’s story always had it that

she hadn’t gone to the funeral, but perhaps, after all, there simply wasn’t

one. Later, though, his ashes were scattered in a cemetery that overlooked

the sea. Later, too, there was an inquest into the incident. And later, still, she

was offered a job as part of the Railways’ compensation for her husband’s

death. On the north-bound platform of the town’s station sat its Railway

Institute, a hall equipped with a piano, a heater, and the rotating volumes of

the Railway Institute Library, sent down from Sydney in special book boxes.

As part of her compensation, she was offered the job of its librarian, and she

worked there, among the books, beside the railway lines, under the thick

blanket of all the noise of the trains, for more than two decades.

Her husband, the railway man, my father’s father, my son’s great-

grandfather.

This is a mostly untold story. We are a small family, so there are few people

who might have had a version of it to share in the first place. Even the year

in which the event took place migrates from telling to telling, like the

wandering longitude of early navigational maps. Sometimes it’s 1947,

sometimes 1952; in actuality – as I discover when I order a copy of the death

certificate – it was May 22, 1951.

Beyond this little story, there were specific moments and consequences that

always fascinated me. I wanted to use them to invent a story beyond the

parameters of what had occurred. I wanted to imagine the particular grief of
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a widow who’d cherished her husband as alive and with her during the

bloody rush of the Second World War. I wanted to imagine the particular

mourning of a single death after all the deaths that had had to be mourned

in that messy seven years. I wanted to think about the idea of a library as a

perfect sanctuary, a place where you could travel to any other world, inhabit

any other character, allow yourself any other story than the one that pinned

you hard to your reality, against the challenge of a library parked so close to

the sound of trains, their rushing movement, their size, and what that might

have meant to the senses, the memories of a woman who had been widowed

by them.

The house my father has lived in for more than forty years sits on the bank

of a hill – on the bank of D. H. Lawrence’s tor, on the south coast of New

South Wales – up from the railway lines. But through a particular

coincidence of curve and topography, the sound of any passing train

manifests more clearly within its rooms than in the houses that sit at the

level of the line. Living down there, the clatter fades into the inevitable

silence of the routine, the predictable, but each time I come home, I hear the

first three or four trains passing as enormously noisy as if their engines

were dragging across the lawn just outside. This is my father’s noise to live

with, in a way, just as it was his mother’s.

There were other things to think about as well. I wanted to think about a

particular place – the seaside village where my grandmother lived and

worked, the seaside village where a famous writer made a famous book, and

the way a reader, and then a librarian, might try to read the place that had

seen that story come into being.

I wanted to think about a particular time, a little further back – the year

1948, obscured by the shadow of the war and when so many enormous

things were still happening in a world that must have thought it was done

with enormities for a while. The newspapers caught the moments: Israel
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came into being. The Nuremberg trials wound on. Apartheid was instituted

in South Africa. Gandhi was assassinated. Countries stepped out from under

British rule – Ceylon, Burma, and the British Mandate of Palestine.

Communism advanced across Eastern Europe, consuming Czechoslovakia,

Hungary – and Mao led his triumphant People’s Liberation Army into

Peking. The Kinsey Report was published. Don Bradman was bowled for a

duck in his last test. And the UN adopted its declaration of universal human

rights.

All of this, in this one sliver of time, makes the year 1948 sound

extraordinary in hindsight. Perhaps it was. But these dates, these spot-lit

moments – “gig-lamped” as Virginia Woolf would call them3 – give no sense

of the temporal depth of life and its living. They give no sense of the stories

that might arc between them, each freighted with different interstices of

coincidence and correspondence. They are, as Walter Benjamin put it in his

1940 Thesis on the Philosophy of History, historical points, later deemed to be

so, and thus to be recited “like the beads of a rosary”. Look instead, he urged,

for “the constellation which [your] era has formed with a definite earlier

one”.4

……

An exegesis in support of a creative work can take many forms. Ultimately,

as Nigel Krauth writes in “The Preface as Exegesis,” “exegetical activity is a

framing device positioned between the world created in the fiction … and

the world the reader inhabits. It is aimed at creating a link between the

creative work, its milieu of production, and the broader field into which it is

projected.”5 In attempting to make manifest the bridges between

imagination on the one hand and some fragments tapped off from the large

3 Woolf, 1925, online at
http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/w/woolf/virginia/w91c/chapter13.html
4 Benjamin, 1992, p. 255
5 Krauth, 2002, online at www.textjournal.com.au
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enterprise of history, this activity can create a kind of retrospective mind

map for a nascent work of fiction.

The following three essays explore some of the reading and research that

fed into the writing of Just Getting Light, this doctorate’s novel, in terms of

the specific geographic place where its action is situated (Thirroul, on the

south coast of New South Wales), the specific piece of historical time in

which it is situated (post-World War II, in 1948), and some of the specifics of

the novel’s plot (the posthumous discovery of a poem). They investigate

particular concerns and decisions. They display some of the material and

moments from which the novel has sprung. And they demonstrate an

interlacing of ideas and incidents through that research which felt oddly

synchronic or even poetic at times.

Ideas of place have often been central in my work, but in setting this novel in

Thirroul, the place where I grew up – the place where D. H. Lawrence wrote

and set Kangaroo – I encountered the double binds of trying to realise

somewhere innately familiar (which can make it harder to write about in a

vivifying way), and trying to realise a novelistic version of a place already so

distinctly pinned in someone else’s story. Lawrence himself is a writer often

examined in terms of his relationship with place, and this fascination of his,

and the creation and narrative of Kangaroo, both enabled and hampered my

own creation of a version of Thirroul. Ultimately the ways in which we

inhabit our places, and how we read our own stories through them, are

concentrated here through the defining elements in Thirroul’s landscape –

the ocean to the east, the escarpment to the west, the sliver of land in

between, etched with its silver railway track like an emphasis or a backbone.

In Transporting the Imaginary, a 2005 doctoral thesis on representations of

railways in Australian literature, Lesley Hawkes explores “how the railway

becomes an expert vehicle for writers to explore how know and experience
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space”.6 Similarly, in Just Getting Light, the railway allows characters a range

of circumstances and experiences, from periods of pause as they are

transported, passive, from A to B, to a magnification of the passing

landscape, to moments of crisis and catharsis, of relief and release. The

railway line anchors the setting, determines the plot, and provides the

impetus for many of the novel’s senses, its sights, its smells, its sounds. It is

an intrinsic part of this part of the world, and seems intrinsic, therefore, to

the characters who live along its tracks.

Where one is has always seemed as central a question to ask as who one is,

and weighing the lives of my characters against as peripatetic a writer as

Lawrence, briefly in the same place, threw up interesting questions about

residence, response and appropriation. In the end, Lawrence himself was

pure transience, although the novel he set between this sea and that

mountain made sure that some version of himself was anchored there

forever, at least in the minds of the people who read the book and cared

about it. They did not necessarily have to care about the place; it’s arguable

whether he did or not. Perhaps he simply used it as a template, as the

anywhere of the setting he needed for his story.

In its consideration of the ocean – as a feature of Thirroul’s landscape, as a

feature of Lawrence’s work, and as a metaphor both within Just Getting Light

and for the processes of its construction – the first essay, “Place”, also

explores stories of the universal and the particular in terms of the ways we

respond to the sea and are inspired by it. Both the novel’s story and this

essay attempt a shuffle between the domestic and the global. Lawrence was

a writer who ended up everywhere, nowhere, and in the particular “here” of

Thirroul – a place he renamed “Mullumbimby”. “To inhabit a place means

literally to have made it a habit,” says the writer and conservationist Paul

Gruchow. “We own places not because we possess the deeds to them, but

6 Hawkes, 2005, p. v
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because they have entered the continuum of our lives.”7 Lawrence may not

have carried Thirroul on into the continuum of his life, but Thirroul could

certainly continue to carry Lawrence, for anyone who knew where to look

for him. In unravelling ideas about places and their names, the first essay

seeks to unravel the book’s place itself.

The second essay, “Poetry”, seeks to illuminate the connections between the

book’s defining emotion – grief – and the inspiration behind one of its most

crucial plot points – a discovered poem. Situating the novel’s story just

beyond the reach of the Second World War not only provides some of its

characters’ memories and raisons d’etre, but also allows its research to

follow the traceable paths of both public and private grief during those

seven years of carnage. Contrasting these against the new genre of grief

prevalent in 21st-century Western-Anglo literary culture – in particular the

recent spate of mourning memoirs – provided a crucial kind of thinking

about the novel’s central character, and a useful dissection of some of the

research into grieving and mourning that contributed to the novel’s shape.

At the heart of grief, however, there resides the unavoidable sense that a

story has been stopped short, and the unavoidable craving for just one more

sentence, one more chapter. As the novelist Mona Simpson put it in her

eulogy for her brother, Steve Jobs, “We all – in the end – die in medias res. In

the middle of a story. Of many stories.”8 From an actual – and accidental –

example (the discovery of an unpublished poem by Federico García Lorca)

through other well-known instances of the posthumous recovery and

publication of words (particularly Ted Hughes’ on Sylvia Plath), the

reactions and motivations of mourning, the craving for just one more one

more message, and the ultimate inadequacy of any that might be found,

intersected in both the structure of Just Getting Light and the research that

inspired it.

7 Gruchow, 1997, p. 36
8 Simpson, 2011, online at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/opinion/mona-simpsons-
eulogy-for-steve-jobs.html?pagewanted=all
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Finally, a meditation on time – the particular time of the novel’s setting in

1948; the strange malleability of time, not only in the hands of an

appropriating novelist but also in the reality of our lives and their seconds;

and the interplay between time and memory. “Without a memory,” writes

Joshua Foer inMoonwalking with Einstein: The Art and Science of

Remembering Everything, one would “[fall] completely out of time.”9

A novel sets up various pre-conditions: the pre-conditions for Just Getting

Light presume that the marriage between Anikka Kalm and Mackenzie

Lachlan is one grounded in respect and desire; that both husband and wife

are avid readers, allowing them a broader world, in a way, than a non-

reader might access before the advent of television or internet; that the

novel’s timeframe occupies a particular post-war space; and that Anikka and

several other characters are all possessed of a certain historical

consciousness. Perhaps this constant awareness of temporal depth, and of

the corners and crevices where grand moments abut mundane situations, is

an automatic attribute for any historically curious writer. In considering the

ways in which it might contribute to a character’s movements through a

narrative, the third essay, “Time”, also explores unknown stories – those we

read, those we write – and the way these become, in a sense, another strand

of memory.

……

The pieces of my son’s train set sit scattered in a puddle of afternoon sun,

their track a closed oval. I pick up the black engine, its wheels spinning on

their metal pins, and as I move it towards me, it brushes the yellow carriage,

scooping it up in its wake so that the two pieces dangle frommy fingers,

swaying above the ground. I pick up the green piece, trying first one end,

then the other, to find the magnets’ attraction – I feel it snap in towards the

9 Foer, 2011, p. 74
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yellow one as the three pieces swing free. Then the red one, held delicately,

is pulled in by the green, and all four pieces hang together, up in the air,

coupled by this irrefutable attraction. Their points of contact seem so frail,

so delicate, but the train holds, its pieces turning this way and that, perhaps

with the breeze, perhaps with the slight tremor of my hand.

This story began with borrowed incident and borrowed consequence, and I

see now the way that so many of the pieces that mark out the rest of its

shape and structure flew in toward those starting points, grabbing and

holding with a force as delicate and strong as magnetism.

I place the carriages in their line on the track, and push them gently, sending

them off on their journey.
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PLACE

Things I Know About Here

Different places on the face of the earth have different vital

effluence, different vibration, different chemical exhalation,

different polarity with different stars: call it what you like. But

the spirit of place is a great reality.

– D. H. Lawrence, The Spirit of Place10

Landscape is the work of the mind. Its scenery is built up as much

from strata of memory as from layers of rock.

– Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory11

Here are some facts about Thirroul. It sits 34˚18’ south of the equator,

150˚55 east of the Greenwich meridian. It sits on the wedge of land that

pushes the first significant space between ocean to the east and mountain to

the west at the northern end of the Illawarra plain. This scarp – part of the

Great Escarpment that runs east of the more famous Great Dividing Range

from Cairns to Gipplsand – was created between 225 and 280 million years

ago, eroding to reach its present height about 30 million years ago – 415m at

Sublime Point, above Thirroul, where it kinks to run a little further west;

almost 100m higher further south at Broker’s Nose; and 803m at its highest

point at Bell’s Hill, further south again.

Along this shoreline, you can find the story of the final stages of postglacial

marine transgression, around 7000 years ago.12 The low cliffs that abut its

sandy beach reveal the only example of the boundary between coal and

sandstone outside the Sydney Basin.13 Around 8,000 years ago, stands of

10 Lawrence, 1923, online at http://xroads.virginia.edu/~hyper/lawrence/dhlch01.htm
11 Schama, 1996, p. 7
12 Jones, Young and Eliot, 1979, p. 255
13 Arditto, 2000, p. 571
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hardwood forests were buried beneath sand as rising sea levels created a

new line of coastal beaches.14 In 1817, Europeans started whaling from

those beaches. In 1819, they began to harvest red cedar, Toona australis,

from its escarpment – the supply was pretty much exhausted within 30

years. The railway came in 1887, the post office in 1888, and the school the

following year. In 1895, coal was found.

In 1914, two Myriothela worms were found under a stone here,

representing a species previously only recorded in Antarctica.15 The first

koalas collected by European science had come from trees just down the

road, more than 100 years before; by 1919, they had all but disappeared. In

the 1920s, this place marked the southern limit of the distribution of a

pennywort imported from South America.16 On one sunny winter’s day in

1954, more than 300 albatross were counted from this shore, floating on a

strip of ocean more than five kilometres long.17

The trees here are grey ironbark, blackbutt, turpentine – trees that usually

do better living higher up, further south – and every spring the escarpment

flares with the scarlet of Brachychiton acerifolius, the Illawarra Flame. On

this mountain sit some of the best and last remaining stands of temperate

rainforest in New South Wales.18

In 1796, Matthew Flinders and George Bass sailed the Tom Thumb south

from Sydney to chart the coast around the Illawarra and its islands. They

reported that white folk were living with the region’s indigenous population,

14 Jones, Young and Eliot, 1979, pp. 261-263
15 Harrison, 1914, online at
www.archive.org/stream/proceedingsoflin39linn#page/256/mode/2up
16 Heyligers, 1998, p. 647
17 “On August 15, 1954, a calm sunny day, 300 birds, mostly enulans, were counted
from a point on Thirroul Beach. These occupied a strip of ocean about three miles long,
but on each side of this they extended north and south to the horizons.” Grafton and
Sefton, 1955, p. 46
18 Mayne-Wilson, 2007, online at
http://www.aila.org.au/lapapers/papers/wilson/default.htm
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successfully growing potatoes. These are presumed to have been runaway

convicts from Sydney.19

Later, it was female convicts who cleared the area of scrub and timber for its

first European settlements, working from a camp in Thirroul – one of them

was said to have hoarded food for her lover, a decamped British officer, until

she finally ran away to join him. There’s a story that two skeletons were

found a little farther up the coast, a little later on – a man’s on the rocks, and

a woman’s just inside the cave beyond.20

Later still, people came to the beaches for their holidays – they came to

picnic and to dance and to swim. The public baths were beautiful, with big

bright lights under their water to make them shimmer in the evenings, but

these were taken away during World War II, and never put back. And the

entrance to the baths was changed as well, the long opening that gave onto

the sea – and allowed the sea to wash in sometimes and overwhelm the

pool’s polite and contained tiling – was walled up to block any view of the

ocean, any intrusion, and the opening was made instead on the safely dry

mountain-side of the complex.

There were two cinemas here for a while, two billiard halls, and a wine

saloon. Ships sank off the coast – people were saved; people were drowned –

and on one deeply foggy night, a mail plane on its way to Sydney was forced

to land on the beach.

People came here to work, mainly on the railways – at the depot – and in the

mines that bored into the escarpment’s face. People came as doctors, as

shoemakers, as bankers and butchers, as dairy farmers and mechanics. They

came to the rubber factory, the iceworks, the brickworks. And people came

to find somewhere to live, pushed south from Sydney by post-war housing

shortages.

19 Flinders’ journal, 1796, in Organ and Speechley, 1997, p. 9
20 Valentine, 1939, p. 197
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My father’s parents moved here in 1920s; my mother’s in 1930s – one for

the railways, and one for the mines. They were born in the same nursing

home, my dad and mum, two years apart. They grew up literally on opposite

sides of the trains’ tracks. One stayed; one left. But they met, and they

married, and I was born and went to live in the house my parents had built,

one station north of the place where they’d been born themselves.

So I grew up looking down at Thirroul, looking south across its roofs and its

roads. The two cinemas had closed, and the rubber factory and the billiards

halls and the wine saloon. The work of the railway yards had finished,

leaving a vast, empty space ballooning around the tracks where there had

previously been so much busyness; the beautiful big glass round house had

been demolished. There were no albatross to be seen, and one last, single

stand of coastal turpentine forest sat precariously in the middle of

beachfront land marked for a housing development.

You can see it, a dot on the map of Australia’s eastern coast, below Sydney,

between Austinmer and Bulli. It was called Thurrural and North Bulli and

MacCawley Park and Newtown and Robbinsville. In 1891, the department of

railways petitioned for it to be known as Thirroul, an old word from an old

language that was always said to describe the valley of cabbage tree palms

that the place had been, long before the trains and the mines and the waves

of visiting beachgoers.

When D. H. Lawrence began to write, he called it “Mullumbimby”, the name

of somewhere else, way up on the north coast of New South Wales, towards

the Queensland border. Yet despite this taxonomic feint, its earliest

Australian readers recognized his descriptions – the Bulletin’s reviewer

found the book “very beautiful” and “full of the sunshine and flowers of

Australia”; the Melbourne Herald’s praised it particularly for its “remarkably
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vivid and sympathetic pictures of Australian scenery”.21 Maybe Lawrence

preferred the sound of the word, suggests one professor of Australian

literature: “Think of Alec Hope who thought that the most beautiful location

in Australia was ‘Sweetwater Creek at Mullengandra’.”22 Maybe he wanted

to mask where he’d been, suggested another, protect its anonymity.23 In his

revised and annotated edition of Kangaroo published in 1997, Bruce Steele

suggests that Lawrence found the name in “a cartoon on the title page of the

Bulletin for 15 June 1922” – the caption read: News fromMullumbimby.

Whatever the moniker, Lawrence’s Thirroul is not merely recognizable: his

“descriptions of the features and surroundings of [the village] could scarcely

be bettered.”24

Thirroul. Thurrural. The sound makes more sense with that one extra

syllable, and this longer word is the transcription – in some hands – not just

of a specific place of palms, but of the name of the tribe that lived among

them and the language they spoke, not just here, but all the way south from

Botany Bay through the space of today’s Royal National Park, and the

Illawarra to the Shoalhaven River, and inland towards Campbelltown and

Camden. Dharawal is the most commonly used word, but also Darawal,

Carawal, Turawal, Tharawal Thurawal, Thurrawal, Thurrawall, Turu-wal,

Turuwul, Turrubul, Turuwull. And Thurrural.25

Around Thirroul, the neighbouring coastal villages are a perfect example of

the mess of colonial nomenclature: Coal Cliff, so-called in the first years of

European settlement when a group of shipwreck survivors found the

precious black rock on the ground and carried it back to Sydney;

Scarborough, with its freight of old English folk tunes, a marketful of herbs;

21 In McQueen, 2006, online at http://www.politicsandculture.org/2009/10/02/humphrey-
mcqueen-“place-colour-and-sedition-d-h-lawrences-kangaroo-a-study-in-environmental-
values/
22 Prof. Peter Pierce, pers. comm.
23 Prof. Elizabeth Webby, pers. comm.
24 Steele (ed.), 1997, pp. 364, 366
25 NSW Heritage Database entry for the Thirroul Railway Crew Barracks, online at
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/07_subnav_01_2.cfm?itemid=4804461
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Wombarra, from the local word for “black duck”; Austinmer, with its sense

of “sur-le-mare” holiday spot; Bulli, from Bulla Bulla for “two mountains”;

Wollongong, fromWoolungah, the place of a marriage between two families

of kings. It’s a collision of linguistics, shorthand evidence of a recent history

of competing settlements. As Paul Carter describes it in The Road to Botany

Bay, naming places in the colonial Australian landscape resulted in “a form

of ‘linguistic settlement’ that produces places.”26

Thirroul is neither more nor less unusual in this almanac of labels; neither

harder nor easier to spell or to say; neither more nor less loaded with the

weight of other languages, other inhabitations. Yet in writing it, in trying to

form a palpable literary version of its landscape, it’s a place I find strangely

impossible to name.

In unraveling ideas of these ides of naming and belonging, this essay

considers the role of one particular place in the telling of stories – mine, my

novel’s, and one that sits in Australia’s canon.

Ideas of home

The world is a condition of things: but so in a particular way is

every place, and that for a double reason. In part it is because we

deem this to be so, and in part because it is the kind of place that

prompts such deeming. When, inMoby Dick, Herman Melville

says of Queequeg’s South Pacific island home Kokovoko that it is

“not down on any map; true places never are,” he is offering a riff

26 Carter, 1987, p. 328; see also Tent and Slayter, 2009, p. 15
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on the notion that even the places that make us are partly of our

own making.

– Peter Steele, “Buckley’s Places”27

There was a schoolyard rivalry between Austinmer and Thirroul. Austinmer

felt like the prettier, more imaginative place: it had a laneway called Hills

and Dales that bloomed buttercups; it had houses with dark green walls and

wide glass windows that looked onto thick rainforested garden. It had a

more protected cove of a beach, and two rock pools rather than the concrete

and tile of Thirroul’s Olympic baths. It had a paper shop, a couple of ice

cream shops, and a butcher’s that closed down when I was child to emerge a

decade later as a funky little café.

Thirroul, on the other hand, was more prosaic, with kerbed streets, neater

gardens and two supermarkets. Thirroul had traffic lights and banks; it had

the library and the senior citizen’s hall and the baby health clinic. Express

trains stopped at its station, having whizzed south through Austinmer.

Thirroul was function; Austinmer was form – we didn’t quite put it that way

in high school, but that was what it boiled down to.

It was a distinction that Austinmer at least had been making for quite some

time: when the two towns began to compete for visiting seaside

holidaymakers, Austinmer promoted itself as the slightly more exclusive and

more picturesque of the two. And as early as 1879, it had been posited as a

“poet’s corner” – “if there is [one] anywhere in our not too poetical

country”.28

27 Steele, 2010, online at
http://www.nla.gov.au/openpublish/index.php/jasal/article/viewArticle/1442
28 Town and Country Journal, 1879, p. 216
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As for Wollongong, it was the messy city to the south – a mall, with the

steelworks beyond, and never very much in the way of glamour or surprise.

We looked north to Sydney for a city.

But there were things about Thirroul, prosaic, functional Thirroul, that were

fascinating to someone growing up nearby and wondering about the

existence of another, more creative world. That world threw out hints and

suggestions of its existence every so often – and from Thirroul, of all places.

The photographer Harold Cazneaux had found a spindling cluster of saplings

down near the seashore and caught their elegant beauty in one of his

frames.29 The early modernist Grace Cossington Smith had stood on the

southern stretch of Thirroul’s beaches to paint Bulli Pier, South Coast, the

lines and reaches of its wooden struts echoed in the rolls of her waves, the

banks of her clouds.30 The composer Peter Sculthorpe had found in Thirroul

the inspiration for his haunting Small Town, written as music that would

“sing of all small country towns”. 31 And two other, later painters visited as

well – Garry Shead, who set a series of works around the town’s clifftops,

and Brett Whiteley, who continued to make his own regular visits down the

coast and later died in an underwhelmingly bland, red-brick motel on the

northern edge of the village.

In the early 1970s, when Shead and Whiteley made their first trip here, they

began work on two separate paintings that were later connected to create

the sensual diptych Portrait of D. H. Lawrence.32

And there he was, that other artistic visitor to the coast – and the very

reason that subsequent artists, such as Sculthorpe, Whiteley and Shead, had

travelled seventy-odd kilometres south from Sydney. In 1922, David Herbert

29 A print of The Sapling Family can be seen through the National Library of Australia at
http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an2384546
30 This picture is now held in a private collection; see Hart (ed.), 2005, p. 43
31 Sculthorpe, Sun Music, quoted in Rananim, Feb 2004, p. 12
32 Portrait of D. H. Lawrence is held in the UWA Art Collection; see 2010, “UWA Art
Treasures in New Book,” p. 6, online at http://uniview.publishing.uwa.edu.au/?f=273786
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Lawrence had arrived at Thirroul’s railway station, collected the keys to a

rental house perched on the top of a cliff and, within a week, started work

on a new novel. “If I can go on with it,” he wrote on June 3 of that year, “I

shall stay till I’ve finished it.”33

The house, cutely named “Wyewurk”, was around the corner from the house

where my mother grew up. The novel was Kangaroo. And when I entered

those schoolyard arguments about which suburb was better, some

precocious part of me wondered what on earth D. H. Lawrence had seen in

mundane Thirroul that had inspired him – and what, by extension, I wasn’t

seeing.

In The Poetics of Space, Gaston Bachelard writes: “Something unreal seeps

into the reality of the recollections that are on the borderline between our

own personal history and an indefinite pre-history, in the exact place where,

after us, the childhood home comes to life in us. For before us … it was quite

anonymous. It was a place that was lost in the world.”34

This catches the solipsism of childhood; our places, we suspect, do not exist

even when we are not standing in them, let alone having had any reality

before we entered their scene. We are willing to consider evidence against

this – the photographs of grandparents picnicking on beach banks that we

recognize; the stories of our parents from which we recognize a church, a

school, a house. But in all honesty, we’re hardly sure that our schoolroom,

our teacher, our friends exist in any tangible way on the days when we lie at

home in bed with a flu, hearing the schoolyard bell and wondering who it

could be for, if we’re not there to respond to it.

Perhaps that’s why there’s something odd, something almost unbalancing,

about growing up in a piece of space so comprehensively caught and pinned

33 D. H. Lawrence to Mabel Dodge, 3/6/1922, in Roberts, Boulton and Mansfield (eds),
1987, p. 251
34 Bachelard, 1994, p. 58
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by someone else’s imagination, half a century before. It’s as if you were

growing up in a place that had been invented by an author in search of

structure, of character, of plot. As if you were growing up in a public

narrative rather than the more usual private and personally vexed one of

your own family. It always made me suspect there was another history,

another story going on in its place – its people and their activities overlaid

like gauze shadows on this supposedly “real” world of swimming lessons

and free frankfurters from the butcher and crayons from the junk store that

were so waxy they’d only mark the roughest paper.

D. H. Lawrence moved through the world and wrote as he went. As Mark

Schorer, an American Lawrentian put it in 1959, “there is no other modern

writer to whose imagination ‘place’ made such a direct and intense appeal,

and in whose works, as a consequence, place usurps such a central role.”35

He was a true topophiliac, a poetic chorologer, becoming a part of the places

he wrote about so that in writing about them, he wrote about himself.

Perhaps it was, as J. M. Barrie suspected, that Lawrence had “such a

passionate interest in himself, roaming the world in search of that self and

finding it everywhere.”36

“No place is a place until it has a poet,” writes Wallace Stegner in “A Sense of

Place”.37 And writers and artists are constantly making and remaking places:

there are an inconceivable number of Londons, of Venices, of New Yorks

layered up next to each other in alternate literary universes. Their facts will

always agree – the Thames will always flow from west to east; Calle

Specchieri always runs into the side wall of the San Marco Basilica; Central

Park will always begin its green rectangle south of Harlem – as long as these

landmarks remain. In a sense, what makes it possible for any traveler to

believe that they are discovering such a well-trodden place for themselves is

the infinite variety of other versions of it that already exist. If a place has a

35 Schorer, 1959, p. 282
36 J. M. Barrie in Herzinger, 1982, p. 33
37 Stegner, “The Sense of Place”, in Siverly and McDowell, 2004, p. 45
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wealth of chroniclers there seems always to be room for one more. If a place

has a single chronicler, their version, their interpretation of it seems

somehowmore fixed, more incontestable, as if it sprang from some harder,

more impermeable stuff than imagination.

In that way, Thirroul is about Lawrence – as it was for Shead, for Sculthorpe,

for Whiteley. Their visits were for him, rather than to it – as Robert Darroch

wrote in 2011, it was Lawrence who had “made the south coast village of

Thirroul world-famous”.38 But Lawrence was never really about Thirroul: he

used it, he pinned and caught at its exterior, its patterns and shapes, but it

was a place that he came to by happenstance rather than a place he sought

out, in the way those later artists came to seek it – and him. Joseph Davis’ D.

H. Lawrence in Thirroul includes an analysis of rental property listings

around the time Lawrence arrived in Australia – some on Sydney’s north

shore; others, in the winter off-season, in seaside Thirroul – with an eye to

the economy Lawrence knew he had to employ.39

When he first came, when he first started writing, he began to write it in

terms of the imagery of his own far-away north country places: it was all

tors and mines and imagery redolent of Nottingham. He was rendering a

new place recognizable in the language and imagery of an old one.

Sailing towards Antarctica for the first time, seeing the first tiny chunk of ice

in the water, Helen Garner writes about the innate urge “to compare it with

something – with anything; it’s the size of a loosely flexed hand, palm up;

like a Disney coronet with knobbed point; as hollow as a rotten tooth. For

some reason I am irritated by this urge, and make an effort to control it.”

38 Darroch, 2011, online at http://www.smh.com.au/national/letters/damaging-system-of-
mine-assessments-20110626-1glwp.html
39 Davis, 1989, pp. 31-32.
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Further south, passing her first iceberg, her companions see in it a face –

“it’s got a sad eye. See its nose?” she relates.

Again I am secretly enraged by this, and by my own urgent desire

to do the same … I strain and fail to see it only in abstract terms. I

don’t want to keep going “like, like, like”. But I can’t stop myself.40

We understand by analogy; we process new things by comparison. The

approach underpins natural science in the Linnean system of taxonomy. But

at the other end of the spectrum of “knowledge”, it’s how we explain things

to each other – he reminds me of so-and-so; the light was the colour of

honey. We are creatures of metaphor and simile. We make the new familiar

and manageable through reference to the old.

But when Lawrence writes of collieries, of bungalows – when he writes of

the “great black wall of mountain, or cliff, or tor [my italics], a vast dark tree-

covered tor that reminded Harriet of Matlock, only much bigger”41 – I do not

recognize my place. Tor: what kind of an Old English imposition is that? The

Illawarra Escarpment is grand, it’s magnificent, but there’s nothing English

about it, and here is Lawrence suggesting it resembles a little spa town in

the Peak District. Given what little other writing exists about this part of the

world – some poems by Robert Gray, Jeff Guess, Andrew Sant and Louis

Armand; an appearance in Margaret Barbalet’s Steel Beach – Lawrence’s

version of it seems somehow unilateral.

Of course Lawrence was right about the collieries; he was right about the

“black colliers with tin lunchboxes”, and “a little way off, among the trees,

plumes of white smoke [that] betrayed more collieries”.42 The bones of this

place, the reason for its European settlement, were provided by the work –

woodcutters first, and farmers who carved away the bush, and then the dirty

40 Garner, 2008 (a), pp. 16-17
41 Lawrence, 1954, p. 89
42 Lawrence, 1954, p. 89
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brutality of late-19th and early-20th century coalmines, its men burrowing

into the earth along passages lit by naked flames. This place lost 81 men in

the Bulli Mine disaster of 1887, another 96 in an explosion at Mt Kembla 15

years later.

“Disaster death,” wrote Stuart Piggin and Henry Lee in a comprehensive

study of this second accident, “is the intensification of death … If we are

diminished by the death of the ordinary person, we are shriveled by disaster

death. Unlike natural death, disaster death seems unnecessary and to defy

explanation.”43 This landscape, in its colonial and increasingly industrialized

form, was one more accustomed to the idea of these fatalities – whether or

not this meant its population would distinguish different resonances

between single death and mass tragedy. Or whether these past accidents –

their happening, and their scale – inferred a different preparedness for the

new litany of mass casualties ushered in by the 20th century’s wars. As

Sigmund Freud had commented – prematurely, or presciently – in 1915, “a

multitude of simultaneous deaths appears to us exceedingly terrible”.44

Scales of death, in terms of previous disasters, were about to be summarily

redefined.

The Arithmetic of Catastrophe45

Overall, it was clearly not good to be a Jew, a Gypsy or a Pole in

World War II, nor was it safe to be a Serb (in Croatia), a Russian

(until 1943) or a Ukrainian or German (after 1943). But if one

could stop the clock in, let us say, January 1944, most of occupied

Europe would have had little of which to complain by contrast

43 Stuart Piggin and Henry Lee, The Mt Kembla Disaster, in Hamilton, 2011, forthcoming
44 Freud, in Torgovnick, 2005, p. xi
45 Peter Gray and Kendrick Oliver (eds), The Memory of Catastrophe, in Hamilton,
2011, forthcoming
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with what was about to come.

– Tony Judt, The Past is Another Country46

The accountancy of death, the comparison of numbers and circumstances as

if tragedy and grief can be organized or systematized in this way – and can

be differently weighted or explained – is a central concern to Just Getting

Light dealing, as it does, with a random and accidental death that takes place

just after the spectacularly cumulative deaths of the Second World War.

Some mourned wartime deaths as beyond any death endured in the civilian

world; others felt that reactions to any individual wartime deaths had to be

subsumed in a greater mass grief.47 From either side, the idea that reactions

to death could be somehow adjusted and mediated is a strange one to a 21st-

century culture more used to elevating and validating any individual

experience over a more collective approach.48 And from that same 21st-

century point of view, where death is kept at arm’s length, and is no longer,

in a strange way, so much a part of life, the idea of daily death is somehow

stranger again.

Thirroul was a dangerous place; its foremost industries – coal, and the trains

– were dangerous ones to work for. The prettiness of a poet’s corner, the

poetry of an elegant stand of saplings: these bore little relation to the weight

of coal dust in your lungs, the scrape of steel wheels against two rails, the

dreadful cliché of the silence after a canary’s call had stopped.49 Not to

mention the spiders, the snakes, the bushfires and the shipwrecks. This was

a landscape of risk in a way that’s almost unrecognizable in the 21st century,

a place of threat and danger.

46 Judt, 1992, p. 85
47 Damousi, 1999, p. 159; Jalland, 2006, pp. 144.
48 For a particularly scathing analysis of ideas of grief and pain the world of 21st-century
pop culture, see Andrew O’Hagan (2010, pp. 38-40) on Kitty Keltey’s biography of
Oprah Winfrey. An inevitable anthology of apposite writing – The Inevitable:
Contemporary Writers Confront Death – was published in 2011; see Shields and Morrow
(eds), 2011, and Dickey, 2011, online at
http://lareviewofbooks.org/post/13399515766/grief-and-solemnity
49 Kimber and Moran, 2004, p. 4
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For Lawrence, the sense of risk and catastrophe resonated not just from

Australia’s past but would provide a necessary momentum if the continent

were to properly find its future. “I feel I slither on the edge of a gulf, reaching

to grasp its atmosphere and spirit,” he wrote to Katherine Susannah

Pritchard. “It eludes me, and always would. It is too far back. It seems to me

that generation after generation must people it with ghosts, and

catastrophes water it with blood, before it will come alive with a new day of

its own.”50

And perhaps it was this sense of a place disconnected from its (European)

people, still almost completely beyond or without them, that left him so free

to imagine the extremity, the shock, at the heart of the “thought-adventure”

of Kangaroo. Lawrence believed Australians to be indifferent in a way that

was not stoic but rather reckless and given to unpredictable violence.51 He

weaves it through the attack on Kangaroo himself; he makes it more overt

again in the shocking bloodlust Jack Calcott describes after that fracas:

He reached his face towards Somers with weird, gruesome

exultation, and continued in a hoarse, secret voice:

“Cripes, there’s nothing bucks you up sometimes like killing a

man – nothing. You feel a perfect angel after it …When it comes

over you, you know, there’s nothing else like it. I never knew, till

the war. And I wouldn’t believe it then, not for many a while. But

it’s there. Cripes, it’s there right enough.”52

It’s a passage with unforgettable force, a passage that speaks something that

cannot be said. Multiplied across a fraction of the men involved in any war,

you can only recoil from the viciousness it suggests. It makes such mockery

50 D. H. Lawrence to Katherine Susannah Pritchard, in McQueen, 2006, online at
http://www.politicsandculture.org/2009/10/02/humphrey-mcqueen-“place-colour-and-
sedition-d-h-lawrences-kangaroo-a-study-in-environmental-values/
51 Wilde, Hooton and Andrews (eds), 1994, online at
http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy.library.uq.edu.au/views/ENTRY.html?entry=t18
2.e1883
52 Lawrence, 1954, p. 352
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of the impossible sense of defined beginnings and endings that those of us

fortunate enough not to have lived through states of war in their most

insidious global form tend to ascribe to them.53

In my sense of Kangaroo, in the way I saw it buttressing some part of the

architecture of Just Getting Light, it contained none of this threat, this

violence. It was a guidebook to a shadowy world, familiar at one level,

entirely lost and unattainable at another. In its series of cameo portraits of

places and seasons and even odd moments – the football match on the field

by the railway line; the winter storm against the sandy shore – there were

moments I could give to my characters, and particularly its central figure,

Anikka Lachlan. And so it became her book of place, her way into a new

geography, her enjoyment of the correspondences and coincidences

between what a visiting Englishman had seen and what she herself was

seeing – coming down the coast by train, walking along the sea’s shore – a

quarter of a century later.

But in the taste of the violence in Kangaroo, in the way Jack Calcott’s hideous

enthusiasm makes your teeth grind and your lips purse, there’s another

message for Anikka – not entirely of the unpredictable violence that

Lawrence suspected, nor of the catastrophe that the place had also endured,

but of random violence, of jolts that jar and shatter from an unexpected

direction. The shaping and moulding of Just Getting Light takes account of

the ways death, and life, may have felt altered by a world just emerged from

global warfare. “The word happy can only be relative nowadays,” one

husband wrote to his wife in 1941, 54 while another father, 25 years before

53 In “The Re-Enchantment of War in Popular Culture”, Andreas Behnke explores
popular thinking about the state of war in an era when the mission attributed to it by the
West – one of “civilizing” conquest – is immediately belied by the deaths of thousands of
people and the destruction of their infrastructure. He also questions” to what extent …
the available narratives about warfare in the West suppress the existential dimension of
warfare and thus contribute to a predominantly instrumental notion of warfare?” See
Behnke, 2006, pp. 937-938
54 George to Jessie Vasey, 1941, in Damousi, 1999, p. 113
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in that earlier “Great” War, wondered “what, after all, am I among so many

who suffer?”55

Academic careers and literary sleuths have been busied with investigations

of Kangaroo’s sources – who told Lawrence what about which secret armies,

and whether or not that source came from Thirroul itself. Robert Darroch

contends that Lawrence set off to see his Kangaroomodel the very day he

sailed into Sydney – and that it was probably this acquaintance who told him

there was a cheap house available down the coast in Thirroul.56 Humphrey

McQueen suggests that the character of Kangaroo was inspired by

Mussolini’s fascists, whom Lawrence had spent two years’ observing before

he sailed for Sri Lanka and then Australia.57 Joseph Davis, a Lawrentian

enthusiast who grew up in Thirroul and still lives there, believes the

inspiration, and the information, came from the town itself.58 But although

the idea of a chapter of the latterly notorious New Guard operating from a

genteel street just down frommy parents’ address adds a kind of frisson to

the place where I grew up, it seems almost incidental to the shape or the

weight of the book itself.

Irrespective of the inspirations behind the character and plot of Kangaroo,

one thing is clear from the logistics of Lawrence’s “queer” novel. He began it

almost immediately he arrived in Thirroul, in early June, and its draft was

finished within six weeks, although he revised it after he had sailed across

the Pacific in August. If Joseph Davis is right and an ad for cheap

accommodation to set against the £50 he had in his pocket had sent

Lawrence to Thirroul,59 then the impetus for the landscape of Kangaroo, the

place so fully realised as to be almost a character in its own right, was less

55 Jalland, 2006, p. 170
56 Darroch, in Rananim, 7/1, online at
http://www.dhlawrencesocietyaustralia.com.au/journal.htm.com.au
57 McQueen, 2006, online at http://www.politicsandculture.org/2009/10/02/humphrey-
mcqueen-“place-colour-and-sedition-d-h-lawrences-kangaroo-a-study-in-environmental-
values/
58 Davis, 1989, pp. 51 ff
59 Davis, 1989, pp. 28-29
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any person or conversation or incident he encountered abroad, in Sydney,

or in this tiny seaside town.

It was, perhaps, more to do with howmuch time and space you could buy

for that £50.

TheWriting Life

“Kangaroo is about the impact of the environment on people and

hence on history ... The significance of the book, and hence of the

place where it was written, is going to grow.”

– Stephen Murray-Smith, Overland60

For as long as I can remember, I have carried the idea of D. H. Lawrence,

scribbling away at a big jarrah table around the corner from the house in

which my mother would later grow up. It was somehow relieving that that

table might as well have been anywhere as in Thirroul, anywhere with a

cheap house available over winter, changing the landscape of his novel, but

not its plot or its intent. It was as if this gave Thirroul possible creative

breath beyond Lawrence’s pages.

That this place had given him the external carapace for his book, its true and

accurate landscape, was incontrovertible: the shoreline, the cliffs, the rising

weight of the scarp are still as recognizable 90 years later. What’s more

interesting is that Lawrence wrote wherever he was – that he happened to

be in this place, that he looked through his window and borrowed its

geography, its topography, its climate, its moods, even some of its people,

was not to do with it being anywhere in particular. It was to do with it being

the place he was in, the place where he was writing. In a 1959 essay he

called “Lawrence and the Spirit of Place”, Mark Schorer wrote: “There is no

60 Murray-Smith, 1988, p. 28
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other modern writer to whose imagination ‘place’ made such a direct and

intense appeal, and in whose works, as a consequence, place usurps such a

central role.”61 Or as Humphrey McQueen put it, in his exploration of

Kangaroo for Politics and Culture: “The attachments that people develop

towards a place grow tight because they remake themselves in the process

of remaking it.”62

The stretch away from thinking about place in terms of pure geography,

towards something more emotional or affective, probably began in a

scholarly sense with Yi-Fu Tuan, whose Topophilia: A Study of Environmental

Perception, Attitudes and Valueswas published in 1974 and informed the

work of others such as Edward Relph, Edward Casey and Tim Cresswell. In

his overview text Place: A Short Introduction, Cresswell cites and builds on

Tuan’s differentiation between the two:

[Tuan] develops a sense of space as an open arena of action and

movement while place is about stopping and resting and

becoming involved … Because place is a product of a ‘pause’ and

a chance of attachment exists at many scales: ‘At one extreme a

favourite armchair is a place, at the other extreme the whole

earth.’63

D. H. Lawrence’s evocation of Thirroul – his Mullumbimby – required the

pause created by Frieda Lawrence’s desire to stop travelling and settle for a

while. Lawrence stopped, he wrote, and he surged through his version of the

place; and then he left. In letters sent to friends in other parts of the world,

he seemed proud that no one in the village had known who he was – this

was before Lady Chatterley, when Lawrence would be at his most notorious.

He liked that he could be invisible, although the act of his having been in this

61 Schorer, 1959, p. 282
62 McQueen, 2006, online at http://www.politicsandculture.org/2009/10/02/humphrey-
mcqueen-“place-colour-and-sedition-d-h-lawrences-kangaroo-a-study-in-environmental-
values/
63 Cresswell, 2005, p. 20
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place and pinning it down on his pages meant that some aspect of him

would always remain visible in it – to readers who wanted to look for him.

And Australia, he said, was the place he would stay, were he done with

everything else in the world: “this would be a lovely country if one wanted

to withdraw from the world, really.”64 He could live in it, he wrote to another

friend two days later, if he’d “had enough of the world altogether, and

wanted to lose myself. It would be a good place for that.”65

“There are two ways in which place is known and cherished,” writes the

Irish poet Seamus Heaney in one of his Preoccupations. “One is lived,

illiterate and unconscious, the other learned, literate and conscious.” 66

Pursuing Lawrence through my childhood landscape pits the lived against

the learned, the emotional, as Heaney put it, against the geographical. But

complicating this is the attempt to approach the landscape of another writer

as another writer, and the conflict in this is an extension of Yi-Fu Tuan’s

division between “visitor” and “native” in Topophilia: “the visitor’s

evaluation of environment is essentially aesthetic … the outsider judges by

appearance, by some formal canon of beauty. A special effort is required to

empathize with the lives and values of the inhabitants.”67 Lawrence was

uninterested in those “lives and values” – in keeping them separate from

himself, he was able to create his version of them, and their place. And as

impossible as it seems to a native of the place, it meant Lawrence, as a

visitor, could most easily continue on the “savage pilgrimage” of his self-

imposed exile from Europe, and go to America, settling in Taos, New Mexico.

“One walks away to another place,” Lawrence had written to Aldous Huxley,

long before he thought of leaving England at the end of the Great War, “and

life begins anew.”68 Implicit in this is the sense that memory is connected to

place, and that moving on necessitates a kind of forgetting. It also echoes

64 D. H. Lawrence, 19/6/1922, in Roberts, Boulton and Mansfield (eds), 1987, p. 266
65 D. H. Lawrence, 21/6/1922, in Roberts, Boulton and Mansfield (eds), p. 267
66 See Tudor in Vanclay, Higgens and Blackshaw (eds), 2008, p. 225
67 Tuan, 1974, p. 64
68 Schorer, 1959, p. 289
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that solipsism that Bachelard hints at existing in our places before we are

born into them.69 In an era of steam ships and the many weeks of long trans-

oceanic voyages, there is a galloping haste in Lawrence’s desire to be

somewhere else – Ceylon, Perth, Sydney, America – that feels exhausting

even now, in an age of easy flying and heightened mobility. To move on was

not entirely to forget: it was simply to start again – to start the novel about

America that he hoped to transpose against his “queer show” of a novel

about Australia; to start a new version of himself in another new world

country.

Simon Leys, writing in the New York Review of Books in 1994, captured that

haste in this abbreviation:

Lawrence arrived in Australia almost by chance; his stay lasted

merely three months; he barely got to know half a dozen

Australians and only examined a few acres of a continent as big

as Europe. Most of his visit was spent in a nondescript little town

stuck between an empty ocean on the one side and the emptiness

of the bush on the other. There he locked himself in a small

suburban bungalow where he kept writing day after day, seeing

nothing and meeting with no one. One might truly say that he

was so busy imagining Australia that he never found the time to

look at it.70

And yet, when Roger McDonald punctuated “The Concern” (a short story

first published in late 2006) with a fictional fiction –Wake UP – whose

“finale was a pitched battle at Bulli Pass” fought by “a few brave men of

Great War vintage and their sons, nephews, and Legacy wards”,71 it was as if

some version of D. H. Lawrence’s Thirroul – his Mullumbimby – and its

69 Bachelard, 1994, p. 58
70 Leys, 1994, online at http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/1994/apr/21/lawrence-
of-australia/ [subscription required]
71 McDonald, 2006, p. 110
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secret army had been quietly extant all the while, carrying on its own story,

with its own characters, while what passes as Thirroul kept up the charade

of being a quiet place, there on the coast, with a less literary, less politically

riven existence.

I Must Go Down to the Seas72

The sea is marvelous, so big, so many colours, with huge

unfolding breakers and an everlastingly folded secret.

– D. H. Lawrence, June 13, 192273

In Thirroul, the landscape encourages you to look east, your back to the

mountain – Lawrence’s “great long hill like a wall”74 – and your gaze to the

sea. The winds encourage you that way too. They encourage you to open

your mouth and gulp in the full salty air of a nor-easter. They encourage you

to stand at right angles to the cold, clear relief of a southerly surging up the

coast. They insist that you stand with your back towards the hot, dry

foulness of a westerly, as it dumps baking heat, bad-tasting dust and a

mélange of bad moods down over the escarpment, polluting the coast and its

clear wide blue rim.

Even the mountain itself, slanting back at this precise point where the coast

opens out to a wider plain, seems to exist mainly as a buttress for the water

that flows away from its base, rather than as a formation with its own

purpose and character. It’s hard sometimes to even see it: it rises with the

false and foreshortened perspective of something large seen from beneath, a

72 This now-famous line comes from John Masefield’s poem “Sea Fever”, online at
http://allpoetry.com/poem/8495913-Sea_Fever-by-John_Masefield
73 D. H. Lawrence, 13/6/1922, in Roberts, Boulton and Mansfield (eds), 1987, p. 266
74 D. H. Lawrence, 13/6/1922, in Roberts, Boulton and Mansfield (eds), 1987, p. 263
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smudge above the borderline of coast it transcends – the demarcation, the

littoral zone.75

The escarpment’s true scale is only visible when seen from a boat miles out

to sea. Then it looks properly imposing; then it looks properly grand – from

out there, it is the dark and looming “tor” that Lawrence described first in

his letters and then in his novel. The large thing, the grand thing that you see

from its shoreline is the ocean, vast and blue, and stretching all the way

without interruption to the far-off western coast of Chile.

Perhaps it’s a blinkered way to live, always turning your back on the space

that you live in, and looking out towards an aquatic elsewhere – if it is, it’s a

typically white Australian one. Colonial Australia engendered for the most

part what architectural historian Philip Drew has called “a land of coast

dwellers”.76 Perhaps this looking out, looking elsewhere is a sign of a kind of

questing, or restlessness that Lawrence would have found familiar, pacing

and racing over the face of the earth, grabbing at the landscapes in which he

paused and wrestling them into a story. That line of Illawarra coast, the

sound and smell of its waves, runs through the book like an accompaniment,

or a punctuation, from Somers’ first sight of the Pacific, at the foot of his

garden, to the mess of the beach after a raging storm that he tries to make

peace with before he, like Lawrence, sails for America:

… The waves rolled in pale and bluey, glass-green, wonderfully

heavy and liquid. They curved with a long arch, then fell in a

great hollow thud, and a spurt of white foam and a long, soft,

snow-pure rush of forward flat foam. Somers watched the crest

of fine, bristling spume fly back from the head of the waves as

they turned and broke. The sea was all yellow-green light.77

75 See Stocker and Kennedy, 2009, for an analysis of various cultural interpretations of
“coast”
76 Drew, 1994
77 Lawrence, 1954, p. 92
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The ocean was one of the first things Lawrence commented on when he

arrived in Thirroul, the way it lapped against the very edges of his new

backyard – “only we are on the brink”78 – and the sound of its constant

motion. Delivering his character Somers to the end of the Kangaroo story, he

gave him a moment of infinity with and on the beach: “And [Somers] knew

that one of his souls would stand forever out on those rocks beyond the

jetty, towards Bulli, advanced into the sea, with the dark magic of the tor

standing just inland.”79 The ocean and the mountain, at the end, as at the

beginning.

Australian writers and thinkers tend to insist on a divide, or a remove,

between these two kinds of landscapes, as if ocean and mountain could

never co-exist in this continent’s space. In “Hugging the Shore”, her

contribution to the lushly peripheral essays of The Littoral Zone, Ruth Blair

quotes Martin Thomas’s idea that “the sea and the mountain represent ‘a

fundamental divide in the mental geography in Australia’”, before writing

about the “green mountains” that mark out the hinterland between northern

New South Wales and Noosa, in Queensland, and are “visible when one is

bobbing about on the sea, visible from the off-shore island – and linked to

the sea in a multitude of ways.”80 They make a dramatic landscape; the

asymmetric plugs of the Glass House Mountains, at the northern end of this

run of space, are as startling and distinctive as the great red mound of Uluru,

the buttes and mesas in Utah’s Monument Valley, or Mt Arapiles, rising out

of the Wimmera Plains. But although they are visible from the coast, they are

set back from it, their feet dry. Compared to the Illawarra Escarpment,

whose rocks run straight down to the coastal rockshelf above Scarborough,

and whose “hinterland” is still only two kilometers wide at Thirroul, another

seven kilometers south, they are landlocked animals.

78 Lawrence, 13/6/1922, in Roberts, Boulton and Mansfield (eds), 1987, p. 262
79 Lawrence 1954, p. 391
80 Blair, 2007, p. 179
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I peer at maps that show Australia’s topography, its levels of elevation, but

the Illawarra Escarpment is so narrow, so short, so close to the coast – it is,

at some points, the coast – that it often disappears into the line drawn to

delineate the edge of the country. Above Townsville, in north Queensland,

below Hobart, in Tasmania; these are the only regions where the hypometric

tints match the orange that abuts the South Pacific Ocean’s blue above the

type that says Wollongong.81

Writing in Topophilia, Yi-Fu Tuan concedes “the attractiveness … of the

sheltered cove by the sea is not difficult to understand”. On the one hand,

there is the security of the beach; on the other, the potential adventure of

“the open horizon”. Even the key elements of this landscape – sand and

water – “yield” and “receive and support” a body in a way that solid land or

empty air, for example, cannot ever achieve.82

As someone who grew up with the sound of the ocean all around, with the

feel of the water against her skin as often as possible, with the taste of the

salt from windy waves breaking on the shore, or from the salty spume flared

up from the surface around the fragile shape of some little boat, the idea of

consciously seeing the ocean for the first time – perhaps as an adult, perhaps

as a child – is an intriguing experience to try to imagine. There are relatively

few records of it in the great literature of seas and oceans: neither of the two

best and most comprehensive of anthologies gives an example of such a

moment.83 Dorothy Wordsworth famously burst into tears when she first

saw the sea; Emily Dickinson described exultation as “the going of an inland

soul to sea”.84 Arriving in Thirroul, taking up his rental, Lawrence exalted in

the sea “breaking with a crash of foam right, as it seemed, under the house:

81 See www.ga.gov.au/images/GA1073.jpg
82 Tuan, 1974, p. 115
83 Bradley, 2010; Raban, 1992
84 Dickinson, “Setting Sail”, online at http://www.gutenberg.org/files/12242/12242-
h/12242-h.htm
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If the house had not stood with its little grassy garden some

thirty or forty feet above the ocean, sometimes the foam would

have flown to the doorstep, or to the steps of the loggia The great

roaring sea at one’s feet!85

And there is wonder in it, in the sight, the sudden proximity, of an ocean, no

matter your familiarity with oceans in general or one in particular. There’s a

moment in the train trip from Sydney south to Thirroul when the train

comes out through the tunnel at Stanwell Park, and onto the coast for the

first time. You may take that trip once in a while, or every day, but the

moment of emergence from the inland to the sea is always remarkable,

always wonderful: it’s as if a breeze runs along the rows of seats in the

carriages as people look up from their books, their newspapers, their partial

dozing.

I sat for a long time trying to imagine what my character Anikka’s response

would have been to seeing it, opened out before her, for the first time. The

space might be familiar to someone who’d grown up with the space of the

central west of New South Wales, as I imagined she had. But the colour of it,

the movement of it, would be so busy, constantly changing, with a rhythm to

its waves and a great unpredictability to it too. Mackenzie Lachlan had sailed

around the world from Scotland, as every migrant had done and would do

until air travel took over as our default means of migration. The ocean, then,

would have been a connector, a link – however vast and thinly spread – to

the place left behind. Perhaps this made it smaller somehow. Perhaps this

made it familiar, even in an unknown place.

In his writings On the Sublime and Beautiful, Edmund Burke posits the size of

a vast plain against that of the sea:

85 Lawrence, 1954, p. 92
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A level plain of a vast extent on land, is certainly no mean idea;

the prospect of such a plain may be as extensive as a prospect of

the ocean; but can it ever fill the mind with anything so great as

the ocean itself? This is owing to several causes; but it is owing to

none more than this, that the ocean is an object of no small

terror.86

For most of us, the ocean is no longer a place of terror – no longer a place of

long and dangerous voyages, of shipwrecks and founderings and sinkings.87

The success of Sebastian Junger’s 1997 best-selling non-fiction book, The

Perfect Storm, stemmed in part from how alien most readers found both its

premise and its outcome: six swordfisherman battling – and losing against –

an extraordinary confluence of weather and ocean. “All collapsed,” Junger

quotes from Herman Melville’sMoby Dick, “and the great shroud of the sea

rolled on as it had five thousand years ago.”88 It’s a legitimate view of the

ocean, a wide, wet, unfathomable graveyard – a long way from pretty

sandcastles and skipping along the shoreline of holidays and deck chairs and

striped beach umbrellas.

The ocean also provides a bounty of metaphors for creative practice and the

research on which its feeds: Andrea Barrett, in one of the best essays on the

translation – perhaps the forcing – of what novelists think of as research

into what novelists think of as imagination, describes herself as drowning in

“the sea of information” where other, more scholarly researchers simply

“swam …marshalling facts”.89 In framing the story of Just Getting Light – the

story of a railway accident in this part of the world – the ocean was always

integral. It not only delineated the place where the story was happening, but

86 Burke, 1757, online at http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/b/burke/edmund/sublime/
87 It seems important to acknowledge that this sentence must be immediately
contradicted, or collapsed, by more than 250 people known to have drowned in the
waters between Indonesia and Christmas Island alone in the 18 months to June 2012,
as a result of people-smuggling operations: see Kwek, 2012, online at
http://www.smh.com.au/national/dozens-feared-dead-as-packed-asylum-boat-capsizes-
off-christmas-island-20120622-20rnz.html
88 Junger, 1998, p. 202
89 Barrett, 2004, pp. 15, 13
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also contributed to the action of the story and the passions of the characters

themselves. D. H. Lawrence’s immediate and enthusiastic response to the

ocean – repeated in the letters he sent around the world, and then crafted

into the responses of Richard Lovat Somers – only reinforced what a crucial

piece of Thirroul’s landscape it is, and how central it would be to the story I

was imagining there.

But apart from the sea’s husk, its surface blue and the stretch of four or five

kilometers that spreads from the shore to the offing, there is all that is in the

sea, all that is invisible and unknown – creatures, rock shelves, currents,

wrecks – that became important to blend into a story about invisible and

unknown things.

I had made Mackenzie Lachlan’s character a reader – in part because I

wanted him to dream of being a poet, and in part because I wanted him to

have access to a world beyond his job and his family and the little spot of a

village in which he lived. I made him a devourer of books – apt, with a wife

who would later become a librarian. And I made him a consumer of

magazines in an age when one magazine in particular, National Geographic,

“helped readers imagine themselves in relation to diverse people scattered

across the globe”, as Stephanie L. Hawkins’ describes it in her

literary/cultural study, American Iconographic.90 National Geographic is an

immediately recognizable item, as identifiable in Hawkins’ depiction of “its

distinctive yellow-bordered cover [denoting] the magazine’s all-

encompassing ‘window on the world’ theme of global exploration and

human cultural variety”.

Beyond the enormous array of other worlds and experiences this single

magazine could allow me to give to a single character – the means, as

Hawkins puts it, to “imaginatively negotiate national, ethnic, and cultural

90 Hawkins, 2010, pp. 8-9
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identities within a rapidly changing modern world”91 – it was the National

Geographic of December 1932 that provided a way in to the greater story of

the ocean I wanted to include in the book. Because it was in the National

Geographic of December 1932 that the American naturalist William Beebe

wrote “A Wonderer Under the Sea”. “When I put on a diving helmet and for

the first time climbed down my submerged ladder,” Beebe wrote, “then I

knew I had added thousands upon thousands of wonderful miles to my

possible joy of earthly life: let me escape from dry-land etymology and say

instead – the joys of planetary life; for personal exploration under the ocean

is really unearthly: we are penetrating a new world.”92

Writing of several years’ diving experiences, he lamented that, as soon as

one was in a helmet and underwater, “all words and phrases, similes and

superlatives, become hopelessly inadequate. Just as the colours under sea

are nameless in the gamut of terrestrial hues, so our language becomes thin

and vague when we try to fashion from it adequate submarine imagery”. He

might have been confronting icebergs with Helen Garner.

What he delineated in words was a world of corals coming to life, octopus

hoarding mollusks, and the descent down past barnacles, “below the lowest

tide-mark, where things have been wet since creation”. It was a world of

sea-dragons, urchins, giant Arctic jellies and the exquisite beauty of diving

on a night of phosphorescence.

It seemed a perfect wordscape through which to talk about hidden worlds,

dreams and secrets, about the interior stories would weave through the

narrative of Just Getting Light. And then William Beebe asserted himself

again in the story: in 1934, he and his co-explorer Otis Barton, stepped into a

heavy steel bathysphere and were lowered deeper in the ocean than anyone

living had ever gone before. They were lowered half a mile down.

91 Hawkins, 2010, p. 27
92 Beebe, 1932, p. 741
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If the twin ideas of death and grief are central to Just Getting Light – the

emotional shoreline along which almost every action in the book ebbs and

flows – then Beebe’s half-mile-down dark world, and the darkness below the

nadir of his descent, which looked, he said, like the jaws of hell, provided a

perfect image for the other world of a death, random and unexpected and

never quite accommodated, like the unknown under the ocean, so close, but

so necessarily unknowable or exclusive.

With an overly keen sense of this – an overly keen sense of all those bodies –

Anikka raises the idea of her husband’s afterlife as high as she can, rejecting

his own desire to dive into the deep, and imagining him instead in a high,

light room where the sun is always on the brink of rising. That’s a safe place,

she thinks, and a solid one.

“The space we love is unwilling to remain permanently enclosed,” writes

Gaston Bachelard in The Poetics of Space. “It deploys and appears to move

elsewhere without difficulty; into other times, and on different planes of

dream and memory.”93 Extrapolating these mobile landscapes to

accommodate the dead as well as the living opened up different avenues of

imagery and characterization for the novel, allowing me to overlay my own

familiarity with the setting I was giving them with a sense of the

explorations and transformation their different lives might generate in the

same space.

Our relationship with place is never a static or fixed thing, no matter if we

spend three days, three months, three score years of our lives trying to

puzzle out its stories. Perhaps, as Barry Lopez suggests, “one learns a

landscape not by knowing the name or identity of everything in it, but by

perceiving the relationships in it – like that between the sparrow and the

twig. The difference between the relationships and the elements,” he says,

93 Bachelard, 1994, p. 53
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“is the same as that between written history and a catalogue of events.”94

There is our own position as observers; there are the observations of other

observers who have been there before us; there are the webs of connection

that spin out between these, catching at the edges of the space itself, snaring

it and holding it this way, and then that.

When that place is a place with which we believe we identify, a place to

which we presume to belong, the complexity is richer again. And if it

magnifies through the simple multiplications of the private interpretations

of families, or generations, or decades, it magnifies exponentially with the

public evocations of a book, a painting, a poem or an orchestral suite.

It magnifies into versions of ourselves.

94 Lopez, 2004, p. 6
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POETRY

The Unknown Poem

Interviewer: How do you get started on a new book?

Philip Roth: Beginning a book is unpleasant. I am entirely

uncertain about the character and the predicament, and a

character in his predicament is what I have to begin with.

– The Paris Review Interviews, vol. iv

I began with a hole. The narrative of Just Getting Light required the

discovery of a poem, and a misunderstanding about the identity of its

author. I knew what the poem would be. And I knew what the

misunderstanding was – knew which character had written it, and to which

other character it would be attributed. I knew too how the

misunderstanding about the author would occur. What I wanted were some

believable mechanics for the moment when the poem itself was revealed.

This essay recounts a little of the serendipity, and the research, with which

that lacuna came to be filled, tapping into the aspect of grief that craves just

one more message, just one more story from the person whose story has

been stopped.

It began when a friend of mine, D., mentioned that he was thinking of selling

a book – not just any book, but a family copy of the first edition of Federico

García Lorca’s first book of poetry, his Poemas.

The book had belonged to D’s great-uncle, Pepin Bello, who had been at the

Residencia de estudiantes in Madrid with Lorca, the surrealist artist Salvador

Dali and the pioneering film-maker Luis Buñuel – the core, some insisted, of

the famous Generation of ’27, which drove the Spanish avante-garde in the

years before the civil war. It was inscribed, said D.,
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A Pepin de Federico, Residencia de estudiantes, Primavera 1923,

Madrid

Now, D. wanted to sell it, and he wondered if R., an antiquarian bookseller I

knew, might be able to help him – given that it was a first edition, given that

it was inscribed.

He was coming to Sydney the following week – where I was; where R.

worked – and would bring the book with him. And so we arranged to meet

at R’s place, an apartment full of light and overflowing bookshelves, and a

view that took in the entire western face of the city, arranging its

skyscrapers like the spines of more and more books. In the meantime, D.

emailed images of the book’s spine – G. Lorca Poemas stamped onto its buff

binding in small gold capitals – and its pages, speckled with foxing.

A hard-cover book is a simple object, just a rectangle, but gratifyingly firm or

solid compared to the possible wobble of a paperback. It was something to

be holding a first edition of Lorca’s poems; it was something to gaze at its

inscription, to feel an ownership of it through this dedication to my friend’s

great-uncle. Lorca’s lettering had the large-looped optimism of a young man:

there was a flourish under his name, and the words “Spring 1923” had been

written so quickly, so openly, that the numbers all tended towards straight,

vertical lines.

I traced my finger across the flourish under his signature, the bravura “F” at

the beginning of the name. There was something tangibly thrilling in

touching this, in feeling the imprint the letters made on the spine, the

furriness of the thick 1920s paper, the slight indent the pen had made,

pressed down by Lorca as he wrote. It was the “major electrostatic charge”

rare bookseller Richard Chalfin had written about anticipating should he

ever find himself “handling a first edition Gatsbywith its dust jacket. I’d hold
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it high above my head like a newborn, sniff it, diaper it in Mylar and call all

my friends.”95

Our investment of power in certain objects is well-known. We attribute a

particular currency and vitality to relics, to talismans, to rarities and to

collections. Catholic historians call it “mystic potency”; in “Art in the Age of

Mechanical Reproduction,” Walter Benjamin calls it “aura”, tracing it

through “the service of a ritual – first the magical, then the religious kind”

and on into the unique quality of any “authentic” work of art.96

As Maurice Rheims, French novelist and art historian explains in La Vie

étrange des objets, “The passion for an object leads to its being construed as

God’s special handiwork: the collector of porcelain eggs will imagine that

God never made a more beautiful nor rarer form, and that He created it

purely for the delight of porcelain egg collectors.”97 It might just as easily

emanate from St Stephen’s forearm or Buddha’s tooth as frommore secular

objects such as Marilyn Monroe’s eye drops98, a lock of Elvis Presley’s hair,99

a wadge of stuffing from the pillow on which Lord Byron died.100 Or a book

inscribed by another long-dead poet.

And so we sat, the three of us, passing Lorca’s poems between us. We talked

about the stories D. had heard from his Great-Uncle Pepin about his time at

school with the poet, the painter, the film-maker – these three great

imaginers. We talked about the power Lorca seemed to have, of the three

friends, in what proved to be a far shorter life. We talked about an article

about the ongoing hunt for Lorca’s remains, buried in a mass grave after his

95 Chalfin, 2000, online at http://www.observer.com/2000/12/the-day-harper-lee-came-
to-see-me/
96 Benjamin, 1992, p. 217
97 Rheims, in Baudrillard, 1994, p. 9
98 Keane, 2008, online at http://www.collectorsweekly.com/articles/an-interview-with-
marilyn-monroe-movie-memorabilia-collector-scott-fortner/
99 -- 2009, online at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/celebritynews/6369978/Clump-of-
Elvis-Presleys-hair-sells-for-11300-at-auction.html
100 This relic was part of the private collection of Byronania held by Jacqueline Viognier-
Marshall, past-president of the Australian Byron Society; pers. comm.
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execution by Spanish Nationalists in the hills above Granada in August,

1936.

“As much as it was possible to maintain that a world-renowned writer had

simply vanished,” Elizabeth Kolbert had written in an article about this

mission of forensic archaeology, published several years before in the New

Yorker, “the Nationalist government tried to do so.” Replying to a telegram

H. G. Wells had sent on behalf of London PEN demanding news of their

“distinguished colleague”, the military governor of Granada’s response read,

“in its entirety, ‘I do not know whereabouts of Don Federico García

Lorca.’”101

It was as Lorca himself had written in “The Fable and Round of the Three

Friends”:

When the pure forms caved in

beneath the cri cri of the daisies,

I realised they had murdered me.

They ransacked the cafes and the cemeteries and the churches,

they opened the winecasks and the closets,

they destroyed three skeletons to yank out their gold teeth.

They could no longer find me.

They couldn’t find me?

No. They couldn’t find me …102

We passed the book between us, and it felt like a shimmer of recovery, like

some piece of the poet had escaped from that murderous disappearance and

was here, in a high, light Sydney room, under a familiarly blazing sun, more

than seventy years later.

101 Kolbert, 2003, p. 66
102 Lorca, “The Fable and Round of the Three Friends,” in Gershator (ed.), 1983, p. xii
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R. talked about the value of first editions, the value of autographs and

dedications, the different value depending on the relationship between the

dedicator and the dedicatee, about the fascinating life of D.’s Great-Uncle

Pepin. He talked about whether or not the Residencia de estudiantes itself

might be interested in purchasing the book for its own collection, about the

way such sales could be effected now that everything could be done online.

His glasses perched on the end of his nose, R. closed the book at last and

turned it over on his palm. “Of course,” he said, “it’s fabulous.” And he riffed

a little on Pepin Bello’s centrality to the whole enterprise of surrealism, on

his function as the nexus, the lynchpin of the group, the one who had the

ideas that Dali and Buñuel and Lorca then went and explored. “And Pepin

didn’t have to do anything,” he said at last, patting the cover again.

“Fabulous, fabulous.”

“Every country I’ve ever been in,” said D., “I’ve seen my uncle – on the TV, in

documentaries. He was in the Spanish Film Festival when I first came to

Australia.” He talked about being scared that his own little boy would get at

the book with scissors and crayons – or, worse, would sell it when he was 21

to raise money for a motorbike. But I was thinking of another version of the

same story, where that little boy, grown up to 21, couldn’t believe that his

family had owned such a book, and had sold it. Sold it.

R. flicked the pages open to the dedication again and we sat there, the three

of us, staring at the sliver of ink that delineated the great big myth of the life

and times of Federico García Lorca, and his horrific death in the middle of

the night.

And in this room of books, its air musty with all that paper, I stared at the

signature and recovered from some crevasse of memory the poet’s maxim of

duende. Duende: I had first heard the word almost 20 years before in a

creative writing class that Dorothy Porter gave when I was at university. In a
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bland fibro classroom in Bathurst, its walls a utilitarian off-white made hot

by a little too much yellow, she taught us, a bunch of kids, mostly, just out of

high school, about Lorca’s idea of duende, a passion, an unguardedness, a

risk-taking that might infuse a work of art and lift it away from safety into a

new and grating place.

“I have always understood duende as working without a net,” she wrote

much later in her 2010 essay On Passion,103 and I’m sure I can remember her

describing it that way as we shivered in a Bathurst winter, more than twenty

years before.

“Between 1918 when I entered the Residencia de estudiantes in Madrid,”

Lorca began the lecture he delivered in 1933, “and 1928 when I left, having

completed my study of Philosophy and Letters, I listened to around a

thousand lectures, in that elegant salon where the old Spanish aristocracy

went to do penance for its frivolity on French beaches …

In a simple way, in the register that, in my poetic voice, holds

neither the gleams of wood, nor the angles of hemlock, nor those

sheep that suddenly become knives of irony, I want to see if I can

give you [now] a simple lesson on the buried spirit of saddened

Spain.104

That spirit, duende, might emerge through a singer’s voice, a Spanish

melody, even a fragment of Bach. And Lorca defined it as one old maestro

had described it to him, as a thing that comes not from the throat but rather

“surges up inside, from the soles of the feet”. He defined it through Goethe’s

observation of the magic at the heart of that virtuosic violinist Paganini: “a

mysterious force that everyone feels and no philosopher has explained.”

103 Porter, 2010, p. 85
104 Lorca, 1933, online at
http://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/Spanish/LorcaDuende.htm
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An angel “flies over a man’s head, high above, shedding grace” to allow the

artist below to create “effortlessly”. A muse “dictates and occasionally

prompts … [stirring] the intellect, bringing a landscape of columns and an

illusory taste of laurel”. But the real struggle for any artist, said Lorca, was

“with the duende:

Seeking the duende, there is neither map nor discipline. We only

know it burns the blood like powdered glass, that it exhausts,

rejects all the sweet geometry we understand, that it shatters

styles and makes Goya, master of the greys, silvers and pinks of

the finest English art, paint with his knees and fists in terrible

bitumen blacks, or strips Mossèn Cinto Verdaguer stark naked in

the cold of the Pyrenees, or sends Jorge Manrique to wait for

death in the wastes of Ocaña, or clothes Rimbaud’s delicate body

in a saltimbanque’s costume, or gives the Comte de Lautréamont

the eyes of a dead fish, at dawn, on the boulevard.105

Even in Lorca’s description of it, the claw, the grasp of the thing itself is

there, thrown down as a challenge to anyone who wants to try to make

some new piece of story in the world.

For Porter, the search for duendewas eternal and fascinating; she sought it

in her own work, and she wrote about it in her last published essay, On

Passion. “Duendewas the ‘dark sounds’ in art … it was a duel to the death.”106

She heard it quivering in Callas’s recording of Carmen, and in Sylvia Plath’s

later poems.

“The arrival of the duende,” Lorca declared, “presupposes a radical change to

all the old kinds of form, brings totally unknown and fresh sensations, with

105 Ibid
106 Porter, 2010, p. 85
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the qualities of a newly created rose, miraculous, generating an almost

religious enthusiasm.”107

D. sat forward a little in his chair, leaned towards R., holding the book.

“There’s a dedication to Pepin’s brother, my grandfather Filin, in the book

too, further in –” He reached over to take the volume, but R.’s fingers were

already flicking through the pages.

And there it was, opposite a poem of undying love.108 The dedication –

Dedicatoria especial A Filin – and below, six lines of poetry. Six lines of

poetry by Federico García Lorca. Six lines of poetry by Federico García Lorca

that the rest of the world did not know about.

107 Lorca, 1933, online at
http://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/Spanish/LorcaDuende.htm
108 Adios mi doncellita,
rosa durmiente,
tu vas para el amor
Y yo a la muerte.
Esquilones de plata
Llevan los bueyes.
Mi corazon desangra c
omo una fuente
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“Even my mum didn’t know it was there,” said D., and it was as if the book

thickened, lying there in R.’s hands. I’m sure we were all three of us holding

our breath.

D. took the book, frowned, cleared his throat and began to speak, his English

a little thicker than usual as if more of the Spanish words he was translating

on the run were hanging on around its edges. “It’s something like this,” he

said.

The eternal angle

Between land and sky …

He paused. “Bisectriz: it’s a geometric term,” he said. “Something precise, like

bisecting. Bisected. I guess, maybe, cut, or divided.” Suggesting the presence

of one poem with his choice of one word, and the presence of another, with

another.

The eternal angle

Between land and sky

Divided by the wind

The immense angle

Of the straight road

Divided by a wish

As simple as a breath; a thought. As brief as a benediction.

“Of course it’s fabulous,” said R. again.

And we stared a little longer at the page: us on one side, in our century;

Lorca on the other, the ink still breathing, in his.
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Talking With the Dead

[The] hypothesis is that not just some, but allwriting of the

narrative kind, and perhaps all writing, is motivated, deep down,

by a fear of and a fascination with mortality – by a desire to make

the risky trip to the Underworld, and to bring something or

someone back from the dead.

– Margaret Atwood, Negotiating with the Dead109

I cannot describe it better than to say it felt as if we were talking with Lorca

– and as if we were in a private conversation, the kind of conversation you

dream of having when you find yourself unexpectedly face to face with a

writer you admire. But we were talking to him with the full awareness of his

death, his absence, in the way that one might read a book by a long-dead

author and still be struck by its vivacity, its timeliness, its vigour. It was a

message from the poet from beyond the grave.

Dorothy Porter explored the edges of this in On Passion, any reading of

which is now differently charged given Porter’s own death just months after

she completed this work. “There is something very unsettling about a book,”

she wrote, “Uncanny.

A book written by a dead author – and most are (indeed there

will come a time when I’m a dead author myself) – is nothing less

than a haunted house, which lures the reader into conversation

with a loquacious, enchanting ghost. We forget howmysterious,

verging on the supernatural, reading is.110

109 Atwood, 2002, p. 156
110 Porter, 2010, pp. 87-88
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In Negotiating with the Dead, her 2002 Empson lectures, Margaret Atwood

goes further to suggest that perhaps all writing is motivated “by a fear of

and a fascination with mortality” and by the desire to recover someone,

somehow, from death. “To go to the land of the dead, to bring back to the

land of the living someone who has gone there – it’s a very deep human

desire, and thought also to be very deeply forbidden. But life of a sort can be

bestowed by writing.”111 In fact Jorge Luis Borges, she says, proposes the

theory that Dante’s entire Divine Comedywas written “mainly so [Dante]

could get a glimpse of the dead Beatrice, and bring her back to life in his

poem. It is because he is writing about her, and only because he is writing

about her, that Beatrice is able to exist again, in the mind of the writer and

reader.”112

What does any grieving person desire above all other things? One last

conversation, one last chance of receiving some sliver of all the words that

will now otherwise be left unsaid – big things, or even little things. The

newly widowed Joyce Carol Oates was overwhelmingly comforted to

discover a couple of workaday sentences – hello this is your honey calling …

love to my honey and kitties – her husband had left on their home phone

while she drove off to make what would prove to be her last visit to him in

hospital. To anyone else, they would sound tiny, inconsequential. To her,

they were a thing recovered, miraculously, from the jaws of death, and she

replayed them so many times, that “the syllables of [the] words are starting

to sound frayed”.113

It’s this desperate driving desire that spikes the call for spiritualists’ services

during war114 and makes the archive of phone messages sent out from four

aeroplanes and from the World Trade Centre between 8.19 and 10.28 in the

111 Atwood, 2002, pp. 171-172
112 Atwood, 2002, p. 172
113 Oates, 2011, p. 109
114 Damousi, 1999, pp. 132-133
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morning of September 11, 2001115 so much more poignant and riveting. The

thing we crave, always, is just one more piece of the story. Step beyond the

completeness of Joan Didion’s trademark phrase – “we tell ourselves stories

in order to live”116 – and there is a sense that in order to keep on living

ourselves through any period of mourning, we will require more stories, and

more, not just about ourselves, but about whoever’s story we feel has been

so shockingly truncated by their own death. It may be a dozen words spoken

into the reliably regurgitating space of an answering machine; it may be an

unknown message, tucked away somewhere. It may be my friend D. opening

his precious book of Lorca one afternoon in Sydney to reveal that other,

unknown poem that had been tucked in there for his grandfather.

The Narratives of Grief

Everything is biographical, Lucian Freud says. What we make,

why it is made, how we draw a dog, who it is we are drawn to,

why we cannot forget. Everything is collage, even genetics. There

is the hidden presence of others in us, even those we have known

115 A comprehensive timeline of events on the morning of 11/9/2001 has been created
online at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_for_the_day_of_the_September_11_attacks,
including some of the phone messages transmitted from the four hijacked planes and
from inside the two towers of the World Trade Centre
116 Although this line is best known as the title for one of Didion’s collections of non-
fiction writing (see Didion, 2006), it is a quote from her 1979 essay White Album: "We
tell ourselves stories in order to live. The princess is caged in the consulate. The man
with the candy will lead the children into the sea. The naked woman on the ledge
outside the window on the sixteenth floor is a victim of accidie, or the naked woman is
an exhibitionist, and it would be 'interesting' to know which. We tell ourselves that it
makes some difference whether the naked woman is about to commit a mortal sin or is
about to register a political protest or is about to be, the Aristophanic view, snatched
back to the human condition by the fireman in priest's clothing just visible in the window
behind her, the one smiling at the telephoto lens. We look for the sermon in the suicide,
for the social or moral lesson in the murder of five. We interpret what we see, select the
most workable of multiple choices. We live entirely, especially if we are writers, by the
imposition of a narrative line upon disparate images, by the 'ideas' with which we have
learned to freeze the shifting phantasmagoria which is our actual experience.”
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briefly. We contain them for the rest of our lives, at every border

we cross.

– Michael Ondaatje, Divisadero117

The cultural landscape of the 21st century’s first decades have seen the

profusion of a genre that might be called post-mortemmemoir – written to

sate the appetite of what one New York Times reviewer described as “the

increasingly lucrative loss-of-spouse market”.118 These present dissections

of grief so clear and revelatory that they are in some ways extensions of the

memento mori photographs taken by grieving Victorians as they tried to

hold the literal image of their recently deceased for as long as possible.119

“What a comfort it is to possess the image of those who are removed from

our sight,” wrote one grieving woman to her vicar in 1870. “We may raise an

image of them in our minds but that has not the tangibility of one we can see

with our bodily eyes.”120 It was just one harnessing of one nascent

technology – photography – against what the Dutch psychologist Douwe

Draaisma calls “the transience implicit in the mortality of memories”, just as

we can now employ any other number of recordings of sound, of images.

Perhaps one day we will even be able to call up carefully crafted and

evocative versions of the smells that remind us of someone.121

Navigating the shelves of these memoirs is sometimes akin to staring at a

car accident, angling for a look into the open back on an ambulance as you

drive past. But they are popular with readers, and popularity with readers

simply means that more of such stories are commissioned; more are

published – and thus there are more fatalities at which we might stare.

These are other deaths – deaths experienced by others – against which we

117 Ondaatje, 2007, p. 16
118 Maslin, 2011, online at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/14/books/14book.html
119 For several intriguing examples of memento mori images, see
http://cogitz.com/2009/08/28/memento-mori-victorian-death-photos/
120 Flora A. Windeyer to Rev. John Blomfield, November 1870, online as part of the
Australian Museum’s archive on “Death: The Last Taboo”, online at
http://australianmuseum.net.au/Mourning-Victorian-Era
121 Draaisma, 2000, p. 2
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can place as much as we dare to imagine, or remember, of our own

experiences of death and loss, of grief and mourning.

In the fictional world, too, there have been some notable intersections with

dying and with death in the novels published in the last ten years – two fine

examples, Kate Jennings’Moral Hazard (2002) and Helen Garner’s The Spare

Room (2008), by masterly Australian writers who strode a daring and

complex line between the facts of their own lives and the fiction of their

novels. “It’s undeniable, isn’t it,” Susan Sontag had one character say to

another in her 1986 short story “The WayWe Live Now,” “the fascination of

the dying. It makes me ashamed.”122 It was a fascination to which Sontag’s

own work returned – in On Photography, in Regarding the Pain of Others –

and which she herself became strangely party to on her own death in 2004,

as discussed below.

The apogee, and the trigger, of the memorial memoir form was perhaps Joan

Didion’s Year of Magical Thinking, published in 2005, and written following

her husband’s death on December 30, 2003. “Grief, when it comes, is nothing

we expect it to be,” she wrote.123 Nor was the grief she felt at the loss of her

spouse “what I felt when my parents died …What I felt [then] was sadness,

loneliness (the loneliness of the abandoned child, whatever age), regret for

time gone by, for things unsaid …

Grief is different. Grief has no distance. Grief comes in waves,

paroxysms, sudden apprehensions that weaken the knees and

blind the eyes and obliterate the dailiness of life.124

And she went on to quote the physical phenomenon of grief – the actual,

bodily suffering endured – as outlined by Eric Lindemann, chief of

psychiatry at the Massachusetts General Hospital in the 1940s: “Sensations

122 Sontag, 1986, p. 51
123 Didion, 2005, p. 26
124 Didion, 2005, pp. 26-27
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of somatic distress occurring in waves lasting from twenty minutes to an

hour at a time, a feeling of tightness in the throat, choking with shortness of

breath, need for sighing, and an empty feeling in the abdomen, lack of

muscular power, and an intense subjective distress described as tension or

mental pain.”125

In a sense, it paved the way for subsequent offerings including David Rieff’s

Swimming in a Sea of Death (2008: on the death of his mother, Susan

Sontag), Virginia Lloyd’s Young Widow’s Guide to Home Improvement (2008:

on the death of her husband of just eleven months), Anne Roiphe’s Epilogue

(2009: on the death of her second husband), Gail Caldwell’s Let’s Take the

Long Way Home (2010: on the death of her best friend), Anne Carson’s Nox

(2010: on the death of her brother), Roland Barthes’ posthumously

publishedMourning Diary (2010: on the death of his mother), Meagan

O’Rourke’s The Long Goodbye (2011: on the death of hers), and Joyce Carol

Oates’ AWidow’s Story (2011). Doris Lessing played with the form,

reanimating her long-dead parents in the diptych Alfred and Emily (2008) –

the first section their life as it was, after the trauma of WWI; the second, as it

might have been.

There are countless precedents to this “genre”, including, notably, Donald

Hall’sWithout, a suite of poems published in the wake of his wife’s death in

1995, and, further back, C. S. Lewis’s A Grief Observed, on the death of his

wife, Joy (originally published in 1961 under the pseudonym N. W. Clerk as

Lewis did not wish to be known as its author). In their different ways, these

volumes grapple and rage, striking out at the impossible and

incontrovertible cessation of the people their authors loved. They try to

make sense of time, of narrative, of their own shockingly ongoing existence –

and of the messy and fundamental question of where, now, their loved ones

are. Hall writes, “You know now / whether the soul survives death. / Or you

don’t …We never dared / to speak of Paradise” while Lewis remarks that “it

125 Lindemann, 1944, in Didion, 2005, p. 28
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is as if she were on a journey without me and I said, looking at my watch, ‘I

wonder is she at Euston now.’ But unless she is proceeding at sixty seconds

a minute along this same timeline that all we living people travel by, what

does this mean?”126 In their flayed honesty, two writers – philosopher and

poet – lay bare the exquisite probing and return of beloved grief, its stasis,

its insatiable worrying at the scabs and scars of memory. In “Kill the Day,”

one of Hall’s later poems, he tracks grief’s continuity:

In the second year, into the third and fourth years,

She died again and again, she died by receding

While he recited each day the stanzas of her dying.

He watched her chest go still; he closed her eyes.

Without birthdays, she remained her age at death.127

When Helen Garner published The Spare Room in 2008, she ended the

narrative by throwing it forward, allowing her narrator, Helen, to almost

touch omniscience for a little while: “I didn’t know then … that …”; “I didn’t

know yet howmany times I would …”; “I could not imagine the urge … that

would …”; “I did not foresee that …”128 It’s the omniscience, the relief, that

every mourner wants.

Alongside this new literature of grief sits The Other Side of Sadness, George

A. Bonanno’s populist and strangely prescriptive psychological dissection of

the processes of grieving. Subtitled “What the New Science of Bereavement

Tells Us About Loss,” Bonanno opens with the story of a young mother

unexpectedly widowed at the age of 34. “I expected to collapse,” the woman

told him. “I really did. That’s what I wanted to do … But I couldn’t. Each day I

got up and did what I had to. The days passed and somehow it was OK.”129

Bonanno’s premise is that for the majority of people, the experience of life

126 Hall, 1998, p. 50; Lewis, 1966, p. 24
127 Hall, 2003, p. 6
128 Garner, 2008 (a), pp. 189-193
129 Bonanno, 2009, p. 2
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after death is not a lengthy, five-stage process that tracks the well-known

points of denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. Despite the

inevitability of death, Bonanno begins, “most people know next to nothing

about what to expect.”

As the book unpacks the stories of people who did not devolve, who did not

succumb, who did not – as that first 34-year-old widow put it – “collapse”, it

negotiates new research on resilience, on terror management theory (TMT).

It negotiates the stories of mothers who lost children on September 11,

2001, of widows poleaxed by the death of overweight, unhealthy, non-

exercising husbands of forty years. It examines rituals of mourning in other

cultures – in Mexico, in China, among Tibetan Buddhists and Hindus, and

among the Dahomey people of Western Africa who recount “lascivious tales

about the deceased [at the wake] … to amuse the dead”130. The crucial

difference between these very different practices and a Western approach to

the dead, he suspects, is that “people in non-Western cultures don’t pay as

much attention to individuals and their feelings. They care more about the

interactions between people than about what is going on in any one person’s

head.”

The example he gives? Joan Didion’s Year of Magical Thinking. Following the

book’s transformation into a successful stage play, Bonanno describes its

opening scene, Didion’s character alone on the stage, quietly imparting the

nub of her story. Which isn’t about the death of her husband or her own

subsequent grief. “It will happen to you,” she tells her audience. “The details

will be different, but it will happen to you. That’s what I am here to tell

you.”131

Bonanno’s book operates as an overview of both people’s experiences of

grief and some of the current memoirs published in this area. In terms of

providing an insight into both a wide range of human experience, and some

130 Bonanno, 2009, p. 163
131 Bonanno, 2009, p. 48
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of the words written in response to this, it effectively takes the pulse of

modern grief and mourning, presenting both the antidote to the

overwhelming experience Didion describes and, paradoxically, the

reinforcement of her observation that it will not be what anyone expects,

quoted previously. For a novelist interested in the design of a particular

pattern or routine of grief, such a work opens up both a range of imaginative

license and an avenue of research into the particulars of other people’s

experience.

“I have interviewed more bereaved people than I can count,” Bonanno

writes. “Most coped extremely well with the pain of grief. Yet there seemed

to be no clear pattern, no emergent theme in the way they described the

past, that might account for their resilience.”132 The only given is, as Joy

Damousi has said, that “the ways that widows dealt with loss, grief and

domestic trauma … were predicated, to some extent, on the culturally

acceptable ways they could publicly express those emotions.”133 In her focus

on war widows, and post-war mourning (discussed below), Damousi’s

research provides the specificity of experience against the more generalist

overviews of Bonanno. In conjoining to underpin the character of Anikka

Lachlan, they provided a solid skeleton of emotion for a life marked out

entirely in emotional terms.

The kernel of the idea that became Just Getting Light incorporated an

adjustment of the nexus between grief and war – the different ways grieving

may have been done when wars were underway; the different ways grief

itself was changed by the war that fed it. Funereal practices were changed

by war, slipping from quite grand occasions into a smaller scale in response

to the large numbers of soldiers who were killed and buried far from home

and the balloon of collective grief this created.134 And the recruitment and

132 Bonanno, 2009, p. 69
133 Damousi, 2005, p. 20
134 The Australian Museum mounted an exploration of Victorian attitudes to death and its
attendant rituals, and to the changes these underwent in the face of World War I: see
online at http://australianmuseum.net.au/Mourning-Victorian-Era
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assignment processes of Australia’s defence forces were changed when it

was realised that fighting units created from villages and towns might mean

that villages and towns stood to lose almost their entire population of young

men: “Army units tended to have a local focus when formed,” writes Pat

Jalland in Changing Ways of Death in Twentieth-Century Australia. This

meant “telegrams announcing deaths would often hit a community at one

time.”135

Jalland, along with Joy Damousi (notably in The Labour of Loss: Mourning,

Memory and Bereavement in Australia, 1999) and Stephen Garton (The Cost

of War: Australians Return, 1996), has made a study of the particular grief

associated with war, both its proceedings and its aftermath, and this

triumvirate of historical work is concerned with communities “of those

awaiting death,” as Damousi describes it136 – an apt and relatively rare

description of the experience of war for the majority of people. “It was

usually grief, not glory, that drew communities together.” 137

As Beverley Raphael noted in “Death and the Great Australian Disaster,” the

personal details of those killed as a result of disaster tend to be stripped

very quickly from their story, rendering them anonymous: she quotes a

study made of this across disasters as various as floods, fires and cyclones –

but also naval disasters and the bombing of Darwin in 1942. The dead

become a number – 64, 128; unless, she notes, “they are all men, when it

may be recorded, for instance, that 64 men died.”138 The greater the

numbers, the more necessary the anonymity in a way: a story in which

scores of people die cannot include the names of its victims each time it

refers to them. But the erasure must isolate the period of mourning

attending the death: it is not a single death announced in its own rectangular

135 Jalland, 2006, p. 177
136 Damousi, 1999, p. 120
137 Damousi, 1999, p. 106
138 Raphael, in Charmaz, Howarth and Kellehear (eds), 1997, p. 75
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space in a newspaper obituary column, but rather one scooped in with any

number of others.

Expectations of the ways in which the men at war would think of death –

their comrades’, the possibility of their own, those of their enemy

combatants – have changed markedly in the decades since 1945. Where

World War II’s soldiers were expected to have been “unaffected”, writes

Raphael, “it has progressively become accepted that the costs of war lie not

only in the body count of deaths, but in the impact of death on those soldiers

who survive.”139 The fighting force of World War II were the last men

expected to come home and put whatever they had seen or done behind

them, as if it had never happened.140

When war brought death, women grieved and women remembered in their

own ways: Jalland collates stories of wives who found themselves

immediately “frozen” and then immediately mindful that there were

“thousands of wives and mothers like [them]” against those who, even five

years after the end of hostilities, could not be convinced that their sons were

dead.141 And there were the women for whom tiny domestic moments

became what Bonanno would call “anniversary moments” or particular

triggers for grief and memory:

I was lighting the dining room fire … when Edna Osmond came in

the front door with Mum and as I held the match Mum told me

139 Raphael, in Charmaz, Howarth and Kellehear (eds), 1997, p. 81
140 For interesting and contradictory evidence of this idea of silence, see the film made
by John Huston for the US Army Signal Corps in 1946 – and suppressed for many years
– that was made available online in late 2011. In it, returned soldiers describe their
feelings of hopelessness and diminishment, their inability to come back into a
supposedly “normal” world. In one of the most affecting interviews, one marine laments
again and again, “I was a solid man; I was a solid man.” This image – and this line –
became a motif in the manuscript of Just Getting Light. See Cieplak-Mayr von Baldegg,
2011, online at http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2011/11/john-hustons-
banned-1946-film-about-wwii-veterans/248336/
141 Jalland, 2006, pp. 144, 146-147
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that Dad had been killed. Every time I light a fire I recall that

moment and feel bad because it reminds me of Dad’s death.142

By the end of hostilities the Second World War had created 10,000

Australian war widows, with an average age of 26 years old and at least one

child to support. But while some commentators exalted the widows’ grief

above all others – in October 1945, two months after the war’s long-drawn-

out cessation, the Melbourne Herald felt that the loss “suffered by war

widows has no parallel”143 – for others, the worse loss was mothers losing

sons. One woman, on hearing of the death of her only son, was advised by

another grieving mother that it “hurts the mothers more than anybody and

only the mother knows so cheer up and be the same lovable [person] as

always …”144

To someone observing from the safe distance of more than sixty years later,

there is something strange – and slightly macabre – about the way these

different deaths are privileged or ranked. In a sense, it’s the extension of the

accountancy of death that places catastrophic death in another realm

beyond ordinary, as it were, day-to-day mortality – as discussed in the

previous essay. And from the perspective of the war’s end, as more and

more news emerged about the deaths that had been endured in European

camps, and in what numbers, the deaths that had been endured in Japanese

camps, and in what numbers, and the deaths that were endured in those last

two apocalyptic attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the impossibility of

weighing any death against another is more stark again. “People are still

dying,” the Australian journalist Wilfred Burchett wrote from Japan a month

after those two bombs were dropped, “mysteriously and horribly, from an

142 In Damousi, 1999, p. 144
143 Damousi, 1999, p. 159
144 Damousi, 1999, p. 138
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unknown something.”145 Here was an experience of fatality – and grief – on a

scale one American psychiatrist would later call “death immersion”.146

The terrific climax of the Second World War gave the world a new way to

think about death, and a vast new sense of fear as well. In the sheer scale of

its ultimate act, and the magnitude of death and destruction that caused, it

stripped away the potency of other honour rolls: what happened to the

power of an event that had killed several dozen people, or several hundred,

against something whose immediate toll of dead and wounded, never be

accurately known, certainly exceeded 200,000 people? Perhaps the question

posed by one newspaper headline a year later gives some sense of the

enormity of those bombs’ impacts beyond their terrible blast zones: “Must

The World Begin Again?” asked the Daily Express in September 1946.147

As the atomic bomb changed ideas of death in war, wars themselves change

the terms in which death is regarded – it becomes, more immediately and

more possibly, the adjunct of life that it always is. Knowing how to effect it,

knowing how to avoid it, become part of everyday knowledge. Should any

Australians find themselves “caught in the open [with] bombs falling”, said

the National Emergency Service (quoted by Michael McKernan in All In!), “a

person should lie down but keep his mouth open to reduce the effects of the

blast.”148

Likewise, a perfectly normal newspaper edition of the Telegraph insisted

that all Australians “be taught how to handle dynamite, how to make and

use the simple Molotov cocktail bomb, how to blow up bridges, block roads,

improvise defences, how to impeded the enemy and keep the way clear for

145 Burchett in the Daily Express, September 1945, in Jalland, 2006, p. 170
146 Raphael, 2005, p. 35 cites Robert Jay Lifton, 1991. In Death in Life: Survivors of
Hiroshima, Lifton writes of these two bombs creating “an intensity of feeling which could
interfere with evaluating their human impact” (p. 4)
147 Jalland, 2006, p. 170
148 McKernan, 1983, pp. 115, 117
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their own troops”.149 To which the NSW Lawn Tennis Association responded

that while it had “200 women organized to sell buttons … we can soon

organize them to handle dynamite and rifles.” It’s a practical suggestion that

is impossible to countenance in the world as we now experience and

understand it.

The impossibility of such conversations and situations becoming part of a

new wartime “everyday” or “normalcy” sent me back to reconsider a notable

– and much noted – civilian death in World War II: the suicide, in late March,

1941, of Virginia Woolf.

For the last months of her life, Woolf lived with the sound of guns booming

across the Channel in France, and knew that at the other end of their noise,

scores of young men were being killed. She lived with constant expectations

of German invasion – the signs around her village and along the coast had

already been removed for that eventuality. She lived with the knowledge

that, as the wife of a prominent Jewish intellectual, her name was on the

Gestapo’s 350-page “Arrest List” of people toward whom Hitler’s regime

bore particular ill will – and she could weigh this, as few British citizens

could, against first-hand knowledge of that hatred. Earlier, in the mid-1930s,

she had driven through a Nazi rally in Bonn and seen the banners that

screamed “The Jew is our enemy”. Now, her old home in London had been

bombed. Her house in Sussex held capsules of poison to be taken when the

invasion occurred. And her car held just enough gasoline to gas herself and

her husband in that even too – death, not flight, was the sole reason this

precious fuel had been hoarded.

What could make those facts bearable? Would it be possible to keep

working, keep writing – and imagining? Would it be possible to keep living

and making sense of something even as large and important as a war against

Fascism, against the certainty of an invasion – and the certainty of your own

149 26/1/1942, in McKernan, 1983, p. 122
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subsequent extinction – that was expected, even “scheduled”, for July 1940?

In her diary, Woolf wrote out what would happen next: there was “petrol in

the garage for suicide shd. Hitler win … capitulation will mean all Jews to be

given up. Concentration camps. So to our garage.”150

On March 28, 1941, she walked away from all this, and into the Ouse River.

To the British composer Ethel Smyth, Woolf’s actions were both wise and

courageous; to Woolf’s childhood friend Violet Dickinson, they were

understandable. “I think she was dreadfully bothered by the noise and

aeroplanes and headaches,” Dickinson wrote to Woolf’s sister, Vanessa Bell.

“One can understand exactly what she dreaded; turning it all over in her

mind on those long walks on the downs … Nothing could have been done.”151

It is these correspondents’ sense of the imperative of Woolf’s suicide that is

most arresting to a reader from a different time and place.

Virginia’s husband, Leonard, wrote:

They say “Come to tea and let us comfort you.” But it’s no good.

One must be crucified on one’s own private cross.

It is a strange fact that a terrible pain in the heart can be

interrupted by a little pain in the fourth toe of the right foot.

I know that V. will not come across the garden from the lodge,

and yet I look in that direction for her. I know that she is

drowned and yet I listen for her to come in at the door. I know

that it is the last page & yet I turn it over.152

150 Woolf, 13/5/1940 and 9/6/1940, in Piette, 1995, pp. 179-180
151 Lee, 1997, p. 263
152 Lee, 1997, p. 764
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The Lorca Poem

In a talk at Princeton University in 1942, when the world was

aflame, [Wallace] Stevens reflected on the fact that the 20th

century had become “so violent,” both physically and spiritually.

He succinctly defined poetry as “a violence from within that

protects us from a violence without. It is the imagination pushing

back against the pressure of reality. It seems, in the last analysis,

to have something to do with our self-preservation; and that, no

doubt, is why the expression of poetry, the sound of its words,

helps us to live our lives.”

– Jay Parini, “Why Poetry Matters”153

To read poetry is essentially to daydream.

– Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space154

In the end, my friend D. held onto his copy of Lorca’s Poemas, moved them

carefully with him when he took his family back to Europe where he must

keep them stored still on a high shelf away from the scissors, the crayons, he

imagined in his son’s hands. His son is now twice the age he was then. There

was no auction; there was no frisson of realization as the world assimilated

another six lines formed by Federico García Lorca’s peerless imagination

into the enormity of its library of words.

But posthumously discovered work is differently potent, as evidenced again

and again by a number of recent discoveries. The papers of Patrick White

were found to contain the draft of a new novel, as were the papers of David

Foster Wallace. In December 2009, Harper’smagazine published a subset of

“posthumously revealed” pieces by Fernando Pessoa155 – two of which were

153 Parini, 2008 (a), online at http://chronicle.com.ezproxy.library.uq.edu.au/article/Why-
Poetry-Matters/31860/ [subscription required]
154 Bachelard, 1994, p. 17
155 Zenith, 2009 (b), online at http://harpers.org/archive/2009/12/0082749
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particularly apt to the scope and concerns of Just Getting Light. “Death lurks

in our every living act,” read the first. “Dead we’re born, dead we live, and

already dead we enter death. Composed of cells living off their

disintegration, we’re made of death.” And “for everyone we see and who

interests us, we should create a biography of their past and future. One of

the sage’s mental characteristics is his ability to dress up other people inside

himself, giving them the clothes he deems most suitable for however he

chooses to dream them.”156 Discovering these against a novelistic

exploration of the co-existence of different forms of time – a juxtaposition of

life and death that might be termed metalepsis157 – allowed an expansion of

the voices contained in Just Getting Light, and a different sleight towards its

end, both of which provided important structural advances.

Patrick White’s “new” words were described as “a masterpiece in the

making,” wrote White’s biographer David Marr in the essay that revealed

the novel’s existence. The author’s “abandonment [of the manuscript] after

50,000 words was … a loss, a damn shame, for Australian writing.”158

Wallace’s were “a surprisingly whole and satisfying reading experience that

showcases his extraordinary imaginative talents and his mixing of comedy

and deep sadness in scenes from daily life”.159 As for Pessoa’s, they were just

a little more from the “25,000 pieces, some apparently unfinished, others

mere scraps, which were found in a trunk after his death”, suggesting that

readers might “invent their own order or, better yet, read the work's many

parts in absolutely random order”.160 In this way, the number of

156 Zenith, 2009 (a), p. 49 – Richard Zenith, Pessoa’s assembler and translator, calls
Pessoa a “performative” writer
157 I am grateful for Prof. Gail Jones’ examiners’ report which brought this word – and its
clarity – to bear on my thinking about the layers of time and telling in Just Getting Light:
see Pier, 2011, online at http://hup.sub.uni-hamburg.de/lhn/index.php/Metalepsis. In A
Grief Observed (1966), C. S. Lewis comments on the timelessness of death, suggesting
that “if the dead are not in time, or not in our sort of time, is there any clear difference,
when we speak of them, between what was and is and will be?”
158 Marr, 2008, online at http://www.themonthly.com.au/monthly-essays-david-marr-
patrick-white-final-chapter-873
159 Little, Brown press release quoted in Itzkoff, 2010, online at
http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/unfinshed-david-foster-wallace-novel-gets-
cover-and-release-date/
160 Gray, 2001, online at http://www.newstatesman.com/200105280043
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posthumous Pessoan pieces of writing actually discovered might be

somehow infinite – rendering Pessoa a different kind of literary immortality,

and a continuing loquaciousness.

“Dead is dead,” as Gertrude Stein observed. “But dead is not done. Not

over.”161

In the literary world, the couple that bore out the truth of that line – perhaps

more than almost any others – were Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes. And again

it was posthumously discovered words that added another chapter to their

story: Hughes “last” poem, “Last Letter,” written about the weekend in 1963

when Plath, the wife he had recently left, committed suicide. Its existence

specifically indicated by Hughes’ widow, the poem was “found” by an editor

13 years after his death, and published in The New Statesman.

The noise around Plath’s death, the noise around their relationship, had

spawned babbles of conversations, shelves of analysis and dissection, and

two very fine non-fiction books on the disparate topics of biography and

suicide (Janet Malcolm’s The Silent Woman and Al Alvarez’s The Savage God).

About all of which Hughes had not said much.

Then, in 1998, he had published Birthday Letters, a collection of poems

written annually to Plath. These were lauded by Michiko Kakutani, the New

York Times’ reviewer, for “a wonderful immediacy and tenderness that's

new to Hughes' writing, a tenderness that enables him to communicate

Plath's terrors as palpably as her own verse, and to convey his own lasting

sense of loss and grief.”162 She concluded her review with a quote from “The

Blue Flannel Suit,” a poem in which Hughes’ describes his vision of Plath on

her first day at College:

161 Stein, in Marr, 2008, online at http://www.themonthly.com.au/monthly-essays-david-
marr-patrick-white-final-chapter-873
162 Kakutani, 1998, online at http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/02/08/daily/hughes-book-
review.html
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But then I sat, stilled,

Unable to fathom what stilled you

As I looked at you, as I am stilled

Permanently now, permanently

Bending so briefly at your open coffin.163

This is the definitive moment of death observed, of the grief, the mourning,

that mushrooms around it in whatever form. It is the moment towards

which every intimate relationship is heading, and the moment that no

intimate relationship wants to even imagine imagining. It is the last glimpse,

as long as you can make yourself look, of the body that used to be inhabited

and vivified by someone you loved.

There is another moment just as awful, and that is the instant of receiving

news of that death, and all that we imagine might have filled the moments

immediately before it happened. These were the things that Ted Hughes,

who had died eight months after the publication of Birthday Letters in 1998,

was thought never to have written about. Until his one “Last Letter” from

the archive of his writing lodged with the British Library by the novelist and

arts commentator Melvyn Bragg as he prepared a special issue of The New

Statesman.164

“Last Letter” is an extraordinary examination of that particular time that

encases someone’s immediate pre-death, the moment of their passing, and

the strange limbo that hovers between that moment – however it occurs –

and the moment when the people who hold that person dear, who, in a

sense, both define them and are defined by them, become aware that it has

happened. Of all the necessary emotional lacunae of life, this must be one of

the most tantalizing and the most forbidding. Could I have changed it? Could

163 Hughes, 1998, p. 68
164 See Bragg, 2010
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I have seen it coming? Should I have known when it did? Who am I if this

person is no longer in the world?

Hughes begins:

What happened that night? Your final night

Double, treble exposure

Over everything …

He describes the wasteland between his last sight of Plath, and his hearing

of what had happened as “two days of dangling nothing. Two days gratis. /

Two days in no calendar, but stolen / From no world, / Beyond actuality,

feeling, or name.” As Dan Chiasson wrote in reviewing the work of Dorothea

Tanning, “poetry has often been employed as a way of slowing down time as

we experience it.”165

Hughes lists his days, his time, the weekend he spent hiding from his own

house, from any possible visit Plath might make to him, against whatever

filled those hours of hers “as unknown as if it never happened”. And he

wonders howmany times she had tried to call him,

… hearing the ring in your receiver –

At both ends the fading memory

Of a telephone ringing, in a brain

As if already dead …Walking by the railings under Primrose Hill

Towards the phone booth that can never be reached.

Before midnight. After midnight. Again.

Again. Again. And, near dawn, again.

His room, when he returns at last on the Monday morning, is silent, the

phone quiet. He stokes a fire, takes out his papers, and begins his day:

165 Chiasson, 2011, p. 91
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I had started to write when the telephone

Jerked awake, in a jabbering alarm,

Remembering everything. It recovered in my hand

Then a voice like a selected weapon

Or a measured injection,

Coolly delivered its four words

Deep into my ear: “Your wife is dead.”

“The poet,” wrote Bachelard in The Poetics of Space, “lives in a daydream

that is awake, but above all, his daydream remains in the world, facing

worldly things. It gathers the universe together, around and in an object.”166

The object at the centre of Ted Hughes’ “last” poem is the precise end of

known life; the precise beginning of all that is unknown for both the

deceased and the still-living. In the shocking enormity of this moment – and

Hughes’ careful and specific sentences – the power of discovered words is

perfectly encapsulated and distilled.

Anikka Kalm opens a book of poetry and finds a new poem in there, written

just for her. She believes it to be the one poem her husband ever wrote, the

poem he always wanted to attempt. And carrying that belief gives her some

solid thing to grasp as she tries to keep moving without him. I borrowed

that, in a sense, from Lorca, from a few lines he jotted down in a book for a

friend, almost ninety years ago. I hope he wouldn’t mind. After all, those six

Spanish lines sounded very similar to a gentle benediction.

166 Bachelard, 1994, p. 84
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The Book of Grief

It astonishes me that having faced the terror, we continue to live,

even to live with a great deal of joy.

– Alice Stewart Trillin, “Of Dragons and Garden Peas” 167

In readers’ hunger for and fascination with the stories of other people’s loss,

a delicate tightrope stretches between the degree of comfort in finding

commonality between your own experiences and someone else’s, and the

urgency of preserving your individual experience as intact, perhaps even

exalted. You want its particular importance to be respected – moreso in this

new century perhaps than halfway through the last one, when men were

dying in such numbers that those deaths must have felt almost awfully

predictable, rather than anything exceptional. As Pat Jalland says in

Changing Ways of Death in 20th-Century Australia, the emphasis then, again

and again, was on not reacting, not feeling, on taking bereavement in your

stride as common – almost inevitable – experience. “Try not to grieve too

much,” she quotes from one 1941 letter of condolence, “as this only leads to

illness.”168

To read Jalland’s selections from this lachrymal correspondence several

decades later – “keep your chin up and don’t worry”; “don’t let it get you

down. There are many poor things in the same trouble”169 – is to ride wave

after wave of pity matched with an incredulity for what sounds like great

callousness in the emotional responses to what were, whatever the numbers

or the circumstances, the deaths of sons, of husbands, of fathers, brother and

lovers.

The deaths of people.

167 Stewart Trillin, 1981, p. 701
168 René to Lois Atcock, c. 1941, in Jalland, 2006, p. 172
169 Condolences to Lois Atcock, c. 1941, and to Nan MacDougall, 1945, in Jalland, 2006,
pp. 176, 178
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What it became possible to do, then, was make public some of those

conversations that tried to stake out the parameters of grief. In The Labour

of Loss: Mourning, Memory and Bereavement in Australia, Joy Damousi talks

about the overt incarnations that grief could take later, when the war – and

the proscriptions and suppressions it imposed and expected – had passed.

“During the post-war years, mothers, fathers, widows and limbless soldiers

channelled their grief through protest, as a way of redefining notions of

sacrifice. They organised public meetings, formed associations, distributed

newsletters, and lobbied politicians, demanding a privileged recognition of

their grief and a revered place in public memory.”170

But for every memorial it was possible to make, for every later

acknowledgement of one of those inevitably patriotic deaths and the imprint

they left on one family or another, there were others for whom the burden

was unbearable. Talking elsewhere about her work in the Australian War

Memorial archives, Jalland notes that, “for obvious reasons, little direct

evidence survives of the immense burden of such silent grief” in either war.

There are, she says, “occasional terse references [that] give shocking

glimpses of such trauma.

In the Australian War Memorial there is a simple printed “thanks

for sympathy” card from the Gluyas family on the death of their

son and brother, Private Reginald Gluyas, who died in France in

1918 aged nineteen. A sentimental verse glories in his “nobly

won reward” in dying for King and Country. But a handwritten

note inside the card informs the reader that “Father committed

suicide on son’s death.”171

It provides a perfect example of the freight and power of a single death

against the necessary reductions that amalgamate a story into larger history.

170 Damousi, 1999, p. 161
171 Jalland, 2005, p. 42
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There’s an inevitable and fascinating interplay between memory and grief

that reveals those impulses Lyn Lofland calls the “historical and cultural

variation[s]”172 in our approaches and reactions to death. In Jalland’s

thinking, memory became increasingly significant “in relation to death and

bereavement … as religious faith declined” in the 20th century.173 Before

that, the idea of an afterlife, of thinking on what people would do next,

provided more comfort than meditating on what they had done while they

were here.

Death freezes our memories of someone, raising to a level of impossible

importance moments and memories that would otherwise have simply

disappeared from our minds, but which are privileged as things we

remember against the aspect of there being no more to come. “In death,”

writes Joy Damousi in The Labour of Loss, “mythologies are made, and

memories of things that otherwise would have been forgotten or discarded

are amplified, recorded and remembered.”174 It’s a line with an apposite

resonance in terms of Ted Hughes’ continuing literary and emotional

relationship with Sylvia Plath in the 25 years between her death, and his.

In her analysis of the New York Times’ “Portraits of Grief” published by that

paper in memory of those killed in the 2001 attacks, Nancy K. Miller related

one reporter’s description of what the portraits sought to catch, preserve,

and illuminate: “The desirable anecdote for the ‘Portraits of Grief,’ we might

say, is narrative DNA.”175 But “narrative DNA” – a line of code, a double helix

– renders neither the morphology nor the actuality of the deceased person.

The very idea of it only underscores the necessarily incomplete and

abbreviated nature of these NYTmemorials as of any others. The whole can

never be caught.

172 Lofland, 1982, p. 233
173 Jalland, 2005, pp. 42-43
174 Damousi, 1999, p. 143
175 Reporter Jan Hoffmann quoted in Miller, 2003, p. 116
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At the beginning of Just Getting Light, Anikka and Mackenzie Lachlan buy a

kind of kaleidoscope for their daughter’s birthday, a cylinder set with

mirrors rather than crystals, so that tiny pieces of the world, replicated and

arranged in gorgeous, jeweled patterns, become the treasure in its tube. The

arrangement, the glorious image, changes as the tube turns, so that familiar

elements are constantly recombined into new and beautiful configurations.

It’s a useful metaphor for the way we live, little pieces of ourselves refracted

back at us by the people around us. And it’s a useful metaphor for the way

we lose pieces of ourselves when we lose them: we lose the piece of us that

only they have been able to show us. A person dying “takes with him or her

that part of our self that they alone maintained,” as Lyn Lofland writes in

“Loss and Human Connection,” “our self which was a son, our self which was

a mother, our self which was a spouse.”176 And so we are required to recast

ourselves in our own stories, or find another person opposite whomwe can

play those roles.

Perhaps there’s a trick here, if we believe we mourn the loss of someone

when perhaps what we mourn is rather some diminution of ourselves.

Writing The Year of Magical Thinking, Joan Didion struggles towards this

first piece of work she will finish without her husband – and in this way, the

book isn’t about him; it’s about her, her work, her finding the way to keep

doing this thing that is so important to her.

In this way, of course, grief is not about the dead, but rather about the living.

176 Lofland, 1982, p. 223
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TIME

The Invention of Shorthand

I can never decide if my dreams are the results of my thoughts, or

my thoughts are the results of my dreams.

– D. H. Lawrence177

If the shape and fact of Kangaroo cemented the setting for Just Getting Light,

then the year in which that story might be imagined felt always a little more

fluid. For most of my life, family stories set the accident in 1947; partway

through the drafting of this novel, it was amended to 1952. In reality, the

accident took place on May 22, 1951.

The year I wanted to place it in was 1948 – a year in which a number of

momentous things either ran their course or appeared out of nowhere in the

stories of the world, and a year with the extra literary baggage of mirroring

– and in part engendering – George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four. It’s a year

that occupies a particularly liminal space between the events of World War

II and the events of the 1950s. Indeed, it is often strangely dislocated,

brushed over or submerged in analyses of the former and the latter. As a

piece of time, it was, as Joy Damousi has written, “unstable, uncertain and

permeated by anxieties.”178 Setting the book in 1948 allowed its characters

to live in the frisson of this uneasiness, observing events that would, in

hindsight, be seen as particular historical moments, while also pinned fast

by the shadow of the 1939-1945 war, its consequences and aftermath.

177 This has become one of D. H. Lawrence’s most quotable quotes – it appears on
almost every online quotation resource. A longer version of the text also appears in
Chang, 2006, p. 252, online at http://books.google.com.au/books?id=-
T3QhPjIxhIC&lpg=PA252&ots=aAK_pnfxGF&dq=i%20can%20never%20decide%20whe
ther%20my%20dreams&pg=PA252#v=onepage&q=i%20can%20never%20decide%20w
hether%20my%20dreams&f=false
178 Damousi, 2005, p. 21
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Beyond the decisions made about the story’s timeframe, time itself slices the

movement of its narrative – particularly through the role it plays with grief

and memory, those heightened or altered states that can worry at the fabric

of seconds, minutes, years, compacting them on the one hand (in memory, to

make it portable) and stretching them out to the limit of their elasticity (in

grief, to grab onto what’s left after loss).

This essay examines some of the impacts of war on time and memory, its

impact on our sense of these two interlinked concepts, and the necessary

abbreviations or amalgamations our memories make to accommodate

what’s measured as temporality, in both living and writing. It is one of the

freedoms of fiction that it can play fast and loose with the presentation of a

minute, or a week, taking pages to describe and animate the first, while

dismissing the second in the space of a sentence. In this, writing mimics the

processes of expansion and contraction that our minds and imaginations

play with daily, allocating the infinite space of our memories to the

pinpointed particulars of our experiences. “In a novel,” Paul Auster has

observed, “you can collapse a long stretch of time into a single sentence:

Every morning for twenty years, I walked down to the corner newsstand

and bought a copy of The Daily Bugle.” He contrasts this to film, perhaps a

more dominant conduit for imagination in the late 20th and early 21st

centuries, where “the past is always rendered as another incarnation of the

present.”179

It’s an image that works as both an inversion and a reminder of causality.

In 1965, Aleksandr Luria, a Russian psychologist and early proponent of

neuropsychology, published a slim volume called The Mind of a Mnemonist:

A Little Book about a Vast Memory.180 It is the story of a young man

identified as S., a man whose memory is “a memory of particulars” which

lacks “the capacity to convert encounters with the particular into instances

179 Auster in Gourevitch (ed.), 2009, p. 318
180 Luria, 1975
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of the general, enabling one to form general concepts even though the

particulars are lost”.181 As Luria wrote, “Many of us are anxious to find ways to

improve ourmemories; none of us have to deal with the problem of how to

forget. In S.’s case, however, precisely the reversewas true.”182

As a young man, S. had wanted to be a musician, until an illness left him

partially deaf. When Luria met him, S. was working as a journalist – and

astonishing his editor with his ability to remember a long and complex brief,

including the names and addresses of all the people he would need to speak

to for a story, without making any notes. Later in life, he became a

mnemonist – a professional rememberer, as it were – reciting facts and

sequences and other long passages of words and numbers that were

suggested by his audience. If he struggled with anything, said Luria, it was

wiping his mind clear of the sequences he had already performed in order to

be able to concentrate on the next ones he needed to recite.

We exist in a world of necessary shorthand, most of the moments and

incidents of our days disappearing, un-needed and unheeded, from the

space we designate as our memory. I do not need to remember everything I

did between waking up this morning and typing this sentence now, five

hours later. I do not need to remember, when I make a cup of tea, every

other cup of tea I have made in the past 40 years. I need to remember that

the water is hot and that, in this house, the teabags are in a cream canister

on the shelf above the sink, not in a spotted canister in the cupboard, as they

were in the last house I lived in, or in a glass jar with a red lid on the kitchen

bench, as they were in the house before that. And it’s only in typing that

sentence that I realise I can remember, if I think about it, where we’ve kept

the teabags in our two previous houses, and in which containers.

If we understand the world through metaphor, we distribute the weight of

its load through the compressions and elisions of memory. In the opening

181 Jerome S. Bruner’s introduction to Luria, 1975, p. viii
182 Luria, 1975, p. 67
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chapter of Everyday Memory, Svein Magnussen, Tor Endestad, Asher Koriat

and Tore Helstrup list five metaphors through which people attempt to

explain or characterize the processes via which we remember: the theatre

metaphor (complete with scripts and scenes); the multiple store metaphor

(short-term and long-term, with some process of transfer between the two

and the necessity of “forgetting” to prevent either store from overflowing);

the archaeological metaphor (in which memories are reconstructed rather

than reproduced verbatim); the metaphor of perception (memory as a

product of perceptual processing); and the metaphor of correspondence (in

which memory is analysed not via the output, or what is remembered, but

via the input, or what actually happened).183 “Memory has been compared to

a wax tablet, an encyclopaedia, a muscle, a telephone switchboard, a

computer and a hologram,” they write. “The Norwegian word for memory,

‘hukommelse’, derives from the word ‘hug’, which has as its etymological

origin a name for a small bag in which to keep important things when

travelling.”184

There is something appealing in the idea of memory as both an embrace and

a receptacle for necessary things. It hints at the warmth and comfort of a

bulwark, or a justification, against what might be called the base

compulsion, or even the intrusion, of a writer’s craft. “The urge to preserve,”

wrote Helen Garner in “Woman in a Green Mantle”, “I understand that. I’ve

been a captive of it for most of my adult life … I ‘save’ [things] from whatever

their fate would be if I didn’t jot them down. Maybe they wish I’d let them

vanish into the ether, uncollected. Maybe they hate being netted and

noted.”185 But it’s an unavoidable habit of writing – or inventing:

transformed, the raw material of observation becomes poetry, literature,

any work of imagination, simultaneously illuminated by and exploded

beyond whatever its real-world origins.

183 Magnussen and Helstrup (eds), 2007, pp. 11-15
184 Magnussen and Helstrup (eds), 2007, p. 10
185 Garner, 2008 (a), p. 38
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There are immediate parallels between this professional hoarding, this

accretion, and the grasp of memory and recollection against grief. A friend

whose father had unexpectedly died was astonished to discover that almost

every moment of her subsequent days brought him to the front of her mind.

She peeled a banana for breakfast and remembered his passion for bananas

when his illness had first been diagnosed. She stared into her garden and

realised she hadn’t staked her tomatoes as he thought they should have

been staked. She drove to the shops and remembered him chastising her

when he’d taught her to drive, almost a quarter-century earlier. Without his

death, neither the bananas nor the tomato plants nor the driving would

necessarily have given her an immediate and unavoidable conduit to her

father. But grieving made it so.

In Just Getting Light, the issue of preservation is complicated by the actual

preservation of a handful of my family’s stories (a bucket of blackberries; a

railway death; a compensatory job) and the ideas of memory that run

though both the narrative and the minds of its characters. In terms of

writing practice, it’s easy to imagine – and empathise with – the mania of

recording that might be undertaken by one grieving character. It can even

trigger a hypothetical hoarding of your own moments, a sickening sense of

howmany words and emotions and moments are not “netted and noted” in

day-to-day life, and how the structure of lives, the way they unfold,

unknown, unpredictable, will inevitably swell pools of regret about these

losses, the elisions. Writers may, as Garner says, “insist on writing about

everything,” but any person caught up in the disorienting half-light of new

grief would immediately wish that they too had had – or had acted upon –

that urge for preservation. More, they want more: more time, more

memories, more words – even if it’s only something as tiny as that message

on her answer-phone from which Joyce Carol Oates took such comfort.

We are always making memories – the question is whether or not these flit

through as something short-term memories or become stored and
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impregnated as long-term or more defining memories. Our brain is thought

to generate upwards of 70,000 thoughts per day, but “we are not who we

are simply because we can think,” say Eric Kandel and Larry Quire in

Memory: From Mind to Molecules. “We are who we are because we can

remember what we have thought about.”186 In some ways, this language

suggests that memories might be as close a thing as we will ever discover to

our souls.

Exploring the ways that memory might work as a driver – and shaper – of

character presents interesting challenges in terms of a story’s pacing and

momentum. There is a necessary accommodation between interiority and

action; there is a tightrope to negotiate between recollection on the one

hand and forward-moving narrative on the other; there is a balance to be

struck between the novel’s “now” and its characters’ preoccupations with

“then”.

However it is characterized, and however it functions, memory handles an

abundance of material – not only about things we’ve done and seen and said

and thought and felt, but also about the things we’ve read about and heard

about and learned about. In this way, in a sense, we have memories of things

that are nothing to do with us: memories of times that existed before we

were born; memories of great events in the world’s past. Of course, we

cannot properly “remember” what we have never experienced: as Phillip

Gourevitch put it in an essay about Binjamin Wilkomirski, the “memoirist”

whose Fragments purported to tell his story of having survived the

Holocaust as a young child, “at best, we can reclaim only the memories of

others – and at worst too.”187

This is perhaps howmost people comprehend war – from the memories and

images of others, first-hand, second-hand, or through the conduit of mass

186 Squire and Kandel, in LaFee, 2006, online at
http://papers.cnl.salk.edu/index.php?SearchText=LaFee%2C%20Scott
187 Gourevitch, 1999, p. 68
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media. The Second World War becomes images of liberated camps in

Germany, in south-east Asia. It becomes a mushroom cloud. This is our

shorthand, the stock settings onto which we project stories we cannot

experience. As one conversation among liberated inmates of Buchenwald

put it, what was wanted were accounts that “will let you imagine, even if you

can’t see” what had happened.188

In a New Yorker essay on the photographs of war, a precursor to her 2003

book Regarding the Pain of Others, Susan Sontag wrote about the nexus

between photography and memory, and the strange question of how we

might remember what we had not experienced:

The problem is not that people remember through photographs

but that they remember only the photographs. This remembering

through photographs eclipses other forms of understanding –

and remembering. The concentration camps – that is, the

photographs taken when the camps were liberated, in 1945 – are

most of what people associate with Nazism and the miseries of

the SecondWorld War … to remember is, more and more, not to

recall a story, but to be able to call up a picture.189

Applying this idea to what has arguably become the most infamous morning

of the Anglo-West’s 21st century, when two planes were flown into two

skyscrapers in Manhattan, photography seems capable to reversing the very

polarity of time, giving us a visceral “memory” of that event, that moment,

that we never witnessed. This, as Sontag discusses both in her 2002 essay,

and in Regarding the Pain of Others, used to be the province of stories, and in

undertaking this task stories relied on the mediation, the interpretation of

their readers’ imagination. If my Jane Eyrewas one thing, Virginia Woolf’s

Jane Eyrewas another, and the version of Jane Eyre that I might create for a

188 See Franklin, 2011, p. 15
189 Sontag, 2002, online at
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2002/12/09/021209crat_atlarge
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fictional character would be another thing again, not quite mine, not quite

an exact replica.

Photographs, on the other hand, stand as single, frozen moments, and they

become in a sense the easiest route to shorthand that we require to be able

to process, and hold, what we learn of the world around us. But if the images

of the liberations of German concentration camps become the thing most

remembered from the Second World War, they push so many other facts of

that war – atrocities, horrors – into the realm of the forgotten.190 And they

risk becoming, in a terrible new way, clichéd. In this way, there is a fine line

between the construction of a viable shorthand and reductionism.

In the first article of the first volume of the journal History and Memory,

published in 1989, Amos Funkenstein investigated ideas of collective

memory (an area that would become a growth industry of its own),

discussing first the inherently personal nature of different peoples’

memories and then the necessary relationship between any memory and the

present moment of its recall. “According to Augustine,” Funkenstein writes,

“recall is primarily the memory of conditions of the spirit, of internal, time-

bound events. The experience of memory is also a measure of time … [and

t]he past is the remembered present, just as the future is the anticipated

present: memory is always derived from the present and from the contents

of the present.”191

Perhaps the question of what is remembered, and how, is always more stark

in the space that follows a war: irrespective of victory or defeat, the

expectation is that there will be some return to normalcy, to some other,

pre-war way of being. This will require that certain aspects of the war are

190 See also Torgovnick, 2005, on the lack, “sometimes as a matter of government
policy, [of] photographic records of dead civilians and of events like the mass burning of
bodies in Hiroshima” in comparison to the images of photographs that followed the
opening of Nazi concentration camps – “perhaps because of their resemblance to
images flowing from Europe”: p. 8, and note 27, p.155
191 Funkenstein, 1989, p. 9
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remembered – and either celebrated or resented – while others are quietly

put away, and forgotten. And it will require the forgetting of the worst truth

of war: that it, like any other dreadful condition or circumstance, might have

become normal.192

Unknown Things About War

[Does] the realization of the War, as War, lie in blood, pain, dirt

and noise, or … is [it] finally and most acutely felt in the mental

states that possess one at odd, unemphatic moments …

–William Chappell, Penguin NewWriting, 1944193

Trying to sense the experience of a war from a distance requires

information more intimate, more immediate than dates and body counts.

Here are some of the unexpected things that people remember about World

War II – unexpected in the tenor of their emotion, in the weight of their

particularity. In 1939, when the Second World War was declared, the writer

Olga Masters watched people absorb the news from their daily newspapers:

The look on their faces seemed to say, “what is happening? What

is happening?” You felt like going up to them and talking about

the situation. You felt an excitement too, you know. Perhaps it’s

not a good thing to confess, but all young people feel excitement

when major change is about to take place. You forget about the

death and destruction.194

Gramophone records were played with prickly-pear thorns when the

needles of their machines couldn’t be replaced,195 and newborn babies in

192 Sontag, 2002, online at
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2002/12/09/021209crat_atlarge
193 Chappell, in Piette, 1995, p. 8
194 Masters in Connell, 1988, p. 7
195 Mavis Beer, in Coupe, 1991, p. 45
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France were named for the names already engraved on celebratory gold

pins, because there was no way their parents could organize to have a new

pin engraved with a new name.196

Look for the first casualties of air raids in Sydney, and you’ll find not people

– there never was an aerial blitz in that part of the world; the furthest south

enemy planes came was Townsville – but rather five circus animals (three

lions, a leopard and a tiger) who were destroyed because one of Sydney’s

municipal councils became concerned that they “could be a danger if they

got loose” during a raid. They had to be euthanized because travel

restrictions precluded them from being moved away from the city to the

country.197

The story of their deaths against the impossibility of any relocation sits in

stark contrast with many of the narratives most famously associated with

World War II and its aftermath – the extraordinary mobility of soldiers, of

prisoners, of civilians, and the mass organization, and sometimes

disorganization, that surrounded their movements across vast tracts of land

and their shifting borders.198 In the frames of Henri Cartier-Bresson’s third

film, Le Retour (The Return), commissioned in 1944 by the United States

Office of War, the last days of the conflict and the first days of its supposed

peace seem characterized by a kind of panicked and perpetual motion,

people walking, marching, trudging, and clambering and clamouring for

entrée onto the always too-tiny space of a railway car, a flatbed truck, a

clapped-out bus or wagon.199

196 Stein, 1945, p. 118
197 McKernan, 1983, p. 115
198 Tony Judt touches on aspects of this mass-movement of population in his 1992
essay “The Past in Another Country,” discussed below. Later in 2012, a new book by R.
M. Douglas – Orderly and Humane: The Expulsion of the Germans After the Second
World War – will be published by Yale University Press: see
http://chronicle.com/article/The-European-Atrocity-You/132123/ for an edited extract –
Douglas estimates that between 12 and 14 million people were forcibly relocated, with a
conservative estimate of around 500,000 deaths endured during the process
199 Cartier-Bresson, 1945
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If mobility underscores many of the war’s narratives – quite sinisterly, in

terms of the enterprise now associated with German trains, their tidy

timetables, and their ultimate destinations – then one of the most

astonishing accounts of wartime travel comes from Elie Wiesel’s memory of

his family’s train trip to Auschwitz. He writes: “many instincts were

awakened. Erotic instincts. Young boys and girls, under the cover of night,

succumbed to their aroused senses.” Remembering the journey across

several decades, he adds: “these were timid contacts, hesitant caresses that

never went beyond the limits of propriety … I was lying next to a woman. I

felt the warmth of her body. For the first time in my life, I could touch a

woman. A few fluttering strokes on her arms and knees, without her

knowing it. The rest belongs to fantasy. I remember it.”200

There is something mesmerizing about the idea of erotic frisson in a wagon

rolling towards Auschwitz. It is so incongruous, even in the context of the

necessarily loaded relationship that exists between memoirists and readers

of such an inconceivable event as the Shoah. But why not the excitement of a

16-yeard-old boy, covertly brushing a woman’s warm skin? It is only

through knowing the rest of the story – clear and horrible, and not just for

Wiesel but for enormous population of disappeared and haunted people –

that the incident seems jarring, dissonant. Its poignancy for readers comes

partly from the necessary attempt, always complicated in relation to large

and well-known historical events, to return a story to an original context,

where what happens next is unknown.

Similarly, in Eric Kandel’s memoir about his search – first as a psychoanalyst

and then as a neuroscientist – for the biological seat of memory, he writes of

his family’s expulsion from their Viennese flat in November 1938. There is a

knock on the door while Eric, his mother and his brother sat at dinner. They

are given the address of another apartment where they are to be “lodged,

until further notice”. Eric and his mother take only a change of clothes and

200 Wiesel, in Suleiman, 2006, p. 174
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some toiletries; his brother takes his coin and stamp collections too. In the

apartment to which they are sent, Eric watches an “elderly, affluent couple”

and his mother perform as courteous a dance as they can through these

inexplicable circumstances. Their hosts were “thoughtful and decent”, he

writes, while “also frightened and uneasy about the events that brought us

to them”. His mother, he observes, is “embarrassed to be imposing on our

hosts, conscious that they are probably as uncomfortable to have three

strangers suddenly thrust upon them as we are to be there.” In the

domesticity of this – the description of the nightshirt that their host wears,

complete with nightcap and moustache guard, as distinct from the pajamas

worn by Eric’s father – there is the shadow of every a-domestic awfulness

that may run on from this story in subsequent years. It does not happen to

Eric Kandel; he and his family escape to America. He does not write what

happens to that “elderly, affluent couple”.201

The power of the scene lies in subverted normalcy, in its smallness. It’s in all

the awfulness you fear may happen immediately which doesn’t happen to

these people, off in their future somewhere. What is shocking is its scale, and

its scale is so tiny against the size and sense of the Holocaust, that temporal

watershed in story and history. Into the space immediately beyond 1945

comes the world’s growing awareness of its actions and circumstances, and

the beginning of every attempt to try to tell its story.

If shorthand makes sense of managing the everyday memories of a mundane

life, the memory of something as sprawling and messy as war must

necessarily be reduced to a series of dramatic moments – the evacuation of

Dunkirk, the Battle of Britain and the Blitz, the invasion of Russia and the

bombing of Pearl Harbour, the D-Day landings, the liberation of Auschwitz,

the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki – which roll forward towards a

known outcome.202 It is stripped of its real time, of how long six years feels,

201 Kandel, 2006, p. 4
202 In Regarding the Pain of Others, her last book, Susan Sontag considers the role of
images and collective memory in terms of the events of war that are carried forward and
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let alone six years spent as a wife concerned for an absent, fighting husband,

or six years with light curtailed, food curtailed, life curtailed. “For those who

waited desperately for news,” writes Joy Damousi in The Labour of Loss, “the

homefront was barren and devoid, a volatile and contingent place where

their emotional lives remained in a state of flux.”203 The story of the war as it

is remembered is stripped of its slowness, its desperation, its necessary

unpredictability and its horrible mundanity. It is stripped of the infinite

number of events that filled its minutes, its hours, its weeks and its years.

Even the war’s end in Europe, according to one observer, seemed to lack its

proper potency: the D-Day landings of June 1944 made the subsequent

eleven months feel like something of a formality. “It was only a matter of

waiting for that final moment,” John Gleeson remembered for an oral history

collection concerned with World War II. “It was a long time coming but

there was no fear. We didn’t know that thousands of men were being killed

in that last stand.”204

To walk with Gertrude Stein through the slow days from 1944 to Germany’s

unconditional surrender, at 2.41 in the morning of June 7, 1945, is to get a

clearer sense of the war’s narrative than can be conveyed through any

simple timeline. Stein’s sentences loop and recur, stripped of punctuation

but loaded with the rhythm of thought. It’s a style that evokes the competing

strands of banality, fear, ignorance, anonymity and individuation that many

writers tried to capture in those years. “Everybody is so excited about

everything but nobody is very certain that there is anything to be excited

about,” she wrote on April 19, 1944 inWars I Have Seen.205 “It is funny that

remembered – this is returned to below in this essay. However one point seems salient
here, regarding events that, although as shocking, as massive, as other atrocities, do
not lodge in the public imagination. In terms of WWII, Sontag refers specifically to “the
rape of some one hundred and thirty thousand women and girls (ten thousand of whom
committed suicide) by victorious Soviet soldiers unleashed by their commanding officers
in Berlin in 1945 … these are memories that few have cared to claim.” See Sontag,
2003, p. 85
203 Damousi, 1999, p. 120
204 Gleeson, in Connell, 1988, p. 132
205 Stein, 1945, p. 111
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we are always being given the right date but the wrong event,” she writes a

week or so later. “There is nothing stranger than the way everyone knows

everything, everybody does, but there is always a catch to it … and

everybody says what is the use of a war when the war is over, why does not

everybody know that it is over when it is over and it is over.”206

“When the bloodletting is over,” writes Bruce Jackson in The Story Is True,

his exploration of storytelling as a necessary part of any life lived, “we still

must find meaning in what was done and what was experienced or suffered.

The instrument at that point isn’t the gun; it’s language.”207 It’s part of the

understanding, the accounting, the explaining – perhaps the forgiving. It’s a

narrative that can then sit securely in the construct of a given beginning, a

given middle, and, most importantly, a definite end. There is a very different

comfort available from a story recalled compared to the next unknown – and

the next, and the next – of a story inhabited, a story still unfolding. It’s the

discomfort that makes us wish we had a means of applying that omniscient

future tense with which Helen Garner finished The Spare Room, and it’s the

inverse of our reaction to Eric Kandel’s memories of different pajamas, Eli

Wiesel’s memories of skin brushing skin.

What’s most startling to discover is that in Europe, the war had no official

end. No peace treaty was signed with Germany, and it would take more than

six years, until July 1951, for the Western Allies to declare that their “state of

war” with Germany was over. This, writes the historian Tony Judt, “further

confused an already obscure memory of the war itself.”208

When the war reached its end in the Pacific in August 1945, there were

scenes of dancing and jubilation – policemen were kissed, someone reported

in Adelaide, which was “a very unusual thing. Policemen were usually held

at arm’s length”. There were ticker-tape parades, and there was drinking

206 Stein, 1945, p. 120
207 Jackson, 2007, p. 187
208 Judt, 1992, pp. 94-95
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and drinking and more drinking, and “cheering, kissing each other, running

crocodiles a quarter of a mile long or so. They were delirious really, the

relief was colossal.”209

For Olga Masters, who had noticed exhilaration six years before, “the atomic

bomb was like the finishing post of a long, hard race. Later on we had to

think of the destruction of human beings that resulted … but at that time you

only thought that the war would be over and peace would come to the

world.”210

Slowly, people began to return home to Australia – and with them came

their stories. In the wake of the war’s end, too, came the story of what had

happened to the 22,000 Australians who’d “vanished” into Japanese camps

five years before, as Daniel O’Connell describes it inWar at Home. But while

the public were banned from the wharves when the worst affected men

arrived, a class of children – including the son of one returning POW – was

taken from the Rose Bay Primary School to meet returning POWs at the

Rose Bay Flying Boat base. “The way they tried to smile was very moving,”

the POW’s son remembered, “and you realised that something terrible had

been going on up there that we hadn’t been aware of.”211

So many possible narratives run out from this image, a small boy, on a

wharf, by a wide blue harbour, on the brink of discovering the unknown. So

many, too, might remain untold; as Paula Hamilton writes in “The Knife

Edge: Debates about Memory and History,” more Australian lives were lost

in the POW camps of the Pacific than in any of the war’s other arenas, yet

“for many years, the majority [of survivors] were unable to speak or write

about it.”212 It would take almost 40 years for those stories to start being

told.

209 Penglase and Horner, 1992, pp. 224-225
210 Masters, in Connell, 1998, p. 134
211 Garton, 1996, p. 7, and Kevin McGrath in Connell, 1998, p. 135
212 Hamilton, in Darian-Smith and Hamilton (eds), 1994, see pp. 9-32
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Unknown Things About Time

Thiswas a habit I had for quite some time; perhaps even now I still

do it. I'd look at a clock and for a longwhile continue to see the

hands fixed just as theywere, and not realise time had passed…

– S. in Aleksandr Luria’s The Mind of a Mnemonist213

On the roof of the Hiroshima National Peace Memorial Hall is a clock whose

hands perpetually mark 8.15 – the position in which they stopped when the

Little Boy atomic bomb was detonated more than half a kilometre above the

city. Every morning, now, there is a chime at 8.15, a memorial to that single,

transfixing moment. But the clock itself reinforces the idea that time

stopped on August 6, 1945, and that while another world, and another

future, did indeed emerge on the other side of that moment, the world that

existed at 8.14 on August 6 had disappeared forever in a blinding flash of

light, a wall of air that moved at the speed of sound, and a blanket of cloud

that looked – according to the Enola Gay’s navigator Theodore van Kirk –

like “a cauldron of boiling oil”.214

All stories have their moment – their 8.15 on August 6 – after which

something is changed or altered or transformed, unexpectedly or otherwise.

And all stories have the timeframe across which they suspend themselves.

Some travel a straight line from past to future, as carefully marked with

temporal distinctions as if the face of a clock had been directly transferred

onto their narratives. Some loop and curl, weaving strands of this “now” and

that “then” into one single fabric. In hunting for the structure of Just Getting

Light and the arrangement of its moments, the opportunity of breaking the

run of time seemed an interesting way of distending and fracturing grief,

and of looking at the impossible and inevitable time of life beyond it.

213 Luria, 1968, p. 152
214 Culliford and Ellam ,2010, online at http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/top-
stories/2010/08/01/i-ve-never-apologised-for-what-we-did-and-i-never-will-we-not-only-
saved-american-lives-but-japanese-as-well-115875-22455780/
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Inserting scenes from Mackenzie Lachlan’s life into the run of narrative after

he had died allowed for a different interrogation of the immortality of

memory, and an element of play with the elasticity of time itself.

It is one of the strengths of the novel’s form that it can play in so

freehandedly with seconds and days and decades, and the advantages of this

are clear when set against the strange sense of time that pervades many

memoirs – notably Joyce Carol Oates’ AWidow’s Story. On page 154, more

than a third of the way through, she pleads for more time to grieve for her

husband – “I need time to spend just grieving for Ray” – and this comes far

enough into the flow of her words to make narrative sense to a reader. But

it’s pinned precisely on a real day in the real-time run of her widowhood,

only eight days after her husband’s death.215 You stop, you baulk. You do the

calculation: who wouldn’t still be grieving eight days after their husband’s

death? And yet who wouldn’t have experienced those eight days as the

infinite beginning of a new and impossible infinity?

The malleability of time, its impossible ability to seem to slow at one

moment, and surge fast and rushed at others, is not only one of literature’s

most frequently used tools. It’s also an area of investigation for increasing

numbers of scientists, from psychologists such as Douwe Draaisma (author

of the perfectly titledWhy Life Speeds Up As You Get Older), to

neuroscientists like David Eagleman, who has designed an experiment to

explore how time slows when fear for our lives, using a “perceptual

chronometer” (a unit like a wristwatch with an LED read-out that flashes a

number at a rate just within the parameters of perception) and a fun-park

ride called Zero Gravity.

For Draaisma, time can be investigated through devices such as the Taktir

Apparatus (like the beats of Ravel’s famous Bolero, the ticks it emits are

perceived as speeding up merely because they increase in volume) and

215 Oates, 2011, p. 154
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Ernest Jünger’s observations of the “chronometric imperfection” of

hourglasses where the very passage of the sand through the glass’s neck

eventually widens it, allowing the sand to move through more quickly.216

For Eagleman, the task is to move from German psychophysical experiments

of the late 1800s (where a doctor, for instance, made his febrile wife

estimate the length of a minute against a minute he measured on his watch;

the higher her temperature, the shorter her estimate) to exploring just how

many different kinds of “clocks” the human mind operates.

Where time differs from our other senses, according to Eagleman, is in its

difference from the other senses. “Sight, smell, touch, taste and hearing are

relatively easy to isolate in the brain. They have discrete functions that

rarely overlap; it’s hard to describe the taste of a sound, the colour of a

smell, or the scent of a feeling …” Burkhard Bilger wrote in a recent New

Yorker profile of the scientist. “But a sense of time is threaded through

everything we perceive. It’s there in the length of a song, the persistence of a

scent, the flash of a light bulb.”

Time, says Eagleman, is “a distributed property. It’s metasensory; it rides on

top of all the others.”217 Futhermore, as he writes in his contribution to the

anthologyWhat’s Next?, “the days of thinking of time as a river – evenly

flowing, always advancing – are over. Time perception, just like vision, is a

construction of the brain and is as shockingly easy to manipulate.”218 And, as

another antecedent for his work, he cites Benjamin Lipet, a 1950s

physiologist who worked in California and observed a half-second delay –

“an eternity in brain time” – between a shock administered to a particular

part of the brain and the section of the body or its skin to which these

corresponded. From this, Lipet concluded, “we are not conscious of the

actual moment of the present. We are always a little late.”219

216 Draaisma, 2004, pp. 201, 213
217 Bilger, 2011, pp. 57-58
218 Eagleman, in Brockman (ed.), 2009, p. 157
219 Bilger, 2011, p. 60
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For a novel that plays with a notion that all of a life as lived maybe be

experienced and compressed into a single, unending moment, these ideas

work as a form of permission for the imagination. Imposed on the moment

you hear of an unexpected death, they evoke the split second pause as you

take in the words, the delay in understanding their meaning, their

consequences – a delay that might feel like it stretches for ages. The science

of Lipet’s and Eagleman’s experiments holds true in any narrative, lived or

written. We are always a little late.

1948

It is not difficult to guess that Orwell, in Nineteen Eighty-Four,

was imagining a future for his son's generation, a world he was

not so much wishing upon them as warning against.

– Thomas Pynchon, introduction to George Orwell’s Nineteen

Eighty-Four220

I can remember when I became aware that there were different kinds of

time; that the calendar year might be overlaid with another year, which bore

the same tag, but was an entirely different thing to the Monday-to-Sunday

run of days and the events that filled up their diary. It was in 1984, when

much was being made of George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four, and of the

imaginative and coincidental links that might be found between 1948, when

he was said to have finished the piece (he had been thinking about it since

1943,221 writing it since 1946, and didn’t publish it until 1949), and the

actual late-20th-century year, with Torvill and Dean, the Olympics in Los

Angeles, the chemical disaster in Bhopal, and the identification of the AIDS

virus, and everyone singing “Feed the World” to raise money for the famine

220 Pynchon, 2003, p. 128
221 Fussell, 1995, p. 72
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in Africa. “After 1066,” writes Paul Chilton in his introduction to Nineteen

Eighty-Four in 1984, “1984 is perhaps the best known date in English

history. In fact, ‘1984’ is less a date than a symbol.”222

I remember sensing something of this, something about interconnectedness

– not that Orwell had forecast the year I was living in, or foreshadowed its

actuality, but rather than a certain line existed between his “now”, and mine,

thirty-six years later. Perhaps this was to do with the beginning of some sort

of historical consciousness, a wider temporal awareness – I was only 13

years old at the time. But as Steven G. Smith writes in “Historical

Meaningfulness in Shared Action,” accessing history means “access to

narratability, a kind of immortality available to all actors who have existed

and can therefore be subjects of history.”223 Pinning the moments of your

life against the larger moments that are later deemed of historical

importance is just one way to join that narrative.

In 1984, 1948 seemed a hallowed or spotlit year, and I carried that sense of

it, consciously or otherwise, through the next 25 years, to the beginning of

Just Getting Light. The more I gleaned of its 366 days as I thought about the

world I wanted for that novel, the stronger this sense became. “Indeed,”

wrote Tony Judt in “The Past is Another Country,” the between years 1945

and 1948 “were the moment not only of the division of Europe and the first

stage of its postwar reconstruction but also, and in an intimately related

manner, the period during which Europe's postwar memory was

moulded.”224

The aftermath of World War II unfolded an extraordinary amalgam of events

in 1948 – even at the time, without knowing the courses they would pursue

over subsequent decades, they must have seemed events of great moment.

222 In Aubrey and Chilton (eds), 1983, p. 1
223 Smith, 2009, p. 8
224 Judt, 1992, p. 86 – the title of Judt’s paper, now so frequently used it borders on
cliché, is the opening sentence from L. P. Hartley’s 1953 book, The Go-Between
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Gandhi was assassinated. The Palestinian exodus began. The UN adopted its

declaration of human rights. Apartheid was mandated with the election of

Daniel Francois Malan in South Africa. The Berlin Blockade began, and there

was a spate of hijacks and massacres. Burma, Sri Lanka and Israel all

declared their independence. And an Austrian amnesty returned full civil

rights to around 500,000 Nazis, resulting in what Judt calls “a sort of instant

amnesia, whereby all sides agreed that these men and women were

henceforward no different from the rest … In a process that would have

been all but unthinkable in 1945, the identification and punishment of active

Nazis in German-speaking Europe had effectively ended by 1948 and was a

forgotten issue by the early 1950s.”225

In considering the control of information – or misinformation – so famously

prevalent in Orwell’s imagined world, it’s interesting to think about the

burial of information that Tony Judt refers to here. It wasn’t that there were

many things about the war that weren’t known – who had done what, and

when, and to whom. It was rather that it had been willfully forgotten. In this

way, the state of “collective amnesia” described by the German poet Hans

Magnus Enzensberger came into being, which created the later situation of

facts needing to be discovered – and learned, and owned – all over again.226

While the burial of stories made necessary their later recovery and

revivification, it must also have reinforced what Stephen Garton describes as

“the period after the war, in literature and private recollection, [which] is

represented as a time of loss and darkness, in which returned soldiers are

forever to live in the past tense and the third person.”227 If there is

something arresting and even compelling in the idea of fictional characters

remaining mired in a single story – always identified with its turns, its

contexts, and its outcomes – then the impact of that when the “character” is

225 Judt, 1992, p. 88
226 Enzensberger, in Judt, 1992, p. 95 – Tony Judt returns to and expands on this idea,
reprising Enzensberger’s phrase, in his 2005 Postwar: A History of Europe Since 1945
227 Garton, 1996, p. 177
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a person, in the process of their own life, is a more chilling thing again. Just

as a returned soldier must crave to be identified as something – or someone

– other, so perhaps the turning point in a widow’s mourning comes when

she wishes to be identified by something other than grief, and as someone

other than bereaved.

This constricted sense of character – and tense – would have belonged not

just to returned soldiers, but to most people trying to find their way in a

post-war world: “the magazines, I remember, used to make predictions of

what life is going to be like after the war,” one interviewee remembered for

Joanna Penglase’s and David Horner’s oral history projectWhen War Came

to Australia, “everything from the design of houses to the design of cars to

what clothes were going to look like and so on. And economists would write

about rebuilding the world’s economies and industries, So we did expect a

fair bit, perhaps all over the world: a world fit for heroes.”228 Where the

reality was the Malaya Emergency, the Korean War, and the brutal division

of Europe along the iron curtain.

Even the Australian government had wondered how people’s moods would

fare pots-war. Before 1945, it took advice to the effect that “during the war

we have lived at an emotional pitch more intense than can be sustained for

long periods.” Beyond its end, it was suggested, “there is a danger we will

feel our struggles never stop but only change their complexion. There is a

danger we will be disappointed. We might realise we have won only the

opportunity to keep working. We might see this as inadequate freedom.

There might be widespread disillusion. Perhaps even cynicism.”229

The revelation of what lay beyond the war’s end is like the assemblage of a

jigsaw, its pieces falling into place at unpredictable intervals. Navigating the

accretions of that revelation, Saul Bellow described 1948 as a “gloom [that]

228 Maurie Jones in Penglase and Horner, 1992, p. 230
229 This adaptation of a memo written by Nugget Coombes in 1944 appears in Ross
Gibson’s novel The Summer Exercises: see Gibson, 2008, p. 47, and the citation p. 263
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was heavy and vile … bread and coal were still being rationed … knowledge

of the Holocaust was slowly coming to us.”230 There were unknown layers of

aftershock to be countenanced, like the length of time that Europe would sit

sliced down the middle, or the ongoing effects of the two atomic bombs

dropped on Japan. And the world still faced a reality of shortages,

deprivations, conflicts, and even more massive forced relocations of people

that precipitated up to two million deaths beyond the war’s end among

Germans expelled from other countries – the Volksdeutsche – alone.231 Peace

did not immediately equate to prosperity, or security, or any other kind of

ease.

In reality, the world was still fearful – although even before the Second

World War, fear had been considered something of a universal or global

sensation. In 1937, a correspondent for The Listenerwrote an article called

“The Age of Fear”, asserting that “there could be no doubt [that] the modern

world was badly scared – and showed it. Fear [is] the leading motive of its

actions and the chief propelling power of its public.”232 The broadcast of H.

G. Wells’War of the Worlds in 1938 created a well-known panic, attributed

by one listener to “things [happening] so thick and fast since my

grandfather’s day that we can’t hope to know what might happen now … I

am all balled up.”233 And in the war’s wake, one American colonel suggested

that any man who had panicked in combat should be sterilised – “only such

a measure would prevent men from showing fear and then passing on to

another generation their mental weakness.”234 Yet as Joanna Bourke writes

in her cultural history of fear, other contemporary and later commentators

felt that the moniker “the Age of Fear” should be applied to the 1950s and

sixties as “dread was the most rational emotion in these decades.”235

230 Bellow, 2005, pp. 74, 79
231 Judt, 1992, pp. 88-89
232 In Bourke, 2005, p. 168
233 In Bourke, 2005, p. 188
234 Col. Amos R. Koontz, 1948, in Bourke, 2005, p. 219
235 Bourke, 2005, p. 260
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There are interesting parallels between fear and grief – C. S. Lewis unpacks

their similarities in A Grief Observed, writing that “grief still feels like fear …

or like waiting, just hanging about waiting for something to happen. It gives

life a permanently provisional feeling.”236 Grief and fear are shuddering,

insidious emotions that burrow into an individual, no matter how public or

global the situation that triggered them. In a fictional shuffle between macro

and micro – world events and lived experience; public history and private

memory – these emotions can reverberate as both cause and effect for

decisions and reactions, stalling characters at some moments, animating

them at others. The nexus of fear and grief may generate the state that Lewis

describes as a life “provisional”, but in reality, life – or narrative – must

necessarily move and progress. Both exemplify that definition of change.

Moments become memories and stories become histories, catalogued and

arranged in a linear and sensible way to allow their recall and recitation.

That we also – and perhaps more importantly – tell ourselves the stories we

tell others is seen by psychologist Roger Schank as “causing us to see our

own lives in terms of pre-established, well-known stories that can obscure

the ways in which our actual situation differs from the standard story.”237

Yet as Susan Suleiman says, in opening her investigation of history, memory,

and the Second World War, “how we view ourselves, and how we represent

ourselves to others, is indissociable from the stories we tell about our

past.”238

The Book of Memory

If history is what took place in the past, and the writing of history

is the attempt to record and interpret ‘what once was’ … then

236 Lewis, 1966, p. 47
237 Schank, 1990, p. 147
238 Suleiman, 2006, p. 1
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memory is what remains of history in the present for an

individual or a group.

– Susan Rubin Suleiman, Crises of Memory and the Second

World War239

Some years ago, when we’d just moved north from Sydney to Brisbane, I had

the strange experience of completely forgetting the look of someone’s face.

He was someone I worked with, more than an acquaintance, but less than

intimate, and for three days whenever I thought of him, nothing came to

mind but a complete blank. It didn’t matter in the greater scheme of things –

it was interesting to wonder why it had happened, and why, on the third or

fourth day, his visage returned to my mind’s eye as suddenly and

inexplicably as it had gone. If it hadn’t, I could have found a picture of him

somewhere, or even flown to Sydney to see him, reminding my memory of

what needed to be reinstated in this blank. But it made me think about the

impermanence of our recollections, and to translate this unreliability to a

moment of more urgency: the fraught and desperate mind, and memory, or

somebody recently widowed.

Writing about his wife after her death, C. S. Lewis evokes the limitations of

even the most committed and affectionate memory: “Slowly, quietly, like

snow-flakes – like the small flakes that come when it is going to snow all

night – little flakes of me, my impressions, my selections, are settling down

on the image of her.

The real shape will be quite hidden in the end. Ten minutes – ten

seconds – of the real H. would correct all of this. And yet, even if

those ten seconds were allowed me, one second later the little

flakes would begin to fall again. The rough, sharp, cleaning tang

of her otherness is gone.240

239 Suleiman, 2006, p. 3
240 Lewis, in Lofland, 1982, p. 227
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It is the lament of anyone who grieves. It is inevitable that we will make any

story our own, and remember anyone as a part of ourselves, rather than as a

distinct imprint of themselves. This is part of the skittishness and

subjectivity of memory, and it makes the appeal of collective memory easy

to understand. It’s an agreed version, a garnering of memorials that we

might trick ourselves can more properly round out the shape of an actual

person, or at least give us a simulacrum not tainted by the limitations of our

own memories and imaginations. The risk, though, lies in the competition

between the different versions of the person as offered up by each

memorialist.

Each life has its secrets, its unknowns, and its little bits and pieces not held

back willfully or sinisterly but simply never spoken of shared or explained

because not everything can be said or explained or shared. In Just Getting

Light, Ani learns, after her husband’s death, that he once lost his engine

when he jumped down to pick blackberries and it went on without him, that

he occasionally drank in the wine saloon on the northern edge of the village,

that he played billiards once in a while. These are insignificant moments in

the scheme of things, but they are confronting revelations for a wife who

believes she knows every detail of her husband’s story and must now

understand that, just as she has no way of going back to him for any

explanation, she has no way of accessing any other things unknown, of

whatever scale.

At the end ofWithout, Donald Hall’s collection of poems about the death of

his wife, Jane Kenyon, “Letter After a Year” opens with a completely

arresting line. “Here’s a story I never told you,” he begins, and then recounts

how he’d found a bundle of letters in the attic of a house he used to rent,

years before he met Kenyon.

A young woman tenant of the attic

wrote these letters to her lover,
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who had died in a plane crash.

In my thirtieth year, with tenure

and a new book coming out,

I read the letters in puzzlement.

“She’s writing to somebody dead?”241

“Here’s a story I never told you.” Earlier in the book, Hall writes of the

moment of his 22nd wedding anniversary with Kenyon, and each of his

poems suggests and celebrates their intimacy, their knowledge of each

other, the way their minds and works and imaginings and daily lives were

intertwined. Here’s a story that’s irresistible, in hindsight – any storyteller

would surely want to share it – and yet Hall had never told it to his wife.

No intimacy can hold everything of everyone, just as no history can hold

every circumstance and moment. Perhaps Hall had told the story about the

young woman’s letters to other people. Or perhaps he was its only

repository, allowing him to use the anecdote as something differently fresh

and extraordinarily poignant when he began to writeWithout.

In a single stanza in a poem written mourning his wife, Donald Hall gave an

unnamed young woman’s grief the same continuation of mourning and

memory and made her story – and her own mourning – part of the collective

memory of whoever read his words. He gave her a narrative immortality. As

for Jane Kenyon herself, perhaps she too is she kept differently “alive”

because she is remembered by readers who didn’t know of her before her

death, but who read of her now, in Hall’s lines. Perhaps she multiplies as

each new reader sets out on this journey through his words. For Donald

Hall, the only person on whom such a thing may devolve, is there any

241 Hall, 1999, p. 77
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comfort in this? Does he gain through the creation of this new collective

memory of his wife?242

“Strictly speaking,” says Susan Sontag, “there is no such thing as collective

memory … all memory is individual, unrepeatable – it dies with each person.

What is called collective memory is not a remembering but a stipulating:

that this is important, and this is the story about how it happened, with the

pictures that lock in our minds.”243 This is hallmark Sontag, strident and

firm, with a hint of the sinister. But there’s a strange sympathy between this

idea and the creation of narrative, necessarily stipulated, necessarily

insistent, necessarily selective in terms of any fictional story’s myriad

possibilities. Where those alternatives fold into the nothingness of dead

ends or abandoned drafts, the other lives, or versions, of people – as they are

privately remembered – fold instead into the vaguenesses and distractions

of our regular and brittle minds. We are programmed to select and forget, in

the way that moving (or living) through time programs us for change. Where

technology now enables us to catch and hold the sounds, the images, the

progressions of past moment and places and people, our own hardware

remains as messy and unreliable as ever.

InMetaphors of Memory, Douwe Draaisma discusses these technologies in

terms of allowing us to “externalize” memory – photography,

cinematography, the boundless storage possibilities of the internet. These

have not only allowed us to “[arm] ourselves against the transience implicit

in the mortality of memory”. They have “supported, relieved and

occasionally replaced natural memory”. And, he argues, they have “shaped

our views of remembering and forgetting. The technologies themselves he

designates “artificial memories”, a provocatively ambiguous label in an era

of false and recovered memories.244 As Joshua Foer writes inMoonwalking

242 In “Letter in Autumn” Hall writes about finding a tribute at his wife’s grave – some
flowers, a pumpkin, and a poem – from “a woman who ‘never knew you’ / who asks,
‘Can you hear me Jane?’” See Hall, 1998, p. 62
243 Sontag, 2003, pp. 85-86
244 Draaisma, 2000
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with Einstein, his study of learning to memorise, or remember, when the

Egyptian god Teuth offered up the gift of writing, Thamus the king rejected

it. To record things in this way, he argued, would be to “implant

forgetfulness in [men’s] souls”. It would transform the act of remembering

into the act of reminding.245

Sontag herself spent considerable time exploring the pervasive, almost

invasive way photographs in particular become the remembered thing,

rather than a memory existing of the moment the photograph captured.

When she died in 2004, her partner Annie Leibovitz took a series of

photographs of her body.

Her son, David Rieff – who later wrote his own memoir of mourning,

Swimming in a Sea of Death – was horrified, believing she had been

“humiliated posthumously by … those carnival images of celebrity death”.246

Leibovitz was certain that Sontag herself would have championed the

work.247

Perhaps they are the 21st-century incarnation ofmemento mori, freezing and

consolidating the idea of death. Certainly they act as an unavoidable full

stop, a repudiation of any sense that this woman – or her story – could go

on.

To be able to forget that death has occurred, to be able to keep the story of

the deceased moving, rather than see it held static in perpetuity: maybe this

is what we want most from our memories. After all, as the survivors, the

idea of living in the definitive moment of death, the instant of becoming

aware of someone’s passing, is impossible to consider.Mired in that one

point of time you are soldered to one event, one instant of happening. Better,

245 Foer, 2011, p. 138
246 Rieff, 2008, p. 150
247 Scott, 2006, online at
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/06/arts/design/06leib.html?pagewanted=all
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as a mourner, as a character, to step into another stream of narrative and

discover whatever happens next.
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POSTSCRIPT

Here is a fairly sober version of what happens in the small room

between the writer and the work itself … The vision is, sub specie

aeternitatis, a set of mental relationships, a coherent series of

formal possibilities. In the actual rooms of time, however, it is a

page or two of legal paper filled with words and questions; it is a

terrible diagram, a few books’ names in a margin, an ambiguous

doodle, a corner folded down in a library book. These are memos

from the thinking brain to witless hope.

– Annie Dillard, The Writing Life248

It’s more than five years since I began this project, more than five years

since I began to try to find the story of its novel, and the kinds of details and

reinforcements that might fly in towards each other to contribute to the

weft and warp of that fiction. In a shorter piece of time, between writing the

introduction to this exegesis and writing this epilogue, my son’s train set has

grown. He can fit his track together himself now and he experiments with

the number of carriages each of his small wooden engines can pull. Too

much, he calls. No, that’s too much. And he attaches a bigger engine, or

sidelines some of his stock.

It is an unusual process, writing a novel with the knowledge that this

skeleton, or superstructure, of investigation and analysis will later need to

be brought into being. During its course, I’ve happened across coincidences

too neat and tight to be believable in any fiction – like the Sunday visits the

Spanish writer Jorge Semprún made to Maurice Halbwachs, the great

scholar of collective memory, when they were both interned in Buchenwald

in 1945 (Halbwachs died there, on March 16 that year).249 I happened across

pieces of writing that distilled or explained perfectly the particular thing I

was trying to understand – Tony Judt’s “The Past is Another Country” on the

248 Dillard, 1990, p. 57
249 Suleiman, 2006, p. 154
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events packed into that strange piece of time immediately following World

War II; Ted Hughes’ “Last Letter” to Sylvia Plath, the poem about the

weekend she died; David Jones’ description of the beautiful stained glass

windows in what is now the Mitchell Library of the State Library of New

South Wales.

Devising an account of the thinking behind Just Getting Light – with its focus

on the place of Thirroul, the miracle of recovered poems, the nexus between

grief, time, memory and war – has meant traversing the novel’s story from a

different height, making it appear sometimes more malleable and

sometimes more crafted and constructed than any other story I’ve tried to

make whole. My imagination has run in different directions with different

people – my characters, and the sources I’ve found who helped me to shape

them. Like the American poet Donald Hall whose 1998 collectionWithout,

shaped from the time and space around his wife’s death three years before

that, predated the early 21st-century rush of grief memoirs.

This project brought Donald Hall into my reading, and I thought about him

from time to time as I went on, wondering how he was doing, this far

beyond his wife’s death, as I might wonder about an acquaintance. I

wondered how he was thinking about her now, and thinking about himself. I

wondered where his story had taken him – without, or beyond, her.

And then my postman delivered a copy of The New Yorker, and there was my

answer, in “Green Farmhouse Chairs,” a new poem by Hall:

… My wife Jane Kenyon

died at forty-seven, no longer

able to write. I imagine her

at sixty, outliving hot flashes,

writing in depression new poems

about an old man who cannot fuck.
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She looks after him as he shuffles

into a bent and shrivelled other …250

Life, unlike the stories contained in novels, will always go on, adding

sentences, paragraphs and chapters to the story it tells of itself. There are

only two things that could shut this down: death, or a loss of memory.251 But

even then, the story’s other surviving characters will bear it forward. And it

will buzz and thrum with its own moments of serendipity.

Somewhere in the course of working on the complementary texts of Just

Getting Light and its exegesis, I came across On Reading, the elegant

collection of images made by Hungarian photographer André Kertész. In

many of the frames, the readers he has captured sit with their eyes trained

and focused on their page, entirely absorbed in its other world and oblivious

to the world in which they sit, the world in which a camera observes and

pins their moment. But in a few, they look up – just as Kertész makes his

image – and from the blankness of their gaze, the totality of their absence,

you can see that they are anywhere but in this room at this time.252 They are

on a journey. They are in another place. They are in another time. Some part

of them has disappeared, entirely absent, from the room, the garden, the

time and place they should be in.

“I still do not know what impels anyone sound of mind to leave dry land and

spend a lifetime describing people who do not exist,” wrote Mavis Gallant in

a preface to a short story collection.253 But if you do walk across the sand at

Thirroul’s beach and head out through the clear, blue water, you can turn

and see the true height of the escarpment, the narrow waist of the coast’s

250 Hall, 2011, p. 47
251 Foer, 2011, p. 73: “Without the ability to compare today’s feelings to yesterday’s,”
Foer writes of a man who lost his short-term memory in 1992 when a virus attacked his
brain’s medial temporal lobes, “he cannot tell any cohesive narrative about himself.”
252 Kertész, 2008
253 Atwood, 2002, p. xiii
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plain, the way the cliffs rise and fall along this coast’s run of headlands and

beaches.

It’s only from here, all the way out here, that you can really see the size and

the shape of the place you’ve come from.

© Ashley Hay 2012
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